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MathematicsMathematics is the art of giving the same name to different things.1 

Preface e 
Thiss thesis is intended to develop combinatorics to study the representation theory of affine 
Heckee algebras. Therefore, the aim of this preface is to explain what these algebras are, 
wheree they arise, and why they are studied; thereby serving as a motivation for the research 
whichh is described in the main text. 

0.1.. The braid group 

Thee most prominent and best-studied member of the Hecke algebra family is the Iwahori-
Heckee algebra. The importance of this algebra is best explained by the fact Üiat it arises as 
aa quotient of the group algebra of a braid group associated to a Coxeter group. These braid 
groups,, in particular the one of type A, are very natural and basic objects, that are frequently 
encounteredd in various disciplines. The braid group of type A (which is the archetypical one) 
cann be pictured as the group of permutations of a set of n objects, where one also remembers 
thee "history" of the permutation, i.e., we imagine the permuted objects as moving along a 
string.. A braid is thus a collection of strings which weave over and under one another, the 
groupp multiplication simply being the composition of one braid with another. An example of 
aa braid is pictured in Figure 1. 

FIGUREE 1. Example of a braid 

Wee denote by crj the operation which switches the lower endpoints of strings i and i + 1 
(keepingg all other endpoints fixed), with string i + 1 crossing above string i. If one lets 
stringg i + 1 pass below string i, we find the inverse operation CT"1. A general element of 
thee braid group is obtained by successively applying such operations. Notice that we do 
nott have a quadratic relation erf = 1: applying Oi twice only leads to further entanglement 
off  the strings. There are, however, still relations between the operators: obviously one has 
eri<jjeri<jj  = crjai if \i — j \ > 1, but moreover, one has erj<7i+i<7j = <7i+i<7i<7i+i. These relations 
aree called the braid relations. Artin was the first to realize the fundamental importance of 

'Poincaré,, Jules Henri (1854-1912) (As opposed to the quotation: Poetry is the art of giving different names to 
thee same thing) 

i.\ \ 
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thiss group. He studied it in [2], and showed that it is isomorphic to the fundamental group 
off  the regular orbit space of the symmetric group Sn>  acting by means of the permutation 
matricess on C". Consequently the braid group is sometimes referred to as Artin braid group. 
Artinss result was later generalized to finite reflection groups by Brieskorn ([5]) and to affine 
reflectionn groups by Looijenga and Van der Lek ([28]). 
Outsidee of daily life (e.g., walking two dogs), the braid group is ubiquitous in mathematics. 
Itt occurs in several, both obvious as well as at first glance more surprising places, such as the 
theoryy of knots and links, completely integrable systems in mathematical physics, the meory 
off  special functions (hypergeometric functions), cryptography, algebraic geometry, topology, 
quantumm groups, etc. 
Thee representation theory of the braid group is very difficult, and this is where one can bring 
thee Hecke algebra into play. The Hecke algebra is defined as the quotient of the group algebra 
off  the braid group with respect to the ideal generated by all {ai + l)(<7i — q) (q 6 Cx ) . The 
representationn theory of this algebra is more manageable, and any representation of the Hecke 
algebraa is of course also a representation of the braid group. 
Itt is with this representation theory that this thesis is concerned. Although this is only a 
firstfirst layer of the representation theory of the braid group, the theory is already very rich. 
Knowledgee at this level has provided powerful tools to exploit the presence of the braid group 
inn many situations. A striking example is the construction of Jones's polynomial invariant of 
knotss and links in [23]. 
Ourr approach towards the affine Hecke algebra however, has its origin in the representation 
theoryy of locally compact groups: it is a certain convolution algebra of compactly supported 
locallyy constant functions on such a group. This is in fact how Hecke algebras were his-
toricallyy introduced first, and this provides yet another very significant occurrence of these 
algebras. . 

0.2.. Convolution algebras 

Lett Q be a locally compact group, and K an open compact subgroup. Fix a Haar measure 
onn Q, and consider the convolution algebra C%°(G) of complex valued, locally constant, 
compactlyy supported functions on Q. Its subalgebra C£°(K\G/K), consisting of its K-bi-
invariantt elements, is called the Hecke algebra ofQ relative to K, and is denoted by H(Q; K). 
Itt is easy to describe a basis of Ti{G', K): suppose ƒ € H(G', K), then, since K is open and ƒ 
iss compactly supported, ƒ must be supported on only finitely many /sT-double cosets. Linear 
independencyy of the characteristic functions of the if-double cosets is obvious and thus, a 
basiss of H(G\ K) is given by the characteristic functions XKgK of the /^-double cosets. 
H(G\K)H(G\K) is isomorphic to the intertwining algebra of c — Ind^-1, the compactly induced 
representationn from the trivial representation of K. Its representation space may be realized as 
thee compactly supported left iC-invariant functions on Q, the ^-action being right translation. 
Convolutionn on the left by members of H{G', K) preserves this space, and commutes with 
thee (/-action, i.e., they are intertwining operators. This action identifies HiG', K) as the full 
algebraa of (/-intertwining operators on c — Ind^ l. 
Anotherr way to view the Hecke algebra, is as the subalgebra of C£°(G) that acts on the space 
off  AMixed vectors of any smooth representation of G- Normalizing Haar measure \xg on G 
suchh that K has volume one, we have 

H(G;K)H(G;K) = XK*C?(G)*XK, 
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wheree \K is the characteristic function of K. One can then show that the correspondence 
VV H-+ VK defines a bijection between irreducible, smooth representations of Q that contain a 
ÜT-fixedd vector, and irreducible representations of H{G; K). 
Wee now specialize to the Hecke algebra for which we have developed our combinatorics. Let 
FF be a non-archimedean local field with ring of integers Ö. Let p = nO c Ö be its maximal 
ideall  and suppose that O/p = ¥q. Let Q be a reductive linear algebraic group defined over 
FF and let Q be the group of its F-rational points. To understand best what is going on, it 
iss instructive to consider the standard example Q = GLn{F) (a nice account of the Hecke 
algebraa for p-adic GLn can be found in [17]). Since the focus of this thesis is on the root 
systemss Bn and Cn, we will also include the example Q = Sp2n(F). We view the latter 
groupp as a subgroup of GL/2n(F): 

(0.1)) Sp2n{F) = {AtGL2„ {F)\A>(_0
Jn £ ) » = ( - ! 'o)}' 

wheree Jn is the matrix containing ones on its anti-diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. The reader 
iss referred to [18] and [60] for further details and proofs of these assertions. 
Thee crucial fact about Q is that it possesses a i? JV-pair. Let us repeat here the definition. Note 
thatt the concept of a BAT-pair applies to any group G. 

DEFINITIONN 0.2.1. Let G be a group, with subgroups B and N. These form a BN-pair if 
thethe following axioms are satisfied. 
(i)G=(B,N). (i)G=(B,N). 
(ii)(ii)  H = BnN is normal in N. 
(Hi)(Hi)  N/H = Wo is generated by a set of elements Si,i € I, with sf = 1. 
(iv)(iv) IfriiGiN  maps to si G Wo under the natural homomorphism N —  Wo then riiBrii  ^ 
R R 
(v)(v) For each n G N and each rii  we have nBn C BriinB U BnB. 

Thee quadruple (G, B, N, S) (where S — {si,i e /} ) is also called a Tits system. If G has a 
.BiV-pair,, then the Bruhat decomposition asserts that we have a disjoint union 

(0.2)) G= ] J BwB. 
w€Ww€W0 0 

AA reductive p-adic group possesses a Z?iV-pair, where the role of B is played by a Borel 
subgroup,, see e.g. [41]. We remark that the group being p-adic is not essential here; this 
holdss as well in the "absolute case" where we consider a connected reductive algebraic group 
G(k)G(k) with k an algebraically closed field (see [59]), and also for G(¥q) a finite group of Lie 
typee (see [6]). In the example Q = GLn (F), we obtain a i?iV-pair by taking for B the Borel 
subgroupp of upper triangular matrices, and for N the group of matrices which contain exactly 
onee non-zero entry in each row and column. Then N f\ B = T, the maximal torus consisting 
off  the diagonal matrices. The Weyl group W0 — N/T is the group of permutation matrices. 
Inn case Q = Sp2n(F), a Borel subgroup is obtained by taking the intersection of Q with a 
Borell  subgroup of GL2n(F). 
Assumingg that Q is p-adic, reductive, and split over F, we can find another (almost) B JV-pair 
inn Q. Consider the group K0 := G(0). This is a maximal compact subgroup of Q. Reduction 
moduloo p yields a map 0(0) —* £(Fq), the finite group of Lie type. The inverse image of a 
Borell  subgroup is by definition an Iwahori subgroup of Q. In the case of GLn(F), a matrix g 
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belongss to Q{ö) if both g and g~l have entries in Ö. An Iwahori subgroup is thus conjugate 
to o 

// ö* O ... O \ 

i ^  ̂ v °*  . 

\\ P ... P O* J 
Forr Q = Sp2n(F), the group IGL^F) D £ is an Iwahori subgroup of Q. 
AA proper subgroup of Q containing an Iwahori subgroup is called a parahoric subgroup. 
Thee groups KQ — Q(ö) and X give rise to several formulas expressing the structure of Q. 
Wee first describe the double cosets of Q w.r.t. the maximal compact subgroup K0. This 
decompositionn is called the Cartan decomposition, and reads 

gg = KQA+KO, 

wheree the union is disjoint. By A+, we mean the subsemigroup in the maximal torus T = 
( F xx )n consisting of the matrices that map to (ir l1,..., wln) such that h >  > ln- Hence, 
forr Q = GLn(F), A+ consists of the diagonal matrices diag(nl1,... ,-n-'71) such that /i > 

 > ln- For Q = Sp2n{F) in the realization (0.1), we obtain the elements of the form 
diag(7rdiag(7rl1l1 ,nh,... ,nln,7r~ln,... ,ir~h,Tr~h) with/i . 
Thee Hecke algebra H(G, Ko) thus has a basis indexed by A+. Since the pair {Q, K0) is a 
so-calledd GePfand pair, one can show (using a famous argument of Gel'fand) that the identity 
iss an anft'-automorphism of H(G, Ko). In other words, this algebra is commutative. 

0.3.. The Iwahori-Hecke algebra 

Replacingg B by X (and keeping N) almost leads to another BiV-pair, but not quite, since 
axiomm (iii ) is violated: (in general) one no longer gets a Coxeter group as Weyl group N/(ln 
N).N). However, it is possible (see [20]) to relax condition (iii ) into one which is satisfied for X 
andd N, while retaining the features of the theory based on the original axioms in 0.2.1. For 
example,, the corresponding Bruhat decomposition reads: 

(0.3)) Q = ] J XwX, 
w£W w£W 

wheree W = X/(X C\N) is the extended affine Weyl group of G- It is almost a Coxeter 
group,, in the sense that it has the structure W = W3**  x O, where W  ̂ is the affine Weyl 
groupp associated to Wo and f2 is an abelian group. If G is not just reductive, but moreover 
semisimple,, then i l is finite. It is trivial if G is of adjoint type. We call W the (extended, if 
QQ  ̂ 1) affine Weyl group of Q. The relation between Wo and W is also made apparent in 
thee formula 

G(0)G(0) = XWQX. 

Noticee that the right hand side is obviously compact since X is compact and Wo is finite. Inn the 
examplee G = GLn(F), consider in the maximal torus the subgroup A = {d ia t?^ '1, . . ., nln) | 
lili  € Z} . Then the Weyl group Wo normalizes A, and the affine Weyl group W is equal to 
WW = Wo  A. We may present it with generators si,...,sn and h, where the Sj generate the 
Coxeterr subgroup W9*  of W. In fact, we may choose the Si such that s i , . . ., sn_i generate 
WQ.. A convenient realization is to take as their matrices in the standard representation of 
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GLGLnn{F),{F), the permutation matrices interchanging the i-th and (i + l)-th basis vectors. For 
thee matrices of sn and h, take (recall that -K is a generator for the maximal ideal p in O) 

ssnn = 

// 0 

0 0 
ƒ « -! ! 

\\ TT 0 

00 TT" 1 \ 

0 0 

oo / 

/ / 

andd h = 

Vo o 0 0 

0 0 r - l l 

0 0 
\ \ 

oo / 
Observee that the Coxeter group generated by the s» is indeed a normal subgroup of W: one 
verifiess easily that hsih~l = Si+i (cyclic). 
Thee corresponding Hecke algebra H(Q,T) was introduced by Iwahori and Matsumoto in 
[21].. It is nowadays called an Iwahori-Hecke algebra. The study of this algebra is, in view of 
thee above remarks, equivalent to the study of the representations of Q that contain Iwahori-
fixedd vectors (the "Iwahori-spherical" representations). It follows from (0.3) that the Iwahori-
Heckee algebra has a basis indexed by the extended affine Weyl group W. It is known that the 
TTww satisfy the braid relations. Moreover, for a simple reflection s, one has 

(0.4)) {Ts + l){Ts-q) = 0. 

Usingg these relations, it follows that H(G,Z) is a deformation of the group algebra of the 
affinee Weyl group. Note that the quadratic relation (0.4) on Ts does not depend on s. Such 
ann Iwahori-Hecke algebra is said to have "equal labels". On the other hand, replacing q by 
qq = {q{s) G Cx ; s simple}  in (0.4) such that q(s) = q(s') for W-conjugates, still defines an 
associativee algebra H(W, q). We call any such algebra an (extended, if f2  ̂ 1) affine Hecke 
algebra.algebra. One can also take the q(s) to be formal variables, in which case one speaks of the 
genericgeneric Hecke algebra. 
Lett V be an irreducible admissible module of Q, then V1 is a H = H(0,1)-module. We 
denotee by Ho = H{Ko,J) — H(G, B) the subalgebra which is generated by Tw, w 6 Wo-
Off  course V is also a Xo-module, and a natural question is to wonder what the decomposition 
off  V upon restriction to K0 is, i.e., what the "branching laws" are. Since Ho = H(Ko,T), it 
followss that VT|T<0 equals the H(Ko,l)-module (V\K0)

T- In other words, the multiplicities 
off  the Iwahori-spherical representations of KQ in the restriction of V to Ko are detected by 
thee restriction of the K-module V1 to Ho- A conjectural application of our combinatorics 
iss to describe the Ho-type of a certain important class of representations of the affine Hecke 
algebraa with unequal labels. We wil l come back to this below. 
Wee have been considering thus far Hecke algebras of type H(G, I). However, the affine 
Heckee algebra turns out to play a role in a more general setting, thus describing a larger 
portionn of the representation theory of Q. Let again K be a compact open subgroup of Q, and 
lett (7T, V) be a representation of K. Then we define H(G',K,n) as the space of compactly 
supportedd locally constant functions 

H{G;K,n)H{G;K,n) = {fe C™(G)®End(V) \ /(fcixfc2) = Tr(k1)f{x)Tr{k2)Vkl,k2 eK,xe Q}. 

Inn the same manner as for H(G, K)y we then obtain a bijection between irreducible admissible 
representationss of Q in whose restriction to K we find n, and the irreducible representations 
off  H{G\ K, 7r). On the other hand, in several cases of interest the algebra H{G\ K, ir) is an 
affinee Hecke algebra (see [35,44]): 

THEOREMM 0.3.1. Let Q be the group of F-rational points of a simple algebraic group defined 
overover F. Let Pbea parahoric subgroup with pro-unipotent radical U. Recall that the quotient 
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MM = P/U is then the group of ¥ q-rational points of a reductive algebraic group defined over 
WWqq.. Let IT be the inflation of a unipotent cuspidal representation ofM to P. Then we have an 
isomorphismisomorphism of associative algebras 

H(G;P,n)*H(W,q), H(G;P,n)*H(W,q), 

wherewhere H(W, q) is the (possibly multilabel) affine Heche algebra associated to a root system 
RR which has Weyl group W, and R is determined by the pair (Q, P). 

Itt is thus desirable to understand the representation theory of the affine Hecke algebra in large 
generality,, with unequal labels. In the case H = H(G, T), where it is moreover assumed that 
QQ is of adjoint type, the irreducible representations of H have been classified by Kazhdan 
andd Lusztig in [26], also including criteria to distinguish tempered and discrete series repre-
sentations,, in terms of so-called Langlands parameters. On the other hand, for the general 
multi-labell  case, or even the case where Q is not of adjoint type, such a classification is not yet 
complete.. By results of Lusztig ([32]), the representation theory of an affine Hecke algebra 
withh fixed root labels is equivalent to the representation theory of the cross product of an asso-
ciatedd graded Hecke algebra with a finite group acting on it. Lusztig then proceeds to classify 
thee irreducible representations of a graded Hecke algebra with certain unequal labels in [37]. 
Hiss classification is in terms of geometric data which are themselves not easy to compute. 
Anotherr approach, and the one by which this thesis is inspired, is to study the representation 
theoryy of these cases that "occur in nature", as limit cases of the "generic case" where there 
aree no relations between the different root labels. The idea is that this generic case is in fact 
simpler.. For example, it is part of our conjectures that in the generic case for type B, the ir-
reduciblee discrete series representations are separated by their central characters, something 
whichh does not hold in the situation of Theorem 0.3.1. 
Wee wil l be mainly concerned with the Hecke algebra H of type Bn in this thesis. In the equal 
labell  case of type Bny one may use Green functions to describe the Wo-type of a tempered 
representationn with real central character r. These Wo-modules have a natural grading, where 
thee representation in the top degree is irreducible and occurs with multiplicity one; it is a 
Springerr correspondent of a certain unipotent class C in the Langlands dual group of Q. This 
unipotentt class is determined by the central character r. There exists a purely combinatorial 
descriptionn of all the involved objects as well as of the maps between them. 
Thee leading principle in this thesis is to generalize all the combinatorics of the equal label 
casee to the general case, generic or not. The generic case turns out to be indeed the simplest 
possiblee situation, combinatorially speaking. 
Thee combinatorics that we develop then have the following conjectural application: 

(1)) To give generalized Langlands parameters for the irreducible tempered representa-
tionss of H with real central character; 

(2)) To construct a generalized Springer correspondence providing an explicit bijection 
betweenn the set of generalized Langlands parameters and WQ; 

(3)) To describe the restriction of an irreducible tempered representation of H with real 
centrall  character to Wo» as a graded module. 

Inn fact, the top degree of the graded module of (3) is an irreducible representation of Wo, 
whichh is the Springer correspondent of (2). 
AA more detailed outline of our results is deferred to section 1.5, at which point we will have 
developedd the necessary extra notational conventions. 



CHAPTERR 1 

Thee graded and the affine Hecke algebra 

Thiss section is mainly preparatory. In section 1.1, we introduce the graded Hecke algebra, 
andd mention some (basic) facts about its representation theory. In section 1.2, we do the same 
forr the affine Hecke algebra. We mainly mention results that fit  into our viewpoint of studying 
thesee algebras by deformation of their parameters, and only mention very briefly the geomet-
ricric approach. We continue in section 1.3 to establish a link between certain representations of 
thee graded, and the corresponding representations of the affine Hecke algebra; to do this we 
needd to generalize results of Lusztig, who works in a slightly different context. After having 
thuss presented the problems we wish to consider in this thesis, we proceed in section 1.4 by 
computingg explicitly the example of the Hecke algebra of type G2, in which already many 
off  the features of the general case are present. We conclude this chapter by stating in section 
1.55 the results we have obtained for the Hecke algebra of type Bn, which is our main object 
off  study in this thesis. 

1.1.. The graded Hecke algebra 

1.1.1.. Definition. Let (X, RQ, Y, RQ, II ) be a reduced root system. This means that X 
andd Y are free finitely generated abelian groups with a perfect pairing , ) between them, 
RoRo C X is the set of roots, ,Ro C Y the set of coroots, and II = { a i , . . . , an }  is the set 
off  simple roots. For later convenience we denote I = {1 ,2 , . . ., n} . The fact that the root 
systemm is reduced means that if a € RQ, then the only scalar multiples of a which are in RQ 
aree  Furthermore we define the vector spaces t*  = X ® C and t = Y ® C. Inside t, we 
havee the distinguished real form a — t» = Y <g) R and similarly for a*. In particular, we can 
speakk of Re(X) and Im(X) for elements A € t or t*. 
Wee do not necessarily assume that RQ generates t. Therefore we define 

tt11 = {£ € 11 a*(£) = OforalU € / } , 

tt11**  = {X E I*  I  X(cti) = 0 for  alH € ƒ}, 

andd similarly for a1 and a1*. Then we define the fundamental weights A*  6 t*  by demanding 
Xi(ctj)Xi(ctj) = 6ij and Xi\ti = 0 for all z, j e /. Likewise, we let the fundamental coweights be 
u)iu)i e t defined by ati(u>j) = öij and tt?i|t/. = 0. We denote by Q C X (resp. Q C V) the 
roott (resp. coroot) lattice ©Za (resp. ©Zöj), and by P (resp. P) the weight (resp. coweight) 
latticee ©iZA» (resp. ®iZu>i). 
Lett Wo be the associated Weyl group, which is generated by the simple reflections sa, a € II . 
Wee choose formal parameters, called root labels, ka such that ka = k^ if a and 0 are 
conjugatee under Wo-
Wee can now define the graded Hecke algebra. This algebra was introduced independently by 
Lusztigg in [32] and by Drinfeld in [10]. 

1 1 
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DEFINITIONN 1.1.1. For the root system (X, Ro, V", Ro, Ü) and root labels kQ, the associated 
gradedgraded Hecke algebra É is the tensor product of algebras 

ÉÉ = C[Wb]®S[t*]®C[k a] , 

subjectsubject to the cross relations that the kQ are central, and that 

forfor all a G II, z G t*. 

Thee word 'graded' in the definition reflects the fact that one may view the ka as having degree 
one,, as well as the elements of t*. Notice that É does not depend on the choice of X, but 
onlyy on a = X ® R. 
Inn this thesis we will usually study a specialization of H, obtained by sending ka t~> ka 6 
M+.. Suppressing ka from the notation, we denote this algebra by H, and (by abuse of termi-
nology)) still refer to it as a graded Hecke algebra. Suppose therefore that such a specialization 
hass been made. 
Ass a consequence of the cross relations, one shows by induction on deg(p) that for p 6 S[t*] : 

VV  sa - sa  sQ{p) = kaAa(p), 

wheree A a : S[t*]  -  S[t*]  is the BGG-operator given by 

Itt is known ([32]) that the center Z(W) of EE is equal to S[t*]  w°. 

1.1.2.. Representation theory. Let us now review some well-known facts concerning 
thee representation theory of M. 

1.1.2.1.. Weight spaces, central character. Let V be a H-module, and X € t. Then the 
generalizedd weight space V\ is 

VVxx = {v G V | V x £ t*, (x - X(x))kv = 0 for some k G H} 

Iff  V is finite-dimensional, then the abelian algebra 5[t*] induces a weight space decomposi-

tion n 

Onn the other hand, if V is irreducible, then by Dixmier's version of Schur's lemma, the center 
off  H acts by a character, so V is finite-dimensional since H is finitely generated over its center. 
Lett A G t be such that for all p G Sft*]^ 0, p-v = p(X)v. Since A is only determined up to 
Wb-orbit,, we call (an element of) WQX the central character of V. 
Remarkk that in our definition of H, a coweight can be a weight of a representation. However, 
alll  choices so far have been forced upon us by the common notational conventions for the 
affinee Hecke algebra. Basically, this amounts to choosing the root system of the dual L-
groupp as roots, and the root system of the p-adic group as coroots (cf. 1.2.8 below). This 
choicee goes back to Lusztig in [32]. 
Thiss weight space decomposition opens the possibility of giving a Langlands classification 
off  the irreducible representations of H. For this we need the notion of temperedness, and of 
parabolicc subalgebras of H. 
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1.1.2.2.. Tempered representations. First we define what it means for a finite-dimensional 
representationn of H to be tempered. We define the positive Weyl chamber 

t*++ = {A 6 t*  | éi(X) > 0 for alH <E / } , 

andd its antidual 
t++ = {£ e 11 £(A) < 0 for all A e t * + } . 

Thenn we define 

DEFINITIONN 1.1.2. Let V be a finite dimensional M-module. 
(i)(i)  V is called tempered if every weight jofV satisfies .Re (7) e t+. 
(ii)(ii)  V is called a discrete series representation if, for every weight 7 of V, Re(i) lies in the 
interiorinterior of i+. 

Noticee that if V is a tempered H-module and 7 is a weight of V, then iïe(7)|a/*  = 0. This 
followss from a1*  C t* +, which implies that Re(i) < 0 on a1*, but then automatically 
Hee (7) = 0onaJ* . 
Furthermore,, it follows analogously that H does not have discrete series representations un-
lesss a1*  = 0, i.e., unless rank(X) = rank(Q). 

1.1.2.3.. (Standard) parabolic subalgebras. For a subset P C /, let l i p C II be the cor-
respondingg simple roots, let Rp C RQ be the roots generated by Tip, and Wp the associated 
Weyll  group. Then (X, Rp, Y, Rp, Up) is also a root system, and we denote its associated 
gradedd Hecke algebra by H p , using the restriction of the parameter set ka. We define 

t pp = {£ e 11 Oi{Z) = 0 Vi e P} and tP = t . 

Wee have to be slightly more careful with the corresponding lattices, in order to preserve a 
perfectt pairing. We put 

YYPP = Y fl RRP and XP = X/(X Pi F / ) , 

noticee that we then find, as we would like, 

tpp = YP (g> C. 

Wee then have again a perfect pairing between the lattices Xp and Yp, and rank(Xp) = 
rank(i?p).. We may identify Rp with its image in Xp. 
Iff  we then put Mp to be the graded Hecke algebra associated to the root system (Xp, Rp, Yp, 
Rp,URp,UPP),), we can write H p = MP ® S[tp*].  Since S[tp* ] is in the center of H p , every 
irreduciblee representation V of H p can be decomposed as V = Vp ® (£„, where Vp is 
ann irreducible representation of Up and Cv is the one-dimensional representation of S[tp*] 
affordingg die character v. We also define 

tp++ = {u e lp I Re{u){at) > 0, Vt G / - P } . 

1.1.2.4.. Langlands classification. These definitions now enable us to state the following 
theorem,, the Langlands classification. 

THEOREMM 1.1.3. [11] (i) Let V be an irreducible M-module. Then V is a quotient ofM <8>Hp 
U,U, where U — Up^)Cu is such that Up is an irreducible tempered Mp-module and v G t p + . 
(ii)(ii)  If U is as in (i), then M <8>HP U has a unique irreducible quotient, which we denote by 
J{P,U). J{P,U). 
(Hi)(Hi)  IfJ{P, Up ® C„) = J(P', U'pi <g> C O, then P = P', UP £ U'P as Mp-modules, and 
vv = u'. 
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Thee proof of this theorem also indicates how to find P for a given irreducible representation 
VV of H. If A is a weight of V with maximal real part in the dominance ordering, then by a 
lemmaa of Langlands it is known that there exists a unique P C J for which 

Re(X)Re(X) e {^2 CjUj ~ ^2 diöti I c3 > °' di — ®}' 

Itt is this P that occurs in the Langlands data of V. 
Byy this theorem the classification of irreducible representations of graded Hecke algebras can 
bee done by classifying the tempered representations. However, this classification is in general 
unknown.. It depends heavily on the chosen parameters fca. One of the aims of this thesis is 
too gain insight for this problem for the classical series. 

1.1.2.5.. Principal series. For any v € t, we call the representation M{v) = M. ®s[t*] 
C„„  = Ind^j.jCi/ the (minimal) principal series representation of H with central character v. 
Ass a representation of C[Wo]> it is just the regular representation. It is not hard to show that 
anyy irreducible representation of H is the quotient of some principal series representation. It 
followss that an irreducible representation is of dimension < \Wo\. Also, by [7] it is known 
that,, although they need not be isomorphic, M(u) and M{wv) have the same composition 
factorss for any w € Wo- To check when a minimal principal series representation is tem-
pered,, we observe that it has weights wv, w e Wo, after which it follows easily from the 
definitionn that M(u) is tempered iff Re(v) = 0. Generically a principal series representation 
iss irreducible. The precise condition is the analogue of Kato's criterion (cf. [24]) for affine 
Heckee algebras: 

THEOREMM 1.1.4. M(v) is irreducible if and only ifu(a) ^ a Va e R. 

Thee hard part of this theorem is the case where u is not regular. For a proof, see [7]. 
1.1.2.6.. Calibration graph. Suppose V is a finite-dimensional H-module, and let 7 G t 

bee such that Vy  ̂ 0. Then we can define operators TÏ : V-y —> VSi7, for all i such that 

(1.1)) n : V7 3 v H-> {St - —)v e Vsn. 

Noticee that in general 7*  does not extend to V. However, it is easy to see that if 7(0 )̂ 7̂ , 
thenn both r̂  : V1 —> Vsn and r̂  : VSi7 —> Vy are invertible, which implies that dim(V^) = 
dim(V;47). . 
Thiss leads (cf. [49]) to die definition of a graph 1X7), that is called the calibration graph in 
[47].. We take as vertices the elements of W07, and place an edge between wy and s^wy 
iff  wy{<Xi) ^ . Then, for any finite-dimensional H-module V, dim(V^,7) is constant on 
connectedd components of 1X7). 
Iff  7 is regular, all d\m(Vwl) G {0,1}  in an irreducible V: its weights form a connected 
componentt of the calibration graph. On the other hand, for singular 7, the following ([27], 
Lemmaa 2.7) will be useful in computations later on: 

LEMMAA 1.1.5. Let V be an M-module such that V7  ̂ 0. Let w € W0 be such that for all 
aa > Ofor which wa < 0, we have 7(a) yt {0, a} . Suppose 7(0:*) = 0. Then 
(i)dim(V(i)dim(Vvnvn)>2. )>2. 
(ii)(ii)  IfVSjWy = 0 then (w~1aj,ai) = 0 and (wy)(a.j) =
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1.1.2.7.. Residual subspaces. In our approach towards the classification of the tempered 
representationss of the graded Hecke algebra, we use certain affine subspaces L c i W e wil l 
givee the precise statement below and first give the definition. Let L c t be an affine subspace. 
Thenn we define a parabolic root subsystem RL of RQ as 

RLRL ~ {a e Ro \ <*(L) = constant}. 

Thenn we call L a residual subspace if and only if 

${a${a e RL | a(L) = ka} = tf{a <E RL \ a(L) = 0}  + codim(L). 

Inn particular, t itself is residual. A residual point is sometimes also called a distinguished 
point.. It is clear that the notion of residual subspace is Wo-invariant, since W(RL) = RwL-
Iff  L is a residual subspace, then if we define tj, = span(HL), we have L = C£, + tL , where 
ccLL = L fl U, and tL = t^. Notice that if RL is a standard parabolic root system in RQ, 
wee retrieve the notions defined in 1.1.2.3 for Rp = RL- We call CL the center of L. The 
determinationn of the residual subspaces boils down to the classification of residual points and 
iss completely described in [14]. By Lemma 7.10 of [46] and induction on the rank of RQ, it 
iss not hard to see that there are only finitely many residual subspaces. The importance of the 
residuall  subspaces lies in the following fact, that we will prove below using the affine Hecke 
algebra.. For a residual subspace L = CL + tL, let Z,temP = CL + io,L be the corresponding 
temperedtempered form of L, which we call a tempered residual subspace. Then we will show later in 
thiss introduction, using theorems from [46], [9] and [32], that 

THEOREMM 1.1.6. The collection UJL.L temp of all tempered residual subspaces ofM is equal 
toto the set of central characters of irreducible tempered representations ofM. 

REMARKK 1.1.7. In [37], a classification of the tempered and discrete series representations 
off  a certain class of graded Hecke algebras is obtained. The labels ka are defined in terms 
off  a connected reductive algebraic group G, and belong to a discrete set of possibilities. 
Lusztig'ss geometric approach results in a classification in terms of certain geometric data. 
Ourr more elementary approach is based on deformation of the parameters, a point of view 
whichh is in some sense complementary to Lusztig's geometric approach, and sheds a different 
lightt on the classification problem in the case of a Hecke algebra with "unequal labels". It 
wouldd be interesting to compare these two approaches, in particular to check if Lusztig's 
dataa classifying the irreducible tempered representations of the graded Hecke algebra can be 
translatedd into the data developed in this thesis, which lead to the conjectures stated in 6.5.3. 

1.2.. The affine Hecke algebra 

Thee graded Hecke algebra can be viewed as an infinitesimal version of the affine Hecke alge-
bra,, if one so wishes, much like the relation between Lie groups and Lie algebras. Important 
resultss of Lusztig ([32]) reduce questions about the representation theory of the affine Hecke 
algebraa to the simpler case of the graded Hecke algebra. Below, we will discuss a variation of 
suchh a reduction, that plays an important role in this thesis. However, the affine Hecke algebra 
iss in many ways a more natural object than its graded version, and often offers a guideline for 
definitionss and results. For example, the affine Hecke algebra comes equipped with a natural 
tracee r, which was studied in [46] and [45]. It gives rise to a natural Hubert algebra structure. 
Thee canonical central decomposition of r defines a Plancherel measure p,pi on the irreducible 
spectrum.. In [46], the projection onto the spectrum of the center was expressed in terms of 
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temperedd residual cosets, which are the analogue of the tempered residual subspaces defined 
inn 1.1.2.7. In addition, in [9] it was shown that the tempered irreducible spectrum of the affine 
Heckee algebra is precisely the support of the Plancherel measure fipi. This provides a natural 
interpretationn of the notions of residual subspace, temperedness and discrete series for the 
gradedd Hecke algebra. 
Lett us now discuss the affine Hecke algebra and some of the above mentioned issues in more 
detail. . 

1.2.1.. Definition. Consider again the reduced root system (X, RQ, Y, RQ, IT). Form the 
affinee Weyl group W = WQ IX X. The affine roots are by definition the elements of R = 
RoRo x Z C Y x Z. If a = (a, A;) is an affine root, we denote by a+n the affine root (a, k +- n). 
Ann affine root a = (a, k) E R defines an affine reflection sa G W by 

ssaa(x)(x) — x — a(x)a — x — {{x,a) + k)a. 

Thee simple affine roots are then by definition 

n3**  = {(Q,O) I a G n}  u {(<?, i) i o G sm} 

wheree Sm is the set of minimal coroots in R, with respect to the dominance ordering on 
Y.Y. Then the group W3**  generated by the reflections in Sa = {sa \ a G LT^} , is a normal 
subgroupp of W. It is in fact a Coxeter group on these generators. Although Q need not have 
aa complementary subgroup in X, there is one for W  ̂ in W: it is well known that one has 
thee decomposition W = W  ̂ xi ft, where fi ~ W/W  ̂ ~ X/Q. 
Ass in the graded case, we define a set of formal parameters, also called root labels, qa for 
everyy affine root, such that qwa = qa for all w G W. This implies that for a = (a,k), 
Qaa = Q(a,o) = : Qa, except when a G 2Y, in which case qa = q(a,fcmod2)- Let I be 
thee length function on W. We sometimes write these labels as a function on W, being the 
length-multiplicativee extension of q(sa) = qa+i , s G Sa, i.e., q(u>u/) = q(w)q(tt/) if 
l(ww')l(ww') = l{w) + l{w'). 
Thee affine Hecke algebra H(W, q) is then the complex associative unital algebra with gener-
atorss Tw, w G W such that: 

( 11 2) ƒ If l(ww') = l(w) + l{w') then TWTW>  = Tww. 
\\ Fo Forr s G 5a, (Ts + 1)(TS - q(s)) = 0. 

Ass in the graded case, we will work only with a specialization of H, obtained by sending 
qöö i—  q& G R> i. Once such a specialization is made, we denote the specialized algebra by 
HH by suppressing notation. Let us assume from now on that this has indeed been done. 
Thee analogy with the graded Hecke algebra is exhibited by the Bernstein decomposition 
([32]): : 

HH = Ho <8> A 

wheree Tio is die Hecke algebra of the finite Weyl group Wo, and A is isomorphic to the group 
algebraa C[X]. A has a basis 0X, x G X. The cross relations are given by me Bernstein-
Zelevinsky-Lusztigg relations: 

__ ƒ (Q&- l)el~esyj i f ó i2Y 

(1.3)) 0XTS-TS0S(X) — < a
 1 / 2 i/2 i/2 -I/2N\0*-0«OO - f . r W 

forr a simple reflection s = sa G 5 and a: G X . 
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1.2.2.. Representation theory. We now review some basic facts concerning the repre-
sentationn theory of H. This treatment is analogous to what we have mentioned for EL In 
particular,, the center of H is equal to Z — AWo (unpublished result of Bernstein, see [32, 
Prop.. 3.11]), and since H is finitely generated over Z, an irreducible representation of H must 
bee finite-dimensional, since the action of Z is then scalar. Let T = Hom(X, C*) = Y <8>z C*. 
Thenn Spec(Z) = WQ\T. Let {K, Vn) € H be an irreducible representation with character 
Xn-- W e denote by W0tn e W0\T the character of Z such that x*(z) =  dim(7r)z(tir), 
andd call it, or any of the elements of Wotn, the central character of (7r, VV). As in the 
gradedd case, a finite-dimensional ^-module V decomposes into (generalized) weight spaces 
VtVt = {v e V | V a e «4, (a - a(t))kv = 0 for some k }  according to the action of A. We 
noww define 

DEFINITIONN 1.2.1. Let (it, V) be a finite dimensional representation ofH. 
(i)(i)  We call V a tempered representation if all A-weights tofV satisfy \t(x)\ <  1 for all 
xeX+xeX+ = {xeX\ a(x) = (i,a)>OVft£ II} . 
(ii)(ii)  We call V a discrete series representation if all A-weights ofV satisfy \t(x)\ < lfor all 
xx e X++ = {xeX | a(x) = (x,a) > 0 V a6 II} . 

1.2.3.. Parabolic induction. Recall the root systems (X, Rp, Y, Rp, Up) and (Xp, Rp, 
KP,, RP, Up). We have associated tori TP = Hom(XP, C*) and Tp = (TWp)°. We denote 
thee associated affine Hecke algebras by Hp and Hp, respectively. We now define parabolic 
induction.. Let tp e Tp. We then have a map 

A.A. -UP <u ( Tw^Tw for we WP 

4>4> ttp.Hp.H - W P . | 0x t̂P{x)e.fOTxGX 

InIn this formula, x denotes the image of x under the projection X —  Xp. The map <j> tp is 
aa Hecke algebra homomorphism. Now suppose that (6, V) is a representation of Hp with 
centrall  character WpTp. Then, for tp € Tp, we call 

(1.4)) Ind%p(Ö o 4>tP) 

aa parabolically induced representation. 

1.2.4.. The Plancherel formula. So far, we have seen how an irreducible representa-
tionn of the graded Hecke algebra has Langlands parameters (P, Up <g> C^), where Up is an 
irreduciblee tempered representation of the parabolic subalgebra Mp. 
Inn this section, we wil l take a closer look at the tempered representations of the affine Hecke 
algebra.. The classification, although still largely an open problem, of tempered representa-
tionss also uses parabolic induction: it is shown that every irreducible tempered representation 
VV arises as a summand of the induction of a discrete series representation Up of a parabolic 
Heckee subalgebra Tip. However, this description is, compared to the Langlands classifi-
cation,, incomplete in the sense that there is in general not a unique tempered summand in 
suchh an induced representation, so several tempered representations may correspond to the 
samee data. On the other hand, the induction data (P, Up) of a tempered representation are 
uniquee (up to conjugacy by Wo). Also, a classification of the discrete series representations 
iss unknown, apart from the classification of their central characters. These are precisely the 
residuall  points, which we will define below. 
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OneOne of the main themes in this thesis, is the conjecture that the combinatorics we will  develop, 
leadsleads to a classification of the discrete series representations with real central character, for 
thethe root system of type B, and arbitrary root labels <fe > 1. 
Lett us now describe the results in [46] in more detail. First of all, we make the Hecke algebra 
intoo a *-algebra, with the anti-linear anti-involution T£ = Tw-\. Then we define the trace 
functionall  r by r(Tw) = 6w>e, and the associated hermitian inner product 

(h^h(h^h22):=r(hlh):=r(hlh 22). ). 

Thee aim is then to decompose r as an integral where we integrate the irreducible characters 
off  Ti against a certain measure on the space of irreducible representations of C, where <£ is 
thee associated C*-algebra. It is by definition the closure of H in die operator norm \\h\\0 := 
\\X(h)\\\\X(h)\\ = \\p(h)\\, \(h) resp. p(h) being the left resp. right multiplication operator on H by 
heH. heH. 
Thenn die decomposition of r is 

(1.5)) r(h)= fxAh)dppi(it). 

Noticee that only irreducible representations of H that extend to (£ appear in this decomposi-
tion.. Moreover, supp(/ip/) = <£. One of the results of [9] is tiiat the irreducible representa-
tionss of n that indeed extend to £ are precisely the irreducible tempered representations. 
Lett pz : <t —  WQ\T denote die projection of an irreducible representation of £ onto its 
centrall  character. Then (1.5) can be rewritten, using pz, to the integral (cf. [46, 3.23]): 

(1.6)) r(h) « ƒ Xt(h)du(t). 

Inn tiiis formula, all xt are positive, central functionals satisfying Xt(l ) = 1- The probability 
measuree v is die push-forward p2i*(di m  ppi). 
Itt turns out ([46, Theorem 3.29]) that the support of v is equal to the union of certain compact 
cosetss in T, called tempered residual cosets. We will pause here to describe mem in more 
detail. . 

1.2.5.. Residual cosets. To describe which central characters arise as central character of 
ann irreducible tempered representation of n, we need the notion of residual coset, analogous 
too the notion of residual subspace for the graded Hecke algebra. 

1.2.5.1.. Definition, We only treat the case where qa = Qa+i  for all a E R; for the 
generall  case, see [46]. As we will explain below, this assumption does not restrict the gener-
ality,, if we restrict ourselves to representations wim real central character. Now, for a coset 
LL = rLT

L of a subtorus TL C T, we define 

RRLL = {a E Ro | a(TL) = 1}, WL = W0(RL)i 

noticee mat RL C RQ is a parabolic root subsystem. 
Wee men define 

RRpp
LL = {a£RL \a{L) = q&} 

and d 

RlRl = {a e RL | a(L) = 1} 

Iff  we put ii  = \RP
L| - \RZ

L\, then me residual cosets are those L for which 
%i,%i, = codim(L). 
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Lett L be a residual coset, and TL C T the subtorus whose Lie-algebra is CRi (the torus 
"perpendicular""  to TL). Then we can write L ~ rLT

L, where TL € LC\TL. In this case, 
TLTL is a residual point in TL , w.r.t. the root system (XL, RL,YL,RL,RL)- The point TL is 
determinedd up to multiplication with elements of the finite group TL n TL only. This means 
thatt in the polar decomposition TL = SLCL € TL^TL,™ (the subscripts u and rs standing for 
'unitary'' and 'real split'), CL is independent of the choice of r^. We say that a residual coset 
iss real if rx can be chosen in TL,TS* 

Denotee the collection of residual cosets by C, and let, for a residual coset L = VLTL, the 
temperedtempered form be Ltemp

 = TLT£. Then we have the following 

THEOREMM  1.2.2. 

l)L€cLl)L€cLtemptemp = {central characters of irreducible tempered representations ofH). 

ProofProof We have already mentioned mat according to [46, Theorem 3.29], the support of the 
measuree v is equal to the union of the tempered residual cosets. Moreover, by [9], the set of 
centrall  characters of tempered representations of H is equal to the support of v. D 

1.2.5.2.. Classification of residual cosets via residual subspaces. We have already seen 
that,, since for a residual coset L — TLTL, TL is a residual point in TL-, it suffices to classify the 
residuall  points in all parabolic algebras, if one wants to classify all residual cosets. This last 
problemm however can be reduced to the same problem in a family of graded Hecke algebras. 
Wee still assume that there are no a G 2Y. 
Lett r € T be a residual point with polar decomposition r — sc. Define 

RR33 := {a E i*o I at{s) = 1} . 

RRss is a sub root system of RQ with iank(R3) = rank(Ho). 
Thenn 7 = log(c) € Lie(Trs) is a residual point for the graded Hecke algebra associated 
too the root system (X,Rs,Y,Rs,Tis) (where ITS c RQ)> with root labels ka = \og(q&). 
Similarlyy the point c itself is residual for the affine Hecke subalgebra of H attached to 
(X,(X, RS,Y, Rs,Tls). 
Conversely,, given s eTu such that R3 has maximal rank, and a residual point 7 € Lie(Tra) 
w.r.t.. root labels ka as above, the point r = sexp(7) e T is residual for H. This gives a 1-1 
correspondencee between Wo-orbits of residual points in T and the collection of pairs (5,7) 
wheree s ranges over the Wo-orbits of points in Tu such that Rs has rank equal to rank(X), 
andd 7 ranges over the Wo(i?8)-orbits of residual points for the graded Hecke algebra associ-
atedd to (X, Rs, Y, Rs,Ua) with labels ka. 
Forr real residual cosets, it follows that we have a bijection 

(1.7)) {real residual cosets for H} <—>  {residual subspaces for M}. 

InIn fact, for a real residual coset L cT, \og(rLTfs) c t is the real part JL + aL of a residual 
subspacee for H. 

1.2.6.. The Plancherel measure. We now return to the discussion of the Plancherel 
measure,, or rather of its push-forward v. Recall that the support of v is the union of all 
temperedd residual cosets. On such a coset, v can be computed (almost) explicitly. Let L be a 
residuall  coset and dLt the normalized Haar measure on T%, transported to Ltemp. Then the 
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measuree vL on Ltemp equals dvL{t) = XimL{t)dL(t), where Ax, G Q is a constant and mL 

equalss (in the case where there are no a € 2Y): 

(1.8)) mL(t) = q{w0)- ^ 

Thee function rojr, can be proven ([46, Theorem 3.25]) to be smooth, which implies that VL, is 
absolutelyy continuous w.r.t. the Haar measure on T%. 
Wee will need the following theorem below. 

THEOREMM 1.2.3. (i) Ifr ET is a residual point, then there exists a non-empty and finite set 
A rr such that \r can be written as 

XrXr — / J Xr,<5"r,iSj 

wherewhere the Xr,s ore characters of irreducible discrete series representations with central char-
acteracter r, and drj E R+. 
(ii)(ii)  Conversely, ifW^r is the central character of an irreducible discrete series representa-
tion,tion, then r is a residual point. 

Proof,Proof, (i) is Corollary 3.30 in [46]. (ii) follows from Theorem 3.29 in [46] and the smoothness 
ofrriL ..

Thee xt in general are finite linear combinations of irreducible tempered characters, by [46, 
Prop.. 4.20]. These irreducible tempered characters can genetically be obtained by unitary 
parabolicc induction from discrete series representations. 
Forr t € T, we define the parabolic root subsystem Rt = Ro n Lie(Trs)t, with Lie(Trs)f 

thee subspace spanned by the roots for which either a(t) = <?<*, a(i) = 1 or a(t) = — 1 and 
aa £ 2X. For a parabolic root subsystem Rp, we say that t is iïp-generic if Rt c Rp. 
Noww let L = TLTL be a residual coset for which RL C RO is a standard parabolic root 
subsystem.. Then we have the following theorem: 

THEOREMM 1.2.4. ([46, Theorem 4.23]) Let L be as above, and let A L be the set of in-
equivalentequivalent discrete series representations of rit  with central character n, then XHL,rL = 
^2seA^2seALL XsdRL,5 (see Theorem 1.2.3 above). Choose tL E TL such that t = r^t1 is RL~ 
generic.generic. Then 
(i)(i)  the parabolically induced representations Ind^z, (S o 0t i ) are irreducible, unitary, tem-
peredpered and mutually inequivalent. 
(ii)(ii)  We have 

XtXt = TT7T-T 2_  ̂ XL,S,tL(iRL,S 

<S€A A 

wherewhere XL,s,tL denotes the character of Ind^t (5 o <f> tL). 

Sincee for any P, the set of Rp -generic points in Ltemp forms an open dense subset of Ltemp, 
thee smoothness of TUL implies that the non-generic points do not play a role in the Plancherel 
formula.. In its present state, the theory does not yet provide the means to study the reducibil-
ityy behaviour of the representations (1.4) at these non-generic points. What seems to be 
neededd is an analogue of Arthur's theory of analytical ü-groups, cf. [1]. 
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1.2.7.. Special parameter values. From the above, it is clear that the classification of the 
discretee series representations of Tt, and therefore of all tempered representations, depends 
stronglyy on the choice of the parameters q&. We can make a distinction however between 
twoo types of situations. Remember mat H denotes the generic affine Hecke algebra, where 
thee qa are formal parameters. Then the set of "generically" residual points of H defines a 
(finite)) collection of parameter families {r*(q ) | c e C/} . Let us denote the corresponding 
collectionn for a parabolic algebra Hp by Cp. Then we call the parameters qa £ R>i generic 
if,, for all P c / , the evaluation map r^(qa) H-*> r£(qa) is a bijection, and in addition each 
off  the r^{qa) is a residual point for Hp. If the parameters qa are not generic, we call them 
special. special. 

EXAMPLEE 1.2.5. The simplest example which makes this distinction clear comes about when 
onee considers the affine Hecke algebra of type A\, although not among the representations 
withh real central character. Let the positive root of this root system be a. Then the affine root 
systemm has generators S(-a,i) and S(er,o) which we denote by SQ and s\. Therefore, if X = Q, 
soo and si are not conjugate under the affine Weyl group, and we choose labels qo, q\ for the 
reflectionss SQ and s\. Then one can check easily from the general definition of residual 
cosetss (see [46]) that H has two discrete series representations, having central characters 
r i , r22 satisfying a(r{) — —J^- and afa) = y/qöqï- It is now clear that when qo = 31, 
r\r\  is no longer the central character of a discrete series representation. One checks also that 
forr qo = q\, the unitary minimal principal series representation with central character —1 
becomess reducible. Therefore we call parameters go»9i generic if go ¥" Qi a*10*  special if 
QoQo — <7i- Of course, if we consider more generally parameters q& € R>o, we also find 
QoQo = Q\X as special parameters; these two cases can then even occur simultaneously if 
QoQo = Qi = 1, in which case the Hecke algebra reduces to the group algebra C[W]. 

1.2.8.. Unipotent classes versus residual cosets in the equal label case. Let Q be a 
splitt semisimple algebraic group of adjoint type defined over F, where F is a p-adic field. 
Supposee that Q has root system (RQ, Q, RQ, P, II) . If X is an Iwahori subgroup of Q — (7(F), 
thenn the centralizer algebra End(lj) is isomorphic to the affine Hecke algebra 7i(W,q) 
wheree q is the cardinality of the residue class field of F, and W = Wo t< P. In this situation, 
Kazhdann and Lusztig [26] have given a complete classification of the irreducible represen-
tationss of 7i, and one can therefore calculate the relation between their parameters and die 
residuall  cosets; see [46], Appendix. Here, we only describe the connection between the 
residuall  cosets for Ti and the unipotent conjugacy classes in the Langlands dual group G of 
QQyy which is the simply-connected complex group with root system (Ro, P,Ro,Q,U). We 
cann view T — Hom(P, Cx ) as a maximal torus in G, Let us denote the Lie algebra of G by 
g.. Then the relation between distinguished unipotent classes of G and residual points of T is 
ass follows. Suppose r = sc is a residual point in T, chosen in its orbit under WQ such that 
77 = log(c) is dominant. Then the algebra CB(s) is semisimple (not just reductive) and 27/fc 
(k(k = log(g)) is the weighted Dynkin diagram of a distinguished nilpotent orbit of Cg (s). By 
thiss we mean that the vector | (QI (7 ) , . . ., ctn(-y)) contains the labels of the weighted Dynkin 
diagram.. For the groups that concern us, we will make this explicit in sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
Thee converse construction gives us a residual point in T, see [46], Appendix. In general we 
obtainn a bijection 

{Wo{Wo — orbits of real residual cosets of H) *  {unipotent classes in G}. 
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Wee will later consider only the case where the root system RQ is of type Bn, and we have 
labelss q\ for the long roots and qi for the short roots. Then the WVorbits of real residual 
cosetss of H in case q\ = qi correspond bijectively to unipotent conjugacy classes in G = 
Spin,2n+iSpin,2n+i (C). Since the classification of unipotent classes does not depend on the isogeny 
class,, we can also choose G = SC>2n+i (C), the group of adjoint type. We wil l call this case 
"thee Z?„-group case". 
Inn the same way, the real residual cosets of H in the case q\ = q\, correspond bijectively to 
unipotentt conjugacy classes in Sp2n{C). We will call this case "the Cn-group case". 
Thiss is because in the graded Hecke algebra with root system of type Bn, choosing k\ = fo 
producess the equal label graded Hecke algebra for type Bn, whereas choosing hi — 2&2 
producess the equal label graded Hecke algebra for type Cn-
Thesee two cases are special parameter choices for the affine Hecke algebra of type Bn. In 
general,, for root labels q& > 1, there are 2(n~ 1) special parameter half-lines q\ —q™. If one 
considerss all q& € M>o, there are 4n — 2 special lines, intersecting in the case q\ =  = 1, 
wheree the Hecke algebra reduces to the group algebra £[W]. 
Forr a general root system, the "equal label case" is the best-studied case of affine Hecke 
algebras.. This case was the first to be considered, and furthermore it can be studied using 
geometryy arising from the Langlands dual group G. However these methods are not easy 
too generalize to the general case where such a group is no longer around. See [38] for an 
accountt of the general theory, as a generalization of the equal label case. 

1.2.9.. Discrete series with regular  central character. In this section we prove that if 
aa residual point is regular, there is only one discrete series representation of H with central 
characterr r. First remark that the set of weights of any representation with central character 
rr  forms a union of components of the calibration graph T(r) of r (the obvious affine analog 
off  1.1.2.6). 
However,, the weights are also grouped together in another manner (cf. [46]). Let us review 
thiss here. For a root a, we define La = {t G T \ a(t) = q&}. This is a codimension-1 
residuall  coset, which we can write as La = caT

a. We define its real part as La,rs = caT ŝ. 
Wee use these to define the following configurations in Trs: 

DEFINITIONN 1.2.6. Let r = se E TuTrs be residual Then we denote by C the configuration 
{cT?{cT?ss | r e La}. 

CC divides Trs into 2n open chambers. For a chamber C, let its antidual be the open chamber 

CCadad = {t = c  exp(v) € Trs | (v, w)<0 for all w 6 log(c_1C)} . 

Wee then find a collection of 2n open chambers as antidual chambers to C. 
Noww fix a point t0 € Trs which lies far into the negative chamber, i.e., a(to) < q^1 for all 
aa E RQ. It is clear that to does not lie on any of the cosets defining Cr, hence to lies in a 
well-definedd chamber, denoted by Cr(to). 
Thee point of these chambers is the following proposition: 

PROPOSITIONN 1.2.7. [46, Prop. 3.12] Let r be a residual point and Vr a discrete series 
representationrepresentation with central character r.Ife<£ Cwr(t0)

ad, then the weight space V r̂ = 0. 

Wee will now see what the relation is between the calibration graph T(r) and the chambers 
inducedd by £r . Remember that r is regular. 
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LEMMAA 1.2.8. Let a be a simple root. Then a(wr) = q^1  w 1{to)andw 1sa(to) 
lielie in different chambers ofCT. 

Proof.Proof. =>: Suppose a(wr) = q^1. Then, since the coroot labels are Wb-hivariant, w_1a(r) = 
q^liq^li&&  and so one of w-iafT8 is a wall of the arrangement Cr. But since w~1a(w~1t0) — 
a(to)a(to) and w~1a(w~lsato) = a(£o)- 1, we see that indeed the two points W;~1(ÉO) and 
w~w~llssaa(to)(to) He on different sides of the walls L -ia<rs. 
<=:<=:  If iy -1(to) and u>-1sa(£o) u e in different chambers of £r , then t0 and sa(t0) lie in 
differentt chambers of Cwr. The only positive root whose sign on log(io) differs from that on 
log(sato)) is a, so a,rs must be a wall of Cwr, hence a(wr) = q^1. D 

Butt this implies the two notions are the same: 

LEMMAA 1.2.9. Let w,w' € Wo. Then it>-1(£o),u>/-1(£o) are 'w tne same chamber of 
CC  wr, w'r are in the same connected component ofV(r). 

ProofProof = :̂ This follows from Lemma 1.2.8, which can be reformulated as: w(r),saw(r) 
liee in the same component of T(r) <*=> w?-1(£o), w~1sa(to) lie in the same chamber of 
CCrr.. We thus need to check that if w~Ho,w'~x lie in the same chamber of £r, there is a 
chainn inside this chamber of the form w~1to,w~1Sikto,  ,w~1Sik..Si1to = w'~lto, where 
alll  Si; are simple. This can be seen as follows: suppose iu—1i0 and w'~H0 lie in adjacent 
Wb-conjugatess of D = {x € Trs | aci(x) < 1 Vi}  (since ai(£o) << «fe.1, we can shift the 
chamberss in £ r to have center 1), then tt; '-1 (to) = satu

_1(io) for a certain root a. Since£> is 
boundedd by hyperplanes corresponding to simple roots, w(a) is simple, say w(a) = a». But 
thenn MJ/-1(io) = *aW-1(to) = w~1wsaw~1(to) = ty-1Si(to)- Since «/ = Sjiw, Lemma 
1.2.88 implies that indeed wr and w'r lie in the same component of T(r). This argument 
immediatelyy generalizes to any two to-conjugates in the same £r-chamber. 
«=:: This also follows from the previous Lemma. For this direction, we need to check 
thatt for two elements wr, w'r in the same component of T(r), we can find a sequence 
wr,wr, s^wr,..., s^.s^s^wr = w'r, with all the s  ̂ simple and the whole sequence inside 
thee same component of T(r). We use that r is regular, as it then follows immediately from 
thee definition of T(r). D 

REMARKK  1.2.10. For non-regular points, die Lemma is false. See Remark 1.4.2 for a counter-
example. . 

COROLLARYY 1.2.11. If r is a regular distinguished point, there is a unique irreducible dis-
cretecrete series representation Vr ofH with central character r. 

Proof.Proof. By [46,3.31], there exists a discrete series representation Vr with central character r. 
Takee r in its orbit such that Vf ^ 0. Denote die component of T(r) containing r by I \ and die 
sett of weights of Vr by Wt(Vr). Then we have T c Wt(Vr) since we know that dimfV^) 
iss constant when wr ranges over a component of T(r). On the otiier hand, VTt(V r) C {wr \ 
ee e CV}r(t0)

d} = {wr | e G Cr(w-l(t0))
d} = {wr | IÜ _ 1(É0) lies in the same C -

chamberr as to} = X. By the previous Lemma, X = T. Hence any irreducible discrete 
seriess representation U of H with central character r has die same set of weight spaces, 
whichh are all one-dimensional. This implies easily mat U ^ Vr. D 
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13.13. Lusztig's reduction theorems. 

Inn [32], Lusztig establishes the connection between the representation theory of the affine 
andd graded Hecke algebra. Since these reductions play an essential role in this thesis, we 
wil ll  explain them in some detail. It wil l be necessary to slightly adapt his constructions. 
Lett H have root labels q  ̂ > 1. Then we consider the graded Hecke algebra with labels ka 

determinedd by q&. In our situation, we take (cf. [46, (7.8)]): 

d-9)) k*  = \ ZJIï/Y 
log(te)) ifa<t2Y 
log(q\log(q\////

22
22qq&& )ifa€2Y )ifa€2Y 

Noww fix a real central character Wot of an irreducible representation of H. Denote the corre-
spondingg maximal ideal of Z by It, and let Z be the Jt-adic completion of Z. Furthermore 
wee put 

HH = H®ZZ. 

Denotee the set of irreducible representations of H with central character Wot by Jnt(H). 
Then n 

(1.10)) Iir 4(W)<—>kr(«), 

whichh follows from the fact that 

n/itHn/itH  ̂ n/itn, 
wheree It denotes the maximal ideal of Z corresponding to It. 
Analogously,, let W07 be a Wo-orbit in t, then after carrying out the analogous constructions 
forr H we have 

(1.11)) Irr7(H)<—>Iir(H) . 

Lett iircc denote the irreducible representation of H with real central character, and analo-
gouslyy for Êr c c. We can now prove the following important fact: 

THEOREMM 1.3.1. There exists a natural bijection 

{irreducible{irreducible representations in Tircc} *—*  {irreducible representations in H r c c} . 

Proof:Proof: This is basically Lusztig's second reduction theorem (Theorem 9.3) in [32]. We ex-
plainn how to adapt his construction, since he works with the different assumptions that the 
roott labels q& are of the form q& — qUa for some q eC*, and moreover that for all t' G Wot, 
onee has a(t') e< q > (the group in C* generated by q) if a ^ 2Y, and a(t') €  < q > if 
aa 6 2F. 
Fixx a real central character Wot, i.e., t G Trs. Since the exponential map, restricted to a, 
yieldss a Wo-equivariant isomorphism exp : a —  Tr3, it gives rise to a bijection Wo7 —> Wot, 
wheree 7 € a is such that exp(7) = t. In Lusztig's notation, this means that to = 1. Our 
assumptionn that all qa > 1 then implies that Lemma 9.5 still holds. Hence, Theorem 9.3 still 
holds:: the algebras Z and Z(W) are isomorphic, and moreover 

Thiss isomorphism is compatible wim the Z = Z(H)-structures. We therefore find a natural 
bijectionn between the irreducible representations of H and the irreducible representations of 
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H.. Combining with (1.10), (1.11) and the fact that this holds for any real central character 
Wbt,, we find the desired result. D 

Itt is clear from (the proof of) this theorem, that if the H-module V corresponds to the H-
modulee U under this bijection, that V is a tempered (resp. discrete series) representation if 
andd only if U is a tempered (resp. discrete series) representation. 

REMARKK 1.3.2. In general, the irreducible representations of H with central character Wot 
correspondd even bijectively to the irreducible representations of a 'smaller' graded Hecke 
algebra,, but twisted by a finite group that acts on it via diagram automorphisms. This fol-
lowss from Lusztig's first reduction theorem (Theorem 8.6 in [32]): to t one can associate a 
subalgebraa Jic and a finite group T(c) such that H is Morita-equivalent to 7ifc[r(c)]. Com-
binedd with the second reduction theorem this means that the classification of all irreducible 
representationss of H can be reduced to the same problem for the collection of M(R', k'a)[T], 
wheree R' C R is a sub root system, the k'a depend on gd as explained in [46], and T is a 
finitefinite group acting via diagram automorphisms on M(R', k'a). 

REMARKK 1.3.3. In fact, 1.3.1 exhibits a natural equivalence between the category of 7i-
moduless with fixed real central character Wot, and the category of H-modules with fixed real 
centrall  character W07, where 7 € a is chosen such that exp(7) = t. 

Ass a consequence, when we restrict ourselves to the study of 7ir cc, we can work in the graded 
Heckee algebra with labels ka, where the ka depend on the q  ̂as in (1.9). In view of this fact, 
wee will mostly work in the context of the graded Hecke algebra in the remainder of this thesis. 

Lett us now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1.6. First we prove a Lemma: 

LEMM AA 1.3.4. Let V be an irreducible discrete series representation ofM. with central char-
acteracter 7. Then 7 € a, i.e., V has real central character. 

SketchSketch of Proof. We apply the analogue of Lusztig's first reduction theorem ([32, Theorem 
8.6])) to H (instead of H). We adapt his definition of the root subsystem Rc, and use the 
parabolicc root system R  ̂ of [46, 4.15] instead. Explicitly, i?7 = RQ C\ a*, where a*  is the 
M-spann of {a € Ro \ 0(7) E {0, a}}.  We choose 7 in its W0-orbit such that R  ̂ — Rp, 
aa standard parabolic subsystem and put c = Wp'j. Let r c Wo be the group {w e Wo | 
w(c)w(c) = c and w(Rp~) = Rp}, and n = |Wo7|/|Wp7|. Then, according to [32] (see also 
[46,, Theorem 4.10]), 

(i.i2)) Ê ^ ( Êp [ r ] ) n , 

wheree Ê is the completed algebra as in (1.11), and the right hand side denotes the algebra of 
nn x n-matrices with entries in M p[ r ] . The upshot is that V = Ind^P^t /, where U is an 
irreduciblee H p [F]  -module. Furthermore, by Lusztig's explicit description of the isomorphism 
1.12,, we obtain the following formula for the set Wt( V) of weights of V: 

(1.13)) m(v)= (J w-m{u), 
wewwewp p 

wheree Wp denotes the set of coset representatives of Wo/Wp of minimal length. 
Supposee that 7 ^ a, then üy (= Rp) ^ Ro. The assumption that V is a discrete series 
modulee implies that 7 e Wt(U) satisfies Red) G Yliei ^<o<*i. But for wp (the longest 
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elementelement of Wp) we then find that wP/y £ Yliei ^<o«i (since wp(I - P) C RQ ); while on 
thee other hand by (1.13), wP/y 6 Wt(V). This is a contradiction, so the Lemma follows. D 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.1.6: Let Ltemp = 7L + iaL be a tempered residual subspace of H, and 
lett 7L + irr € LteTnp. Then rz, = exp(7j,) is a residual point for HL, and by [46] it is then 
thee central character of a non-empty set A L of discrete series representations of HL- Since 
TLTL is real, we can invoke 1.3.1 to see that JL is the central character of a set of discrete series 
representationss of ML, which is in natural bijection with A^. It follows that JL + ix is the 
centrall  character of a tempered representation of ML, and (by induction) also of H. 
Conversely,, let V be an irreducible tempered representation of H with central character Wfyy. 
Lett the set of weights of V be Wt(V). We then define, analogous to the analysis in [9] of 
(weak)) constant terms of tempered representations of the affine Hecke algebra, the sets 

E°E°PP(V)(V) = {Xe Wt{V) | Re(X) e RRP}, 

wheree Pel. Now let P be minimal such that EP(V) ^ 0. Then it is easy to see mat 

yypp== E ^ 
\eE°\eE°pp{V) {V) 

iss a non-zero tempered 0p-module, and minimality of P implies that for all A € Wt(Vp) = 
Ep(V),Ep(V), we have A € Z ) a €n ^<o«- Now take an irreducible subquotient U of Vp, then 
Wt(U)Wt(U) C Wt(Vp), so U is an irreducible, tempered H p = H P ® S[tp*j-module, which 
impliess that U = Up ® C„, where Up is an irreducible discrete series module of Hp. Since 
UU is a tempered Hp-module, Re(u)\tp* = 0, so v e iap. By the above Lemma, we now 
knoww that Up has real central character WpX where we can choose 7 in its Wo -orbit such 
thatt 7 = A + 1/. We can thus apply Lusztig's theorem 1.3.1, combined with Theorem 1.2.3, 
too conclude that A is a residual point for Hp. Hence, 7 € A + iap>  i.e., indeed 7 lies in a 
temperedd residual subspace of H. D 

1.4.. Example: ft (G2) 

Inn this section, we will illustrate the preceding theory with the example of the root sys-
temm of type G2. Choose simple roots a 1,0:2 such that ot\ is long. This means that RQ = 

{ai ,, #2, ot\ + o>2, c*i + 2o!2, e*i + 3a2,2oti + 3ai2}. Then the Dynkin diagram of Wo is 

Thee affine Weyl group W = WQ t< X is generated by the simple reflections s0, si, s2 in 
thee affine roots (0, 1) (0 = - ( 2a2 + 3ai) being the lowest coroot), (a i ,0), (a2,0) respec-
tively.. W operates as affine linear transformations of X. We then have the following Dynkin 
diagramm for W: n1 ( n2 Q ° 

becausee the taking of coroots has interchanged root lengths. On the other hand, the Weyl 
groupp Wo K Y, which operates as affine linear transformations on Y, can be generated by the 
affinee reflections to,h,t2 in the affine roots (#', 1), (oi,0), (a2,0) where 6' is the negative 
off  the highest root: d' = — (2cti + 3c*2)- This group has Dynkin diagram 

OO O ) O 
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1.4.1.. Residual cosets. In this section we compute the residual cosets for H{G2) for 
alll  parameter values. First we fix a set of root labels for the affine root system. This means 
choosingg qi,q2 6 R>i where qi = qai = q(alto) and <li = Qa2 = Q(&2,o)- Since 8 is 
conjugatee to a2 under Wo, we get qao = q2. 
Thee residual cosets are the cosets TLTL C T for which i^ = \RP

L\ — \RZ
L\ = codim(L). 

Thiss means that the classification of 1- and 2-dimensional residual cosets is easy: we have 
thee torus T itself, and all cosets of the form 

LL aa = {t e T | a(t) = q&} 

Thesee are residual, and of course there are no other 1-dimensional residual cosets, since 
\R\RPP

LL\\ > 1 forcesdim(L)=0. 
Itt remains to classify the residual points. As we have seen in 1.2.5.2, this means that we 
firstfirst locate the s 6 Tu for which rank(i?s) = 2. Let us first see which points s € Tu meet 
thiss requirement. In general, we have the isomorphism Tu ~ YR/Y, where on an element 
ss = [Yli fiéi], a root a takes value a(s) = exp(27ri J2i ri{ a->  <**))  In this example, Y = Q 
sincee Q = P, hence Q — P for the root system of type G^. 
Sincee we are interested in Wo-orbits, we need to look at Tu/Wo = 1R/ (WO K Y), i.e. we 
needd to look at the fundamental alcove for the action of the affine Weyl group Wo tx Y on VR. 
Thiss fundamental alcove D is given by the equations D = {y E Y& | 0 < a i ( y) < 1 ,0< 
«2(2/)) < 1,0 < (2ai + 3c*2)(y) < 1}. It is now clear mat in order to produce an element 
ss G Tu such that Rs is a rank-2 root system, we need to take the points in the corners of 
thee fundamental alcove. This gives us 3 representatives of Wo-ort)its of points s\, S2, S3 on 
whichh we have: 

n\A\n\A\ ƒ a i (s i) = l ƒ a i (s2) = - l f a i ( s3 ) = l 
KlAKlA** }}  \ a2(Sl) = 1 ' \ a2(52) = 1 ' \ a2(53) = exp(2Tri/3) 

REMARKK 1.4.1. Notice that the order of s» is equal to i. This follows also from a theorem of 
Borell  and de Siebenthal (cf. [4]): the determination of the Si is equivalent to the determination 
off  the subgroups of a simple compact Lie group of type G2 with maximal rank. Since the 
highestt root is expressed in the simple roots as 2a 1 4- 3a2, it follows from their theorem that 
thee centre of the maximal subgroups corresponding to the deletion of a\ resp. a2 from the 
affinee diagram, are cyclic groups of order 2 and 3 respectively. These centers are exactly the 
groupss generated by s2 and S3. 

Byy 1.2.5.2, the residual points in T are all Wo-conjugates of points of the form Siexp(7), 
wheree i 6 {1,2,3}  and 7 is a residual point for the graded Hecke algebra with root system 
(X,, RSi, y, Rs., II Si) and labels ki = log(&). 

 First we treat the point s\ = 1. Since R8l = Ro, we are looking for residual points in 
HH = C[Wo] <g> S[Lie(T)]. The number of such points depends on the parameters q  ̂ Since 
DD = {t €. i \ cti(t) > 0}  is a fundamental domain for the action of W0 and we are only 
lookingg for VVb-orbits, we will restrict attention to points in D. Remember that the labels 
off  H are ki = log(^). Let us now see how the classification of the residual points depends 
onn the ki. Since dim(Lie(Trs)) = 2, we can picture Lie(Trs) = Y ®z K as done below. 
Thee full lines denote the sets £ j = {t € Lie(Trs) | a(t) = a} for a e RQ, and the 
dottedd lines the sets ££ = {t € Lie(Trs) | a(t) = 0}  for a G RQ. The vertical dotted 
linee is the line {a2(t) — 0} ; the dotted line on its right is the line {ct2(t) = fc2}-  Then the 
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a.. q2 > q\ b.. q\ = q2: group case G2(q) 

2/3 3 
c.. qx' < q2 < qi d.. Confluence: q2 = qx 

residuall  points can simply be found by inspection: t e Lie(Trs) is residual if and only if 
«{aa € i t f | * € }  - 2»{a e fl+ 11 € £° }  = 2. 
Inn this way we can treat all parameter values. We then find that there are four special pa-
rameterr values: |*  € {1, | , | , | } . At generic parameter values, there are three orbits of reg-
ularr residual points Wfyyi, Wo72, Wo73 where we choose the 7*  in their orbit by 0:1(71) = 
-fci,a2(7i)) = -k2; 01(72) = £1,0:2(72) = ~k2\ 01(73) = ^I,02(73) = \{k2 - h). 
Att the special values k2 = k\ and k2 — ^k\, there is one regular residual orbit W07i, and 
onee singular residual orbit, which is the confluence of W072 and W073. At k2 = |fei and 
kk22 = \k\, only 71 and 73 remain residual, 72 is no longer. However, at these parameter 
values,, 72 coincides with the center of a one-dimensional residual coset La. All the possible 
choicess of parameters are depicted in the pictures a - i. 

•• For s = s2, we find Rf = {a2,2oi + 302}  so Rs has type A\ x A\. Therefore in the 
gradedd Hecke algebra we find only one orbit of residual points, namely the points in the orbit 
off  74 satisfying 02(74) = k2, (2ai+302X74) = k%. This means that 01(74) = ^(fci — 3k2) 
andd 02(74) = k2. Observe that 74 G W073. 
•• Finally we consider s — S3. Then Rs consists of the long roots, hence has type A2, and we 
obtainn the residual point 75 with 01(75) = k\, 02(75) = 0. 

1.4.2.. Comparison with literatur e for  group case. In the group case qi — q2, the 
orbitss of real residual cosets are in bijection with the unipotent conjugacy classes in the group 
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1/22 ^ . 2 /3 
e.. qx' <q2< qx' 

\ \ \ \ 

^ > > />5 5 
y y 

<T/' ' 
P P 

'••>. '••>. 

// \ \ 

// / / 
// / / / 

€^ €^ .;V'-- . . 

\\V V 
f.. Confluence: q2 = qx 

1/2 2 

1/33 - ^ 1/2 
y.y. q{ <q2< qx' 

h.. q2 = qx 
1/3 3 

;:y : : 

y^r y^r 

// / / 

// / 
-''  -

¥~ ~ 

\\ \ 

i.. q2 < qt 
1/3 3 

GcGc with root system of type G2. On the level of residual points, this bijection is as follows 
(seee [46]): If r — sc = sexp(7) is a residual point, then 2"//k is a distinguished Dynkin 
diagramm of Cs(s). 
Itt is known that Gc has 5 unipotent classes, see e.g. [6, p. 410]. A common way to label 
aa unipotent class C is by Pi, if C corresponds to (L, Pi) by the Bala-Carter theorem (see 
sectionn 2.2 below). Let us therefore choose a notation for the residual cosets such that in 
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1.4.2:: Centers of residual cosets 

Name e 

0 0 

Ai Ai 

M M 

AA2 2 

A\A\ x Ax 

GG22(h) (h) 

GG22(a(a11) ) 

GG2 2 

Generically y 

(0,0),, (0,0) 
()) ) () 

0,0),, fflQ) 
()) ) C) 

(0,0),, (0,0 

(2,0)) C(0,0) 
()) ) () 

(2,0),, -(-1,1) 
CEE^E^) ) 

(2,0),, (-2,2) 
OO ) C) 

(2,0),, (-1,1) 
oo ) n 

(2,0),, (0,2) 
CEE=^E3D D 

groupp case 

0 0 
CE E 

1 1 
CE E 

0 0 
CE E 

CE E 

-(2) ) 
CEEE E 

CE E 

2 2 
CE E 

2 2 
CE E 

0 0 
3D D 

0 0 
3D D 

1 1 
3D D 

C(0) ) 
3D D 

0 0 
3D D 

0 0 
3D D 

0 0 
3D D 

2 2 
3D D 

thee group case we recover this. For the residual points, it is clear that we have to define 
c\c\ = exp(7i) as having type G2, and since the orbits of 72 and 73 coincide for k\ = k2, let 
uss say c2 = exp(72) has type G2(bi) and C3 = exp(73) has type G2(a{). The other residual 
pointss do not correspond to a unipotent class in Gc, let us say that C4 = S2exp(74) has type 
A\A\ x A\ and C5 = S3exp(7s) has type A2. We use ^ 1 to denote a root subsystem of type Ai 
inn RQ, consisting of short roots. 
Likewise,, the one-dimensional residual cosets of type a = e x p ( £ j ) are said to have type 
A\A\ if a is long or Ai if a is short. Finally, the torus T itself is of type 0. We now summarize 
thee results in Table 1.4.2 as follows. For a residual coset L = VLTL, chosen in its orbit such 
thatt I<*»(£) I > 1 if <?i > q2, the column "generically" contains the entry 

771(^1,1^1,2)) ^2(^2,1^2,2) 

ifif ai(rL) = rfiqi*11 q%Xl'2' with ^ G 5 1 . 
Thee column "group case" contains die limit case q\ = q2. Notice that in this case G2{ai) = 
GG22{bi),{bi), and moreover the real parts of the two non-real residual points coincide with them as 
well. . 

1.4.3.. Weights of discrete series for  generic parameters. Now we use the results of 
1.2.99 to obtain information on the discrete series representations. Since this section deals with 
regularr central character only, we choose generic root labels. Consider the calibration graphs 
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r ( r )) of the residual points. For a point r of type G2(b\) with ai(r) = qit a2(r) = g^1, 
T(r)) has connected components T(r)i = {r} , r ( r ) 2 = {s\r, s2sir,sis2sir,s2sis2sir, 
siS2Si$2Sir},T(r)3siS2Si$2Sir},T(r)3 = wor(r)2, and T(r)4 = {lüor}. As usual, iuo denotes the longest 
elementt in Wo. The component that contains the weights of the discrete series represen
tationn with central character r depends on the parameters qi,q2, and can be calculated or 
simplyy read off from the Figures. One may check that for q2' > qi, it is T(r)i, for 

Q2Q2 > Qi > £2 ' w e Se t ^(rh> ant* finally f° r Qi > Q2
 w e 8 e t T(r)4 = Wo*"}. For the point 

rr of type G2(ai) with c*i(r) = <ji,a2(r) = y/qïjqi, the graph T(r) has components {r, 
S2r,, 51^27"}, {s2SiS2r, S ^ S ^ * * , S2S\S2S\S2r}, { ^ « l ^ l ^ l T , St^l^lJ", S2SlS2

5lr}5 

{5iS2Si»",S2Si»",, s\r}. The component graph for the point AixAi withaii(r) = qi,a2(r) = 
-- \fq2/qx is the same one as for G2(ai), and the one r of type A2 with c*i (r) = <?i, 0:2 (r) = 
C,, consists of {r, s 2 r} , {sis2r, s2sis2r, sis2sis2r, s 2s i s 2s i s 2 r} , {«JO»*, S2«w}, {s\r, s2sir, 
SiSSiS22sir,S2SiS2Sir}. sir,S2SiS2Sir}. 
Onee checks easily that the following numbers of weights satisfy the chamber condition 1.2.7 
forr the various choices of parameters: 

fcl fcl 

GG2 2 

GG22{ai) {ai) 
GG22(h) (h) 
A\A\ x A\ 
AA2 2 

<è è 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 

*== ^3> 2> 

1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 

e(J,i) ) 
1 1 
3 3 
5 5 
3 3 
2 2 

€ ( § , 1 ) ) 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 

>> 1 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
3 3 
2 2 

Thiss means mat indeed in all generic cases, the representations Vr are irreducible for all 
residuall points r, and the above table lists the dimensions of Vr for all r and all generic 
parameterr values. 

REMARKK 1.4.2. To see that Lemma 1.2.9 no longer holds for a non-regular point, take r to 
bee of type G2(a{) and gi = q2. Then we have sir = s is 2 r , so in the same component of 
r ( r ) ,, but on the other hand si (to) and s2si (to) do not lie in the same chamber of CT'. 

1.4.4.. Restriction to Ho, Springer  correspondence. Knowing the weights of the dis
cretee series characters of all parabolic subalgebras now enables us to compute the decompo
sitionn of the representations 

\1\A^L(S\1\A^L(S O 4>tL) 

whenn we restrict them to Ho- This decomposition is independent of tL £ T£, we therefore 
assumee tL = 1. 
Thee irreducible characters of Ho are in bijection with those of W0; this bijection is determined 
byy the condition that if 0 is an irreducible character of Ho, then ip defined by ip(w) = 
<f>(Tw)<f>(Tw) I rri  *s ^ corresponding irreducible character of Wo- A common way to label 

thee irreducible characters of W0 is ([6]), by the set {0i,o, ̂ 2,1,^2,2, «£1,3, ^1,3, <Ai,6}- The 
firstfirst subscript equals the dimension of the corresponding representation, the second the lowest 
degreee of the coinvariant algebra in which it occurs. These two numbers do not distinguish 
betweenn the two one-dimensional representations which act as the trivial representation for 
rootss of one length and as the sign representation for roots of the other length; the convention 
iss to denote by <$>\ 3 the representation which acts trivially on reflections about a short root. 
Thiss means that by 4>'i 3. w e denote the one-dimensional representation V such that T\v = 
—v,, T2v = q2v. (A word of caution: in [6], a2 is the long root, but still Ai denotes a system 
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1.4.4a:: Springer correspondence for q2 > qx 

Center r 

0 0 
Ai Ai 

A! A! 
AiAi x Ai 

AA2 2 
GG22(h) (h) 
GG22(a(a11) ) 
GG2 2 

Correspondingg Wo-representation 

01,00 + 02,1 + 202,2 + 0i,3 + 0i',3 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 0i,3 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 01,3 + 01,6 
02,22 + 01,6 
011 3 + 01,6 
01,3 3 
02,11 + 01,6 
01,6 6 

1.4.4b:: Springer correspondence for qx' > q2 > q\ 

Center r 

0 0 
AAx x 

AAx x 

A\A\ x Ax 
AA2 2 

GG22(h) (h) 
GG22((aiai) ) 
GG2 2 

Correspondingg Wo-representation 

01,00 + 202,1 + 202,2 + 01,3 + 01,3 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 0i,3 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 01,3 + 01,6 
02,22 + 01,6 
01,33 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 01,6 
02,11 + 01,6 
01,6 6 

1.4.4c:: Springer correspondence for qi > q% 

Center r 

0 0 
Ax Ax 
Ax Ax 
AAxx xAx 
AA2 2 

GG22(bx) (bx) 
GG22(ax) (ax) 
GG2 2 

Correspondingg WVrepresentation 
01,00 + 202,1 + 202,2 + 0'lj3 + 0 ^ + 01>6 

02,11 + 02,2 + 01,3 + 01,6 
02,11 + 02,2 + 01,3 + 01,6 
02,22 + 01,6 
01,33 + 01,6 
01,3 3 
02,11 + 01,6 
01,6 6 

off long roots, and Ax one of short roots. This means that in the character table, p. 412, we 
needd to interchange his 4>[ 3 and 0'1'3, to obtain those in our setting. However, for the table of 
Springerr correspondents, p. 427, this is not necessary, since this table is labeled in terms of 
roott subsystems.) 
Wee now claim that 

PROPOSITIONN 1.4.3. For generic root labels, the Ho-restriction of the tempered series for 
eacheach residual coset is as shown in Tables 1.4Aa-c. 

Proof.Proof. We come to these tables as follows: 
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•• For the coset T of type 0, this means simply that we restrict the (irreducible as 
H—H—module)module) minimal principal series representation Ind f̂ (Ci), but this is of course 
thee regular representation for Ho-

•• Consider a residual coset L of type A\. We thus get as parabolic Hecke algebra 
HHLL = C[{1, si}] <g> A. The Hecke algebra HL has only one discrete series rep
resentation,, which is its Steinberg representation. Restricted to WL this is just the 
signn representation «i H-> —1. By Frobenius reciprocity, the desired table entry 
thuss consists of Wb-representations having a vector that is sent to its negative by 
sisi.. As H-representation, this is a six-dimensional irreducible representation, as can 
bee checked e.g. by using the component graph. 

•• The table entries for A\ are found analogously. 
•• Now consider L of type Ai x Ai. The quotient algebra HL has only one residual 

point,, which is the central character of its one-dimensional discrete series represen
tation.. Restricted to the Weyl group WQ(A\)

 x Wo{Ai), this representation sends 
s%s% *-* —1,82*-+ —1- Again Frobenius leads to the desired table entries. 

•• For a residual coset of type Ai, the table entry is computed analogously. 
Itt now remains to treat the real residual points. 

•• Consider the one-dimensional discrete series representation with central character 
off type G2. Only the weight r with oti(r) = q&* appears in this representation. 
Thereforee we have Bai(r) = q^, which implies that T» acts as q&\ Therefore, 
uponn restriction to Ho, we find <f>i$. 

•• Next we compute the restriction of the three-dimensional discrete series represen
tationn of H with central character of type G^ai). One can check easily that the 
weightss that occur in this representation are independent of the parameter values, 
hencee so is the Ho-type of this representation. To do this, we try to compute the 
desiredd fto-type explicitly. Let us denote by V the discrete series representation of 
HH with central character C?2(ai), then V has weights r, S2r, s\S2r, where r satisfies 
aai(i(rr)) = tff1' tt2(0 = xftr- We thus have 

vv = vr e vS2r e vSiS2r. 
Thee action of A is diagonal, and using this action and the cross relations (1.3) thus 
enabless us to compute several entries of the matrices of the action of Ti — T8i on 
thiss basis. We omit the details of these calculations, of which the result is 

(1.15) ) 
// " I 

0 0 
0 0 

•s/gT(gi-l) ) 

2/1 1 

0 0 \ \ 

g2y^2(gl- l )) . 
q2y/Ö2-Vqïq2y/Ö2-Vqï / 

(1.16) ) 

(Q2-l)y/ÖÏ (Q2-l)y/ÖÏ 
y/ÖÏ-y/qï y/ÖÏ-y/qï 

0 0 

X2 X2 
(Q2~l)y/q2 (Q2~l)y/q2 
VÖÏ-y/ÖÏ VÖÏ-y/ÖÏ 

0 0 

0 0 

- II  J 
wheree the Xi and y» are still unknown. The quadratic relation T? = (& - l)Tj + qi 
thenn implies that Xi can be expressed in terms of yi, leaving us with only one 
unknownn in (1.15) and (1.16). However, this knowledge is already sufficient to 
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computee the eigenvalues of T\ and Ti. These turn out to be —1 with multiplicity 
twoo and qi with multiplicity one for both Ti. Comparing this to the possible eigen
valuess of any three-dimensional representation of Ho((?2)> implies that V\n0 is 
isomorphicc to either <fo,i + 0i,6, to 02,2 + 0i,6 or to 01,6 + 0'1)3 + <f>"3. However, 
inn this last representation the actions of T\ and T2 commute, and one can check 
fromm (1.15) and (1.16) that they do not. By also computing the character of T1T2, 
wee conclude that V\nQ — 02,i + 0i,e- Notice also that the matrix entries of T2 
have,, as is to be expected, singularities at qi = q^. 

•• Finally, to compute the discrete series representation with central character of type 
£2(61)'' w e h a v e t o distinguish between the different possible parameter values. 
Firstt let </2 > <h • Then the representation is one-dimensional, with the only 
occurringg weight r satisfying a i ( r ) — q\ and ot2{r) = q^1. Since «2 is short, 
wee find that the restriction to Ho of this representation produces 0i 3. Similarly, 
iff #1 > q\, we obtain 0" 3 . It remains to compute the decomposition of the five-
dimensionall discrete series representation with central character r that occurs for 
QiQi > <?2 > <Zi • We do this in the same way as above for type G2(flti). We then 
findfind 4>2,i + 02,2 + 0i,6- Again, we find that me matrices representing the action of 
thee Ti contain singularities at q\ = q\ and q\ = q\. At these parameter values, the 
pointt Gii^x) is no longer residual but coincides respectively with the center of the 
residuall coset A\ resp. A\. 

1.4.4.1.. At special parameter values. At generic parameter values, we have seen that all 
representationss listed in the Tables 1.4.4a-c are irreducible as K-modules. Let us now see 
whatt happens at special parameter values. 

•• First consider the group case q\ — qi- Then the situation is as in Table 1.4.4a, 
butt the residual points of type Gr2(ai) and C?2(öi) coincide. We now compute the 
discretee series representation with this central character. Therefore, let r be such 
thatt 0*1 (r) = q~x,a2(r) = 1. The only weights that can appear in a discrete 
seriess representation with central character r are r and sir. Clearly, there is a 
one-dimensionall discrete series representation with weight sir. On the other hand, 
supposee that F is an irreducible 7t-module with central character r and Vr ^ 0. 
Thuss V is a subquotient of the minimal principal series module Mr with central 
characterr r. In this module, all weight spaces are two-dimensional. Then, by the 
affinee analog of Lemma 1.1.5, we see that dim(K) — 2,dim(14 i r) — 1. We 
thereforee consider the induced module 

MM :=lnd%{Al)(Cr), 

wheree H{Ai) is the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to the long root c*i, and 
C rr denotes the representation space on which T\ acts as —1 and 9{x) as x(r). The 
representationn M is six-dimensional, with weight spaces for r, «ir, S2Sir, siS2S\r, 
S2SiS2S\sS2SiS2S\srr and siS2SiS2S\r, the first being two-dimensional. By Frobenius reci
procity,, we see that V \n0 —02,1+02,1+01,3+01,6- Choosing a basis vforC r , we 
takee as basis for M the vectors { ^ T i ^ T ^ r i ^ T i ^ ^ i ^ T i ^ T i ^ t ; , 
T2V,T2V, v}. The relations (1.2) and (1.3) then allow us to compute the action of H on 
MM explicitly. We then find that M has the following structure: 

M 11 c M2 c Af, 
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wheree M1 is a one-dimensional subrepresentation of M, affording <j>13, on die 
weightt space M3l323lS2r. M2 is a three-dimensional subrepresentation of M, on 
thee weight spaces M8l82aiS2r © Mfl2Sl32r © MSlS2r. The restriction to Ho of tiiis 
representationn is $2,2 + #1,3- Notice tiiat M1 has a complement in M2 for die 
actionn of Ho but not for H; as W-module we find diat die quotient M2/Ml is 
ann irreducible two-dimensional representation, whose restriction to Ho is equal to 
02,2-- This is because die two linearly independent w\, w<i w.r.t which Ho acts as 
02,2»» also have a component in M3l323lS2r. Finally, V' := M/M2 is a three-
dimensionall %-module, witii dim(Vr') = 2 and dim(Vgir) = 1. Therefore we see 
tiiattiiat V' = V, and that VH0 — <h,i + <f>i,6- We thus obtain two discrete series 
representationss with central character r, and tiieir restrictions to Ho are precisely 
diee representations we also find at regular parameter values close to die group case. 

•• At the special value q\ = q%, the computations are completely analogous. 
•• Now consider die case 92 = <h • As we have seen, at these parameter values, 

diee point G2(bi) is no longer residual, but coincides with die center of die one-
dimensionall coset of type A\. We dierefore investigate die tempered representa
tionss witii central character r, where r satisfies ai(r) = q2 = q\, c*2(r) = q2

l-
Clearlyy we find a one-dimensional tempered representation whose restriction to 
HoHo is <j>'lz. But on die otiier hand, suppose mat V is an irreducible W-module 
forr which V8ir ^ 0. Then by using Lemma 1.1.5 we find tiiat dim(V^ir) = 
dim(K2air)) = 2 and dim(K-) = 1. Since V is a constituent of die induced repre
sentationn Ind^,^ }(Cr), tiiis is an irreducible representation, whose restriction to 
HoHo must tiien be equal to <fo,i + <fo,2 + 0i,6-

•• At die special value q\ = q2, die considerations are analogous and we conclude 
matt H has two irreducible tempered representations witii central character r, a 
one-dimensionall one whose restriction to Ho is <f/x 3 and a five-dimensional one 
whosee restriction to Ho is ̂ 2,1 4- (fo,2 + 4>\$. 

1.4.5.. Springer  correspondence. Looking at the Tables 1.4.4a-c and die %o-decompo-
sitionn of tempered representations at special parameter values, we observe tiiat for any choice 
off parameters, we can partition Wo into parts labeled by die real residual cosets, such mat for 
eachh irreducible tempered 7Y-representation witii real central character 77,, exactly one of die 
Wb-representationss associated to L occurs in its restriction to Ho- The remarkable fact is tiiat 
tiiistiiis can be done in a unique way. The reader is encouraged to verify this using die Tables 
1.4.4a-c,, in which we have written die correspondent of a real residual coset in boldface. In 
fact,, we believe that tiiis is not a coincidence, but holds for any root system, for any choice 
off parameters. Returning now to our example, note tiiat for generic parameter values, tiiis 
meanss we get a bijection: for every real residual coset L, diere is one irreducible tempered 
representationn with central character r^, and die set of real residual cosets is in bijection witii 
thee irreducible representations of Wo. The computations done for special parameter values 
showw that we can extend this map to all parameter values. For example, in the group case 
gii = q2, the subregular residual point of type (^(ai) has one correspondent for each discrete 
seriess representation with central character ^2(01), and it follows from our analysis above 
thatt we may still define <fo,i and <f>"3 as Springer correspondents in tiiis case. We will call 
ourr map the (generalized) Springer correspondence, since att the group case, we find (via the 
bijectionn between real residual cosets of T and unipotent classes in the complex simple group 
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off type C?2, described in [46] and above) that the (just defined) Springer correspondents of L 
aree precisely the (classical) Springer correspondents of the unipotent class associated to L, 
ass can be checked for example from the list in [6, p. 427], (but notice that one has to tensor 
alll representations listed there with the sign representation <f)\$). Notice also the interaction 

betweenn C?2(6i) and A\ at qi = qx' and between G^t&i) and A\ at q\ — q\\ the Springer 
correspondentss are exchanged, resulting in a walk of the correspondent $2,2 from A\ via 
G 2 (6i) toAi . . 
Ass we have remarked above, this map is for all parameter values a bijection between 

{irreduciblee tempered representations of H with real central character} «—• {Wo}-

Anotherr way to say this, is that apparently at all parameter values, the characters of the 
restrictionrestriction to HQ of the irreducible tempered representations of H with real central character 
formm a basis for the class functions (traces) on Ho-
Itt is this map that we will study in the main part of this thesis for the Hecke algebra with root 
systemsystem of type Bn. 

1.4.6.. Plancherel measure. As an aside, let us compute (up to a rational constant) the 
Plancherell measures of some of the discrete series representations. This measure is given by 
thee formula (1.8). For example, for r a residual point of type (^2(01), we obtain: 

mm /„x 9ig2(92 - l)(qi - 1) 
l r || {QiQ2 + y/q~ïq~2 + l)(9i + y/qïql + 92)(?2 + \){q\ + 1) 

Noticee that this is indeed finite and positive, for all choices of qi > 1. On the other hand, if 
wee take r to be a residual point of type G^C^i). then we obtain 

nn M\ m M - ( 9 2 - g i ) ( g | - 9 i ) 
(1.11 /) m{r){r) - {ql + ^ + q , M + ^ + 1 ) ( f t + 1 ) ( f t + 1} 

andd we indeed see that this measure becomes zero at the special parameter values q\ = q\ 
andd q\ = gg. 
Itt is possible to compute the rational constants A{r}, and also to compute the Plancherel 
measuress of all series of representations. However, since we will not go into this for type Bn, 
wee also omit it in this example. See also [48] for a calculation of formal degrees of certain 
discretee series representations. 

1.5.. OutUne of the results for  type £?n 

Inn this thesis we attempt to generalize to Bn what we have done for G2. We work in the 
gradedd Hecke algebra, but in view of Lusztig's theorem 1.3.1 our results can also be viewed 
ass results in the affine Hecke algebra, both for X — Q and X — P , see (1.9). 
Wee have seen in the (^-example that for special parameters two types of phenomena occur: 
eitherr several generically different residual points coincide but remain residual, or a resid
uall point ceases to be residual. In the latter case, at the special parameter value it coincides 
withh the center of a higher-dimensional residual coset. However, the generalized Springer 
correspondencecorrespondence we have defined remains a bijection between the irreducible tempered repre
sentationss of H with real central character and the irreducible representations of Wo
rnrn type Bn, these two types of degeneracy remain essentially the same, although they might 
occurr simultaneously. One of the first things we prove is (cf. Proposition 3.4.3): 
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PROPOSITIONN 1.5.1. Let cbe a genetically residual point Then, at all values of the param
eters,eters, c is the center of a residual subspace. 

Ourr next goal is to define the generalized Springer correspondence. To this end, we first 
introducee for any special value of the parameters, say &2 = <7&i where k\ is the label of the 
longg roots, an equivalence relation ~ q on WQ. We do this in terms of symbols that generalize 
thee symbols defined by Lusztig. By 1.2.8, the following theorem then shows the possible 
existencee of the correspondence we seek to define: 

THEOREMM 1.5.2. (cf Theorems 3.8.17 and 3.8.18) Let C be a distinguished unipotent class 
inin G, where G = S02n+i(C) orG = Sp2n(C). Suppose C has a collection { x i , . . . ,Xi} 
ofof Springer correspondents. Let c be the residual point in T which corresponds to C. Then 
therethere is a natural bijection 

XiXi  * *  cii 

wherewhere the set {ci} consists of the genetically residual points which coincide into c in the 
specialspecial parameter case k\ = k<i or k\ = Ik^. 

Thiss bijection is in terms of two operations on Young tableaux: a splitting procedure Sq and 
aa joining procedure Jq. 
Wee proceed to define a set of Springer correspondents for a residual subspace L for any 
speciall value k% = qk\ of the parameters. We then generalize the precedingg theorem into (cf. 
Theoremm 4.3.5): 

THEOREMM 1.5.3. Let &2 = qki be special Then we have a bijection 

{WQ{WQ — orbits of residual subspaces of H} <—• WQ/ ~ q . 

Furthermore,Furthermore, the set of Springer correspondents ofL exhausts exactly one equivalence class 
inin WQ/ ~q. Let £g(L) be this equivalence class. Then we have a bijection between 

Eq(L)) <—• {l! genetically residual subspace \ CL> = CL at k<z = qki} 

Wee then show that indeed this general correspondence reduces to the classical one in the 
groupp cases, i.e., at the special values k\ = k2 and k\ = 2&2 we have (cf. Theorem 4.4.3): 

THEOREMM 1.5.4. Let k\ — &2 or k\ = 2k^t and let L be a residual subspace, corre
spondingsponding to the unipotent class C in G. Let the (classical) Springer correspondents of C 
bebe {xi, • • •, Xi}- Let E9(L) be the equivalence class in WQ/ ~ 9 associated to L by our 
generalgeneral correspondence. Then T>q(L) = {xi, • • •, Xi}• 

Too fullyy generalize the (combinatorial description of) the group cases, we then define a com
binatoriall analogue Uq{n) of the unipotent classes. We then show that (cf. Theorem 5.2.9): 

THEOREMM 1.5.5. There are explicit bijections 

UUqq{n){n) i—• {Wo — orbits of residual subspaces of'M], 

andand therefore also between 
UUqq{n){n) ^ W0/ ~q . 

Thiss concludes the combinatorial part of this thesis. We then switch back to the affine Hecke 
algebraa H and state conjectures regarding the meaning of this correspondence for the repre
sentationn theory of H. We do not repeat the full statement here (see Conjecture 6.5.3) but 
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mentionn only that we expect to find the full Ho-type decomposition of any tempered repre
sentationn of H with real central character. Furthermore, we conjecture an explicit bijection 
betweenn irreducible tempered representations of H with real central character, and Wo- The 
conjecturess require the use of generalized Green functions. This generalization has been ob
tainedd recently by Shoji, using certain symbols defined by Malle and himself. We would like 
too express our thanks to Gunter Malle for computing them for several low rank cases, thereby 
allowingg us to check the validity of these conjectures up to B3 in full, and partially for B4. 



CHAPTERR 2 

Thee classical Springer  correspondence 

2.1.. Definition 

Thee Springer correspondence is a map from the unipotent classes of a connected reductive 
algebraicc group G to the irreducible characters of its Weyl group WQ. This map is obtained 
byy defining an action of Wo on the cohomology of the varieties Bu of all Borel subgroups 
containingg a given unipotent element u in G. The existence of this action is remarkable since 
Woo does not act on the varieties Bu themselves. In the original construction of Springer in 
[57],, G was defined over a finite field, and he considered Z-adic cohomology. Later ([58]) he 
foundd a way to carry over the construction to groups over C, and cohomology with coeffi
cientss in Q. We will review here briefly the latter construction. Since its original discovery, 
manyy constructions of the Springer representations have been obtained. An overview of these 
constructions,, with references, can be found in [19]. 
Lett G be the simple adjoint algebraic group over C whose Weyl group is Wo. Then Springer 
hass shown that W0 acts on each of the cohomology groups &(&„) = #*(#«, <Q>). The top 
nonvanishingg cohomology group is H2du(Bu), where du := dim(Bu). The dimension of 
jj2djj2duu ^ j equals the number of components of Bu, which all have dimension du. 
Thee component group A(u) of the centralizer Cc{u) also acts on H2du{Bu), and its action 
commutess with that of Wo. Springer has shown that A(u) x Wo acts irreducibly on each 
nonzeroo A(u)-isotypic subspace of H2d(Bu), and that die representations of W0 thus ob
tainedd exhaust the irreducible representations of Wo exactly once if u runs through a set of 
representativess of the unipotent conjugacy classes of G. If V' is a character of A(u), we denote 
byy <f>UjXp the W0-character on die ^-isotypical part of H2dv (Bu). So the irreducible characters 
off Wo can be parametrized by pairs (C, tp) where C is a unipotent conjugacy class of G and 
if;if; is an irreducible character of A(u) for u € C. We write <f> = <f>c^ if <j> is parametrized by 
(C,, ip). Then every unipotent class yields at least one character of Wo, but in general not all 
characterss of A(u) occur. The ones that do occur are sometimes called geometric representa
tions,, they are denoted by A(u)o. The trivial representation of a component group is always 
geometric. . 

Inn the literature one often multiplies Springer's original characters with the sign character 
e.. We will follow this convention. There are then two extreme cases: <£e,i = e when we 
considerr the unipotent class C = {e}, and <£ul = 1 when u is a regular unipotent element 
(whichh means that u is contained in only one Borel subgroup of G). In both of these cases, 
CG{U)CG{U) is connected and thus A(u) is trivial if we consider G of adjoint type. We now define 

DEFINITIONN 2.1.1. The Springer correspondents of the unipotent class C are the represen
tationstations <j>c,ii» where ip ranges over the irreducible characters of A(u)for A(u)for which the isotypic 
subspacesubspace in H2du (Bu) is nonzero, and u€ C. 
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Sincee thee trivial representation of the component group always occurs, we define <f>c :~ <f>c,i-

2.2.. Unipotent classes of S02n+i(&) and Sp2n{k) 

Recalll from 1.2.8 that there is a bijection between the Wo-orbits of real residual cosets for 
thee affine Hecke algebra associated to a root system of adjoint type, and unipotent classes in 
thee corresponding Langlands dual complex group, which is of simply-connected type. In this 
particularr occurrence of the Langlands dual group its isogeny class is not relevant; an easy 
argumentt ([6, 5.1]) shows that the unipotent classes of a connected reductive group G with 
centerr Z are in bijection with those of G/Z. For the affine Hecke algebra as well, there is a 
bijectionn between the real residual cosets of T = Hom(X, C*) and those of Hom(Q, C x ) , 
sincee Hom(X,M>o) ^ Hom(Q, R>o). We may therefore select any affine Hecke algebra 
attachedd to a root system (Ro, X,RQ,Y, TV) with rank(Q) = rank(X). The Wo-orbits of its 
reall residual cosets are then in bijection with the unipotent conjugacy classes of the complex 
semisimplee group G with the same root system. 
Thee aim of this section is to make this bijection explicit for the groups that have root systems 
off type B or C. Therefore we review various aspects of the classification of unipotent orbits 
off 502n+i(C) and 5p2n(C). A particular type of unipotent conjugacy classes turns out to 
playy a special role. These are the so-called distinguished classes. For the reader's convenience 
wee repeat the definition here in case G is simple. 

DEFINITIONN 2.2.1. Let Gbea connected simple group over an algebraically closed field K. 
ThenThen a unipotent element u G G is called distinguished if its connected centralizer CG(U)° 

doesdoes not contain a semisimple element other than the identity. 

Iff a unipotent class contains a distinguished element, it is clear that it contains only distin
guishedd elements. In this case we call the class itself distinguished. We remark also that there 
alwayss are distinguished elements, since a regular unipotent element is always distinguished, 
andd these form an open and dense subset of the unipotent variety. 
Inn case G is reductive, one may or may not choose to call a unipotent element for which 
everyy torus in CG(U)° belongs to the center of G, distinguished. For example, in [22] these 
elementss are indeed called distinguished. On the other hand, in the context of affine Hecke 
algebras,, this is not preferable. The reason is that otherwise one would lose the bijection 
betweenn Wo-orbits of real residual cosets of H and unipotent classes in G. 

2.2.1.. Elementary divisors partitions. Since both of the groups under consideration 
cann be realized as subgroups of an appropriate GLm(C), we first look at GLm(C). Then 
thee classification of unipotent classes is just the theorem of the Jordan normal form: any two 
unipotentunipotent elements are conjugate if and only if they have the same Jordan normal form, and 
thereforee the unipotent orbits in C7Lm(C) are parametrized by the partitions of m: in the 
naturall matrix representation, the elementary divisors of a unipotent element of type A are 
(t(t - l ) A l , . . . , (t - 1)A'(A>. Now consider again the case G = S02n+i(Q C GL2n+i(C) 
resp.. G = 5j>2n(C) C GZ/2„(C). It turns out that any two unipotent elements in G which 
aree in the same GL2n+i(C) resp. GZ/2n(C)-orbit, are also in the same G-orbit. Therefore 
thee unipotent conjugacy classes of G are also parametrized by partitions of 2n + 1 resp. 
2n,, however not every such partition occurs. One can show that, for G = 5 0 2 ^ i ( C ) , 
thee partitions parametrizing unipotent classes are exactly those whose even parts occur with 
evenn multiplicity, whereas for G = Sp2n(C), the partitions parametrizing nilpotent orbits 
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aree those whose odd parts occur with even multiplicity. The distinguished classes among 
thesee are those whose partition consists of distinct odd parts resp. distinct even parts for 
S02n+i(C)S02n+i(C) resp. Sp2n(C). For proofs of these statements, see [22]. 

2.2.2.. Weighted Dynkin diagrams. Another way in which to encode the classification 
off unipotent orbits is by means of weighted Dynkin diagrams. A weighted Dynkin diagram 
iss by definition a Dynkin diagram with a number from the set {0,1,2} attached to each 
node.. We briefly recall the way to do this (described in [6, p. 395]). First we consider the 
casee G = S02n+i{C). Given a unipotent orbit corresponding to the elementary divisors 
partitionn A t- 2n + 1, we take the list which is the union (with multiplicity) of all the sets 
{Xi{Xi — 1, A» — 3 , . . . , — Xi + 1}, and write its elements in decreasing order, say a\ > a<i > 
033 > • • • > <22n+i- Then an > 0 and the associated weighted Dynkin diagram has labels 
aiai — Ü2, Ü2 — 0 3 , . . . , an_i — an, a„. For example, if n = 5 the partition (155) gives the list 
aa - (4,4,2,2,0,0,0, - 2 , - 2 , - 4 , - 4 ) and weighted Dynkin diagram labeled 02020. Recall 
thatt the double bond in the Dynkin diagram is found between the rightmost two nodes. 
Forr G = 5p2n(C), we do the same, but the Dynkin diagram now is given the labels ai — 
Ai2,022 — 0 3 , . . . , o„_i — an , 2o„. For example, if n = 5, the partition (244) yields the list 
{3,3,1,1,1,, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 3 , - 3 } , and weighted Dynkin diagram labeled 02002. 
Wee will come back to this description in a short while, therefore we now make the following 

DEFINITIONN 2.2.2. For G = S02n+i(C) orG = Sp2n(C), and a unipotent class Cx C G, 
letlet s(C\) be the vector ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) E l n described above. 

2.23.. The Bala-Carter  theorem. The key to describe the bijection between real resid
uall cosets of the Hecke algebra and unipotent conjugacy classes of the group 67, is the Bala-
Carterr theorem. This theorem shows how one can reduce the classification of unipotent con
jugacyy classes of G to the classification of die distinguished unipotent classes in the Levi 
subgroupss of G. This is completely analogous to how one can reduce the classification of 
thee real residual cosets of the affine Hecke algebra H to the classification of the real residual 
pointss in the "Levi" quotient algebras Hi,. We have already seen in 1.2.8 that there exists 
aa bijection between the W0 -orbits of real residual points of H and distinguished unipotent 
conjugacyy classes of G. Since both H and G have the same root system RQ, the bijection 
follows. . 

THEOREMM 2.2.3. (Bala-Carter) Let G be a simple algebraic group over the algebraically 
closedclosed field K, where char(K) is good for G. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between 
conjugacyconjugacy classes of unipotent elements in G, and pairs (L, Py), where L is a Levi subgroup 
ofGofG and Py is a distinguished parabolic subgroup of the semisimple part L' ofL. 

InIn fact, this bijection is such mat the 07-orbit corresponding to (L,P^) contains the dense 
orbitt of PL> acting on the Lie algebra of its unipotent radical. A proof of this meorem can be 
foundd in [6,5.9]. 

23.23. Bijection between real residual cosets and unipotent classes 

Wee can now state the combinatorial formulation of the bijection between Weyl group orbits 
off real residual cosets of Ji (or, equivalently, residual subspaces of HI) and the unipotent 
conjugacyy classes of G. At the level of residual points, we have seen in 1.2.8 that (in the 
groupp case) if r = exp(7) e T is a real residual point (chosen in its Wb-orbit such that 7 is 
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dominant),, then 2^ yields the Dynkin diagram of a distinguished unipotent class in G. In the 
particularr cases that we are considering, this means the following: 

LEMMAA 2.3.1. Let 7 be a residual point for the graded Heche H algebra of type Bn with 
labelslabels k\ = fo (resp. k\ = 2^2^ Then 2^ is equal to s(C\) (in the sense of 1.2.8) for a 
certaincertain distinguished unipotent class in G — 502n+i(C) (resp. G — 5p2n(C)| Conversely, 
ifC\ifC\ is a distinguished unipotent class in G, then s(C\)% is a residual point for EL This 
definesdefines a bijection between the Wo-orbits of residual points for Mand distinguished unipotent 
classesclasses in G. 

Too describe the bijection between general residual cosets and general unipotent classes we 
needd to know a combinatorial description of the pair (L, Pu) to which a unipotent element 
classs C\ C G bijects through the Bala-Carter theorem. Then C corresponds to the residual 
cosett M of H with RM = RL-, whose center CM is the residual point in HL corresponding 
too Pi / . 
Thee map we are looking for, giving the pair (L, Pi>) parametrizing the unipotent class C\, 
iss known. Let us describe it here explicitly. The reader is referred to [22] for further details. 
Lett G = 502n+i (k). Then let Zi > I2 > • • • > ls be the parts of A that occur an odd number 
off times. All lj are necessarily odd, and we define their sum as no = l ^ = i h- Notice that 
n00 is odd since 2n + 1 — no is even: it is the cardinality of the remaining partition, where 
alll parts have even multiplicity. If we remove each lj once from A, we get a partition where 
eachh part occurs an even number of times. If we remove each second part, we find a partition 
d\d\ > c?2 > •• • >dr- The Levi subgroup L we were looking for is then 

LL =* SOno{k) x GLdl(k) x GLd2(k) x • • • x GLdr{k) 

andd the distinguished parabolic subgroup is the product of a distinguished parabolic subgroup 
inn each (semisimplified) factor. In the factor SOno (k), it is the one corresponding to the parti
tionn (/1 > I2 > • •• > Is)- The group SLn(k) has only one class of distinguished parabolics, 
sincee only the regular unipotent conjugacy class, having partition (n), is distinguished. 
Inn the case G = Sp2n(k), we do the same. It now can happen that s — 0. All lj will now be 
even.. The corresponding Levi will be 

LL =* Spno(k) x GLdl(fe) x GLd2(k) x • • • x GLdr{k) 

andd again, its distinguished parabolic subgroup is the product of a distinguished parabolic 
subgroupp in each factor. In the factor Spno(k), it is the one corresponding to the partition 

{h>h>'-->{h>h>'--> Is)-
Thee parameter values ki — k\ and fo = 2fci which occur in the Bn~ resp. Cn-group 
casecase are special, but are not the only special parameters. Later we will generalize the map 
{unipotentt conjugacy classes in G) —» {residual cosets of H) that we have just described. 
Wee denote it by / | c , where EC stands for Bala-Carter, and q denotes the ratio k^/ku i.e., 
att the moment we only have defined f*c forq e {|, 1}. Hence, if A describes a distin
guishedd unipotent class, then /|C(A) = c with c = s (C A ) | . Now consider a general A 
parametrizingg a unipotent class, and let (L, PL>) be the corresponding pair described by the 
Bala-Carterr theorem. Let p, be the partition which describes the distinguished parabolic PL> • 
Thenn /gC(A) = M, where M is the residual coset whose center CM is the residual point 
CMCM = / ^ ( A O in the graded Hecke algebra Hz,. In particular RM — RL-
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Laterr we will also give an equivalent combinatorial formulation of f^°. The image of a 
partitionpartition A parametrizing a unipotent orbit will be a double partition (f, 77) of n describing a 
residuall coset. The partition £ is derived from the partition (di) above, while the partition 77 
comess from (lj). In fact, if we take & = di and 2r\j + 1 = lj> then (£, 77) characterizes the 
residuall coset completely and it is easy to check that indeed |£| -+- \q\ = n. This is because 
thee jumps (to be defined below) j» of the residual point f%°((li)) satisfy 2ji + 1 = /* (see 
Lemmaa 3.5.1 below). In Chapter 7 we will give the generalization of /* c to arbitrary special 
valuess of the parameters. 

2.4.. Symbols 

Sincee for the groups of classical type, their unipotent classes as well as the irreducible charac
terss of their Weyl groups admit a combinatorial parametrization, there exists in these cases a 
combinatoriall description of the Springer correspondence. Lusztig has given such a descrip
tionn for type B, which makes use of certain combinatorial objects called symbols. These, 
andd other, symbols also play a role in the calculation of the Green functions associated to the 
finitefinite groups of Lie type Sp2n(^q) and S02n+i (Fg). Later, we will introduce other symbols, 
whichh govern the (yet to be defined) Springer correspondence at other special values for the 
affinee Hecke algebra of type B. All these symbols are special cases of the general notion of 
symbolss as introduced by Malle ([43]) and Shoji. In [43], the symbols were used to classify 
thee "unipotent characters" of a complex reflection group G(e, 1, n), and to describe their de
grees.. Shoji uses them to compute Green functions associated to G(e, 1, n) in [56]. Let us 
revieww here the part we need for our case, where e = 2, since the Weyl group of type Bn is 
isomorphicc to G(2,1, n). 
Fixx n > 2. Let Wo = Z/2ZI Sn be the Weyl group of type Bn. A 2-partition of n is a pair of 
partitionss a — (a1 , a 2 ) , such that \ax\ + \a2\ = n. (Note that Shoji would write this pair as 
(a0 ,, a1)). The set Vn,2 of 2-partitions of n parametrizes the set Wo of irreducible characters 
off Wo. We denote by \ct the character of Wo corresponding to a . In particular, X(n,-) is m e 

triviall character, and X(-,in) *s the sign character e. Now choose integers mi and m2, both 
att least equal to n, and put m = (mi, 7712). We denote by Zn(m) the set of 2-partitions a of 
n,n, where we regard a* as an element of Z m i , written in the form 0 < al

m. < • • • < a\. Now 
fixfix two other integers r > s > 0. We can now introduce the symbols. First we consider the 
2-partitionn A 0 = A° (m) = (Ai, A2) defined by 

Aii : 0 < r < 2r < • • • < (mi - l ) r 
A2A2 : s <r + s <2r + s < •• • < (7712 — l ) r + s 

Noww the collection of symbols of type (r, s, m) is denoted by Z£*(m), and consists of the 
2-partitionss of the form A ( a ) = a + A°, where we take the sum entry-wise. To stress the 
factt that they are a generalization of the symbols introduced by Lusztig, we write them down 
inn the same way, i.e, the entries of a1 in the top row, the entries of a2 in the bottom row, 
placedd as in the following example, with n = 5, ct =• ( l 3 ,2) , m = (6,5), r = 2, s = 1: then 
thee symbol is 

/ 00 2 4 7 9 11 \ 
\\ 1 3 5 7 11 ) 

Usually,, we will not be so much interested in the symbols themselves, but rather in a set of 
equivalencee classes of them, which we now introduce. Putting m' = (mi 4-1, m2 + 1), we 
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havee a shift operation Z%s(m) —> Z ^ m ' ) , which sends A ( a ) to A ' ( a ) = A° (m ' ) -f a , 
wheree we regard a as an element of Zn(m') by adding zeroes in its entries. We denote by 
Z%Z%ss(m)(m) the classes in U m , Z^s{m') under the equivalence relation generated by shift op
erations. . 
Wee call two elements A and A' of Z%s{m) similar if they have representatives in Z%s(m) 
whichh have the same numbers as entries, and all with the same multiplicity. We call the set 
off symbols that are similar to a fixed symbol a similarity class. For example, 

(( 0 3 6 \ , / 0 2 5 \ 

{{ 2 5 ) and { 3 6 J 
aree similar. 
Anotherr important tool we need is the so-called a-function. This is a function a : Z%s(m) —> 
N,, defined on A e Z^s{m) by: 

a(A)) = 2_] min(A,A')— \ J min(^,^ ') . 

A.A'eAA /i,M'eA° 

InIn these sums, we assume that A ^ A' for all pairs that are contained in the same A*, and 
analogouslyy for p, and p'. However, equality can only hold for r = 0, which is a case we will 
nott consider. Since it is known that a is invariant under shift operations, we get a function a 
onn Z^s(m). Clearly, a is constant on similarity classes. 
Iff (r,s) — (1,0) and m = (n + l ,n ) , the set Z^°(n + l,n) is used by Lusztig in [30] 
too parametrize unipotent principal series characters of Sp2n(^q) or S02n+i(Fg). In this 
casee the a-function computes the largest power of q dividing the degree of the corresponding 
unipotentt character p, which is the generic degree of the Weyl group character corresponding 
too p (see [6, p. 376]). This was the original definition of a. If ip is a special character (see 
below)below) then the a-value of its (1,0)-symbol coincides with dim(Z3u), if x *-*• (u, 1) under the 
Springerr correspondence. 
Thee unipotent characters of Sp2n(^q) or SÖ2n+i(^q) in the other series are parametrized by 
symbolss with m — (n + d, n), n), with d = 2s + 1 an odd integer. 
Iff (r, s) = (2,1) (resp. (2,0)), and m = (n + 1, n), the set 2%\n + 1, n) (resp. Z£°(n + 
1,, n)) was used by Lusztig to describe the Springer correspondence for G = Sp2n(k) (resp. 
GG = S02n+i(k))> for char(fc)^ 2. In these cases, the similarity classes are in 1-1 correspon
dencee with the unipotent classes of G, and the a-value of a symbol coincides with dim(Bu), 
wheree u is in the unipotent class corresponding to the symbol. If char(k) = 2, Lusztig and 
Spaltensteinn use more general symbols in [40]. The explicit form of the Springer correspon
dencee for char(k) ^ 2 in terms of symbols is described in the next section. 
Theree are also other values of (r, s) which have occurred in the literature, but we will not 
mentionn them in this text, except for the family symbols discussed below. 

2.4.1.. Family symbols. Another way to group Weyl group representations, apart from 
inn sets of Springer correspondents, is in so-called families. This way of partitioning is closely 
relatedd to the notion of special characters. These are by definition the Weyl group characters 
^^ for which the generic degree P^ (t) and the fake degree P^(t) have the same lowest degree. 
Thee family symbols are, in the language of Shoji, the equivalence classes Z^i™ + 1, rc) we 
getget from all 2-partitions. The families are then the resulting similarity classes. As is the 
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casee for the symbols governing the Springer correspondence, each of the resulting similarity 
classess contains an increasing symbol arising from a 2-partition. 
Thee connection between the Springer correspondence symbols and the family symbols is the 
following g 

LEMMAA 2.4.1. X(t,ri) ^ ^ o is a special character <s=̂> X(^,v) is indexed by the trivial 
charactercharacter of the component group in both the Bn and the Cn-cases. 

Proof.Proof. Translated into conditions on the symbols, the statement amounts to: for a 2-partition 
(£,77),, the family symbol is increasing <=> both the Springer symbols for Bn and Cn of 
(£,, 77) are increasing. So suppose £ = (£1 < £2 < " • < £m+i) and 77 = (771 < 772 < • • • < 
77™).. Then the family symbol is increasing if and only if 

(2.1)) £1 < r/i < £2 + 1 < m + 1 < £3 + 2 < • • • < 7)m + (m - 1) < £ m + 1 + m, 

whilee the 5n-symbol is increasing if and only if 

(2.2)) 6 < 771 < £2 + 2 < 772 + 2 < £3 + 4 < • • • < rjm + 2{m - 1) < £m + i + 2m, 

andd the Cn symbol is increasing if and only if 

(2.3)) £x < 77! + 1 < £2 + 2 < 772 + 3 < £3 + 4 < • • • < 77TO + 2m - 1 < £m + i + 2™. 

Thereforee we have to check the equivalence (2.1) «=> (2.2) and (2.3). 
Butt this is easy, considerr for example the direction '=>'. Then r)k + {k-1) < £jt+i + k =*> 
rikrik < 6+1 + 1 => Vk + 2(fc - 1) < £fc+i + 2fc and 77* + 2fc - 1 < £fc+1 + 2fc. Similarly, 
ZZkk + {k-l) <rjk + (k-l) =*> & < m => & + 2(k - 1) < 77fe + 2(k - 1) and 
&& + 2 ( f c - l ) < i f c + 2 ( f c - l ) + l. 
Thee other direction can be proved in the same way. G 

2.5.. Combinatorics of the Springer  correspondence for  type B 

Forr the classical groups of type B, C and D, the explicit determination of the Springer cor
respondencee was done in [52]. An alternative formulation has been given by Lusztig in [29], 
whichh can also be found in [6]. 

2.5.1.. Finding all correspondents of a unipotent class. Recall that the irreducible rep
resentationss of Wb are parametrized by the 2-partitions (£, 77) of n. To each such pair, we now 
associatee two symbols, one for Bn and one for Cn, which will allow to decide to which unipo
tentt orbit the Weyl group representation is associated through the Springer correspondence. 
Inn the language of section 2.4, these symbols are Z%°(n + 1, n) for Bn and Z j ' 1 (n + 1, n) 
forr Cn. Since we look at equivalence classes of symbols up to shift operations, a canonical 
representativerepresentative of the symbol of (£, 77) is the one in which zeroes are added to £ or 77 so as to 
makee £ have one part more than 77, in which case we get for Bn 

andd for Cn 

/ £ ii 6 + 2 £3+4 ... \ 
\\ m Ï72 + 2 % + 4 . . . / 

(( £1 6 + 2 6 + 4 ... \ 
\\ T71 + I 772 + 3 773 + 5 ...J 
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Thenn it is shown by Lusztig that two Weyl group representations labeled by (£, 77) and (£', rj') 
aree Springer correspondents of the same unipotent conjugacy class in 502n+i(C) (resp. 
Sp2n(C))Sp2n(C)) if and only if the Bn (resp. C„)-symbols of (£, r/) and (£', 77') are similar. 
Noww let us describe which Weyl group representations are Springer correspondents of a given 
unipotentt orbit. We treat both cases separately. 

2.5.1.1.. Bn: The unipotent orbits in SÖ2n+i (C) are parametrized by partitions of 2ra + 
11 whose even parts occur with even multiplicity. There is a map from partitions with this 
propertyy into double partitions of n, which is described in [6]. This map, let us call it <j>\ 
(wheree again the subscript denotes the quotient fc2/fci), is defined as follows. Given A h 
2rcc + 1, we define A* := Ai < A2 + 1 < A3 + 2 < We then split A* into odd and even 
parts,, which we write as 2£* + 1 < 2Q + 1 < • • • and 2r)l < 2T72 < The partitions £ 
andd 77 are then defined as & := £* — (i - 1) and % :— 77* — (i — 1). 
Noticee that this map takes a particularly simple form if A parametrizes a distinguished unipo
tentt orbit C, i.e., if it consists of distinct odd parts: A = A 1 < A 2 < - < A2r+i for some 
rr > 0. It follows easily that (£, 77) = 0i(A) is then equal to: 

((r.r. A. (c v ,.\\ — \ A3 - 1 A2r+i - 1 ,A2 + 1 A4 + 1 A2r + 1 ^ 
(2.4)) (£,77) = (( — — , 2 , . . . , - ) ' ( 2 ' 2 ' " " ' — 2 — " 

2.5.1.2.. Cn :. We now explain the analogous procedure for the Cn group case. If we 
havee a partition of 2n which parametrizes a unipotent orbit in Sp2n(C), we first make sure 
itit has an even number of parts by adding Ai = 0 if necessary. Then we perform the same 
proceduree as in the ön-case. Again this map, let us call it  takes a simple form if A 
parametrizess a distinguished unipotent class, i.e., if it consists of distinct even parts. In this 
case,, if A has 2m parts, we find for (£, r}) = <f>i (A) that 

(t(t \ — ((— — ^2mv ƒ Ai A3 A 2 m - 1 x̂ 
V?''  W) \\ n 1 9 ' * "  ' ' O 2 ' 9 ' "  ' 9 

Inn each of these cases, the map <pq gives us, for a partition A h 2n or 2n+1 , a Weyl group rep
resentationn which is a Springer correspondent of the unipotent class C\. The other Springer 
correspondentss of C\ are those representations having symbol similar to the one of 4>q(X). 
Forr example, in the £?n-case, the distinguished unipotent class consisting of the regular unipo
tentt elements is parametrized by (21 + 1), and so has one Springer correspondent: the trivial 
representationn indexed by (I, - ) . One also checks easily that the Springer correspondent of 
thee unipotent class C = {1}, which has partition A = ( l 2 f + 1 ) , has as Springer correspondent 
(—,1'),, the sign representation. This is in agreement with Definition 2.1.1. In both group 
cases,, we can therefore also associate a symbol to a unipotent class C\, viz. the symbol of 
<MA) . . 

InIn both cases, the image of the maps 0i and <j> 1 consists of those double partitions (£, rf) for 
whichh the symbol is increasing, i.e., for which we have £1 < 771 < £2 4- 2 < r;2 4- 2 < 
•• • • < 77jt + 2(k - 1) < £fc+1 -I- 2k in case Bn, and £1 <Th + l < 6 + 2 < f t e + 3 < 
•••••• < Vk + 2(fc — 1) + 1 < £fc+i + 2k in case Cn. It is also known that for both types of 
symbols,, every similarity class contains an increasing symbol A ( a ) for some 2-partition a . 
Thiss property will no longer hold for the symbols we will later associate to 2-partitions at 
otherr special values of the parameters of the Hecke algebra. 
Wee can describe easily the inverse ipq of the maps <j>q. If q = 1, then we start with an 
increasingg symbol, from which we derive a double partition (£,77), and we consider £ as 
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havingg one part more than 77. Then we form (^*, »?*), A* and A in the obvious way. To find 
thee inverse of <j>i, we do the same, but now we have to consider £ as having the same number 
off parts as r\ (either by removing the first zero of £ or adding a zero to rj), since the resulting 
partitionn A has an even number of parts. We extend the domain of tj}q to all 2-partitions by 
definingg ipq{ct) •= il>q(ft) where ft is the unique 2-partition such that the symbol of ft is 
similarr to the one of a, and ft has increasing symbol. Later on, we will give a description of 
thee analogue of these maps ipq at the other special values of q = A^/fci. 

2.5.2.. Relation between symbols and characters of the component group. Let C\ c 
GG be a unipotent class. Let <£9(A) = (£, rj), whose symbol is (as we have seen) increasing. 
Thenn it is known that X(£,r>) = ^c» i.c, (£, rj) corresponds to the trivial character of the 
componentt group. The fact that me trivial character always occurs in the parametrization of 
thee Springer correspondents of a given unipotent class is therefore equivalent to the fact that 
everyy similarity class of symbols contains an increasing symbol. Moreover, given a Springer 
correspondentt (a, /3) = <j>c,%p of C, there exists a combinatorial method to determine the 
characterr ip of A(u) from the symbol of {a, ft), see e.g. [6]. 





CHAPTERR 3 

Confluencee of residual points in type Bn 

3.1.. Description of residual points 

Lett us now specialize to the case we will study in this thesis, so consider the root system 
(X,(X, R0, Y, R0, n 0 ) to be of type Bn, with rank(i?o) = rank(X). We take as simple roots 
{oti{oti = e j -e i+ i | i = 1 , . . . ,n —1} anda n = e„. As usual, let Q denote the root lattice Q = 
®®aeaenn00Za.Za. In the Q-vector space <Q> <g>z Q, the roots consist of the vectors {et  e^}, . 
Wee want to determine the real residual points in the torus T = Hom(X, C x ) = Y ® ^ C X . 
However,, as we have seen in 1.2.5.2, we can reduce this problem to the equivalent problem 
inn the graded Hecke algebra, after which the corresponding points in T can be found using 
thee formulas (1.9). These points have been determined in [14]. 

3.1.1.. Generically. First we recall the parametrization of the residual points for the 
gradedd Hecke algebra, as described in [14, Prop. 4.3]. Let k\, resp. k2 be the labels for 
thee long, resp. the short roots. We assume kx, k2 > 0. Under this assumption, these param
eterss are called generic in [14] if JJ^iiJki - 2k2) ^ 0, and special otherwise. We will 
seee below, in section 3.7, that this is the same notion as in 1.2.7. 
Supposee the parameters are generic. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between the W0-
orbitss of residual points of M and partitions of n, in the following way. If A is a partition of n, 
thenn consider its Young diagram, and number its boxes by two indices, from left to right and 
fromm top to bottom. A box b with coordinates (i, j) of this diagram has content c(b) := j — i. 
Wee then associate to A a point c(A, k\,k2) in R", by putting c(A, k\, k^)% = c(i)ki + k2. The 
Youngg diagram of A, where each box is filled with its content, is called the content tableau of 
A.. An example is given in Figure 1. 

0 0 

-1 1 

-2 2 

-3 3 

1 1 

0 0 

-1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

4 4 

FIGUREE 1. Content tableau of (1445) 

Thee points {c(A,/ci,fc2) | A h n} then form a set of representatives for the WVorbits of 
residuall points for the graded Hecke algebra. They lie in Lie(Trs) = Rn . 

39 9 
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3.1.2.. For  special parameter  values. For special values of the parameters, where k2 = 
qkiqki and for simplicity we write k := fci, the coordinates of the points c(A, k\,k2) take the 
formm c(A, k, qk), = (c(i)+q)k. After applying an element of W0 (which acts by permutations 
andd sign changes), we may write this point as 

(3.1) ) 

iff q is integer, or as 

(pk,...,pk,(pk,...,pk, (p-l)k,...,k, 

mmpp times 

0 , . . . ,0) ) 

moo times 

(3.2) ) 
(pk,...,pk,(pk,...,pk, (p - l ) f c , . 

1 1 
k)k) e 

mmpp times 77ii i times 

iff q is half-integer, but such a point need no longer be residual. However, these points still 
exhaustt the W0-orbits of residual points. The conditions under which it remains residual 
differr between integer and half-integer q and are investigated in [14]. We list the results here: 

CONDITIONN 3.1.1. •Ifk2= qk, with q e { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1}, then p > q and the 
pointpoint (3.1) is residual if(i) mp = 1, (ii) mi G {m;+1, mi+\ + 1} for all I > q, (Hi) 
mimi e {m;+i - l ,m/+1}/orZ = 1,2,... ,q — 1, and finally (iv) m0 = [rnLk- '• 
IfkIfk22 = 
(i)(i) mp 

forlforl = 

qk,qk, with q £ {|, | , . . . , n — | } , then p> q and the point (3.2) is residual if 
l}forl}for all I > q, (iii) mi S {mi+\ — 1, mi+\} 

12''  2 ' 

== l,(H)mi G {mi+i,mi+1-
11 3 . . , 9 - 1 . 2 ''  2 ' 

REMARKK 3.1.2. Let x = ( x 1 ; . . . ,xn) have the form (3.1)(resp. (3.2)). It follows from 
Lemmaa 2.3.1 that Condition 3.1.1 for q = 1 (resp. q = \) is equivalent to the condition on 
thee associated Dynkin diagram of type Bn (resp. Cn) with labels f 0^(2) on the i-th node 
(resp.. the same but with label f 2a:n on the last node). 

Thee case q = 1 corresponds to the J3„-group case, and the case q = \ to the Cn-group case. 
Wee can visualize the special lines in the parameter values therefore as in Figure 2. 

FIGUREE 2. Special values of the parameters k\, k2 
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3.2.. Residual subspaces 

Iff  L is a residual subspace, then RL is a parabolic root subsystem of RQ. Since we always 
considerr the residual subspaces up to Wb-orbit only, we need only consider RL of the form 

(33)) RL = AXl-i x AX2-i x • - • x AXr-i x Bh 

wheree A = Ai < A2 < • • • Ar is a partition of n — /. 

DEFINITIONN 3.2.1. We denote the root system of type (3.3) by R(X; I), where we have made 
suresure that Ah n — lby adding ones if necessary. So for example, the root subsystem of type 
AiAi x £1 in B4 is of type #((12); 1). 

Then,, for generic parameters ki we have 

LEMMAA 3.2.2. Genetically, there is a 1-1 correspondence between irreducible representa
tionstions of WQ, and Weyl group orbits of residual subspaces ofW. 

ProofProof By [14], a graded Hecke algebra of type An has only one residual point (up to Weyl 
groupp orbit), while we have just seen that a graded Hecke algebra of type Bn has one (orbit of) 
residuall points c(fj,, ki, fc2) for e a c n partition // of n. The standard parabolic root subsystems 
off a root system of type Bn are of type H(A; I) where A h n - /. Let P{n) denote the number 
off partitions of n, with P(0) = 1. Let RL be a standard parabolic root system of type 
R(\;R(\; I). Then the graded Hecke algebra H(JR(A; I)) = UL generically has P{1) (Wo-orbits 
of)) residual points. Furthermore recall that the irreducible characters of the Weyl group of 
typee Bn are indexed by pairs of partitions (fi, A) of total weight n. Therefore we can define 
thee following correspondence 

(fi,(fi, A) with |A| + \fi\ = n «—• c(/i,fci,/c2) in H(#(A; |/i|)), 

afterr which we remark that the residual points in these parabolic algebras correspond bijec-
tivelyy to residual subspaces for H. Ü 

Sincee a generically residual subspace need not be residual any more for special parameters, 
wee define 

DEFINITIONN 3.2.3. Let C(q) be the set of residual subspaces ofM. at the special parameter 
choicechoice &2 = qk\, and Cres(q) the set of residual points for the graded Hecke algebra with 
labelslabels fe2 = 9^i- If L e C(q) is chosen in its Wo-orbit such that the center of L is the 
residualresidual point c(fi, k\, £2) fl/*| = 0 « the quotient algebra ML attached to the root system 
H(A;; /) = AA l - i x • • • x ^A r - i x Bh then we say that L is of type Ax x {Bi,fx). 

Inn principle, we should write C(q\ n) rather than C(q) to indicate that we are considering 
residuall subspaces for type Bn; but we omit it from the notation, since it will always be clear 
whichh n we mean. 
Notee that the correspondence in Lemma 3.2.2 is not entirely canonical, e.g. we can take 
conjugatess or switch factors. However, this particular bijection turns out to describe the 
Springerr correspondence (that we will define) in the chamber fc2 > (n — l)fci, as we will see 
beloww in 4.5.9. 
Itt is in fact a special case of a bijection that will be shown to hold at all parameter values, 
betweenn Wo-orbits in L{q) and the set W0/ ~ 9 of similarity classes of g-symbols of 2-
partitionss (which we will define below). 
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3.3.. The g-shifted content tableau 

Att a special value k2 = qkx of the parameter values, a residual point in the graded Hecke 
algebraa takes the form (3.1) or (3.2), if we put k := k\. The coordinates of such a vector are 
thee entries of the Young diagram of A, where box i is filled with \c(i) + q\k. Suppressing k 
fromm the notation, we call this tableau the ^-shifted content tableau, or simply the ^-tableau, 
andd we denote it by Tq(X). The entries of Tq(\), arranged in decreasing order so as to produce 
aa vector of the form (3.1) or (3.2) divided by k, form a vector which we denote by sq(X). 
However,, one may have sq{\) = sq(p) if A ̂  fi. Therefore we also write s(c) = sq(X) if 
cc = c(A, k, qk). We say that sq(X) is the sequence covered by Tq(X), or that Tq(X) covers 
ssqq(X).(X). Say I occurs mi times in sq(X). If c(A, k, qk) is a residual point, then we call sq(X) 
aa residual sequence, and Tq(X) a residual g-tableau. An example of a ^-tableau is given in 
Figuree 3. 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

4 4 

3 3 

2 2 

5 5 

4 4 

3 3 

6 6 

FIGUREE 3. T2(A) for A = (144544). 

Laterr on, we will need some properties of these tableaux. We collect them in this subsection. 

LEMMAA 3.3.1. Let q = -j^ be special. For a partition X ofn, let mi be the multiplicity of I 
inTinTqq(X).(X). Then we have 

(i)) mp e {mp+1,mp+i + l ,m p + 1 + 2} forp > q; 
(ii)) mp e {mp+i - l,mp+1,mp+1 + \}forp= 1,2,... ,q - 1; 

(iii)) (ifq is integer) m0 e { L ^ J , T ^ l }• 

Proof,Proof, (i): This follows because p and p + 1 occur in two diagonals, an upper and a lower 
one: : 

p p 

p+1 1 p p 

p+1 1 

p p 

p+1 1 p p 

? ? 

Inn the squares marked with ?, we may or may not have a p + 1. 
(ii)) Here, things change for the upper diagonal as we always have a p + 1 above the first p: 
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p+1 1 

p p p+1 1 

p p 

p+1 1 

p p p+1 1 

p p 7 7 

p p 

p+1 1 p p 

p+1 1 

p p 

p+1 1 p p 

? ? 

(iii)) This follows from the fact that the zeroes occur as indicated: 
1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

? ? 

7 7 

D D 

Itt will turn out that the numbers occurring at the edge of the diagram play an important role. 
Forr this reason, we make the following definitions. 

DEFINITIONN 3.3.2. Suppose c := c(X,k,qk) is a residual point. We define the jumps of 
s(c)s(c) to be those I > q such that mi = m/+ i + 1, and those I € {1 ,2 , . . . , q — 1} such that 
mimi = mi+i. It will be convenient to have q + 2m jumps if q is integer, or q + | + 2m 
jumpsjumps ifq is half-integer, for some m 6 Z>o. Therefore, we add 0 (for integer q) or —\ (for 
half-integerhalf-integer q) as a jump if necessary. 

Forr this definition to make sense, it remains to be seen that there are enough positive jumps. 

LEMMAA 3.3.3. Let c = c(X, k, qk) be a residual point. Then the number of strictly positive 
jumpsjumps in s(c) is equal to m\ + q — lifqis integer, and to mi + q — ^ is q is half-integer. 

Proof:Proof: A jump j > q gives rise to a sequence {j,j — 1 , . . . , q + 1, q} and therefore the 
numberr of jumps at least equal to q is mq. Since I < q — 1 is a jump if m; = mi+\, we see 
thatt m\ (resp. m i ) is the number of elements of {1 ,2 , . . . , q — 1} (resp. { i , | , . . . ,q — 1}) 
thatt are not jumps, so the amount of jumps smaller than q is therefore (q — 1) — (mq — mi) 
(resp.. {q — \) — (mq — mi)). In total, we thus find mq + q — 1 — (mq — mi) (resp. 
mmqq + q — \ — (mq — mi) jumps, which is equal to mi + q — 1 resp. mi + q — | . • 

Wee see that the number of positive jumps is indeed at least q — 1 or q — | , and that by denning 
zeroo to be a jump if necessary, we can assume that we have q + 2m or q + 2m + \ jumps. It 
alsoo follows that 0 resp. — \ occurs as jump if and only if mi resp. mi is even. 

DEFINITIONN 3.3.4. Let X\- nbe such that c(A, fc, qk) is residual. We define the extremities 
ofTofTqq(X)to(X)to be the following squares in the tableau: ifq is integer we take the last one of each 
row,row, if it lies on or above the 0-diagonal, and the last one in each column, provided it lies on 
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oror below the ^-diagonal. If q is half-integer, we take the rightmost squares on or above the 
upperupper ^-diagonal, and the downmost squares on or below the lower ^-diagonal. 

Thesee definitions are connected through the following 

LEMMAA 3.3.5. Let A h n such that e(A, fc, qk) is residual Then for all m occurring as entry 
inin Tq(X) we have: m is a jump <=$• there is an extremity square with entry m. 

Proof,Proof, (i) Suppose m > 0. Since c(A, k, qk) is residual, the sequence covered by Tq(X) 
satisfiess Condition 3.1.1, and therefore in the figures of the proof of parts (i) and (ii) of 
Lemmaa 3.3.1, at least one of the squares containing a ? are occupied by Tq(X). But then we 
havee that m is a jump «*=> only one square containing a ? is occupied <=>• there is an 
extremityy square having entry m. 
(ii)) Suppose m = 0. Then there is an extremity square widi entry zero <$=> only one square 
filledfilled with ? in the proof of Proposition 3.3.1 (iii) is occupied <$=>• mi is even. D 

3.4.. Specialization of genetically residual points 

Wee will see that, at a special value of me parameters, every residual point in £res(q) is 
thee common specialization of a number of generically residual points. However, not every 
genericallyy residual point remains residual at a special value. We show in this section that if it 
doess not, then it coincides with the center of another, higher dimensional, residual subspace of 
H.. Therefore we first calculate the coordinates of these centers. Since we are only interested 
inn Weyl group orbits of residual cosets, we can consider a Levi subsystem to be of the form 
R(X,R(X, I) as in (3.3). There may be several residual cosets with the same root system R(X, I), 
butt we can easily calculate the coordinates of their centers: 

LEMMAA 3.4.1. In the graded Heche algebra, the centers of the Wo-orbit of residual sub-
spacesspaces corresponding to the Levi factor R(X; I) are the Wo-orbits of the following points in 
Ue(TUe(Trsrs): ): 

((XlXl ~ 1 / C |
 A l ~ 3 y c , Xl~1k. A m " 1 / C l

 Xm~1kl c(u Jfci ko)) 

wherewhere c(ft, £1,^2)) is the vector of the residual point parametrized by fi\- l. 

ProofProof This is a short calculation. G 

Thiss means that for the special parameter value where £2 = <?&i =: Qk, the centers have 
coordinates s 

((AiAi — 1 u Ai — 3 u X\ — 1 u Xm — 1 u Xm — 1 u . .. 
II n Ki n K! • • •» « K-> • • • > « "N • • •> « K J C ^ , K, qK)), 

upp to VTo-orbit. 
Wee want to see if a generically residual point specializes into such a center for special param
eters.. We check it first for integer q: 

PROPOSITIONN 3.4.2. Let q e { l , 2 , . . . , n - 1} and X h n. Then the content ofTq(X) 
isis the union of the content of a residual tableau, and a number of sequences of the form 
(1,1,1-(1,1,1- hi- 1 , . . . ,1,1,0), withl > 0 . 
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Proof.Proof. Consider Tq{\). Recall that its entries form the vector 

(pk,...,pk,(pk,...,pk, {p-l)k,...,k, 0 , . . . ,0 ) 6 R n 

ssi(i( xx)) = *—r^—'  v—rr' 
rnrnpp times mo times 

Wee want to prove the proposition by induction on n. If n = 1, the assertion is trivial. Now 
supposee n > 1, and the proposition holds for all partitions of m < n. Take the first I, for 
whichh 771; and rri[+i are not as in a residual vector. There are three cases: 
(i)) We have I > q, and mi = m;+i + 2. Then both squares with a ? in Lemma 3.3.1 are 
nott occupied, and this means that there are both a row and column ending on I. Together, 
theyy contain the sequence (1,1,1 —1,1 —1,... ,1,1,0). We remove this row and column, and 
pushh the disconnected piece one block northwest to reconnect it. This does not change the 
contentt of any box, and we find the g-tableau of partition of n — (2/ + 1). The claim follows 
byy induction. 
(ii)) We have l G {1 ,2 , . . . , q — 1} and mi = mi+i + 1. This means that both squares 
containingg ? in part (ii) of lemma 3.3.1 are not occupied. Again, this means there is both a 
roww and a column ending on /, and we can remove them as in the case (i). 
(iii)) In the case m0 = f2^1], both squares containing a ? in case (iii) of lemma 3.3.1 are not 
occupied.. We can therefore remove the last square containing a zero. D 

Twoo examples are given for the case q = 1, n = 7 (the Bn -group case) in Figure 4. 

11 2 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

2 2 

FIGUREE 4. Residual points collapsing onto centers of type A2 x £?3 resp. 
AA44 x £?! 

Wee can easily derive a similar result in the case where &2 = qk\ with q e {|, | , . . . , 2"2~
3 }, 

andd we conclude: 

PROPOSITIONN 3.4.3. For a special value of the parameters, k^ = qk%, every generically 
residualresidual point coincides with the center of a residual subspace L G C(q). Suppose R^ = 
R(X;R(X; I). If q € {1,2, ...,n— 1}, the Xj are all odd and distinct. If q G {|, § , . . . , ^f^}, 
thenthen the \j are all even and distinct. 

REMARKK 3.4.4. Notice that deleting a row and column both ending on a square with content 
i,i, is equivalent to removing a connected strip containing (i,i — 1,... ,1,0,1,... ,i — 1,1) 
fromm the edge of the tableau. 

DEFINITIONN 3.4.5. Let spq : {A h 71} —> {(p,v) G Vn,2} be the map described in 3.4.2, 
i.e.,i.e., spq(X) = (/1, u) if, after removing the hooks in Tq(X) that connect rows ands colums in 
TTqq(X)(X) ending on a square with the same entry, we obtain the residual tableau Tq{v) and the 
stripsstrips we have removed have lengths /x̂ . In other words, for the special parameters k2 = qk\, 
ssPqWPqW — (Mi V) if C(-V fc> qk) coincides with the center of L G C{q) of type Ap x (J3|„|, v). 

f-f-
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Later,, we will want to know that it is possible to recover A from (p, u): 

LEMMAA 3.4.6. For all special parameter values k2 = qk\, the map spq is injective. 

Proof:Proof: This follows basically from Remark 3.4.4. Assume that q is integer, the case where q 
iss half-integer being analogous. Suppose spq(\\) = spq(X2). This means that Tq(X\) and 
TTqq{X{X22)) both consist of Tq(v), with strips of length pi, containing ( ^ , . . . , 1 ,0 ,1 , . . . , ^r) 
wrappedd around it. But given Tq(v) and such strips of length p^ there is only one way to 
gluee them into a diagram of a partition. Note first that in Tq(v), squares filled with equal 
entriess occur in the diagonals, and so the strips have to be placed in the order of decreasing 
length.. Furthermore, the strip of length pi can only be placed in one way: it is wrapped 
aroundd the existing tableau, in such a way that it ends on the first column whose last entry 
wass at most l~, and on the first row whose last entry was at most ^ . Therefore we must have 
Aii = A2. D 

REMARKK 3.4.7. Notice that on the other hand, it is possible that spq(Xi) ^ spq(X2), but 
C£,jj = C£2 for the residual subspaces Li with Rr,t = spq(Xi). An example is illustrated 
below. . 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

Heree n = 11, h = k2, spi(12233) = (6,112), spi(11333) = (6,22) and spi(22223) = 
(6,, l4) , but the three corresponding residual subspaces coincide (for k\ = k2). 

Inn general, suppose spq(p) = (A, v) and \v\ = I. Then for v' V I such that c(v, k, qk) = 
c(v',k,qk),c(v',k,qk), there exists a partition p! h n such that spq(p') = (A, i/). This is because 
aroundd each such a Tq (v'), we can fold the strips of the .4-factors to obtain the diagram of p'. 

LEMMAA 3.4.8. For all parameter values, there is a 1-1 correspondence between Wo-orbits 
ofof real residual subspaces and Wo-orbits of their centers. 

Proof.Proof. For generic parameters, this is clear: both sets contain \W0\ elements. Now consider 
thee special value k2 — qk\ =: qk, with q integer. Let L and L' be residual subspaces, say 
off type A^ x (Bi,v) and A^ x (Bi>,v'), and suppose that W0CL1 = WQCL2- Choose the 
centerss CL and c/,/ in their orbit such that they take the form (3.1). We may assume that A^ 
andd A^ contain no common factors. It follows that we may assume that there are no odd 
Pi,Pi, /u',since such yl-factors would yield half-integer multiples of k in the coordinates of CL 
andd CL', and the residual points (Bi, v) and {Bi^v') do not. For type A, we know the 1-1 
correspondencee between residual subspaces and their centers, and so we would find common 
factorss in A^ and A^, which we supposed not to be present. 
Noww we look at the coordinates of the centers CL and CL>. Let m = (mo, mi,... ,mp) 
(resp.. m' = (m^m^,... ,m'pl)) be such that mt (resp. m^) is the number of times ik 
occurss in CL (resp. c^/). We know that CL is the center of a residual subspace if and only 
iff Condition 3.1.1 is satisfied, i.e., if mp = I,mi e {mi+i,mi+i + 1} for I > q, mi € 
{m;+ii — 1, rni+i) f or I = 1,2,... ,q — 1 and mo = [ ^ J • From Lemma 3.4.1 it follows 
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thatt CL contains the entries f^^, thf^, th
2~^^ t*^,..., 1,1,0), and the residual sequence 

c(v,c(v, k, qk). Therefore, mp > 1, mj > raj+i for I >q,mi > mj+i — 1 for I = 1,2,. . . , q — 1 
andd mo = [^ J. But then there is only one way to decompose the coordinate vector of CL 
againn into the union of a residual sequence and a number of sequences of the form (1,1,1 -
1,11,1 — 1 , . . . , 1,1,0): if mp > 1, then mp must be even, and we subtract ^ sequences 
(p,p,...(p,p,...,, 1,1,0). We continue until we have a vector m1 starting with an entry occurring 
onlyy once. Then we look at the first entry m\ not satisfying the condition for residuality. We 
subtractt a number of sequences (m*+1, m*+1 , . . . , 1 ,1 ,0 ) etc. Clearly this is the only way to 
writee m as the union of coordinates of centers of type A and a residual vector. Therefore, if 
mm = m' then fj, = \i' and we can only have CL = CL' if also the residual points (Bi, v) and 
(Bi,(Bi, J/) coincide. But this means that m = m' implies WQL = WQL'. 
Iff q is half-integer, a similar argument applies. D 

Notee that this 1-1 correspondence exists only on the level of Wo-orbits: there exist residual 
subspacess L and w e Wo which keep CL fixed, but not L. 

3.5.. Symbols for  residual points in the group cases 

Iff c is a residual point in the group case, then c = fjj°(CK) for a distinguished unipotent class 
CCKK in the group G. As we have seen, A gives rise to a 2-partition (£, 77) = <j>q{X) of n, with 
qq € {§,1}. In this section, we observe that the entries of the symbol of (£, 77) can also be 
expressedd in terms of the residual sequence s(C\), which we defined in Definition 2.2.2, i.e., 
inn terms of the real residual point corresponding to C\. 

3.5.1.. Bn: First we consider the Un-group case. Let A h 2n -I-1 be a partition consist
ingg of distinct odd parts, describing the distinguished unipotent class C\. Let <j>\ (A) = (£, rj). 
Recalll from (2.4) that & = A"^1~1 and 77* = ^ t i . But we can also express £ and r\ 
differently.. This is because the residual sequence s(C\) is completely characterized by 
itss jumps defined in Definition 3.3.2. For the case q = 1 we are considering here, the 
jumpss are the numbers which occur one time more often than their predecessor, and zero 
iff mi is even, as seen in Lemma 3.3.3. Let (ji, j 2 , . . . , J2m+i) be the jumps of s(C\), 
listedd in increasing order. For example, if the entries of s(C\) are 76554433222111100, we 
havee (ji, j 2 , J3, H»js) - (0,1,2,5,7) and if the entries of s{C\) are 7654433221110, then 
Uu32,J3)Uu32,J3) = (1,4,7). 

LEMMAA 3.5.1. Let C\ be a distinguished unipotent class in S02n+i(C), and let (£, r?) = 
0ii (A). Let ji < j 2 < . . . J2m+i be the jumps of s(C\). Then 

(&»?)) = (ÜW3, • • • , J2m+l), Ü2 + 1, H + 1, • • • ,J2m + I)) 

andand the Springer symbol is given by 

(( h h + 2 . . . . . . J2m+i + 2 m \ 
VV 32 + 1 j 4 + 3 ... J2m + 2m-l J' 

Proof.Proof. Comparing this expression to (2.4) we see that we have to show that A* = 2ji + 1 . For 
jiji > 0, it is not hard to see that this follows from the definition of s(C\), see 2.2.2; it remains 
too be seen that the jump zero occurs in s(C\) if and only if the part one occurs in A. Since, by 
1.2.8,, s(C\)k is a residual point, it therefore has the form (3.1) and satisfies Condition 3.1.1. 
Lett the multiple ik occur m, times in s(C\)k. Then zero occurs as a jump <ï=> mi is even 
<ï=>-- §{i\\i > 1} is even •<=>• $Z{t|Ai>i} ^* = ^n "*=^ 1 occurs as a part in A. Q 
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3.5.2.. Cn: This time as well, the symbol associated to a distinguished unipotent class 
C\C\ is easily described in terms of the jumps of s(C\). The partition A of 2n consists of 
distinctt even parts and the vector s(C\) = ((/> + | ) , ' . . . , (p + § ) , . . . , \,..., \)k satisfies 
Conditionn 3.1.1. In the same way as for the £?n-case, we find: 

LEMMAA 3.5.2. We have 

t ,, S //• 1 • 1 • l w . 1 . 1 l,v 

(CiT/)) = (Ui + 2 , J 3 + 2,'",j2m+1 + 2 ^ ' ^ 2 + 2'j4+ 2''"'32m+ 2 

andand the Springer symbol is given by 

(( h + | J3 + § J2m+1 + 2m + § \ 

Proof:Proof: This calculation is analogous to the one for the Bn -group case. O 

3.6.. Symbols for  other  special values 

Ass we have seen, the combinatorics of the symbols introduced by Lusztig govern the Springer 
correspondencee at the special parameter values ki — &2 and ki = 2/?2. Here we introduce an 
analoguee of these symbols for all special values fc2 = qk\ as follows: 

DEFINITIONN 3.6.1. Suppose k<z =  is a special value for the parameters. Then we define, 
forfor each double partition (£, rj) ofn, the q-symbol of(£, TJ) as follows: 
(i)(i) If 'q is integer, we look at the symbol corresponding to (£, 77) in Z„'°(q + n,n). To write 
downdown a canonical element of the equivalence class of symbols £>ƒ(£, rj), we make sure that £ 
hashas exactly q parts more than rj, by adding zeroes if necessary. Suppose that £ has q + m 
parts.parts. Then the q-symbol is 
/ 66 & + 2 6 + 4 £m+i+2m 
VV m m + 2 773 + 4 . . . rjm + 2(m - 1 ) 

Cm+2Cm+2 + 2(m + 1) . . . £9+m + 2(q + m - 1) \ 

NoticeNotice that for q = 1 this is the symbol introduced by Lusztig. 
(ii)(ii) Ifq is half-integer, we look at the symbol corresponding to (£, r}) in Z^1 (q + \ + n, n). To 
writewrite down a canonical element of the equivalence class of symbols of(£, rf), we make sure 
thatthat £ has exactly q-\-\ parts more than rj by adding zeroes if necessary. Suppose that £ has 
qq + m + \ parts. Then the q-symbol <?ƒ(£, rj) is 

(( ii 6 + 2 £ m + i + 2 m 
VV Vi + 1 m + 3 . . . 7?m + 2(m - 1) + 1 

£m + 22 + 2 ( m + l ) . . . £ , + m + i + 2(g + ) \ 

Again,Again, for q=\ this is the old symbol. 

Iff two 2-partitions have similar ^-symbol, we denote this as follows: 

DEFINITIONN 3.6.2. Let (£,77) and (£', rj') have similar q-symbol. Then we write (£, 77) ~ q 

(£',, rj'). This defines an equivalence relation on Vn,2, hence on W0. For (£, 77), we write its 
equivalenceequivalence class as [{£,r})]q = {(£',»/) I ( £ W ) ~« (£,»/)}• 
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Thee idea is now to show that these symbols govern the confluence of the residual points 
att all special values. As we have explained, in the group cases a distinguished unipo-
tentt class CK has as Springer correspondents the set [<f>q(n)]q. Put n\ := U[^9(«)]9. The 
unipotentunipotent class C\ corresponds to a residual point of the Hecke algebra, which itself is the 
confluencee of a number n2 of genetically residual points c(A», &i, k2). We will show that 
nini = n2t and also give a natural bijection between these sets. After having done this, 
wee will show that this result also holds for a general unipotent class. Such a class corre
spondss to a residual coset L. We will show that there exist a bijection between [<j>q(K)]q and 
C(L)C(L) := {L' generically residual coset \CL> = CL if &2 — qk\}. 
Att the special values other than the group cases, we will show that a similar thing happens. 
Lett c = c(A, fci, fo) be a generically residual point, which remains residual for the parameters 
kk22 = qk\- We choose c in its orbit such that it takes the form (3.1) or (3.2). Recall tiiat the 
entriess of c, divided by k, then form a sequence s(c), where the multiplicities mi of I in s(c) 
satisfyy Condition 3.1.1. The idea is now to associate a ^-symbol Symq(c) to c. Then we will 
showw that 

THEOREMM 3.6.3. Let c := c(X, k, qk) be residual. There is a bijection between the following 
twotwo sets: 

(i)) Vq(c)={\ h n I Tq(X) covers s{c)}, and 
(ii)) S,(c) = [Symq(c)]q. 

Noticee that Vq(c) is the canonically in bijection with the set of generically residual points 
c{v,c{v, ki,k2) such that c(v, k, qk) = c. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to the proof of 
thiss theorem. First, let us define the symbol associated to c: 

DEFINITIONN 3.6.4. Let cbea residual point for the special parameter values k2 = qk\. Let 
thethe jumps ofs(c) be j l < j 2 < < jq+2m ifq is integer and ji <j2<---< jq+i+2m 
ifqifq is half-integer. Then the symbol Symq(c) associated to c is defined to be the symbol in 
Zn'°(Zn'°(nn + 9'n) of the double partition 

{{jl,J3,{{jl,J3,  , J2m+1, J2m+2 ~ 1, j2m+3 ~ 2, . . . , j2m+q ~ (</ ~ 1)) , 

ifif q is integer; and ifq is half-integer it is the symbol in Z^x{n + q + | , n) of the double 
partition partition 

(,.(,. 1 . 1 1 . 1 . 3 , 
II Ui + 2'"73"1" 2 ' " " ' j 2 m + 1 "*" 2 , > ? 2 m + 2 ~~ 2,j2m+3 ~ 2'""'1?2m+<H-è ~ W~ !))) 

, . 1 . 11 1A 
U2++ 2 ' J 4+ 2'-"-»J2m + - ) I -

Noticee that for q = 1 resp. q = ~ we find that Symq(c) is the symbol of 4>Q{K), if c is 
thee residual point corresponding to the distinguished unipotent class CK in S02n+i (C) resp. 
Sp2Sp2nn(C). (C). 

REMARKK 3.6.5. In die group cases, die symbol entries of (£, rf) could also be described in 
termss of the partition K — 0^"1(^, rj). For the moment, we do not have a map <j>q or 0" 1 for 
diee otfier special values. However, we will define such a map later, when we will have defined 
thee analogue of die (partitions parametrizing) die unipotent classes. 
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Itt now follows that 

LEMMAA 3.6.6. (i) Suppose q is integer. Let the residual sequence s(c) have jumps j i , . . . , 
j q + 2 m .. Then |E,(c)| = ( ^ m ) -

(ii)(ii) Suppose q is half-integer. Let the residual sequence s(c) have jumps j \ , . . . ,jq+i+2rn-

ThenThen there are two possibilities. If j \ = —\, then \£>q{c)\ = (9_5
T^2m)» andifji > \, then 

is,(c)ii  = r t + 2 m) . 
Proof,Proof, (i) All we need to know is that the entries of the Symq(c) are all different, and that 
thee difference between two consecutive entries is at least two, otherwise the ^-symbol cannot 
arisee from a double partition. But this follows from the definition, because, arranged in in
creasingg order, Symq{c) has entries j i , j 2 + l , J 3+2 , • • •, j2m+2m-l, j2m+1+2m, j2m+2+ 
2m2m + 1, J2m+3 + 2m + 4 , . . .,j2m+q-i +Q + 2m,j2m+q + q + 2m + 1, which all have 
differencee two or more. 
(ii)) The idea is the same, however this time we have to take into account that the entries on 
thee lower row of any g-symbol are all strictly positive. Therefore if j i = — ̂ , we always have 
aa zero as first entry on the top row of the ^-symbol, and the rest remains free to choose. G 

Thee tool we will need to establish the desired 1-1 correspondence between Vq(c) and Eq(c) 
iss the notion of splitting and joining of partitions. 

3.7.. Splittin g and joinin g of partition s 

Ass we have seen, there is a 1-1 correspondence between residual points and Weyl group 
representations,, for generic values of the parameters. Since the former are parametrized by 
partitionss of n and the latter by double partitions of n, this leads us to look for a way to 
associatee a partition to a double partition and vice versa, in such a way that this association 
dependss on the parameters. To this end, we need the g-tableau Tq(X) of a partition A of n, 
whichh we have introduced earlier. 
Rememberr that the entries of Tq(X) are the coordinates (divided by k) of (a Weyl group 
conjugatee of) the point c(A, fci, k2) for k2 = qk\. 
Wee now define the splitting procedure Sq, which cuts a partition into a double partition, in a 
wayy depending on q. As we will see, Sq{\) is not well-defined for all q and A, but it is for q 
suchh that c(A, k, qk) is residual. 

DEFINITIONN 3.7.1. Suppose A h n. We divide Tq(X) into blocks as follows. First we locate 
thethe highest number inside Tq(X), and we draw a block from this number up to the top left 
squaresquare (containing a q). This produces either a horizontal or a vertical block. Subsequently, 
wewe look for the biggest remaining number and enclose it in vertical or horizontal block going 
asas far northwest as possible. This induces a splitting of the q-tableau into horizontal and 
verticalvertical blocks. If q is integer there may be squares containing zeroes. If a 1 x 1-block 
isis above the zero-diagonal, it is counted as horizontal, if it is below the zero-diagonal, it is 
countedcounted as vertical. Then £ consists of the lengths of the horizontal blocks and r) of the lengths 
ofof the vertical blocks. By adding zeroes, we make sure that £ has q more parts than rjifq is 
integer,integer, and q + \ more parts than Tjifq is half-integer. We order them as£,\ < & • • • < £m+g 
andand T7i < 772 < • •• < rjm. Then by definition (£, rj) = Sq(X). Examples are given in Figure 
55 below. 
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11 2 

00 1 

FIGUREE 5. Examples: &(1344) = (244,02) a n d S ^ l ^ 3 ) = (222,06) 

REMARKK 3.7.2. This ordering of the parts of £ and rj is somewhat unnatural in view of the 
definitionn of Sq. However, since we will consider the (/-symbol of (£, 77) it has the advantage 
off expressing its entries as & 4- 2(i -1) and rji + 2(i — 1). Of course, it would have been even 
betterr to define the g-symbols for partitions ordered as (£1 > • • • > £q+2m, % > • • • > Vm), 
butt we have chosen not to violate the convention of the symbols that already existed for the 
groupp cases. 

Wee will show for which q and which A this is a well defined operation in a moment. First, we 
alsoo define the inverse joining operation Jq. 

DEFINITIONN 3.7.3. Let (£, rf) e Vn,2- We place horizontal blocks of length & and vertical 
blocksblocks of length rjj such that we obtain the q-tableau of a partition, in the following way. 
EachEach time, we look for the block which can reach the highest number in the q-tableau. The 
blocksblocks are nested in the sense that after every step the placed blocks that have been placed 
thusthus far, for the diagram of a partition. We repeat this process until we have placed all blocks. 
TheThe end result is the q-tableau Tq(X) of the partition A := 
areare provided in Figure 6. 

Jq(i,Jq(i, rf). Two examples for q = \ 

(42,42): : 
11 2 3 4 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

11 2 

0 0 

1 1 

(22,26): : 
1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

22 3 

11 2 

0 0 

1 1 

FIGUREE 6. Examples: J i (024,24) = (12234), Jx (022,26) = (112233) 

Noww we will see that this makes sense: 

LEMMAA 3.7.4. For generic q, Sq is well defined for all A. 

Proof.Proof. Fix n, and let q = I + e with / e Z>0 and 0 < e < 1. Then Tq(X) is drawn on box 
paperr filled as follows: 
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1+e e 
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2+E E 

1+e e 

E E 

Theree are no repetitions in I + k + c, I + (k - 1) + e , . . . , 1 + e, e, 1 - e, 2 - e , . . . , unless 
II + k + e = m — e for some k, m. Since we are looking at partitions of n, we only have 
too consider boxes possibly occupied by Tq (A) for some A h n , and therefore we must have 
—n—n + 1 < k < n and 1 <m <n — I — 1. If such k, m exist then we get 

__ m - (I + k) 
ee~~ 2 

andd so Sq can only be not well defined for e G {0, | } . Suppose first that e = 0. Then we 
mustt have I = m — k and so I < n — I — 1 — (—n +1) = 2n — I — 2, i.e., I < n — 1. On the 
otherr hand, if e = | , we find via a similar computation that I < n — 2. We conclude that <Sq 

iss well defined for all A h n if g ^ {|, 1, | , . . . , n — §, n - 1 } . But these values are precisely 
thee special values of the parameters. Notice also, that for each of the special values, there 
existss a partition for which c(A, ki, k2) is not residual, and for which Sq is not well defined: 
takee A = (n - I, ll). For e = 0, we get a box filled with zero in Tq(X), which is therefore 
neitherr horizontal nor vertical, and for e = | , w e find that the lower two boxes both contain 
^,, which means that the highest remaining number is not unique, after all other boxes have 
beenn selected. • 

Itt remains to look at special values of q. 

LEMMAA 3.7.5. Let k2 = qk\ be special and A h n . Then Sq(X) is well defined if and only if 
c(A,, k, qk) is residual. 

Proof.Proof. Consider Tq{\). We have seen that c(A, k, qk) is residual if and only if there are no 
twoo extremity squares in Tq(X) containing the same entry, and (if q is integer) m0 = L ^ J ' 
wheree as before m = (m 0 ,m i , . . . ) where rrij is the number of squares filled with j in 
TTqq (A). On the other hand, Sq (A) is well-defined if and only if there are no extremity squares 
containingg the same entry, and (if q is integer) there are no lxl-blocks with a zero. So we 
aree done for half-integer q. We proceed for integer q. There are no lxl-blocks, if and only 
iff after enclosing all squares with a one, we have already enclosed all squares containing a 
zero.. Now note that if <S, selects a box that contains a one but not a zero, the next selected 
boxx will start on a square containing a zero. Therefore at all times, for the number n0 resp. 
nii of zeroes resp. enclosed in boxes, one has n0 = [^J . It follows that we do not encounter 
lxl-boxess containing a zero if and only if m0 = l11^] • D 
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Observee that this is in fact the reason why the parameters k2 = qki are special if and only 
iff q € {|, 1, § , . . . , n — §,n — 1}: these are precisely the values for which there exists a 
genericallyy residual point which is no longer residual. 
Next,, we investigate under which circumstances the joining operation Jq is well defined: 

LEMMAA 3.7.6. For generic k\,k2, Jq is well defined on £9(c). 

Proof.Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 3.7.4. D 

LEMMAA 3.7.7. For special parameter values k2 = qki, Jq is well defined on T>q{c) for every 
residualresidual point c. 

Proof,Proof, First we recall that in the proof of Lemma 3.6.6, we have seen that the g-symbol of c 
containss only different numbers. 
(i)) First we treat the case where q is integer. Suppose the residual sequence s(c) has jumps 
jiji,...,,..., jq+2m- Then Jq will be not well defined if after placing h horizontal and v vertical 
blocks,, both the horizontal block of length £,m+q-h and the vertical block of length r}m-v 

cann reach the same number x in the g-tableau. After h horizontal and v vertical blocks, the 
nextt block will start on a square containing \q — h + v\. Suppose first that q < h — v. Then 
thee square under consideration lies above the zero diagonal and hence we find that we have 
tm+q-htm+q-h = x - (q - h + v) + 1 and rjm-v = x + (q - h + v)+ 1, i.e., that £m+q-h = 
rjrjmm--vv — 2(q — h + l). But this means that the entries of £m+g_h and rjm-v in the g-symbol 
aree the same, since it now follows that £m+q-h + 2(m + q — h — 1) = r}m-v + 2(m — v — 1). 
Butt as remarked before, this is not possible. The case q < h — v is treated along the same 
lines. . 
(ii)) Now suppose that q is half-integer. Suppose the residual sequence s(c) has jumps j i , . . . , 
jjq+q+ii++2m-2m- Again, Jq will only be not well defined if after placing h horizontal and v vertical 
blocks,, both the horizontal block of length £m +1+ q_ h and the vertical block of length f]m-v 

cann reach the same number x in the g-tableau. Again, these blocks must start on a square 
containingg \q — h + v\. Suppose for the moment that q > h — v, then this square lies on or 
abovee the upper ^-diagonal, and we find that the block lengths £m+q+1-h and r/m_v satisfy 
Zm+q+k-hZm+q+k-h = x-(q-h + v) + landT}m-v =x + (q-h+v) + l. But again, this means that 
thee entries of £m+q+i_h and r)m~v are the same, since it follows that £m+q+i_h + 2(m + 
q—q— \~h) = r)m~v + 2(ra — v - 1) 4-1. The case where q < h — v can be treated in the 
samee way. • 

Thee converse also holds: if c(A, k\, k2) is not residual for k2 = qku then Jq is not well-
definedd on Eg(c), since otherwise Jq(Eq(c)) would produce residual ^-tableaux. 

3.8.. Confluence of residual points 

Throughoutt this section, we fix n, A h n, and a special parameter value k2 = qk\. We sup
posee also that c = c(A, k, qk) is a residual point. Then s(c) is a residual sequence. If q is inte
ger,, s(c) has jumps ji, j 2 , • • -, jq+2m, and if q is half-integer, it has jumps ji,j2,..., jq+1 +2m> 
ass seen in Definition 3.3.2. In this section, we will establish the desired 1-1 correspondence 
betweenn Vq{c) and Eg(c). This will have as consequence that in the Bn- and Cn- group 
cases,, we will see that for each Springer correspondent of a given distinguished unipotent 
classs C, there is a naturally associated generically residual point, which in the group case 
coincidess with the residual point corresponding to C. 
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Wee have already defined the maps Sq and Jq which will establish the 1-1 correspondence. 
Lett us start by investigating them further. 

DEFINITIONN 3.8.1. When we carry out the splitting procedure Sq, we successively obtain 
boxesboxes b\, b2, • • •, H- We say that two successively obtained boxes 6, and bi+\ are neighbours. 

Iff a horizontal and a vertical box are neighbours, we have: 

LEMMAA 3.8.2. The joint content of two neighboring boxes £q+m-h ond f]m-v is a residual 
vectorvector in the sense of 3.1 J for k2 = tki and t < \q — h + v\. 

Proof.Proof. The top left square at which the two boxes meet in Tq(X) contains the number d := 
\q\q — h + v\. If q is integer, the contents of the boxes are {fc, A: - 1 , . . . , 2 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , d} and 
{d+{d+1,1, d + 2 , . . . , / } where k,l > d, and when q is half-integer the boxes have content {k, k — 
1 , . . . ,, | , 5 , . . . , d} and {d, d+1,..., 1} for k, I > d. Put min(k, I) = x and max(k, I) = y. 
Thenn the joint content of the two boxes is {0 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 , . . . , x, x, x + 1, x + 2 , . . . , y) or 
{\,{\, §, f, f,... ,x, x,x -f 1 , . . . ,y}, which is residual for k2 — tk\ for all* < x, hence in 
particularr for t < d. D 

COROLLARYY 3.8.3. If we remove two neighbouring boxes from Tq(X), one vertical and one 
horizontal,horizontal, the joint content of the remaining boxes is still residual for k2 = qk\. 

Proof.Proof. This follows from the previous Lemma, since the joint content of the two removed 
boxess is a residual vector, whose jumps are also jumps for s(A), the residual sequence covered 
byy Tq(A). Therefore we can subtract it from s{\) and obtain a residual vector. D 

Eventually,, we want to show that the pairs (£, rj) arising from Vq(c) all have similar g-symbol. 
Therefore,, we first take a look at the lengths of the arising double partitions to make sure that 
thee g-symbols make sense for them: 

LEMMAA 3.8.4. If A e Vq{c), and Sq{\) = (£, rj), then £ has at most q + m parts and 77 has 
atat most m parts. However, equality holds in at least one case. 

Proof,Proof, (i) First we assume that q is integer. We will prove the claim by induction on m. If 
mm = 0, then the only element of Vq{c) is A = (ji - q+1), with one horizontal and no vertical 
parts,, and we are done. Now suppose the assertions hold for all residual vectors having at 
mostt q + 2(m — 1) jumps and consider r with q + 2m jumps. Assume we have A G Vq(c) 
withh more than q+m horizontal blocks. If there are also vertical blocks, remove one together 
withh a horizontal neighbour. The joint content of the two removed blocks was residual and 
soo is the content of the remaining blocks, by 3.8.2 and 3.8.3. We then push the part below the 
removedd pair one square northwest to make it fit into a new ^-tableau with q+2(m—1) jumps 
andd more than q + m — 1 horizontal blocks, which is impossible by the induction hypothesis. 
Iff there is no vertical block in A, then we remove the last horizontal block, which contains 
{jk,jk{jk,jk — 1 • • •»2 ,1 ,0 ,1 , . . . , ji] for some jumps jk,ji- The remainder is also residual, has 
qq + 2(ra - 1) jumps and more than q + m - 1 horizontal blocks, which is impossible. 
Thee proof that there are at most m vertical blocks proceeds along the same lines: if there are 
alsoo horizontal blocks we remove a pair of neighbouring blocks, and if not we remove the 
lastt vertical block to get a contradiction. 

Itt now remains to prove equality in at least one of the cases. We prove it with the same 
inductionn argument. 
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(ii)) Now suppose that q is half integer. The proof proceeds along the same lines. This time, 
thee last horizontal block contains a sequence {j*, j'/t — 1, • •, §, §, §, • •, j j — 1, j i} for some 
jumpss jk,ji. • 

Next,, we will show there is a canonical starting g-tableau T9(A0) € Vq(c), covering the se
quencee s(c). The partition Ao is obtained as Jq(£o, Wo) where (f0, T̂o) is the double partition 
definingg Symq(c) in Definition 3.6.4. Subsequently we will show that all other double par
titionss in S(,(c) can be obtained from (£0, ?7o) through a series of elementary manipulations 
whichh only affect one part of each partition. 
Noticee that for q = 1 and q = \ we have seen that Symq(c) is in fact equal to the symbol of 
4>4>qq(u),(u), if c corresponds to the distinguished unipotent class Cv. So in this case, we show mat 
thee tableau Tq(Jq{<f>q{u))) is a covering of s{Cv), 

LEMMAA 3.8.5. Let (£o,??o) be the double partition described in Definition 3.6.4. Then the 
partitionpartition A0 := Jq{€o,rjo) € Vq{c). 

Proof,Proof, (i) For notational reasons, we do the case where q is integer first. The sequence s(c) 
hass jumps j x < j 2 < • • • < jq+2m- The lengths of the parts of (£0, %) are j i < j 2 + 1 < 

<< J2m-i < hm + 1 < 32m+i < j2m+2 -1 < < J2m+q - {q -1). This means that if 
wee carry out the map Jq (see Figure 7), we first place a horizontal block of length J2m+q — 
(q(q - 1 ) , which contains (q,q+l,q + 2,... ,jq+2m). Next will be a horizontal block of length 
i7 g + 2 m_i - (g-2)) containing ( g - 1 , q, q+1,..., J2m+q-i)- If m = 0 the procedure stops after 
havingg placed at most q — 1 horizontal blocks. Suppose now that m > 0. Then, after having 
placedd the q — 1 horizontal blocks, we still have to place m + 1 horizontal blocks of length 
Ji»J3>> • • • j J2m+i and m vertical blocks of length j 2 + 1, H + 1> • • • , hm + 1 on a 1-tableau. 
Wee first get a horizontal block of length J2m+i- This is clear since we can reach J2m+i with 
aa horizontal block and only j2m - 1 < J2m+i with a vertical block. The (q + l) s* block will 
havee length j2m 4-1, which is placed vertically and contains ( 0 , 1 , . . . , j2m)• For the (q+2)nd 

block,, we find after a similar consideration that we get a horizontal block of length j2m-i» 
containingg (1 ,2 , . . . , ^+ 2 ) - Notice that as j 2 m _ i + 1 < J2m+i, the intermediate diagram 
wee have obtained is still that of a partition. In the same way the (q -f 3) r d block is vertical 
off length J2m-2 + 1, with content (0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , j2m-2)- We continue in this way to place all 
blocks.. In the end, we have a diagram covering a sequence with jumps ji,J2, • • • ,jq+2m, 
togetherr with a zero for every second block containing a one, which is the right amount, 
(ii)) Now suppose that q is half-integer. Then die idea of the proof for integer q carries over 
withoutt modification: if m = 0 we need at most q — \ horizontal blocks, and if m > 0 
wee find the same alternating pattern of horizontal and vertical blocks after the first q — \ 
horizontall ones. D 

Thiss gives us a starting point for the 1-1 correspondence, because from Figure 7 it is clear 
thatt also Sq(\0) = (£o,77o)-
Next,, we want to deform this starting pair (£o, f/o) into all odier pairs (£, 77) in £q(c). 
First,, we consider how to obtain all partitions belonging to Vq(c). We start with the partition 
Ao-- It is clear mat we can construct another element of Vq{c) by cutting a piece of Ao and 
reattachingg it elsewhere, if the moved block occupies the same numbers in both places and 
wee replace it in such a way that we still have the diagram of a partition. An example is given 
inn Figure 8: here we flip over a box of length 2 containing a 3 and a 4. 

PROPOSITIONN 3.8.6. By applying these flips, we can obtain all partitions in Vq(c). 
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FIGUREE 7. Construction of A0 = Jq(£,o, rj0) 
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FIGUREE 8. Example: A 
(£,77)) = (55,2) 

(111135)) «-• A = (1155), (£, rf) = (25,5) 

Proof:Proof: Again, we only treat the case where q is integer, the case where q is half-integer being 
analogouss or even slightly simpler. It suffices to show that if A e Vq(c), we can change it into 
A00 using these flips. So let A G Pq(c), and (£, ij) = Sq(X). Let the boxes of (£, 77) emerge 
fromm the splitting procedure in the order b\, b2,..., bq+2m. Notice that it may happen that 
somee boxes are empty, i.e., there are less than q + 2m boxes. The boxes all end on a jump, 
andd we put j(bi) to be the jump on which box bi ends, where we define j(bi) = 0 if 6, is 
empty.. The diagram Ao is the unique diagram for which 

j'Ki)) < j(m) <i(6) < < j(U) < j(vm) <Mm+i) <Mm+2) <•••< j(U+q) 
Iff we look at the corresponding series for A ̂  A0, this series of inequalities will be violated 
inn a number of places. However, we always have i(£i) < j(&) < • • • < j(£m+q) and 
j(f]i)j(f]i) < j(%) < • • < j{rim)- Now take the first violated inequality, for simplicity we 
assumee that 

j(ti)j(ti) < j(vi) < j(6) < • • • < m~i) < j(vi-i) < Mi) £ j(vi), 
thee case where the first violated inequality is of the kind j(j]i) £ j(&+i) admitting a similar 
consideration. . 
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Thiss means that the part & is too big. Say j'(&) = jk, then & ends on a series of squares con
tainingg (jfc_i + 1 , jk-i + 2 , . . . , jk), and we can cut off these squares while still maintaining 
thee graph of a partition if j (£i - i ) ^ jfc-i- But this inequality holds, since if j(€*—l) = Jfc-i. 
wee would have jk-\ < j(i]i-i) < jk, which is impossible. So we cut off the rectangle. 
Sincee j'fc_i is a jump, it follows from Lemma 3.3.5 that there are now two extremity squares 
containingg jk-i, one in the former box & and one other. This latter one can not belong to a 
horizontall box, since in that case again we would have j(£i) = jk-i for some I < i, and we 
wouldd find an earlier violated inequality. So we attach the rectangle vertically to this square, 
whichh is the last square of m for some /. If I < i, then jk-\ = j(t)i) < j(i]i) — jt, so 
fefe — 1 < t. On the other hand, we also have jk = ,ƒ(£») > j{rn) = jt so k > t. This is a 
contradictionn and so we see that I > i. After the flip, we still have the diagram of a partition 
iff i« = J(Vi+i) > jk, i.e., if s > k. But before the flip we had j s = j(»7l+i) > J(vi) = 3k-i, 
soo s > k - 1. Since s ƒ k, it follows that indeed we still have the diagram of a partition after 
thiss flip, and moreover the inequality we were looking at, is less or no longer violated. We 
keepp applying this procedure until we reach Ao- • 

Thee way in which this algorithm works is the following. Suppose s(c) has q + 2m (q integer) 
orr q + \ + 2m (if q is half-integer) jumps. If m = 0 then there is only one element in Vq(r). 
Iff m > 0, then the algorithm first creates sufficiently many horizontal boxes, after which they 
aree given the correct length. If there are boxes of length zero, then the algorithm first repairs 
thiss by splitting another box. When we have q + 2m boxes, the next step is to make sure m of 
themm are vertical and q + m are horizontal. Finally, they are given the correct length. An ex
amplee is given in Figure 9. The respective orders of the jumps j (£i), J (Ï?I ), j (£2), j (772), j (£3) 
aree (0,3,0,4,0), (0,2,0,4,3), (0,1,2,4,3), (0,1,2,3,4). 
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FIGUREE 9. Example of changing A = (26) into A0 = (12234) 

DEFINITIONN 3.8.7. Let cbea residual point for the special parameters k% = qk\, with jumps 
ji.ji. Suppose A € Vq(c) is such that we can cut off a rectangle containing (jk-i + 1, • • • ,jk) 
fromfrom Tq(X), and reattach it elsewhere to obtain a new partition A' G Pq{c). Then we write 
A'=^ f e(A). . 

Inn the proof of the previous proposition, we have seen how a flip Tk '• A t—> A' affects the 
correspondingg pairs Sq(X) = (£, rf) and Sq(X') = (£', 77'): we cut a piece from a & and glue 
itt to a r]j or vice versa. We now want to see that this does not change the similarity class of 
thee g-symbol of (£, 77). 

PROPOSITIONN 3.8.8. Let A' = Tk{\). Let Sq(X) (£,77)) and Sq(X') = (?,rf). Then 
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Proof:Proof: (i) Suppose q is integer. We consider how the flip of a part of length I = jk — jk-i 
fromm £j to rjj, as described in the previous proposition, affects the g-symbol. Since j(&) = jk 
andd j(rjj) = j k - \ , it is clear that & and rjj are neighbours. We also know that, since there are 
qq + m — i horizontal and m—j vertical blocks above r/j, that & starts on a square containing 
xx := \q — (q + m — i) — (m — j)\ = \i — j \ . Suppose for the moment that i < j , the case 
ii > j being similar. Then the starting square of & lies to the left of the zero-diagonal, and the 
flipp is visualized in Figure 10. 

Before e 

/h /h X X 

x+1 1 

x-1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

After r 

FIGUREE 10. Example of flip 

Wee see that we have & = x + j k + 1, ̂ •, = jk-i - x and $ = x + jk-i, r/j = jk~x+ 1. In 
orderr for the ^-symbol to be preserved, we need to show that & + 2(z — 1) = TJ', + 2(j — 1). 
Butt this is equivalent to x + j k + 1 + 2(i - 1) = j k - x + 1 + 2(j - 1) <̂ => 2x = 2(j - i) 
whichh is the case. The case where j < i is treated with a similar calculation, which we omit 
here. . 
(ii)) Suppose that q is half-integer. The proof carries over directly. D 

Forr later use, we also check that 

PROPOSITIONN 3.8.9. Let \\- n, let k2 = qh be special and let e > 0 be small such that all 
parametersparameters k2 = tkifort €  e) are generic. Then Sq-e(X) ~ 9 <Sq+£(A). 

Proof:Proof: lfTq(X) is a residual tableau, this is obvious. We only need to check what happens for 
non-residuall points. Let <Sq+e(A) = (C+,V+) a nd Sq-e(X) = (£~,T)~). Then in the q  e-
tableauxx Tq e (A) we will find (for integer q) the situation depicted in Figure 3.8, or the similar 
onee where the e-diagonal is in the 77-parts. Clearly, we have £* = £~ + 1 and r/+ = f)~ — 1. As 
seenn in the previous Proposition, £t

+ starts on a square containing x + e = j — i + e. From the 
figurefigure we see that £j = x+y+l,r]f = y—xandt;~ = x+y,r}~ = y—x+1. The g-symbols 
off <Sg+e(A) and Sq-£(X) are similar if the entry of £t

+ is the same as the one of r]~, i.e., if 
£++2(i- l )) =T)J+2(j~l), but this equivalent to x+y+l+2(i-l) = y-x+l + 2(j-l), 
whichh is true. If q is half-integer, an analogous reasoning applies. D 
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FIGUREE 11. Part of splittings S (A) 

DEFINITIONN 3.8.10. Let(£,,r]) be a double partition. Denote the entry of& in the q-symbol of 
(£J?7)) ^y eq(£i)< and analogously for r). Likewise, if we consider a q-tableau Tq(X) such that 

 has blocks bi, we denote by eq(bi) the entry of block bi in the q-symbol ofSq e(X). 

Itt now turns out that the «/-symbol of the double partition (£, rf) G Sq(c) determines the order 
inn which the parts of £ and r\ are placed when applying Jq: 

PROPOSITIONN 3.8.11. If we apply Jq to (£, 77), then the blocks are laid down in the order of 
decreasingdecreasing entries in the q-symbol, i.e., block bi is placed before block bj ifeq(bi) > eq(bj). 

Proof.Proof. Again, to simplify notation, we only treat the case where q is integer, the case where 
qq is half-integer being similar. We use induction on the number of blocks already placed. 
Supposee this is zero, then we either place £ g + m or rym, and £q+m will be selected if and only 
iff it can reach a higher number than r)m, which is the case if and only if q + £,q+m — 1 > 
"Om"Om — Q — 1 <=> iq+m + 2(9 + m — 1) > rjm + 2(m - 1), which is what we wanted. 
Noww suppose that we have placed already k horizontal blocks £q+m, £q+m-i, • • • > €q+m-k+i 
andd I vertical blocks r\m, r\m-\i • • • > Vm-i+i- Then the next block starts on a square contain
ingg \q — k + l\. First we assume that q > k — I, i.e., the square under consideration is above 
thee zero-diagonal. Then the next block to be placed will either be £g+m_fc or r)m-u and it 
willl be £q+m_fc if and only if 

q-kq-k + l + iq+m-k - 1 > Vm-l -q+k-l-1 

<=>> iq+m-k + 2(q - k)> T)m-i - 21 

<̂ =>> iq+m-k + 2(q + m - k - 1) > 7?m_; - 2(m - 1 - - 1), 
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Second,, assume that q < k — I, then the starting square for the next block is below the 
zero-diagonal.. In this case, the next block will be £9+m-jfc if and only if 

€€q+mq+m--kk - {-q + k - I) - 1 > r)m-i -q+k-l-1 

<=*<=* £q+m-k + 2(q -k)> rim-t - 21 

<=>> £q+m-k + 2(? + m - k - 1) > r?m_i - 2(m - / - 1). 

Thiss proves the induction step and therefore the claim. D 

Thenn a flip in the g-symbol this corresponds to the following: 

LEMMAA 3.8.12. If we perform the flip of Figure 10, then in the q-symbol, eq{$,ï) > eq(rji). 
Furthermore,Furthermore, eq{r)j) < eq(&) < eq(rjj+i). Therefore the flip interchanges eq(£i) with the 
uniqueunique entry on the other row of the q-symbol with which it can be interchanged. 

Proof.Proof. In the notation of the proof of Proposition 3.8.8, & = j — i + j k + 1 and rjj = 
jfc-ii -j + i, therefore e,(&) - eq(rjj) = & + 2(i - 1) - rfj - 2(j - 1) > 2. For rfj+1 we 
knoww that rfj+i > jk+i - (a: - 1) + 1 , and therefore eq(rij+i) - eq(£i) > jk+i - jk + 3 > 4. 
Finally,, since j > i, & > rfj > rji and so also eq(£i) >eq{rfi). D 

Onn the other hand, given any g-symbol of a partition in T,q(c), then (cf. Lemma 3.6.6) there 
iss always a way to change it into a g-symbol with the same entries, but where eq(£i) < 
eeqq{rji){rji) < eq(&) < ••• < e9(r/m_i) < eq(£m) < eg(£m+i) < < eq(£m+q). We can 
forr example achieve this by finding the first violated inequality, e.g. say eq(£i) > eq(rfi), and 
thenn interchanging eg(&) with eq(rjj) for the unique j such that eq(rjj) < eq(&) < eq(rjj+i). 
Wee denote this permutation by ƒ"*(£, rj). 
Onn the level of partitions, such a permutation of the ^-symbol always corresponds to a flip: 

LEMMAA 3.8.13. Let X = Jq(€,rj), and suppose eq(£i) < eq(rji) < eq{^2) < ••• < 
eeqq(m-i)(m-i) < eg(&) buteq(ii) > eq(rji). Then Jq^i^rj)) = .Ffc(A) if the box of & ends on 
jumpjkjumpjk inTq(X). 

Proof.Proof. Let rfj be such that eq(rfj) < eq(£i) < eq(rfj+i). From Proposition 3.8.11 it follows 
matt 7)j is the block placed immediately after &. Say the block & ends on x = j k and rfj ends 
onn y < x, then we can cut a rectangle containing y + 1, y + 2 , . . . , x off & and attach it to rfj 
providedd £i_i does not end on y and rjj+i does not end on x. But this would contradict the 
factt that Jq is well defined on S9(c). As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 3.8.6, this 
flipp of & to 7}j corresponds with the interchange of eq(&) and eq(rfj) in the g-symbol. D 

Sincee the analogous statement holds in case we are dealing with an inequality of type eq (rji) f£ 
eg(£t+i)»wee conclude: 

COROLLARYY 3.8.14. (Proof of Theorem 3.6.3:) There is a 1-1 correspondence between 
VVqq{c)andZ{c)andZqq{c). {c). 

Proof.Proof. Let A e Vq(c), then by Proposition 3.8.6, we know that there exists a sequence of flips 
TTkiki such that 

i i 

Itt follows from 3.8.8 that Sq(X) ~ 9 Sqifavo) and therefore Sq : Vq(c) *-> Sg(c). Let us 
showw surjectivity. Take (£, rj) e Dq(r), then there is a sequence of permutations Tit such 
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that t 

5 5 
Therefore,, by Lemma 3.8.13, there is a sequence of jumps tj such that 

it,*)it,*)  = n^(&.% ) = II^ J(^( Ao)) = Sq([[^ ti(X)) 6 Sq(Vq(r)). 
33 3 3 

Thiss proves the claim. D 

REMARKK 3.8.15. Another way to see surjectivity is by computing |Pg(c)| and comparing to 
|Eq(c)|.. Suppose again for a moment that q is integer. We have seen in Lemma 3.3.5 that the 
numberr of extremities of a A e Vq(c) is q + 2m. Therefore, we can divide the extremities 
inn horizontal and vertical ones, the horizontal ones being those on or above the zero-diagonal 
andd the vertical ones being those on or below the zero-diagonal. Then it is clear that a flip 
doess not change the amount of horizontal and vertical extremities. Therefore all members of 
VVqq{c){c) have q + m horizontal and m vertical extremities. The cardinality of Vq{c) is therefore 
equall to (q+^m)' we choose m extremities to be vertical, and q + m to be horizontal. Then 
wee construct the corresponding element of Vq(c) by putting horizontal blocks ending on the 
horizontall extremities and vertical blocks ending on the vertical extremities, in decreasing 
order.. On the other hand, we have seen in Lemma 3.6.6 that the number of possible g-symbols 
iss (2m+q). 

VV TO / 

Iff q is half-integer, we can again divide the extremities in horizontal ones (on or above the 
upperr i-diagonal) and vertical extremities (on or below the lower |-diagonal). This gives us 
eitherr q + | + 2m or q + \ + 2m — 1 extremities. Of these, there are always m vertical. 
Again,, we see that \Vq(c)\ = |E9(c)|. 

Noticee that we can reformulate Theorem 3.6.3 as follows: 

PROPOSITIONN 3.8.16. Let fo = qk\ be a special value of the parameters. Let cbea residual 
pointpoint for these parameters values. Then the q-symbols of 

Eff(c)) = {Sq(fi) | p € Vq{c)} 

formform a full similarity class of q-symbols. 
IfqIfq G {^,1}, then c = fq

c(CK)for some distinguished unipotent class CK. In this case we 
thusthus have 

3.8.1.. Example. Let q = 2, n — 22, and consider the residual sequence s(c) = 
(7,6,6,5,5,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,0,0).. Its jumps are ( j i , . . . , j6) = (0,1,3, 
4,6,7).. According to Definition 3.6.4, the 2-symbol of c is then defined as the 2-symbol of 
thee partition ((0366), (25)), which is 

rxrx ^ / 0 3 10 12 \ 
( 3 4 )) ( , 2 7 ) 

Theree are (®) possible 2-symbols with these entries, this means that there are 15 genetically 
residuall points c(A*, k\, fe) Ü = 0 , 1 , . . . , 14) which, when fo = 2fei, become equal to c. 
Thee partitions X{ can be determined by applying J2 to all double partitions having 2-symbols 
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FIGUREE 12. J2((0366), (25)) 

withh the same entries as (3.4). Let us construct first A0, obtained from (3.4). We display it in 
Figuree 12. 
Noww let us demonstrate how we can, given an arbitrary A e V2{c), reach A0 through a series 
off flips. We take A = (2832). As we have seen, we can do this by computing the 2-symbol 
off <S2(A), and then rearranging this symbol into Sym2(c), by interchanging the first entry 
whichh is bigger than its successor, with the unique entry in the other row with which it can be 
interchangedd if we still want the entries in each row to be increasing. In the Figure on page 
64,, we carry this out. We see that indeed each permutation in the symbol corresponds to a 
flipp of one part of £ to a part of rj, until we reach the initial partition Ao- Notice that indeed 
wee have at every time 4 horizontal and 2 vertical extremities. 

3.8.2.. The Bn-group case. Fix a distinguished unipotent conjugacy class C = C^ in 
GG = S02n+i (C). It gives rise to a sequence (£1 , . . . , £„) as seen in section 2.2. The sequence 
s(C)ks(C)k := ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) then takes the form (3.1) and satisfies Condition 3.1.1. We have 
seenn how many generically residual points, in the limit case k\ = fc2, become equal to the 
givenn one: one for each Springer correspondent of C, because we have shown in particular 
thee 1-1 correspondence between 

(i)) 7?i(C)={Partitions of n whose 1-tableau covers the sequence s(C)}, and 
(ii)) E1(C7)={Double partitions (£,77) of n whose 1-symbol is similar to the symbol of 

C}. C}. 
Thereforee we have 

THEOREMM 3.8.17. The residual point cfor the Bn-group case, corresponding to the weighted 
DynkinDynkin diagram (cf. [6, 5.9]j 

isis the confluence of(2™^) generically residual points, where m is equal to n^-i ifn^-i is 
odd,odd, and equal torik-i + 1 ifrik-i is even. The partitions corresponding to these points are 
obtainedobtained as follows. We define the jumps of the diagram to be those s such that ns = n s_ 1 +1 . 
WeWe also add k as a jump of the diagram if n-k-i is even, to make sure the diagram has 
anan even amount of jumps. Let this set be s\,..., «2m- Then the jumps of the point c are 
jljl = k - S2m,J2 = k - S 2 m - l , j 3 — k — S 2 m - 2 , • • • , J2r = k - Sl,jf2m+1 = k + t. 
TheThe 1-symbols of the Weyl group representations which under the Springer correspondence 
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correspondcorrespond to C all have content {j\, 22 + h h + 2 , . . . , J2m+i + 2m, If we have a 1-symbol 
withwith this content, say 

( a\a\ Ü2 . . . am+i \ 

6ii  . .. bm J 
thenthen we apply the joining procedure J\, defined in 3.7.3, to the pair of partitions (£,rj) = 
((aiii d2 — 2 , . . . , a m + i — 2m), (&i, 62 — 2 , . . . , bm — 2(m — 1))) to find the diagram of a 
partitionpartition ofn which corresponds to one of the residual points that take part in the confluence. 
Proof.Proof. This is a reformulation of the preceding material, because if we calculate the residual 
vectorr of the form 3.1 correspondingg to this distinguished weighted Dynkin diagram, we find 
(k(k +1 , k +1 — 1 , . . . , k, k — 1 , . . . , k — 1 , . . . , 1,0,... , 0) where each k — i occurs nk times. 
D D 

3.8.3.. The Cn-group case. Fix a distinguished unipotent class C — CM in Sp2n(C). It 
givess rise to a vector s(C) of the form 3.2, satisfying Condition 3.1.1. This time, we have 
thatt the following two sets are in bijection: 

(i)) Vi (C)={Partitions of n whose ^-tableau covers the sequence s(C)}, and 
(ii)) Ei (C)={Double partitions (£, 77) of n whose ^-symbol is similar to the symbol of 

C}. C}. 
Noww we find 

THEOREMM 3.8.18. The residual point for the group case, corresponding to the weighted 
DynkinDynkin diagram (cf [6,5.9]) 

isis the confluence of (2™k) genetically residual points ifnk is even, and of (2n^+ ) genetically 
residualresidual points when n* is odd. The partitions corresponding to these points are obtained 
asas follows. We define the jumps of the diagram to be those s such that ns = ns-i + 1. 
LetLet these jumps be s i , . . . , s*. Then the jumps of the point c are ji+\ = k + m + | , ^ = 
kk — s\ -\- ^ = k ~ \yji-\ — k — S2 + \, •.., j \ — k — si + | . If this number is even 
wewe also add —\ as a jump, to obtain 2m + 1 jumps. The ^-symbols of the Weyl group 
representationsrepresentations which under the Springer correspondence correspond to C all have content 
{h{h + \»h + f. h + f: • • • > hm+i + ^ ^ }• If we have a symbol with this content, say 

(( a,\ a2 . . . am+i \ 
\\ & i • • • &m / 

thenthen we apply the joining procedure, defined in 3.7.3, to the pair of partitions {£,rj) = 
((ai,, a2 — 2 , . . . , a m + i — 2m), (61 — 1,62 — 3 , . . . , bm — 2m + 1)) to find the diagram of a 
partitionpartition ofn which corresponds to one of the residual points that take part in the confluence. 

Proof.Proof. This follows from the fact that the residual vector corresponding to this diagram can 
bee calculated to be (fc +1+ \, k + t-\,..., fc + ^ , f c - | , . . . ,k— \, . . . , § , § , . . . , \) where 
kk — i + I occurs Hi times. We have to distinguish between the case where we have an even 
andd an odd number of positive jumps, because unlike in the J3n-case, a zero can only occur 
inn the top row in the symbol. • 
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CHAPTERR 4 

Springerr correspondence for the Hecke algebra 

4.1.. Goal 

Inn the group cases, we have the following picture: 

Similarityy classes in Wo 

\Spr inger r 

WoWo - orbits of TT . ^ ^ . 
.. , , , Unipotent classes 

residuall subspaces + +• . ^ 
forHforH i n G 

Thee group G is equal to SC>2n+i(C) resp. 5p2n(C) in the Bn- resp. Cn-group case. The 
combinatoriall description of the Springer correspondence and the 1-1 correspondence be
tweenn the orbits of residual subspaces of H and the unipotent classes of G, have been dis
cussedd in 2.5 and 1.2.8, respectively. In view of (1.7), we work with H rather than H. 
Thee aim of this chapter is to define the map (*), which we will also call Springer correspon
dence.. This map will be defined for any value of the parameters of the Hecke algebra, and 
iss a generalization of the classical Springer correspondence in the sense that for the group 
cases,, (*) agrees with the other bijections. 
Inn the next chapter, we will define the analogue of the set of unipotent conjugacy classes, and 
associatedd maps so that we generalize the full triangle. 
Wee will use the g-symbols we have defined, to describe this map at the special values, and then 
showw that att the special values giving rise to the group cases, we indeed retrieve the classical 
Springerr correspondence. At generic parameter values, our generalized correspondence will 
inn fact be a bijection between WQ and the orbits of residual subspaces, in view of Lemma 
3.2.2. . 

4.2.. Definition of Springer correspondents at a special value 

Inn the group cases, the Springer correspondence is combinatorially governed by the symbols 
describedd by Lusztig. We will here describe the combinatorial analogue at any special value 
off the parameters. The g-symbols are only defined at the special value itself, and therefore 
willl only reveal the Springer correspondents of a given residual subspace L at this special 
value.. However, they contain no information about the generic situation. We will suggest a 

65 5 
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deformationn of the g-symbols, valid in a small neighbourhood of the special value, to solve 
thiss problem. 
Firstt we consider the problem of finding the correspondents of a residual L e C(q) at a special 
valuee &2 = qk\ of the parameters. We suggestively call these the Springer correspondents, 
althoughh we do not yet know if for q = 1 or q = ^, these representations coincide with the 
classicall Springer correspondents. We will prove that this is indeed the case. Also we do 
nott know yet, if these representations indeed occur in the H-decomposition of the tempered 
representationss with central character CL- This will remain a conjecture. 
Recalll the a-value of a symbol, defined in 2.4. 

DEFINITIONN 4.2.1.. Let (£,77) be a double partition. Then we denote by aq(£, 77) the a-value 
ofof the q-symbol of (£, rj). 

DEFINITIONN 4.2.2. Let W' C Wo be a standard parabolic subgroup, and let n be a repre
sentationsentation ofW'. Let 

andand suppose that, among the occurring irreducible representations in this induced represen
tation,tation, the aq-value of(a,0) is maximal, i.e, ri(a>^ > 0 implies aq(a',/?') < aq(a,P). 
ThenThen we define the q-truncated induction of TT from W' to WQ as 

tr,-IndSSOr)== £ n^^rj). 

DEFINITIONN 4.2.3. Let &2 = qki be a special value of the parameters and consider L e 
C(q),C(q), where L has type A\ x (£?j, p). Then the Springer correspondents ofL are by definition 
allall the constituents of 

J2J2 t r , - I n d l T 0 ^ ^ ( t r i v A x Sq(n')). 

WeWe denote this set of Springer correspondents ofL by Hq{L). 

Notee that this sum is over all residual points c(p!', fci, fo) t n a t coincide with c(/x, k\, fo) at 
&22 = qk\. If L = c is a residual point, then we retrieve the set S9(c) that we have already 
defined.. In this case, the Springer correspondents of the point c are the splittings of the 
^-tableauxx of all generically residual points coinciding into c for these special parameters. 
Lett us now collect some information about the induction trq—Ind. As an aside, let us see what 
happenss in type A. Then the Weyl group is 5 n , whose representations are parametrized by 
partitionss of n. Since we are now in a simply-laced root system, there is only one parameter 
k.k. Therefore the partitions of n are the analog of the ^-symbols for Bn. Consider a partition 
AA (- n, where A i > A 2 > - > A n > 0 (we deviate here from our habit of writing the parts 
off a partition in increasing order, since in this situation, it is not common). Then clearly, the 
a-functionn reduces to the well-known 

(4.1)) n(A) = £ ( i - l ) A i = ]r 
ii  i 

wheree A' denotes the partition conjugate to A. 

ffl-ffl-
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Inn this case, the partial ordering defined by the a-function thus refines the dominance order
ing,, in which by definition A > ft if 

(4.2)) Ai + A2 H + Ai > m + H2 + • • • + ^ for all i € {1 , 2 . . . , n}. 

LEMMAA 4.2.4. For all A, /* h n, A > fi => n(X) < n(n). 

Proof.Proof. A > fi ^ A' < H' =* E« (a1) ^ E i fé) < ^ n (A ) ^ n (^ ) - D 

Noww let us see how the a-function behaves under induction. Recall the Littlewood-Richard-
sonn rule (cf. [42] for a proof). For a partition A h n we denote by V\ the corresponding 
irreduciblee Sn-module. If /i h fc and i/ h /, then 

(4.3)) Ind£+
x'Si(V„ ® V„) = £ c * , V A 

Inn this formula c*„ is the number of ways the Young tableau of fi can be made into the Young 
tableauu of A by means of a strict ^-expansion. This means the following. We add \u\ squares 
too the tableau of p to obtain the tableau of A, by first adding vi squares filled with a 1, then 
addingg v2 squares filled with a 2, etc, until finally we add vn squares filled with n. After 
eachh of these steps, we must still have the diagram of a partition, and no two squares in the 
samee column may have the same entry. It now remains to explain when such an expansion is 
calledd strict. Suppose we read the added squares from right to left, and from top to bottom. 
Wee then have a sequence of numbers a\a2 - . . a*. Now the expansion is called strict if for 
anyy intermediate sequence a\a^ . . . a* (1 < i < /), any of the occurring integers 1 < k < n 
occurss at least as many times as the next integer k + 1. 
Thee consequence is that 

LEMMAA 4.2.5. Let /iHfe and v h /. Then 

t r - I n d ^ ^ ® ^ - ^ , . . 

Proof.Proof. First of all we remark that \ = fiUv indeed occurs in the induction, by constructing 
itss Young tableau as a strict ^-expansion of the Young tableau of \i. This can be seen as 
follows.. First we add |^i | squares filled with entry 1 to obtain A*1) = \x U v\. Let i be such 
thatt fa > v\ and /^+i < i/i. Then A^\ = u\, i.e., we add v\ - Hi+i squares filled with 1 to 
Hi+i-Hi+i- Likewise X\^2 = A*«+i = Mt+2 + (m+i - A^+2), i-c, we add Hi+i — Mi+2 squares with 
11 to ta+2- We continue until we reach \}K+1 = ^A(^)- Then we consider Â 2^ = fiUui \Jv2. 

Iff j is such that A*-1J > v2 and A ^ < v2, then \flx = v2, so we add v2 - \fli squares with 
entryy 2 to \flv etc., until we reach AJ(

2^)+2 = AJJJj+1 = iii(n)- Continuing until we add 
vi(vi(vv),), we see that indeed A := /* U u occurs in the induction. Now we show that its a-value is 
maximal.. This follows from 4.2.4, since 

n(AHn(,U,>> = £ ( ^ ) = £ ( ^ ) , 

butt for any K ^ A occurring in the induced representation, K' < H' U v'. • 
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COROLLARYY 4.2.6. The truncated induction is transitive in the sense that for all A h k, (i h 
l,v\-l,v\- m, we have 

trr - I n d £ ï £ m (A ® tr - I n d ^ ( / x ® i/)) = tr - I n d ^ ' J ™ 5 m (A ® „ ® „). 

PTOÖ/:: The argument of the previous Lemma generalizes immediately to any number of par
titions,, which implies that both sides are equal to A U ji U v. D 

Wee want to prove that this also holds for txq— Ind. Let us first see how the a-value of a 
partitionn is related to a9(£, rj). 

LEMMAA 4.2.7. Let A and \i \i he such that n(A) < n[p). Then aq(\,n) < aq(p,,K) and 
aaqq(n,(n, A) < a9(«;, fi) for all special values q and all K. 

Proof.Proof. The function a9(£, rj) is nothing but the a-function on the partition whose parts are the 
entriess of the g-symbol of (£, rj). The lemma therefore follows from the fact that n(X U K) < 
n(nn(n U K) for all K, if rc(A) < n(ji). D 

Wee now return to trq — Ind. We check what happens in case A has only one part: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.2.8. Let k2 = qk\ be a special value of the parameters. Then for every 
2-partition2-partition (£,rj)ofn, 

tr9-Ind^x
(^ (B i )((f)) ® (£,77)) = Ytt'l) U (*i,i'*<.2), 

i i 

wherewhere i runs over an indexing set containing one or two elements, ie„ for one or two decom
positionspositions titi + ti>2 = t, which depend on q. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that in a constituent of maximal a-value, ti ti squares are added to £ and tit2 

too rj. Then by Lemma 4.2.7 this representation has to be (£ U ii , i , rj U h^), and it occurs with 
multiplicitymultiplicity one in the induction. It is also clear that the entries eq(t1:j) corresponding to 
*i,i,, h,2 in the g-symbol of (£ U ti , i , rj U tij2) are equal or have a difference of one. Suppose 
wee are in the latter case and eq{tlti) = eq(t^2) + 1. Then, if (£ U ( i u - 1), rj U (th2 + 1)) 
occurss in the induction, it has the same a-value. Put t2)i = £1,1 — 1 and £2,2 = h,2 + 1- Q 

Noww we investigate the transitive behaviour of tr9—Ind:. 

LEMMAA 4.2.9. Let (£, rj) be a 2-partition of I, and let a,b e N. Suppose that (£ U a\, rj U 02) 
occursoccurs in t r ^ - I n d ^ ^ ^ } ((a)®(£, rj)) and that (£U&i, rjUb2) occurs in t r 9 - Ind J 0 ^ ^ 
((&)) <S> (£, rj)). Then (£, rj) U (ax, a2) U (61,62) occurs in 

(4.4)) t r r I ü d K ^ o ( f l | ) ( ( a ) ® (b) ® (£, „)). 

Conversely,Conversely, any constituent of (4.4) is of this form. 

Proof:Proof: Suppose for convenience that a > b. Remark that Ind^0
x^ a +^((a) ® (b)) consists of 

2-partitionss (#12/1, x2y2), where Xi > yit x\ + x2 > a and y\ + y2 < b. It is not hard to see 
thatt a > b implies at > bi and therefore (£,77) U (ai&i, a2&2) indeed occurs in the induction 
(4.4).. It now remains to see that this is indeed a constituent of maximal a-value. It is clear 
fromm 4.2.5 that 

trr - I n d ^ ^ + X (* ® M ® (M) = ^ U ̂  U fc 

andd similarly for tr — Ind (rj® (a2) ® (62))- By Lemma 4.2.7, we only need to check now that 
thee aq -value does not increase by moving an induced square from £ U a\ U £>i to rj U a2 U &2-
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Iff this square belonged to &i, then we either obtain (£ U 01 U (61 — 1), 77 U a\ U (62 + 1)) 
orr (£ U eti U (61 — 1), 77 U {a\ + 1) U b2). However, the first possibility would imply that 
thee aq(£ U (61 - 1),77 U (&2 + 1)) > aq(£ U 61,77 U b2) which is a contradiction. Now 
considerr the second case, and remember that a\ > bi and a2 > b2. Therefore the entry of 
a\a\ in the g-symbol, which we denote by eq{a{), satisfies eq{a\) > eq{b\) + 2. But then also 
eeqq(ai)(ai) > eq(62), so this possibility does not increase the a-value either. Similarly we exclude 
thee possibility that a9(^U(ai-l)U62,T7U(a2 + l)U (62)) > ag(£Uai U61,77Ua2U62), since 
thiss would imply that a(£ U (ai - 1), 77 U (a2 + 1)) > a(f U 01, r) U a2). The representation 
(££ U (ai — 1) U 61,77 U a2 U (62 + 1)) does not occur in the induction, since b\ + b2 + 1 > b. 
Sincee we can reach any constituent of the induction by a series of these moves of one square, 
andd the aq-value increases strictly along a shortest path towards the 2-partition with maximal 
a9-value,, we see that indeed the o9-value of (£, 77) U {a\, a2) U (b\, b2) is maximal. 
Conversely,, suppose that (£', 17') is a constituent of (4.4). Then it is of the form (£', 77') = 
(&& ri) U (xiyi, x2y2) for some #,, yi as above. Maximality of the a-value implies that x\ + 
xx22 = a, and so y\+y2 = 6, But then, keeping (xx, t/i) fixed, it is clear that (£, 77) U (rr2, j/2) 
hass maximal aq-value among the constituents of ^n^s°xwt(Bi)^a^ ® ^ ' ^ ^ likewise 
for(£,77)u(xi,ï/i).. D 

COROLLARYY 4.2.10. Let k2 = qk\ be a special value for the parameters, and consider a 
2-partition2-partition (£,r])ofl.Leta + b + l = n. Then 

*,-lndJ:^*,-lndJ:^ iBt+l)iBt+l) ((a)((a) ® W - I n d ^ ' i , , ^ ) 0 («,,))) = 

",-fcdS'iftiH'.W)((«)®(»)®(e.l))--
Proo/:: By the above Lemma, both sides are equal to 5^(£, r/) U (ai,i, ^,2) U (&j,i, &jj2) for 
certainn a^\ + aij2 = a, 6^1 + 6ji2 — b. • 

Byy repeated application of this corollary, we get: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.2.11. Let (£, 77) be a double partition of I and \h n — l. Then 

(4.5)) t r . - I n d ^ ^ ^ ^ A ® & 77)) = £ ( * U /i, 77 U (A - //)), 

vvteree p ranges over a set of subpartitions of\ which depends on (£, 77) and q. 

Inn some cases, the Springer correspondence is easy to describe: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.2.12. Let k2 = qk\ be a special value. Consider the residual subspace 
LL e C(q) of type Av x (£,, £) where (i) l(£) <q-\,and (ii) £ > 2(n - q) - {j +1 ) if q is 
integer,integer, or£j > 2(n—q)-j if q is half-integer, for all non-zero parts of £ = (f 1 < • • • < fn)-
ThenThen L has only one Springer correspondent, which is (£, 77). 

Proof.Proof. We do the proof for integer q, the other case being similar. Remark that Sq (p.) = 
(/i,, —): in view of the assumption on l(p), Tq(p) lies above the zero-diagonal, and there
foree we find only the horizontal blocks pi in the splitting. There are thus no pi ^ p. such 
thatt Sq(p) ~ 9 Sq(p'). Therefore we only have to consider the ag-values of the irreducible 
constituentss of 
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Rememberr that partitions are written in increasing order. The ^-symbol of (/x, —) is 
(4.6) ) 

(( 0 2 . . . 2 ( n - l) + ( J „ + i - , 2n + M n + 2 - , ••• 2{n + q - 1) + / i n \ 
VV 0 2 ... 2(n-l) J-

Sincee l{p) < q - 1, we have jUn+i_q = 0. We now look for the constituent in the induction 
withh highest aq-value. It is clear that this will be (£, rj) if in the g-symbol, we have e 9 (^ ) > 
eeqq(r)i)(r)i) for all non-zero parts of £. Since we have indexed the parts of £ as £ 1 , . . . , £n, the 
g-symboll contains the entries £,- + 2(j + q - 1). Since eq(r)n) > eq(rji) for all i we may 
assumee that i = n. Similarly, let j be such that £,_i = 0 , ^ ^ 0, then we only need to 
considerr £,-. Then we get e,(&) > eq(r}n) <=> £,• + 2(j + q - 1) > r)n + 2(n - 1) <̂ => 
£jj + 2(j + g - n) > 7]n. Since |£| > n - j + 1 we have rjn < j - 1, and so it is sufficient that 
£j£j + 2(j + g - n) > j - 1, or equivalently, £, > j - 1 - 2( j + g - n) = 2(n -q)-j-l.U 

Ass a consequence, the behaviour of the correspondence at the "last" special line is still easy: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.2.13. Ifk2 = (n - l)ki, then a residual subspace L e C(q) of type Ax x 
(Bi,n)(Bi,n) has Springer correspondent (/z, A), except when (A,/z) = (1, l n _ 1 ) . The residual 
subspacesubspace L of type £ „_ i , ( l n _ 1 ) has correspondents ( l n , - ) and ( l n _ 1 , 1 ) . 

Proof.Proof. The conditions on a subspace of type Av x (Bi, £) of the previous Proposition now 
read:: (i) l(£) <n~2, and (ii) £, > 1 - j for all non-zero £,-. Therefore all L € C{n - 1 ) meet 
thesee conditions except those of type f?n_i, ( l n _ 1 ) , Ai x i?n_2 , ( ln~2) and Bn-2, (ln~2) 
whichh require an extra calculation, similar to the one in the Proposition above. D 

Alongg the same lines, we also verify the behaviour of the correspondence at the next special 
line: : 

PROPOSITIONN 4.2.14. If k2 = (n - §)fci, then a residual subspace L E C(q) of type 
A\A\ x (Bi,p,) has Springer correspondent (/i, A) except when (A,/x) = (1, l n _ 1 ) , (A,//) = 
(2,, l n - 2 ) . The subspace L of type B„_i, ( l " - 1 ) has Springer correspondent ( l n , - ) . The 
subspacesubspace of type A\ x Bn~2, ( ln~2) has Springer correspondents ( l n _ 1 , 1 ) and ( l n~ 2 ,2) . 

Proof.Proof. Again, most cases are covered by Proposition 4.2.12. The others follow by explicit 
calculationn using the definition. O 

4.2.1.. Examples. 

EXAMPLEE 4.2.15. Let n = 5, q = §, and consider the generically residual point c := 
c((113),, &i, k2). Then c ^ £(§): it has g-tableau 

3/2 2 

1/2 2 

1/2 2 

5/2 2 7/2 2 

andd so we see that it coincides with the center cL of L E £(§) of type yli x B 3 , (3), i.e., in 
thee notation of the definition, A = (2), p = (3). We find Ss (3) = (3, —) and therefore we 
compute e 

Ind£xB 3 ( (2 )®(3 , - ) )) = I n d g x B 3 ( ( ( 2 , - ) + ( l , l ) + ( ~ 2 ) ) ® ( 3 , - ) ) 

== (5, - ) + (14, - ) + (23, - ) + (4,1) + (13,1) + (3,2). 

Thesee representations have the following symbols and aq-values: 
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K,i ) ) qq — symbol aaqq(^,v) (^,v) 

( 5 , - ) ) 

(14, - ) ) 

(23 , - ) ) 

(4,1) ) 

(13,1) ) 

(3,2) ) 

00 7 

11 6 

22 5 

00 2 8 
2 2 

00 3 7 
2 2 

00 2 7 
3 3 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

Therefore,, trg-Ind^xB3((2)<8)(3, - ) ) = (13, l)+(3,2) and so the Springer correspondents 
off L at q = | are (13,1) and (3,2). We now look for a way to assign these correspondents 
too c and L for q close to | . We can apply Definition 4.2.3 here also for  since then c is 
residuall again. For example, at q + e it has q + e-tableau 

3/2++ e 5/2++ 8 7/2+ £ 

i/2+e e 

1/2-e e 

whichh splits as 5s+£(113) = (13,1). Similarly, 5s_e(113) = (3,2). This leads us to assign 
(3,2)) as correspondent of L at q + e, and (13,1) at q — e. We see that in the confluence of c 
intoo L, their correspondents have exchanged. In the next section, we will formalize this idea 
usingg the deformed g-symbols. 

EXAMPLEE 4.2.16. Let n = 6, q = 1 (which is the B6 group case) and consider the gener-
icallyy residual point c = c((222),fei,fc2). Then c coincides with the center of L of type 
A2A2 x #2,(2), i.e., in the notation of the definition we have A = (13), fi = (2). Since 
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<Si(2)) = (2, - ) , we consider the induction 

I n d l 6 x A 2 X S 2 ( ( l ) ® ( 3 ) ® ( 2 , - ) )) = I n d ^ x B 3 X B 2 [ ( ( l , - ) + ( - , l ) ) ® ( ( 3 , - ) 

+ (2 ,1 )++ (1 ,2)+ ( - , 3 ) )® (2,-)] 

== Ind |« x B 5 [ ( ( l , - ) + ( - , l ) ) ® ( ( 5 , - ) + (14,-
+(23,, - ) + (4,1) + (13,1) + (22,1) + (3,2) 

+(12,2)++ (2,3))] 

== ( 6 , - ) + 2 ( 15 , - ) + 2(5,1)+ 2(24,-) 

+(114,, - ) + 3(14,1) + (33, - ) + (123, - ) 

+3(23,1)) + 2(4,2) + (4,11) + (113,1) 

+3(13,2)) + (13,11) + (122,1) + 2(22,2) 

+(22,11)) + 2(3,3) + (3,12) + (112, 2) 

+2(12,3)) + (12,12) + (2,4) + (2,13). 

Onee can check, that among these the following have maximal a9-value: 

(£,V)(£,V) symbol M^ 7 ? ) 

(122,1) ) 

(112,2) ) 

(22,11) ) 

(12,12) ) 

11 4 6 

0 0 

Wee see that this time, there are 4 Springer correspondents attached to L at kx = k2. This 
iss due to the fact that also the centers of the residual subspaces of type B5, (122) and A2 x 
BB33,, (12) coincide with the center of L at k\ = k2. If we want to know which subspace 
hass which correspondent for k% = k\  e, it is this time not possible to use the Definition 
4.2.3.. For example, if we try to calculate the correspondent of L of type A2 x B3, (12) at 
kk22 = (1 - e)ki, we find that 5i_e(12) = (2,1), and induction yields 

hd*xB , ( ( 3 )) ® (2,1)) = (5,1) + (14,1) + (23,1) + (4,2) + (4,11)+ 
(13,2)) + (13,11) + (22,2) + (22,11) + (3,3) + (3,12) + (12,12) + (12,3) + (2,4) + (2,13), 
inn which both (22,2) and (12,12) have the maximal a-value of their 1-symbol. This will lead 
uss to define a deformed version of the symbols. First we will check that indeed Definition 
4.2.33 agrees with the classical Springer correspondence in the group cases. 

4.3.. Confluence of residual subspaces 

Wee have seen that, at a special value k2 = qk\, for every residual point c we have \Vq{c)\ = 
|Sq(c)) |, i.e., there is a bijection between the genetically residual points coinciding with c and 
thee similarity class of q-symbols similar to the g-symbol of c, cf. 3.8.16. 
Inn this section, we would like to extend this bijection to the situation where the confluence 
involvess higher-dimensional subspaces. We therefore define 
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DEFINITIONN 4.3.1. Let k2 = qk\ be special, and let L G C(q). Then we define 

CCqq(L)(L) = {Lr genetically residualcoset \ CL' = CL ifk2 = qk\}. 

43.1.. Residual points. First we take a look at the case where a residual point is no 
longerr residual at a given special value, but coincides with the center of a higher-dimensional 
residuall subspace: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.3.2. Let k2 = qk\ be special, and let spq(fi) = (K,V), i.e., c(p,,k,qk) 
coincidescoincides with the center of L e C(q) of type AK x (Bi, u). Then the set T,q{L) of Springer 
correspondentscorrespondents ofL, i.e., all the irreducible representations of Wo in 

££ t r q - I n d ^ o > ( B f ^ t r i v * ® S,(i/)), 

exhaustsexhausts a full similarity class ofq-symbols: the similarity class containing Sq €{p). We 
havehave a bisection Sg(L) <—• Cq(L). 

Proof.Proof. First let q be integer. We will prove the proposition by induction on 1(K). The idea is 
ass follows. We have seen that the strip corresponding to an At-i-factor is found inside Tq{p) 
ass a hook-shaped strip, of which both squares at the end contain |_f J • For q  e the splitting 
proceduree is well-defined on Tq e{p), giving two different splittings for the A-factor: the 
squaree in the corner is counted as horizontal in one splitting, and vertical in the other. We 
willl describe these splittings explicitly and then show that the resulting two 2-partitions are 
exactlyy the ones with maximal og-value, so they are indeed the Springer correspondents. 
Wee suppose first that /(«) = 1, i.e., there is only one 4-factor. For simplicity we write 
tt := «i- We thus assume that c coincides with the center of the residual subspace of type 
AAtt-i-i x (Bi, v). Then t is necessarily odd. Suppose the residual point c{v, fc1( fc2) gives rise 
too a residual sequence with q + 2m jumps. Let Sq{v) — (£, 77). Then we have to find the 
constituentss of 

(4-7)) ^ ^ ( ( t ) ««,<!) ) 

whosee qr-symbols have maximal a-value. Suppose that the lengths of (£, 77) are m -I- q and m, 
respectively.. We are going to construct the constituents (£', rf) whose symbol has maximal 
a-valuee in the induced representation (4.7). 
(i)) First we recall that the Littlewood-Richardson rules imply that the diagrams of £' resp r\' 
aree obtained from those of £ resp. rj by means of strict expansions. In this case, this means 
thatt there are no two new squares in the same column: 

(4.8)) 6 < 6 < C i + i , » » < » ï { < m + i . 

Ass a consequence, if ££+m = £q+m, then at most £q+Tn squares can be added to the tableau 
off £: at most one square below every square of £9+m. The same holds for rf. 
Thee induction rules also imply that l(£') < l(£) + 1 and l{rf) < l{vj) + 1. Therefore, we can 
givee the g-symbol of (£', 7/) length vector (m -I- q + 1, m + 1). Then (£, rj) has o-symbol 
(4.9) ) 
// 0 6 + 2 . . • Sm + 2m £ m + i + 2(m + 1) . . . £m+<i + 2 (m + q) 
\\ 0 171 + 2 . . . ) ) m + 2 m 

whichh we have to expand in such a way that we maximize the a-value. To simplify notation, 
wee number £' as & < & < ... ?m+q, so that £ is put in the place of & in (4.9). We do the 
samee for T/'. 
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(ii)) Now we describe the splittings Sq e(fx). Since the strip of the ^-factors fits into the 
diagram,, there exist blocks £a+i, £a, 776+1, r)b such that the blocks of length £a+i and 776+1 
endd on a square containing a number bigger than |_§J, while £a and r)a end on a square 
containingg less than [§ j • Several of these blocks may be empty, in which case we consider 
thesee equalities to hold, since this can only happen for the inner- or outermost blocks. 
Thee ^-factor is thus inserted in Tq{v) in the place of (£a, r)b). Since there are q+m horizontal 
blockss and m vertical ones, this means that the corner of the strip is positioned on a square 
containingg \a — b\, as seen before. Therefore, the strip is split as 

(410)) (i)-l & = r f l - ( « - & ) fora + e o r ( « ) - / ^ = L f J ~ ( a _ 6 ) fora-t 

Off course, the other parts of (£, 77) are unchanged and follow next: we have £J. = £fc+i for 
kk = 0 , 1 , . . . , a — 1 and rfk = r)k+i for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , b - 1. 
(iii)) Now we show that we also find (4.10) when we maximize the a-value in (4.7). From 
4.2.88 we know that a constituent (£', 77') with maximal a-value will be of the form (£', 77') = 
(£,, 77) U (x, y) with x + y = t. It remains to show that x and y are as in (4.10). 
Rememberr that we have abbreviated eg(&) = & + 2i and eq(rn) — rji + 2i for the entries 
off the blocks in the g-symbol. We have shown in 3.8.11 that in the splitting procedure, boxes 
emergee in the order defined by e: for blocks bi and bj, if eq(bi) > eq(bj) then block bi is 
selectedd before block bj. 
Wee have to add t squares to (£, 77), while maximizing the a-value. We have already seen that 
thiss means that we have to enlarge entries in the g-symbol that are as small as possible. We 
willl now look for a pair (&, 77̂ ) which needs to be changed. For example, if t > £q+m + 77m, 
thenn we can not perform the induction without enlarging either £g+m or 77™, but if not, then 
wee can leave them unchanged and look for a pair (&,%•) with i + j < q + 2m that we need 
too change. There are two analogous situations possible. First we might have a sequence 

(4-11)) eq(rif+i) > e9(£fc) > e , (&- i ) > e,(&) > eq{rjf) 

wheree £k + 77/+! > t > & 4- 77 ƒ. If ƒ = m then 77/4.1 does not exist and we only consider 
thee second equation. We now check if, and how, we need to change parts. First we consider 
77// and one of the parts & , . . . , £fe. We do not need to change £k if t - (& + 77/) < eq(£k) -
eg('7/)) = & ~ If + 2(fc - / ) • If not> w e check if we have to change &_i, etc. This means 
thatt we have to look for the smallest i e { 0 , 1 , . . . , k - 1} such that 

(4.12)(4.12) t>2Zk-i + 2(k-i-f). 

Inn fact, since t is odd, this will be a strict inequality. Suppose for a moment that such i exists. 
Thenn we calculate now how the parts of £k-i and 77/ should be changed, in order to maximize 
thee a-value. This means that we distribute the t — £k-i - "Hf squares of the strip, which need 
too be added to £* and 77/, in such a way that we increase the entries eq(£k-i) and eq(rif) 
minimally.. This produces the equations^'k_i = £k-i + x,T]'f — rjf+y,x + y = t-£fc_* -77/ 
andd e^(^_ •) = eq{rfj). One checks that these equations have two solutions: 

«»» »-{*?:«|;S:::8-»-{Viï'^--;--/Z 
Noticee that with a = k — i, b = f this is exactly (4.10). These equalities can be shown as 
follows:: if i > 0, then (4.12) and minimality of i imply that £*-* < L|J ~ (& ~ *"~ f) ^ 
&-t+ii > Li J - (k ~ i - / ) • Also eq{Vf) < eq(tk-i) implies 77/ < |_£J + (* - i - ƒ) and 
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eeq(ilf+i)q(ilf+i) > eq(£fc-i+i) implies rjj+i > \%] + {k-i- ƒ). So we see that both (4.13)(i)-(ii) 
aree allowed, i.e., satisfy (4.8), unless 6t-t+i = l^\ — (k — i — ƒ). But since the horizontal 
blockk of length £fc_i+i starts on a square containing \k — i — f + 1\, this means that it 
endss on |_^J, and this is not possible. Therefore £fc-i+i ends on more than Lf J and £k-i 
onn less. Again because of 3.8.11, we see from (4.11) that then also r)f+i ends on a square 
containingg more than [f J, and rff ends on a square containing less than [£j . This means that 
indeed,, as we wanted to show, a = k — i and b = ƒ. Thus, we find two 2-partitions with 
maximall a-value, because the strip corresponding to the A-factor fits into the diagram. The 
neww entries in the g-symbol of (£',r/) are C g ^ . J = £'k_i+2(k-i) = [|J + (k—i+f) and 
eeqq(r]j)(r]j) = |"|] + (k — i + ƒ) or v.v., so we get indeed two consecutive entries in the ^-symbol. 

Noticee that £fc-i+i > |_§J - (k ~ « - f) implies that eq(£k-i+i) > I'll + (k ~ i + /) + L 

Thiss also implies that in die case of equality, which is the case where the corresponding 
blockk of length £k-i+i ends on [|J so that the strip cannot be fitted into me tableau, only 
(4.13)-(i)) is possible (since (4.13)-(ii) would yield two consecutive entries in die top row 
off me g-symbol, which is impossible). Then the entries of C'k-v1^/ arK* £Jt-i+i ^ o r m t n r e e 

consecutivee numbers, i.e., an interval in the sense of Lusztig (see [6]) is formed. 
Wee still have to check the case i = 0. Then t > 2£fc + 2(k - ƒ), so & < |_£J - [k ~ ƒ), 
andd t < & + T]f+i then implies rjf+i > [ |] + (k — ƒ). Since eq(rjf) < eg(£fc), we also find 
VV < L|J + (fc " / ) and finally c9(€fc+i) > e,fa/+i) implies £fc+1 > \%] - (k - ƒ). This 
showss that indeed both (4.13)(i)-(ii) are allowed. As in die case i > 0, here also a = k — i 
andd & = ƒ, which can be shown similarly. 
Thee last possibility in situation (4.11) is that there is no i G { 0 , 1 , . . . , k — 1} satisfying (4.12). 
Thenn we have t < 2& + 2(1 - ƒ), so $ > [ |] - (I — ƒ). In this case we do not have to 
changee &, but we have to change rjf. This means mat we have to change the pair (&_i, r)f). 
Calculatingg the extension which maximizes the a-value yields (4.10) witii a = I — 1, & = ƒ. 
Sincee r}f resp. & start on a square containing \l — f — 1| resp. |/ — ƒ |, the blocks of length 
7]7]// resp. & end on at least, resp. at most |_|J • Therefore indeed a = I — 1, b — ƒ, and both 
extensionss are allowed since there is no block ending on [ | J. 
Thee other possibility is that we have a sequence of the form 

(4.14)) e9(£/+i) > eq(j]k) > eq(rn) > eq(£f). 

Inn tiiis situation, we can do computations analogous to die ones demonstrated in situation 
(4.11).. We men first check if there is i € { 0 , 1 , . . . , I — k} such that 

(4.15)) t>2rfk-i + 2(k-i-f). 

Iff such i exists, then we find tiiat a = f,b = k — i and that both (4.10)(i)-(ii) are allowed, 
wheree we need to know that there is no strip ending on [§J if i > 0. Otherwise, we have to 
changee (£/, r/i-i). Again the a-value is always maximized by (4.10). 
(iv)) Suppose mat in (iii) we have changed the parts & and rjj. We check when it is necessary 
too increase me entries of &_i and rjj-i. Since we have placed t — & — r)j squares, there now 
remainn & + rjj to be placed. We find this time that we indeed need to increase &_i or rjj-i 
iff & 4- f}j > &-i + Vj-i- This is always true. We men have to add & — &-i + Vj ~Vj-i 
squaress to &_i and ifr-i, but now (4.8) implies mat ^'i_l = & and T]J_1 = TJJ. Similarly, we 
findd that all ^ = ^ + i and rjk = Tjk+i, and finally £0 = £i, rfo = 'Hi- This i s also what we 
foundd in (ii). We conclude that indeed (£', rf) = (£, rj) U (x, y) with x, y as in (4.10). 
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(v)) We have seen that 

wheree t\ + t\ — t for i = 1,2. Because of the transitivity of trq— Ind discussed in 4.2.9, 
wee see that every A-factor in L doubles the number of g-symbols having maximal a-value. 
Indeed,, every strip corresponding to an .A-factor fits into Tq{u) and in all the intermediary 
g-tableauxx obtained by adding strips from n, so we can always (ii) and (iii) to the outcome 
off any of the two resulting 2-partitions of the previous induction. These 2-partitions have 
alll different entries in their ^-symbols, so we can always find a sequence (4.11) or (4.14). 
Sincee the strip fits into the diagram, both (4.10)(i-ii) are allowed. We thus find 21^ double 
partitionss having maximal a-value, and their g-symbols are all similar to the g-symbols of 
SSq+€q+€(/i)(/i) and <Sq_e(/z). Replacing u by v' with Sq{y) ~ q Sq{v') yields 21^ other compo
nentss of S9(L). Since we know from Chapter 3 that there are (q+^m) such v', it follows that 
plplqq(L)(L) = 2l^(q+^m), anc* a ^ m e s e 2-partitions have g-symbol in the similarity class of 

(vi)) Now we observe that indeed T,q{L) exhausts a full similarity class. We have to show that 
theree are 2l^{q+^m) 2-partitions whose g-symbol is similar to the g-symbol of <Sq+e(/j). 
FirstFirst note that the entries corresponding to parts of £' and 77' describing the ^-factors, have 
aa difference of 1. Therefore they cannot occur both in the same row of the g-symbol. As 
seenn in the proof in 3.6.6, the entries corresponding to Sq(u) have difference at least two. 
Wee have also seen that since the strips corresponding to the ^4-factors can be glued to Tq{v), 
theirr entries do not form intervals with the other entries of the g-symbol. Therefore, we can 
choosee m of these q + 2m entries to occur in the lower row, after which we may choose 
independentlyy one of each pair of entries corresponding to the ^4-factors to occur in the lower 
roww as well. Since all entries are different, they can then be arranged in increasing order in 
everyy row, giving a total of 21^ (q+^m) 2-partitions with q-symbol is the desired similarity 
class.. So [Sq+e(fi)] q = Zq(L). 
(vii)) Finally, we observe that Sq(L) is in bijection with Cq(L). Indeed, each generically 
residuall subset in Cq(L) is of the form Aa x (Bt, A), where the parts of a are a subset of the 
partss of K and A is the partition obtained by gluing the remaining parts of K, to Tq{v). Since 
wee may choose for each «-part independently to include it in a or not, the desired bijection 
followss from 3.8.16 and (vi), since we thus conclude that tCq(L) = 21^ (q+^n). 
(viii)) If q is half-integer, we can apply the same type of reasoning. We briefly state the 
resultss in this case. Now t must be even. The strip corresponding to the .4-factor contains 
thee entries ( ^ , ^=2 , . . . , | , £ , . . . , *=2, ̂ ) . Again, first we take a look at Sq e(^i). We 
denotee (£, 77) = Sq{v). Suppose that blocks £a+i and r}b+x end on more than ^ , and £a and 
rjbrjb end on less. Then the strip of the A-factor will account for the entries (£„, r}'b), taking the 
placee of (£a, /ƒ{,). Since the corner square of the strip contains this time the value \a — b — 11, 
wee find the following analogue of (4.10): 

(4.16)) < s? ? ; ' . forq + for ^ s ° ? ) ( for q - e. \\ ih = f + (a - 6) - 1 \ ^ = | + (a - 6) 
Thiss time the entries in the g-symbol are e9(&) = & + 2i and eq(rji) — rji + 2i + 1, 
whichh means that if we are in situation (4.11), this time we need to find thee smallest i € 
{ 0 , 1 , . . . ,, k-l} such that 

(4.17)) t > 2 & _ i + 2 ( A : - i - ƒ ) - ! . 
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Inn situation (4.14), we have to find the smallest i for which 

(4.18)) t>2r)k-i+2(k-i-f) + l. 

Thenn it turns out, that in the same way as for integer q, we find the same (£', rj') as obtained 
inn (4.16), where the fact that both 2-partitions occur in the induction is due to the fact that the 
stripp of length t can be inserted into Tq (v). D 

Inn the group cases where &2 = fci or &2 =  we can describe the 2-partition in Sq(L) 
whosee symbol is increasing symbol explicitly. In this case, we start with Tq(y) where 
SSqq(y)(y) = (f, rf) has increasing ^-symbol, i.e., 

(4.19)) e,(£m + i) > eq{rfm) > e,(£m) > • • • > e,(f2) > eq(rn) > e,(&). 

Thiss means that the pair of entries (£a, %) that is found in part (ii) and (iii) of the proof, 
alwayss satisfies a = b or a = b + 1. In case q — 1, the extension (£'a, rQ = ( [ | J , [|1) is 
thee one for which (^', rf) has increasing symbol as well. Therefore the ^-similarity class we 
obtainn is the one of 

^ u U d y U y l ) --
i i 

Inn case q = | , the 2-partition with increasing symbol is always (£, 77) U ( | , | ) . Therefore the 
similarityy class obtained is the one of 

**(")UU<T.T> --

Notee that it is impossible to do this for q > 1: since Z(£) > l{rf) + 1, we can not obtain (4.19) 
andd so there need not be an increasing symbol in every similarity class. 

4.3.2.. Example. Let fci = fc2 and consider the generically residual point c = c(/z, k\,k2) 
inn Figure 1 below: 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

I I 

4 4 

3 3 

5 5 

4 4 

(1 1 

FIGUREE 1. 1-tableau of generically residual point c 

Then,, in the notation of the Proposition, we have K = (39), v = (146), and L has type 
AiAi x As x (£10,^). Since <Si(^) = (06,4), we have q = m = 1 and since ?(/t) = 2 
theree are 22 (?) = 12 generically residual subspaces taking part in the confluence. Let us 
calculatee them, as well as the associated similarity class of 1-symbols. First we calculate the 
constituentss with maximal a-value in the induction 

I < f i 1 0 ) ( ( 9 ) ® ( 0 M ) ) . . 

Wee keep the notation of the proof of the Proposition. We have t = 9, 

e,(&)) > eq(rn) > e,(£i), 
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andd £2 + rfi > t > £1 + 771, i.e., in the notation of part (iii) of the proof, we are in situation 
(4.14)) with ƒ = k = 1. Therefore we check if t > 2rj\, which is indeed the case. Therefore 
wee define (£[,r)[) = (4,5) or (5,4) , and we find that the 2-partitions with maximal a-value 
aree (046,45) and (056,44) with 1-symbols 

// 0 6 10 \ . / 0 7 10 \ 

{{ 4 7 J and { 4 6 J ' 
Therefore,, we continue with the 2-partition having increasing 1-symbol when we perform the 
secondd induction 

In<°Sk 9 ) ( (3 )®® (046,45)), 

andd again in the notation of the proof, we have (£, 77) = (046,45), t = 3 and 

e„(&)) > eg(772) > e9(£2) > eg(7?i) > e,(£i). 

Noww we find that £1 + 771 > t > £1 + rjo = 0. This means that this time, we are in situation 
(4.11)) with k = 1, ƒ = 0. Since i > 2£i + 2, we find that we have to put (Ci.»7Ó) = (° ' 3 ) 
orr (1,2) and so the 2-partitions with maximal a-value are (0146,245) and (0046,345) which 
havee 1-symbols 

/ 00 3 8 1 2 \ , / 0 2 8 12 \ 

{2{2 6 9 J and { 3 6 9 J' 
Noticee that S1+e(n) = (0156,244) and Si_e(/z) = (0046,345) which have 1-symbols 

/ 00 3 9 12 \ . / 0 2 8 12 \ 

{{ 2 6 8 J and (, 3 6 9 J • 
Noww these are the four 2-partitions in this similarity class where 0,6,12 are in the same 
position.. They account for the four genetically residual subspaces displayed in Figure 2. We 
doo not have a canonical way of assigning a specific subspace to a given g-symbol. We can 
alsoo not expect this, since the bijection should be different for q + e than for q — e. With the 
helpp of the deformed symbols in the next section we will be able to give the desired bijections. 

1 22 3 4 5 
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44 3 
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4 4 
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0 0 
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5 5 

2 2 3 3 4 4 S S (1 1 

Aox x 

FIGUREE 2. Generically residual subspaces whose center coincides with c 
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Thee other eight 2-partitions in this similarity class correspond to the subspaces where the 
stripss of the ^-factors are wrapped around the 1-tableaux of the two other generically residual 
pointss coinciding with c(y, fci, A )̂ at k\ = k%. This gives us two other generically residual 
pointss in B22 coinciding with c, displayed in Figure 3. 
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FIGUREE 3. Generically residual points coinciding with c 

Soo we find indeed 12 generically residual subspaces, whose centers coincide with the center 
off L at fci = k.2- We can also calculate the corresponding symbols. For example, in the 
secondd 1-tableau of Figure 3, the residual point in B\Q whose 1-tableau is found inside as 
aa residual subtableau, splits as (02,8). Hence, in the corresponding 1-symbols, the entries 
00 and 6 are found in the top row and 12 in the bottom row. There are now four 1-symbols 
satisfyingg this condition, namely 

// 0 3 6 9 \ 
^^ 2 8 12 J ' 

andd the three others resulting from the interchange of 2 and 3, 8 and 9, or both. We can do 
thee same for the first point of Figure 3. This concludes the example. 

4.3.3.. General residual subspaces. We have now treated the case where L G C(q) is 
suchh that there is a residual point in Cq{L). This need not always hold, so we turn now to 
thee general setting. Let L G C(q) be a residual coset. Then we choose M G Cq(L) to 
bee of minimal dimension. Suppose M has type Ap x (B[, p), and spq(p) = (re, v). Putting 
aa = pÖK, it follows that L is of type Aa x (B[, v). It followss from the minimality of dim(M) 
amongg Cq(L) that a strip of length pt can not be incorporated into Tq(v). This means that: 

LEMMAA 4.3.3. Suppose that a strip of length t can not be inserted into Tq{jj). Then one of 
thethe following holds: 

(i)) q is integer and there is a block in Sq(p) ending on |£J or q is half-integer and 
therethere is a block in Sq(p.) ending on | ; 

(ii)) q is integer, l(p) < q and [|J < q — l{n), or q is half-integer, l(p) < q and 

II < q - l(ji); 
(iii)) q is integer and t is even, or q is half-integer and t is odd. 

Proof.Proof. Let q be integer and consider Tq(p). If t is even, then a strip of length t containing 
{^r,{^r, ^r,- • •, \i 5) c a n n o t exist inside Tq{p). Assume now that t is odd. Then a strip 
containingg (|£J, [ | J , . . . , 2,2,1,1,0) cannot be inserted in Tq(p) while still maintaining the 
graphh of a partition if either there is already a block ofTq(p) ending on [ | J, or it is impossible 
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too connect the strip to Tq(p) since all entries in Tq(p) are bigger than |_|J. This happens in 
casee (ii). If q is half-integer, the considerations are analogous. D 

Noww suppose that, at a special value &2 = qku we consider a residual subspace of type 
AAtt--11 x (B s , p). Then, as in Proposition 4.3.2, we look for the constituent in Ind((£) <g> Sq (/i)) 
withh maximal a-value. Then we observe that such constituent is unique precisely when there 
iss no confluence: 

PROPOSITIONN 4.3.4. In the notation of the proof of 4.3.2, only one of the extensions (4.10) 
isis allowed, if and only if the strip of length t can not be inserted in the diagram Tq(v). 

Proof.Proof. We only treat the case of integer q, the other case being similar. We adopt the notation 
off Proposition 4.3.2 and its proof. We have already seen in the proof that one implication 
holds:: if only one of the extensions (4.10) is allowed, then the strip of length t can not be 
insertedd in Tq{v). Now let us look at the other direction. If t is even, men the two possibilities 
inn (4.10) reduce to one, so we are done. If t is even and there is a block ending on |_§J, then 
thiss block will be selected in part (iii) of the proof, but then, as we have seen, also only one of 
thee resulting 2-partitions with maximal o-value is allowed in the induction. Finally, suppose 
thee strip of length t can not be inserted in Tq(v) because /(£) < q and [|J < q — /(£). This 
meansmeans that £i = £2 = • - - = £r = 0 and £x+i ^ 0, and going through the proof of 4.3.2, we 
seee that we are in the situation (4.11), where ƒ = 0 (we may and do assume that we perform 
thee inductions of the A-factors arranged in decreasing length) and rjf+i may not exist (if this 
iss the first induction). This means that i in (4.12) is equal to [f J, while & = &+i = 0. The 
extensionss (4.13) are (£j, 77Ó) = (1, £ — 1) or (0, i), of which only the latter is allowed. D 

Noww we show that indeed we find the desired result: 

THEOREMM 4.3.5. (i) Let L G C(q) be a residual subspace. Then the set T,q{L) exhausts a 
similaritysimilarity class in WQ/ ~ 9 , and there is a bijection 

CCqq(L)^Z(L)^Zqq(L). (L). 

(ii)(ii) In total, we have a bijection 

{Z{Zqq(L)\LeC(q)}<-+W(L)\LeC(q)}<-+W00/~/~qq. . 

Proof,Proof, (i) Let L have type Aa x (Bi, v) and let p, K, V be as described in the introduction to 
thiss section. If p = 0 then we have already treated this case in Proposition 4.3.2. Suppose 
thereforee that we have p / 0. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3.2, we add the A-factors one 
byy one, starting with the AK-factors, which have been taken care of in 4.3.2. Then we add the 
^-factors.. As seen in the Proposition above, this time we find only one possible extension 
forr each such yt-factor. The fact that £g(L) is a full similarity class is proven in the same 
wayy as in 4.3.2. Moreover, it is easy to see that $Cq(L) = 2l^(q+^m). In any g-symbol 
off an element of Sg(L), it follows from its construction that there are 1(K) intervals which 
cann only appear in two possible configurations in order to be the g-symbol of a 2-partition. 
Thereforee the similarity class Eg(L) indeed contains 2l^{q+^m) elements. 
(ii)) This follows from a counting argument, combining (i), Lemma 3.2.2 and the fact that the 
centerr of a generically residual coset specializes, for any choice of parameters, into the center 
off a residual coset. D 

Noticee that it is not very obvious what the inverse of the Springer map C(q) 3 L *-* ^q(L) 
is,, i.e., how to recover L from Tiq(L). We will construct this map in Chapter 5. 
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4.4.. Compatibility with classical Springer correspondence 

Inn this section, we will prove that for the group cases, our definition 4.2.3 of Springer cor
respondentss in terms of the o-value agrees with the classical one. This means that we 
havee to show that, for a partition A which parametrizes a unipotent class in G we have 
^q(fq^q(fqCC(ty)(ty) — [4>q(^)]q- For a distinguished unipotent class, we have shown that this is 
truee in Proposition 3.8.16. 
Wee will prove that this formula holds for all special q in the next chapter. Therefore this 
paragraph,, strictly speaking, could be omitted. However, we have chosen to include it, since 
iff this property would not hold, there would be no point in trying to prove the general case. 
Thiss general case is in fact proven in a similar way as this case. 
Wee begin with recalling that the group cases are special in the sense that every similarity class 
off «^-symbols contains one increasing symbol, whereas a general similarity class of «/-symbols 
doess not. A notable exception forms the similarity class of g-symbols of Springer correspon
dentss of a residual point. These similarity class always contain an increasing symbol, for 
everyy special parameter value. 
Wee now adopt again for a moment the notation of the previous paragraph, to be able to 
describee the similarity classes. In these group cases q = 1 or q = ~, assume that, when 
inducingg the AK -factors that play a role in the confluence, we have reached the increasing 
symbol,, i.e., the resulting partition (£, rj) satisfies 

(4.20)) e„(£m+i) > eq(rjm) > eq(£m) > > eq(&) > e^) > e9(£i), 

(where,, until now, all inequalities are strict), which implies that if we go through the proof 
off 4.3.2, we see that at every induction, we alter either a pair (&, rji) or (£ i+i , rji). Then we 
performm the inductions necessary for the Ap-factors. Suppose we add a factor At-\. If q = 1 
andd t is even, we get either (£-,77;) = (§, | ) or ( $ + 1 , ^ ) = (f - 1, | + 1), which means 
thatt also (£', rf) satisfies (4.20). For q= \ and t odd, a similar thing happens: we find either 

(&Vi)(&Vi) = {*£,¥) <x(fl+i,r&) = C-^^-f). If<7 = 1 and t is odd, or when q = \ 
andd t is even, only one of the possible 2-partitions (4.10) or (4.16) occurs in the induced 
representation.. In these cases as well, one may check that this always results again in a 2-
partitionn with increasing symbol. Actually, the fact that we always obtain a full similarity 
class,, and that every similarity class contains an increasing symbol already implies that we 
cann do this. 
Wee are now able to describe the similarity classes we obtain in 4.3.5. The remarks above 
inspiree the following auxiliary definition. 

DEFINITIONN 4.4.1. In the situation above, we say that t is upwards if the lower of the two 
equalequal entries is found to the left of the upper one, and we call it downwards if the lower of 
thethe two equal entries is found to the right of the upper one. 

Thiss gives us a way to describe the similarity class of ^-symbols we have obtained in Propo
sitionn 4.3.5 for the group cases: 

COROLLARYY 4.4.2. • Let q= 1. In the situation of Proposition 4.3.5, put a = pU K, 
andand let v' ~ i v have increasing 1-symbol. Then the similarity class of \-symbols 
obtainedobtained is the similarity class containing the double partition 

(«I)) W U (J (f,|) 
onon even and downwards 
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uu U ( | - i . | + i)u uafjjfi). 
atat even and upwards c*j odd 

•• Let q = | . In the situation of Proposition 4.3.5, put a = pU K, and let v' ~ i v 
havehave increasing ^-symbol. Then the similarity class of q-symbols obtained is the 
similaritysimilarity class containing the double partition 

(4.22)) S j M ü U ( ^ ^ 
a ,, odd and downwards 

uu U ( ^ . ^ u U (f.f)-
atiati odd and upwards a* even 

THEOREMM 4.4.3. In the group cases, the Springer correspondents as they have been defined 
inin Definition 4.2.3 coincide with the classical Springer correspondents as defined in 2.1.1. In 
otherother words, if the residual subspace L corresponds to the unipotent class C\, then E9(L) = 
[0i(A)]. . 

Proof,Proof, (i) Suppose first that q = 1, i.e., we consider the Bn-group case. Recall that unipotent 
classess in S02n+i (&) were labeled by partitions A h 2n+1, where even parts occur with even 
multiplicity.. Such a unipotent class corresponds to the residual subspace of type Ami-\ x 
•• • • x Amd-i x (Bi, 7), as described in section 2.2. The partition A consists of two parts mi 
forr each i, and the parts 2ji + 1 where the j% are m e jumps of 0(7, fc, k). 
Noww let L be the subspace of type Aa x (Bi, v) described in Proposition 4.3.5 (where we 
havee put a = p U 4 and let A h 2n + 1 be the partition of the unipotent conjugacy class 
correspondingg to L. We have to prove that Ei (L) = [<f>i (A)]; or equivalently, that there exists 
aa (£, 77) G Ei (L) such that (£, rj) = 0i (A). We are going to show that (£, r/) is the 2-partition 
inn (4.21), by computing <pi (A) and showing it is equal to (£, ij). First of all we remark that A 
containss the parts 2ji + 1 and that the subpartition A*0) consisting only of these parts satisfies 
0i(A<°>)) = Si(i /) . 
Nextt wee add the parts aioci to A^0 .̂ We use induction on the number of A-factors to show that 
4>i4>i (A) = (£, 77). If there are none, we are done. Now suppose we have added already a A-
factors,, after which we have obtained the partition A^a^ = Â  < X2

a' < • • < ^2(a+m)+i-
Noticee that the number of parts of A^a^ is odd, since we added for every A-factor two equal 
partss to A^0). Via the induction hypothesis we assume that if we compute </>i (A(a)), we find the 
correctt (£*a), rj^): the subpartition of (£, 77) consisting of Si(v') and the parts corresponding 
too the ^-factors already added. We now add the parts corresponding to a factor .Am_i, i.e., 
wee add two m's to A^a .̂ Then we obtain A^a+1^ which is equal to 

A<a)) < X2
a) < . . . < At < m < m < A t+1 < A<*>2 < < A<£+ m ) + 1 . 

Noticee that we have placed the new parts at the end of a possible series of m's in A^a .̂ Then 
\(a+l)*\(a+l)*  i s e q u a ] t o 

\[\[a)a) < • • • < X{
t
a) +t-l<m + t<m + t + l< A£\ + t + 2 < • • • < \{2f+l + 2r + 2. 

Noww we observe that each part in A^a+1^* coming from A^a^ that was odd in A^* remains 
oddd in A(a+1)*, and similarly every part in A^°+1^* coming from A^a^ that was even in A^* 
remainss even in A(a+1K 
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Lett us see what this means for (£( a+1) ,7/ a+1 )) = <£i(A(a+1)). First we assume that m is 
even.. We then have to distinguish between the case where t is even and the case where t is 
odd.. First let t be odd. Then we know that among the parts t parts of A(°+1)*, there are Qjr 
oddd parts and ^ even parts. This means that we find 

&& +i)+i)-=-=(c!(c!a)a)** < «rh < • • • < ë£ < r^ zl < «2r+. < < «Sfc+i+*>• 
22 Z 2 ^ A 

and d 

„(«+».. = („<<•>• < # > • < . . . < „«* < 1 < „W* + 1 < • • • < ,££, + 1). 
~2~~2~ Z 2 ^ 

Thereforee we find 

&&+l)+l) - tóa) < ̂ a) < . . . *& < y - 1 < * S < • •. ^ U i ) 
22 Z 2 

and d 

22 Z 2 

Wee see that we find the extension (£<a+1>, i?(°+
1)) = {^a\ rf^) U ( f - 1, f + 1) and m is 

upwards. . 
Noww suppose t is even. Then there are | odd and | even parts among the t parts of A(a)*, 
andd so we find 

&&+i)+i)-=-=(£i(£io)o)** < 4"* < < 4 ° " < ̂  < 4 t i < < «SSUi+D. 

and d 

„«•«>•• = („<»>• < „<°>* < ... < „« • <=!+*< „W*l + i < ... < rfcïm + 1). 

hence e 

and d 

„(•+»)) = (^-) < ,£> < „W < | < „J^ < ^ ) . 
Soo in this case, we see that we find the extension (£<0+1),i/a+1)) = ( £ ( a W a ) ) U ( f , f ) 
andd m is downwards. This concludes the proof for even m. If m is odd, we can do similar 
calculations,, which prove that then we find {^a+1\^a+1^) = {^a\v{a)) U (L?J, Tf l ) 
bothh for even and odd t. This proves the induction step and therefore indeed <£i(A) = (£, rj). 
(ii)) Now let q = \. Let A be the partition of 2n describing the unipotent class corresponding 
withh L. Then, analogously to the Bn-case, one can show that </>i (A) = {£,r)) as in (4.22). 
Wee have to take into account however, that in the symbol £ has one part more than 77, while 
011 (A) yields a 2-partition where both have the same length. Therefore we have to add one 
zeroo to die first partition, to get the required result. • 
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4.5.. Deformed symbols 

Thee ^-symbols are only defined for special parameters fo = qk\, and are then used to define 
thee set T>q(L) of Springer correspondents of L e C(q). However, as we have seen, if L takes 
partt in a confluence of several generically residual subspaces, the symbol does not indicate to 
whichh of the participating subspaces, each of the Springer correspondents is attached before 
andd after the confluence. As a remedy,, we now define symbols, which are valid for q  e, 
wheree e is supposed to be small, so that there lie no other special parameter values between q 
andd q  e. 

DEFINITIONN 4.5.1. For &2 = qk\ a special value of the parameters, and e > 0 such that 
therethere are no special values between q andq-ke, we define the  of(£, rj) to be the 
associatedassociated equivalence class in Z^e (n+q,ri) ifq is integer, and the associated equivalence 
classclass in Z^' l T e(n + q + ^, n) if q is half-integer 

REMARKK 4.5.2. Notice the changing of sign of e in the symbol. The reason for this is 
thatt the symbols at a special value &2 = qk\y have been defined as the similarity classes in 
Z%°(n+q,Z%°(n+q, n) or Z^1 (n+q+\, n). These could also be written as Zl~2^q~l){n+q+l, n+q) 

andd Zn'
 2 ( n + g + | , n + g—| ) , but this would be an unnecessary notational burden, 

sincee there would occur negative numbers in the symbols, which would be fixed on the same 
spott in the whole similarity class, and therefore be redundant. However, if we consider 
qq  e in this notation, we find that translating back into symbols with size (n 4- q, n) resp. 
(n(n + q + \ , n), we get the symbols as in the definition above. 

DEFINITIONN 4.5.3. For &2 = (q  t)ki, where &2 = qki is a special value, and L e C(q) of 
typetype A\ x (Bi,fi), the Springer correspondent ofL is the constituent of 

whosewhose a-value of its deformed q-symbol is maximal. We denote this constituent by 

t r ^ - I n d ^ ^ ^ ^ t r i v AA <g> S  (//)). 

Wee want this definition to enable us to assign a fixed Springer correspondent to any residual 
subspacee at any parameter value, such that (a) for generic parameters we find a bijection 
betweenn Wo and the orbits of residual subspaces, (6) this general correspondence refines 
thee already defined correspondence at special values, and (c) for any residual subspace, the 
correspondentt is fixed for all &2 — qku where q' < q < q" and q', q" are two adjacent special 
values.. The rest of this (somewhat technical) section will be devoted to demonstrating that 
thiss is all true. 
FirstFirst we check that this definition indeed assigns a unique correspondent to every residual 
subspacee for generic parameter values: 

LEMMAA 4.5.4. Ifc>0 and sufficiently small such that there are no special values between 
&22 = qk\ and &2 = ( g  e)fci, then every residual subspace L has a unique Springer 
correspondent. correspondent. 

Proof.Proof. As in the proofs of 4.3.2 and 4.3.5, we perform this induction as a series of inductions, 
onee for every factor in A\. We have seen that for an A-factor taking part in the confluence, 
theree are two 2-partitions having the same a-value in their ^-symbol. However, in the de
formedd g-symbol, the a-values are obviously not the same, and so we can for every induction 
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selectt the one with maximal a-value. For q + e, this is done by choosing the highest of the 
twoo consecutive entries corresponding to an ^4-factor, to be in the bottom row, whereas for 
qq — ewe should place them in the top row. G 

Thee Springer correspondent of a residual subspace at a generic value of the parameters is 
thuss a well-defined character of Wo. However, we do not yet know if we so obtain a bijection 
betweenn the generically residual subspaces and Wo, since we do not yet know if two different 
subspacess have different correspondents. 
Firstt we check that the Springer correspondent of a generically residual point does not occur 
ass correspondent of another subspace: 

LEMMAA 4.5.5. Suppose that c(//, k, qk) coincides with the center ofL € C(q) of type AK x 
(Bi,(Bi, u). Then Sq e(fi) has minimal aq t-value among Tiq(L). 

Proof.Proof. In the tableaux Tq €(p) a strip corresponding to an ^-factor gives rise to parts 
(£*",, 7?t) resp. (£~, rj~). As seen in 4.3.2, these parts satisfy $f = f ~ + 1 and 77+ = t]~ - 1 . 
Therefore,, in the g-symbols of Sq e((j,), out of each pair of consecutive entries correspond
ingg to an A-factor, the biggest of these entries will be located in the top row for q + e, and in 
thee bottom row for q — e. The result follows from the remark in the proof of the preceding 
Lemma.. Ü 

THEOREMM 4.5.6. For generic parameters, the Springer correspondence as defined in 4.5.3 
isis a 1-1 correspondence between Wo-orbits of residual subspaces, and irreducible represen
tationstations of W0. It refines the correspondence for special parameter values as defined in 4.2.3, 
i.e.,i.e., for any L € C(q) we have a bijection 

L'ECL'ECqq(L)(L) L'€Cq(L) 

Proof.Proof. Let c(n, fci, fo) be a residual point coinciding for hi = qki with the center of the 
residuall subspace L € C(q) of type AK x (Bi, v). We have seen that the Springer correspon
dentss of L are all 2-partitions in the ^-similarity class containing Sq e(n). Recall that the 
partitionpartition Tq{v) is obtained by removing all strips corresponding to k-factors out of Tq{n). 
Noww suppose we remove some (not necessarily all) of the strips of the ^-factors, say corre
spondingg to AK> with K' C K, after which we find Tq{v') D Tq(v). Say \u'\ = I', then it is 
easyy to see that the constituents of 

tete.-.-MMS*U.S*U.(tri¥(tri¥-'®-'®55**(,/)) (,/)) 

occurr in 
t r „ - Ind^ o ( B n )) (trivK <g> Sq{v)). 

Thereforee indeed the correspondents in the sense of Definition 4.5.3 of all subspaces in 
CCqq(L),(L), are indeed all correspondents T,q(L) of L at fc2 = qk\ in the sense of Definition 
4.2.3.. This proves the second claim of the theorem. As for the first one, this follows es
sentiallyy from the previous Lemma: as we have seen earlier, every .4-factor is represented 
byy two consecutive entries in the (/-symbol. In Sq e(v), these entries occur such that they 
minimizee the a-value w.r.t. the deformed symbols. Therefore, suppose that we consider again 
ann 'intermediary' subspace L' of type AK> x (Bi',v'). Then in the ^-symbol of the Springer 
correspondentt of L' iotq+e, the entries x, y corresponding to a «J will be such that max(x,y) 
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iss in the bottom row, and mm(x,y) in the top row. For the parts in K that do not belong to 
K',, we get the opposite, since these are found in Sq+e(u'). For q - e, the analogous thing 
happens.. This means that indeed the set of Springer correspondents of L is completely split 
upp by the deformed symbols into a bijection with Cq(L). Of course, this bijection may be 
differentt for q + e and q — e. 
Inn the case described in 4.3.5, where we look at the confluence of a higher-dimensional sub-
space,, there are other yl-factors, which do not play a role in the confluence. Everything 
mentionedd above still goes through. G 

Whenn q = k2Jk\ passes through a special value, a generically residual coset either keeps 
thee same correspondent, or obtains a different one. But in the latter case, correspondents are 
alwayss exchanged in pairs: 

COROLLARYY 4.5.7. Let k2 = qk\ be a special parameter value. Let the generically residual 
subspacesubspace L have Springer correspondents Ylq+e(L) = (£,//) and Eq_e(L) = (£',77') for 
qq ~ €. Then the subspace L' for which T,q+e(L') = (£', 77'), satisfies Eq-e(L') = (£, 77). 

Proof.Proof. This follows from the proof of 4.5.6: suppose L has type AK x (BL, v), then (£', 77') 
iss obtained from (£, 77) as follows. An At -factor which takes part in the confluence, is rep
resentedd by two consecutive entries in the g-symbol (they may be part of a longer interval 
off consecutive entries, if there are more At-factors in AK). This interval can occur in the 
symboll with its lowest entry in the top or in the bottom row. We have seen that for q + e, for 
everyy interval corresponding to an AK-factor, its lowest entry is in the top row. Then (£', 77') 
iss obtained from (£, 77) by placing all lowest entries of intervals corresponding to AK in the 
bottomm row. If (£, 77) ̂  (£', 77'), this is an operation of order two, and the corollary follows.D 

REMARKK 4.5.8. In fact, it is easy to describe the subspaces exchanging the correspondents: 
supposee spq(fx) = (K,V), so c = c(/i, fci,fc2) coincides at k2 = qk\ with the center of 
thee residual subspace L of type AK x (Bt, v). Divide the parts of K into two partitions 
KK = K' U K". Let v' (resp. u") be the partitions whose g-tableau consists of Tq{v) together 
withh the strips corresponding to the parts of K' (resp. K"). Then the generically residual 
subspacess of types AK> x (B, v") and AK» x (B, v') exchange Springer correspondents. In 
particular,, c exchanges correspondent with L: in this case K' = 0, K" = K. 

Ass a consequence of 4.2.13, we find that in the outer chamber k2 > (n - l)ki the correspon
dentss are: 

COROLLARYY 4.5.9. If k2 > (n - l)k\, the residual subspace of type A\ x (Bi,fi) has 
SpringerSpringer correspondent (/i, A). 

Proof.Proof. For (A,/i) ^ ( - , l n ) or (1, l n _ 1 ) , this follows from 4.2.13, since there is no conflu
encee at the special line k2 = (n — l)ki involving these subspaces. If (A, p) = (—, l n ) , then 
thee splitting procedure is well defined at k2 > (n - l)ki and yields Sq(l

n) = ( l n , - ) . For 
kk22 < (n-l)fci wefind<Sq(l

n) = ( l , l n _ 1 ) . Therefore the correspondent of {Bn^u ( l n _ 1 ) ) 
forfc22 > ( n - l ^ i s f l ^ - M ) . I n d e e d t r . - l n d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l j ^ t - , ! " - 1 ) ) = (1.1»-1) 
i f g > n - l .. D 

Wee now have a definition of Springer correspondents of a residual subspace for any parameter 
value.. It remains to check that, for two consecutive special parameter values q > q', we find 
thee same correspondent at q - e and q' + e: 
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PROPOSITIONN 4.5.10. Let q > q[be two consecutive special parameter values. Let (A, p) be 
aa 2-partition ofn, and I:— |/x|. Then the Springer correspondent of the residual subspace of 
typetype A\ x (Bi,fjb) is well-defined, since we have 

tTtTqq,,+e+e-lnd™°^-lnd™°^{Bi){Bi)(triv(trivxx <g> S,*+e (/*)). 

Proof.Proof. First we remark that Sq-e (/i) = Sq>+e(ft), since the map Sq is well-defined on generic 
q,q, and hence constant between consecutive special values, since it can only take a different 
valuee around a point where it is not defined, and these are precisely the special parameter 
values. . 
Noww suppose for convenience that q is integer and q' is half-integer, the other case being 
analogous.. Let AK c A\ consist of the A-factors taking part either in the confluence at 
&22 = qki, or in the confluence at &2 = q'k\. These are the strips which can be cut from 
TTqq(n)(n) or Tq'{n). Consider such a factor in AK, say At-\, and suppose we carry out the 
inductionn corresponding to this factor, as we explained in the proof of 4.3.2. Then we claim 
thatt for this factor the assertion is true. Indeed, in the notation of the proof of 4.3.2, we have 
too show that we find the same pair (&, r)j) r)j) both for q and q'. We show this separately for 
oddd and even t. If t was odd, i.e., the confluence is at fo = Qki, then we need to select 
inn (4.13) the 2-partition which yields maximal a-value w.r.t. the deformed ^-symbol for 
qq — e: this is (£t-, 77J-) = ( [ | ] — (i - j), |_§J + (i — j))t but this is equal to the common 
valuee to which (4.16) reduces for odd t. If t is even, men we need to select in (4.16) the 
2-partitionn which yields maximal a-value w.r.t. the deformed (/-symbol for q' + e: this is 
(fi>> Vj) = ( | — (* — 3)11 + (* — J"))» which is also equal to the common value of (4.13) for 
evenn t. This proves the claim for AK. 
Noww consider an A-factor in A\\K, which are the A-factors not participating in the conflu
ence.. Consider At-\. Suppose t is odd. First we look at the Springer correspondent at 
qq + e. Suppose we are in situation (4.11), where we have found £k-i as in (4.12). Then the 
factt that the At-i does not play a role in the confluence, is as we have seen, equivalent to 

&_ i + 11 = L | J - (* r - i - / ) .T i i cnwcf ind(S_^» / / ) = ( L I J - ( * - * - / ) . r |1 + ( * - i - / ) ) -
Onn the other hand, for q' + e, we will then find k — i + 1 in (4.17), which means that in 
thiss case we find tfU+i.tf/) = (|"§1 - (k - i + I -  + (k - i + 1 - f)) = 
(L|JJ ~~ (k ~~ * ~ / ) ' Til + (fc _ * — / ) ) • But this means, that in both cases we have 
£jt_ii = £jUi+i = l%\ — (k — i — ƒ), so we find the same 2-partition. If on the other 
hand,, we are in situation (4.14), then suppose we find there that rj^-i satisfies (4.15). Then 
thee fact that the strip does not fit into the g-tableau is because 7/5+1 = |_|] — (k — i — f). 
Thenn we obtain (£}, »£_<) = (|"|] - (ƒ - k + i), \\\ + (ƒ - k + %)). On the other hand, 
contraryy to the previous case, for q' + e, we find that rfk-i satisfies (4.18), and we obtain 
(^.*4-*)-(rn-(/-*+o,, LIJ-(ƒ-*+*), rêJ+(/-*+o).Mwc did «org-€. 
Iff t is even but the strip of length At-\ does not fit into the g-tableau, then everything works 
analogously.. D 

Thiss means that we have indeed a well-defined Springer correspondence for any residual 
subspacee at any parameter values, which is constant on connected components of the regu
larr parameters space. We will next give some examples, and then suggest another way of 
calculatingg them. 
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4.5.1.. Examples, continued. Let us take a look again at the examples treated in section 
4.2.1. . 

ExampleExample 4.2.15, continued. In the first example, where n = 5, q = §, we looked at the 
confluencee of the residual point c = c((113), k\, k2) and the subspace L of type Ai x 2?3, (3). 
Aroundd q = §, we now find the following symbols and a-values: 

(£,, rj) symbol for q = § + e aa+ e(£, T?) symbol for q = § - e ö3_e(£, rj) 

Therefore,, we see that for q > | , c has correspondent (13,1) = <S3+e(113) and L has 
correspondentt (3,2), and for q < §, c has correspondent (3,2) = <f>3_e(113) and L has 
correspondentt (13,1). This is as predicted in Remark 4.5.8. 

ExampleExample 4.2.16, continued. Here we were considering the case n = 6, q = 1, and the 
confluencee of the centers of the generically residual subspaces BG, (222), B5, (122), A2 x 
Z?3,, (3) into the center of L e C(\) of type A2 x B2, (2). We find as a-values: 

(S,V)(S,V) symbol ai+tfarj) 

(122,1) ) 

q=l-eq=l-e (112,2) 

(22,11) ) 

(12,12) ) 

Noww let us calculate the correspondents for q = 1  e. For B&, (222), this is done by splitting 
thee appropriate tableaux T (222). We obtain Sq+e(222) = (122,1) (resp. 5i_e(222) = 
(12,12)),, which is indeed the representations with lowest ai+e-value (resp. ai_e-value) of 
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thee four representations involved, in agreement with Lemma 4.5.5. Now consider L\ of type 
BB55,, (122). Since S1+e(122) = (22,1), we induce 

Ind*XBB ( ( l )®(22 , l ) )) = I n d g x B 5 ( [ ( l , - ) + ( - , l ) ]®(22 , l ) ) 

== (23,1) + (122,1) + (22,2) + (22,11), 

andd so Ei+e(Li) = (22,11). We could have also seen this as follows: the entries 0 and 1 
inn the 1-symbols correspond with the .Ao-factor, which is being induced. Therefore they are 
positionedd to maximize the a-value: the 1 in the bottom row. On the other hand, die strip 
correspondingg to me j42-factor is still inside the qr-tableau of (S5, (122)), so its entries (3 and 
4)) occur as in Sq(122), which minimizes me a-value of the deformed symbol: the 4 is in the 
topp row. 
Next,, we consider L2 of type A2 x B3, (12). Then Sq(12) = (12, - ) and so we compute 

h d £ x B , ( ( 3 ) ® ( 1 2 , - ) )) = Ind I ; x B , ( [ (3 , - ) + (2,l) + (l ,2) + ( - , 3 ) ]®(12 1 - ) ) 

== (14,1)+ ( 2 4 , - ) + ( 114 , - ) + (123,-) 

+(14,1)) + (23,1) + (122,1) + (13,2) + (22,2) 

+(13,2)++ (12,3) 

andd therefore Ei+ £(L 2) = (112,2). 
Finally,, consider L3 of type A2 x f i 2 , (2). This time the induction 

Ind5«Xj42xB2((l)®(3)<8)(2,-)) ) 

willl contain a factor (12,12), which is therefore its correspondent. 
Wee can do the same for q = 1 — e, and one can check that we find the following correspon
dents: : 

subspacee q = 1 + e q — \ — e 

B6,(222)) (122,1) (12,12) 
£5,(122)) (22,11) (112,2) 
i4 3x(B 3 , (12))) (112,2) (22,11) 
AA22x(Bx(B22,(2)),(2)) (12,12) (122,1) 

fromm which we see that in the confluence, correspondents are exchanged between B§, (222) 
andd A2x B2, (2) and between 2?5, (122) and A2 x B$, (12), in agreement with 4.5.8. 

ExampleExample in Remark 3.4.7, continued. Let us consider again the situation in Remark 3.4.7 
wheree we had n = 11, and die 3 generically residual points ei, c2,C3 corresponding to the 
respectivee partitions (33221), (33311), (32222). At q = 1 tfiey coincide witfi each other and 
thee centers of the residual subspaces Li of type spi (c»), i.e., AQ X (£4, (211)), A6 x (B4 , (22)) 
a n d 4 6 x ( £ 4 , ( l 4 ) ) . . 
Thee 1-tableaux of the points Q split under e as follows: for q = 1 + e we find (23,24), 
(223,4),, (3,44); while for q = 1 - e we get (22,25), (222,5), (2,45). These partitions have 
thee following symbols and a-values around q = 1: 
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(£»q)) symbol ai+e(£,T/) 

(23,24)) ( ° 2 ^ €
 4

 6 _ £
 7 ) 14 + 2e 

(223,4)) ( * _ e * 6 _ e
 ? ) ^ " + < 

g = ll + e (3,44) ( ° A _ ^ 2
 ft_

 7 ) 14 + 3e 

144 + 3e 

144 + 2e 

144 + 4e 
~~ ^ ^ — e / — e y 

and d 

(£,*?)) symbol ai_e(£,r/) 

99 = 1 

' ) ) 

• • 

• ) ) 
M M 

14 4 

144 + e 

1 4 - e e 

1 4 - e e 

14 4 

144 - 2 e 

Noww let us calculate the Springer correspondents of the residual subspaces Li for q — 1  e. 
Wee start with q = 1 + e. Since «Si(211) = (2,2), the Springer correspondent of Li for 
qq = 1 + e is 

t r 1 + e - Ind^ l
X Ö 4 ( (7 )®(2 ,2 ) ) ) 

andd one checks that this is (22,25). Notice that (3,44) does not occur in the induction. Again, 
anotherr way to see this is that the entries 0,2,4 correspond to the three residual points c%, and 
thee entries 6,7 to the A-factor. Since S\{c\) — (2,2), the symbols with entries 0 and 4 in 
thee top and 2 in the bottom row correspond to the confluence with c\. The a-value w.r.t. the 
11 + c-symbol is maximal if 7 is in the bottom row. 
AA similar reasoning applies if we calculate the other correspondents, and we find the follow
ingg table of correspondents: 
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subspacee q = \ + e q= I — c 

dd (23,24) (22,25) 
LxLx (22,25) (23,24) 
c22 (223,4) (222,5) 
LL22 (222,5) (223,4) 
c33 (3,44) (2,45) 
£33 (2,45) (3,44) 

Wee thus see indeed that, as shown in Remark 4.5.8, each point c* simply exchanges corre
spondentt with Li. 





CHAPTERR 5 

"Unipotentt classes" for special parameters 

5.1.. Definition 

Wee have now given the definition of Springer correspondents for any parameter value. This 
givess us a direct way of computing them. In the group cases, we have seen that the new defi
nitionn coincides with the classical one. But in these cases, there is another way of computing 
them,, by using the following diagrams: 

{AA h 2n + 1 j r even = even} 

(5.1)) I h / V f t m \fiC 

{(£>> v) I (£> *?) n a s increasing symbol} *—? {residual subspaces}/Wb 

and d 

{AA (- 2n + 1 | r ^ j = even} 

(5.2)) *iS*i  . ^f? 
Sprinser r 

{(£,r?)) J (£,17) has increasing symbol} «—• {residual subspaces}/W0 

Thee aim of this chapter is to try to generalize these diagrams to all special values of the 
parameters.. For this, we need to define a generalization of the maps <frq, tpq and f^, as well 
ass of the sets U\ (n) := {A h 2n + 1 | reven = even} and Ui (n) = {A h 2n | r0dd = 
odd},, which parametrize the unipotent classes in the group cases. First of all let us see what 
thee appropriate analogue of Uq(n) is. This will be a subset of the partitions of a number 
dependentt on n and q. 
InIn the group cases we have seen that a residual point with jumps j% corresponds to the partition 
AA with parts Aj = Iji + 1. Therefore, we generalize this to all special values, associating to a 
residuall point c(/i, k\, fo) with jumps j% the partition A with parts 2j» + 1. We then find that, 
ass we would like, | A| is independent of the residual point: 

LEMMAA 5.1.1. Let fo = Qki be special and let c = c(/i, fci, A )̂ be residual Let the jumps 
ofcofc be {j\, j 2 , . •. }, and define A to be the partition with parts 2jk + l.Ifq is integer, then 
IAII = 2n + q2, and if it is half-integer, then \ A| = 2n + q2 — \. 

Proof,Proof, (i) Suppose that q is integer. First consider /H > p>i > • • • > /// with I < q — 1. Then 
Sq(fi)Sq(fi) = (/i, —), and the jumps of care {q + p\ — 1, q + p>2 — 2 , . . .,q + fn—l,q — l — l,q — 
II — 2 , . . . , 1,0} as can be seen from the following picture of Tq(^): 

93 3 
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q q 

q- l l 

q-2 2 

4+1 1 

q q 

q+2 2 

q->#3-3 3 

q-Hl2-2 2 

q+m-i i 

q-- q+m-i i 

Therefore,, we find that indeed 
q-l-l q-l-l 

J2J222JkJk + l = £(2(g + Mi-z) + l)+ £ (2t + l) 

== rj + 2n-2^-2^- f-1^-<> 
== 92 + 2n 

++ (9 -0 

Noww consider the general situation, where we may (and will) assume that Tq (p) is in stan
dardd position, i.e., (£, rj) = <S9(/z) consists of first q — 1 horizontal blocks (£1 , . . . , £g-i) = 
(/xi, . . . ,, Hq-i), followed by a series of alternating horizontal and vertical blocks. Then 
(&rj*?)>> with £ t r = (£q,£q+i, •. • ,£q+n), is the g-tableau of a residual point for g = 1. 
Thereforee we know that Ylk>q(^Jk + 1) = 2(X)fc>g Mfc) + 1- Thus 

? - i i 

5>j f cc + l) = 5^(2(9 + flk-k) + l) + ^2(2jk + l) 
kk k=l k>q 

== 2q(q-l) + 2j2^-2{-^^- + (q-l) + 2j2^ + l 
fc=lfc=l " k>q 

== q2 + 2n. 

(ii)) If q is half-integer, we find that if l(p) < g - I that the jumps are {q + p\ — l,q + p2 — 
2,...,q2,...,q + m — l,q — I — l,q — I — 2 , . . . , I , | } , which after a similar computation yields 
J2iJ2i 2ji + 1 = Q2 + 2n — f. The general case is treated analogous to integer q as well. D 

Thiss leads us to consider partitions of 2n + q2 for integer q, and partitions of 2n + q2 - \ 
forr half-integer q. We can now define the set of partitions that forms the analogue of the 
unipotentt classes. 

DEFINITIONN 5.1.2. Ifq is integer we define 

UUqq(n)(n) := {A = ( l r i 2 r 2 . . . ) h 2n + q2 | r̂  is even if i is even and \~] (r^ mod 2) > q>}. 
22 odd 

ThatThat is, we consider partitions of 2n + q2 in which even parts have even multiplicity and 
whichwhich have at least q distinct odd parts with odd multiplicity. 
ForFor half-integer q we define 

UUqq(n)(n) := {A = ( F ^ . . . ) h 2n + q2 - \ \ 

nn is even if i is odd and £ ^ e v e n (n mod 2)>q-\). 
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ThatThat is, we consider partitions of2n + q2 — \ in which odd parts have even multiplicity, and 
whichwhich have at least q — | even parts with odd multiplicity. 

Noticee that in the group case q = 1 we indeed recover U\{n) since a partition of 2n + 1 
alwayss contains an odd part with odd multiplicity. In the group case q = \ we also recover 
thee set U\, since then the second condition in the definition is vacuous and so we find the 

2 2 

partitionss of 2n in which odd parts have even multiplicity. 
Onn Uq(n) we can define the map / | c , associating a residual subspace of the Hecke algebra 
off type Bn with parameters k2 = qki to A € Uq{n). 

DEFINITIONN 5.1.3. Suppose A e Uq(n). 
(i)(i) Ifq is integer, let 11 > li > • • • > ls be the parts that occur an odd number of times in A, 
andand put no := £ \ Ij. All lj are odd and s > q. By removing each lj once from A, we obtain 
aa partition where every part occurs an even number of times. If we remove each second part, 
wewe find a partition d\ > di > - • • > dr. The associated residual subspace L is the one with 

RRLL = Adl_i x Ad2_i x ...Adr-i x Bno, 

andand the residual point in Bno has jumps |_ -̂J- Then L := / |C(A). 
(ii)(ii) Ifq is half-integer, let again be l\ > . ..I s be the parts ofX that occur an odd number 
ofof times. Now all U are even, s > q — \, and again by removing each lj once from A we 
obtainobtain a partition where each part has even multiplicity. Remove each second part to obtain 
aa partition d\ > di > • • > dr, then L = /gC(A) has root system 

RRLL - i4d l_i x Ai2_i x • • • x Adr_i x Bno, 

andand the residual point in Bno has jumps -£. Then L := / |C(A). 

LEMMAA 5.1.4. For every special value hi = qk\, the set Uq(n) parametrizes the set of 
Wo-orbitsWo-orbits of residual subspacesfor these parameter values. 

Proof.Proof. Consider a residual subspace L with RL of type AK x Bi. The residual points in Bi 
aree characterized by their jumps j». From 3.3.3 we know that the parts 2ji + 1 form a partition 
off at least q (resp. at least q — | ) positive and distinct odd (resp. even) parts. By adding two 
partss Ki for every A-factor, we obtain indeed a partition A € Uq{n). Clearly /qC(A) = L. 
Thereforee / | c is a bijection between U Uqq(n)(n) and the set of orbits of residual subspaces. D 

Noticee that for q E {|, 1}, we recover the already existing f^, since for a distinguished 
unipotentunipotent class C\, the jumps of s(C\) satisfy A, = 2ji + 1, as seen in Lemma 3.5.1. 

5.2.. Generalization of the maps ipq and <t>q 

Sincee in the group cases, (f>q(JAq{n)) consists of all 2-partitions with increasing ^-symbol, the 
domainn of the inverse map V>9 consists of these 2-partitions. 
However,, in general, the ^-similarity class of 2-partitions which are the Springer correspon
dentss of a residual subspace, will not contain one with increasing symbol. If there would be 
ann interpretation in terms of representations of a component group (as there is in the Bn- and 
CCnn -group cases) this means that its trivial representation does not in general occur, contrary 
too the group cases! 
Thereforee we consider the map ipq as being defined on any 2-partition (£, 77), by first replacing 
(C>> v) by the unique (£', 77') ~ 9 (£, 77) with increasing g-symbol. 
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5.2.1.. Integer q. We will now describe the map ipq for integer q. Let (a, 0) be a 2-
partitionn of n. 
(i)) We consider a as having q parts more than /3. For convenience, suppose that 0 has n 
andd a has n + q parts. We now replace (a, 0) by the unique 2-composition (£, 77) such that 
(£1(£1 "n) ~<? (öi /?) and (£, 77) has increasing g-symbol. 
(ii)) To this 2-composition (£, 77) we then associate £* and 77* as in the group cases, i.e., we 
takee it — & + (i - 1) and 77* = ^ + (i - 1). Note that £* still is in general a composition 
ratherr then a partition: in the last q parts of £, we have & > &+ 1 - 2, which leads to 
£** > £t*+i - 1- On m e other n a n d rf is always a partition. For example, let n = 4, q = 3, 
andd (a, /?) = ( - , 4). Then the 2-symbol of (a, 0) is 

// 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 \ 
\\ 0 2 4 10 ) 

whichh we rearrange as 

// 0 2 4 6 10 10 12 \ 
VV 0 2 4 8 ) 

soo (£,77) = (0000200,0002), and (£*,»?*) = (0123656,0125). 
(iii)) Next, we form the analogue of A*. First we form an intermediate composition p,*. As in 
thee group cases, we let /i* consist of the parts 2& + 1 and 2?^. We order the first 2n parts 
inn increasing order, and add the last q parts in the order they appeared in £*. In the previous 
example,, we find p* = (0,1,2,3,4,5,7,10,13,11,13). 
(iv)) Now we construct from p* the n-composition /x. We define pi := p* — (i — 1) for 
ii = 1,2,. . . , 2n and //* = /J* — 2n for i = 2n + 1,2n + 2 , . . . , 2n + 9. In the example, we 
gett p = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,3,5,3,5). 
(v)) Finally we remove all zeroes from p, and replace any entries in p of the form (x + 1 , x—1) 
byy (x, x). The end result is A := i>q{a, 0). In the example, we thus find ^ 3 ( - , 4) = (13445). 
Notee that for q = 1, we find indeed the map -01- We now first prove some helpful properties 
off the map ipq. 

LEMMAA 5.2.1. Let (ex, 0) be a 2-partition ofn. 
(i)(i) Suppose that in the q-symbol of {a, (3), one has eq(an+i+i) > eq(0n) > eq(an+i) 
forfor some 1 < i < q. Let atr = (oti, • • • ,an+i), and suppose that ipq(a,0) = A. Then 
i>q(&tr,i>q(&tr, 0) = V = (Ai, A2, •. •, A2n+t). 
(ii)(ii) Suppose that eq(0n) > eq(an+q). Let air = a - an+q and 0tr = 0 - 0n. Suppose 
^q{^q{aa,P),P) = A. Thenipq(atr,Ptr) = Atr = (Ai , . . . , A2(n-i)+9). 

Proof,Proof, (i) This is clear, since if we denote the corresponding 2-compositions with increasing 
^-symbolss by (£, 77) ~q (a, 0) and (&r, 77) ~q (atr, 0), then £ = &r U (£„+ i + i , • • •, U+q)-
(ii)) Suppose that (£, 77) ~ q (a, 0) and (&r, 7]tr) ~ 9 (a, 0) have increasing ^-symbols. Then 
itritr = ($1, • • • 1 £n, Vn - 2, £„+i - 2 , . . . , £n-2+9) and r)tr = 7]~ rjn. Therefore 

CC = (ÉÏ>• • •> C *£ - !. d - i - 1. • • •. C+<, - 1) a nd C = »7* - »?»• 
Noww there are several possibilities. Either we have eq(£n) = eq{qn), or we have eq(£n) < 
eqiVn)eqiVn) < eq(£n+i), or we have eq(r)n) = eq(£n+i). Let us first assume that eq(^n) = 
eeqq(r}n),(r}n), so ^n = 7/n, \iln_x = 2r)l,nln = 2& + 1, and /i2n-i = 2 ^ - (2n - 2) = / i2 n = 
2 ^^ + 1 - (2n - 1). In A = tpq(a, 0) these entries remain the same. Now lets us see what we 
findfind for ipq{atr,0tr). First we calculate /z*r = ( p j , . . . , / / ^ n _ 2 , 2 ^ + 1,2»£ - 1,2^*+1 -
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1,. . . ,2£*+ ,, - 1), and so p,tr = {fiu... ,fi2n-2,2C + 1 - (2n - 2), 2 ^ - 1 - (2n -
2),/i2n+i,At2n+9-2)-- Therefore, in Atr, the two entries (2^* + 1 - (2n - 2),2?7* - 1 -
(2nn - 2)) are replaced by the pair (2£* - (2n - 2), 2ry* - (2n - 2)), which are the same 
entriess obtained in A. This proves the claim in case eg(£„) = eq(r]n). Next we consider the 
secondd possibility eq(£n) < eq(rjn) < e,(£n+i)- Then in n* we get ^ n _ t = 2^|n 4-1 and 
tintin = 2»£. whereas /^ r = (/*?,..., fj^n_x, 2r/* - 1,2&+1 - 1 , . . . , 2&+q_2 - 1), and so 
Mtrr = ( m , . . . ^ 2 n - i , 2 ^ - l - ( 2 n - l ) , 2 a + 1 - l - 2 ( n - l ) , . . . , 2 C + , - l - 2 ( n -
1))) = (pu..., ti2n+q~2)- Hence also Atr = (Ai , . . . , A2 n + 9_2) . The last possibility is that 
eeqq(Vn)(Vn) = eq(£n+i), so r]n = Zn+i + 2 and rfn = £ + 1 + 1. In that case we find in //* that 
tintin = 2 C + i + 1 and fj,2n+1 = 2?7*, and so in p. we get fi2n = A*2n+i = 2r£ - 2n. On the 
otherr hand, p*iT = (/*J,..., /4»-i> 2 < - 1 ,2£ + 1 - 1 ,2£+ 2 - 1 , . . . , 2£2*n+9-2 - 1) and 
soo fitr = (A*i, • • •, /^2n-i, 2?7* - 2n + 1, 2T?* - 2n - 1, A*2n+2, • • •, Mn+q-?)- This means 
thatt in Atr we find Afrj2n = A tr)2n+i = 2jfn — 2n, which are also the corresponding entries 
off A. So we find that in every case, the statement of the lemma holds. D 

PROPOSITIONN 5.2.2. Suppose (a, p) is a 2-partition ofn. Then ipq(a, 0) € Uq{n). 

Proof.Proof. Let the 2-composition (£, 77) of n be the one described in part (i) of the definition of 
ipipqq.. Following the procedure ipq, we find that, since we consider £ as having n + q parts and 
rjrj as having n parts: 

n+qn+q n 2n—1 

|^(a,/?)|| = £ 2(& + (i - 1)) + 1 + £ 2(i* + (t - 1)) - Yl k ~ 2 n? = 2n + <?2> 
t = ll i = l fc=l 

soo indeed \ := ipq(a, ft) \- 2n +q2. It remains to be shown that even parts in A occur with 
evenn multiplicity and that there are at least q odd parts in A with odd multiplicity. Notice that 
althoughh (f, rj) is in general a 2-composition rather than a 2-partition, rj is a partition, as is 
(£i,, • • •»£n+i)- On this part, ipq acts as ^1 and therefore the first 2n + 1 parts of A form a 
partitionpartition where even parts occur with even multiplicity. Also, since tin+i = 2££+* + * stn^i 

pp2n2n+i+i = tin+i ~ 2 n ' the last g parts of p are all odd. In the final step p —* A, we create only 
pairss of equal parts, which shows that indeed in ipq(a, (3) even parts have even multiplicity. 
Noww let us show that ipq{a, /?) contains at least q odd parts with odd multiplicity. We have 
seenn that the parts /z 2 n+i , . . . , p2n+q are all odd, and at least equal to p2n- If A = /*, then we 
aree done. If not, then there are parts £n+i = £n+i+i + 2 in £, for some l<i <q~l, giving 
riserise to entries in the g-symbol of (f, 77) which are equal. Hence we have to show that for 
anyy such pairs of entries, there are two odd parts among AM., . . . , p2n with odd multiplicity. 
Supposee that in (a,/3) one has eq{pn) = eq[an+i). In view of Lemma 5.2.1 (i), we may 
thenn assume that i = q, since otherwise the last q — i entries of A will be different odd entries 
occurringg with multiplicity one. But then we may use 5.2.1(ii) to remove the last parts of 
bothh a and /?. We can continue doing this until we reach a 2-partition of the form (K,V) 
withh increasing g-symbol, for which tpq(K, v) will indeed have at least q odd parts with odd 
multiplicity,, but then so does ipq{a,f3). O 

LEMMAA 5.2.3. The map ij)q is invariant under the shift operation for symbols, and therefore 
reallyreally is a map on Z^,0(n + q, n). 

ProofProof This is clear, since if we add a zero to both a and (3, we add a zero to £ and rj, which 
meansmeans we add two zeroes to A. D 
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5.2.2.. Half-integer q. The map ipq for half-integer special q is basically the same as 
forr integer q, with the following differences: for a double partition (a, (3) we consider the q-
symbol,, in which a has q+\ parts more than (3. We again rearrange the symbol in increasing 
orderr and consider the associated 2-composition (£, 77) of n, but now we view £ as having 
qq - \ more parts than 77. We then compute (£*, 77*) and /i* as we did for integer q. We 
obtainn \i as m = p* - (i - 1) for i = 1,2,. . . , 2n - 1, and & = n* - (2n - 1) for i — 
2/1,271-1-1,.... ,2n+q— | . Finally we again replace parts (£+l,:r—1) by (x,x) to obtain the 
partitionn A. Then we can prove analogously to 5.2.2 that we always find ij)q(ct, (5) e Uq(n). 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.4. Let n = 3, q = § and (a, /3) = ( - , 12). Then the symbol is 

// 0 2 4 6 8 

^^ 1 4 7 

whichh we rearrange into increasing order to find 

00 2 4 7 8 
11 4 6 

andd so the corresponding 2-composition is (£, 77) = (0010, Oil) (notice that we have omitted 
thee first zero of £ to give it the correct length). Therefore we have (£*, 77*) = (0133,023), 
H*H* = (0134677), fi = A = (0011222). 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.5. Let n = 6, q = §, (a, 0) = (11,4). Then its symbol is 

( \ 33 5 ) 

whichh we rearrange as 

) ) 
soo (£, 77) - (31,2), (£*, 77*) = (32,2), /i* = (475), ^ = (464) and A = (455). 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.6. Letn = 6,q= §,(<*,/?) = (111,3). Then its symbol is 

whichh we rearrange as 

33 5 \ 

44 J 

( ' . '' s ) 
andd so we get (£, 77) = (121,02) (note that this time we have to add a zero to 77 to give it the 
rightt length); which yields (£*, rf) = (133,03), /z* = (03677) and A = /i = (02444). 

Thee point of these maps is of course that they are defined to generalize the diagrams (5.1) and 
(5.2)) into the following: 

UUqq{n) {n) 

Spring* * 

Wee will define the map <f>q in a moment. First we prove 

(5.3)) % // 4>q \ ff 
{Wo/~{Wo/~qq}}

SS&&eTeTC(q)/WC(q)/W0 0 
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PROPOSITIONN 5.2.7. For all special fc2 = qk\, the diagram (5.3) is commutative, i.e., 

{f{fqq
cc o $q o E,)(L) = L for all L € C(q). 

Proof.Proof. Consider L € C{q) of type AK x (£?/, u). We prove the Proposition by induction on 
1(K). 1(K). 

(i)) If 1(K) — 0, then we consider a residual point c{v, k, qk)y whose g-tableau Tq{u) we may 
assumee to be in standard position. We have to show that 

f?Msf?Msqq{v))){v))) = (-")• 
Supposee that the point has jumps {ji,J2, - • •,hm+q}- Then Sq{y) = (£,77) where £ = 
(jl>> J2, • • • , J2m+l ,J2m+2 ~ 1, j2m+3 - 2, . . . , j 2 m + 9 - (? ~ 1)) and 7} = (j2 + 1, J4 + 
1,, • • •, J2m+1). This leads to £* = ( j i , j3+l , J s+2 , . . . , jtm+i+m, j2m+2+m,..., J2m+q+ 
m)m) and 77* = (ja + 1, j 4 + 2 , . . . , J2m + m) and therefore we find that /J* = (2ji + 1,2j2 + 
2,2J33 + 3 , 2 j 4 + 4 , . . . , 2 i 2 m + i + 2 m + l ) 2 7 2 m + 2 + 2 m + l , . . . , 2 j 2 m + g + 2m + l ) , and that 
AA = ^g(£, 77) indeed consists of the distinct odd parts (2ji + 1,2j2 4 - 1 , . . . , 2jf2m+g + 1). 
(ii)) Now suppose that we are dealing with a subspace of type AK x (Bi, v) and that we know 
thee proposition is true for every residual subspace L for which RL contains at most 1(K) — 1 
^4-factors.. After having added the first 1(K) — 1 A-factors, suppose we have a g-symbol of 
sizee (m+q, m). We consider the effect of adding the two new entries corresponding to the A-
factorr At j as it has been described in the proof of 4.3.2. Since Sq(u) has increasing ^-symbol, 
andd ipq rearranges the entries of the ^-symbol, there are three possibilities for their position: 
eitherr they are found in position (&, 77*) for some 0 < i < m, either in position (&+i,»/») 
forr some 0 < i < m, or in position (&, &+i) for some i > m. This last possibility does not 
occurr in the group cases. Let us consider these possibilities one by one, where we also have 
too distinguish between the case where t is odd resp. even. In the first case, if t is odd, we have 
(&»» *k) = (U J1 Til )• This implies that £ = \\J + (i - 1 ) and 77* = f | ] + i -1, hence in /z* 
wee find the parts A^_x = 2 [ | J + 2(i - 1) + 1 = t + 2(i - 1) and n*2i = 2 f | ] + 2(t - 1) = 
££ + 2z — 1. This means that indeed we find //2i-i = ^2i-i — (2i — 2) = t and /x2i = 
^ - ( 2 1 - 1 )) = «. If* is even, then we find (&,»*) = (§, §), (£\*7*) = ( | + i - l , f + i - l ) , 
andd so ^t—1 = * + 2* — 2, /z2i = t + 2i — 1 which again yields fi2i-\ = A*2» = *• This shows 
thatt indeed, we find two equal entries t in A, which will indeed produce a factor At-\ under 
thee map / J c . The second case where (f i+i, 77») = ( [ | J , [ | ] ) or ( | - 1 , | +1) proceeds in the 
samee way. Finally consider the third possibility, which happens when there is no 2-partition 
inn the similarity class with increasing qr-symbol. After rearranging the symbol into increasing 
order,, we find in the 'tail' of the symbol containing the last q parts of £, two consecutive 
entriess with difference 0 or 1. They correspond to the largest A-factor. This implies that in 
thee proof of 4.3.2, we have found (£t', 77^) = (f | ] - (i - m), |_|J 4- (i - m)), giving rise to 
thee entries [ |] + i + m and [f J + i + m. Remember that since we follow the proof of 4.3.2, 
noww £ is numbered starting with £0 and so is 77. In the increasing ^-symbol, these entries take 
positionn (&_i, &). This means that &_i = [|J + i + m - 2(i - 1) = [^\-i + m+ 2 and 
&& = | - | ] + i + m _ 2 i = r i " | - i + m . This implies £*_! = ( J J + m + l a n d ^ = ["!l+m- S o 

inn /i* we find two parts t+2m, which means that in fj, we find two parts t. If t is even, then we 
findfind after rearranging the ^-symbol in increasing order that eq{£i-i) — e9(&) = ^+i + m, 
hencee &_i = | - i + m + 2,£i = | - 2 + m , so £*_x = \ + m + 1 and £* = | + m. This 
meanss that in fi* we find two consecutive parts t + 2m + 3 and t + 2m + 1, and in JJL we thus 
gett i + 1 and t — 1. Therefore again A contains 2 new parts i and indeed / ^ finds a factor 
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AAtt-\.-\. Since one easily shows that the other parts of A have remained the same, this proves 
thee induction step. 
(iii)) If q is half-integer, the proof is analogous. D 

Noticee that for q = | , 1, this is essentially how we demonstrated mat our general Springer 
correspondencee reduces to the classical one in the group cases. 

5.2.3.. Examples. Let us consider again the examples mentioned in the definition of ipq 

andd the Examples 5.2.4-6. 
InIn the definition of tpq for integer q in 5.2.1, we considered n = 4, q = 3, (a, /?) = (—, 4), 
andd found A = (13445). Therefore, the last (44) gives a factor As, after which we are left 
withh (135). Since |(135)| = 9 = q2, this gives a factor BQ. We conclude that ( - ,4) is the 
Springerr correspondent of the residual subspace of type ̂ 3 . 
InIn Example 5.2.4, we considered n = 3,q — § and (a,/?) = (—,12). We found A = 
(11222).. Therefore /*c(a,(3) = A\. We conclude that A corresponds with the residual 
subspacee of type A\. 
InIn Example 5.2.5, we had n = 6,q = § and (a,0) = (11,4). We found A = (455). Since 
/gC(455)) = A4 x (Bi, (1)), we see that (11,4) is the Springer correspondent of the residual 
subspacee of type A\ x B\ at &2 = \k\. 
Finally,, in Example 5.2.6, we had n = 6,<? = §, and (a,0) = (111,3). We found A = 
(2444).. Under the map f*c, we find a factor A3 and we are left with (24). This corresponds 
too a residual point in f?2 with jumps | and \, which is (11). So (111, 3) is the Springer 
correspondentt of the residual subspace L of type ^3 x ( 5 2 , (11)) for fc2 = ffci-

Wee can now also describe the map 4>q : Uq(n) —> W0/ ~ q itself. First of all we must take 
caree that we give A € Uq(n) the correct length, i.e., the length of an element of ipq(a, /?). 
Forr integer q, ipq(a,j3) has length 2m + q if the g-symbol of (<*,/?) has size (m + q,m). 
Sincee A € Uq(n), surely l(X) > q. Therefore we must also require that /(A) = <?(mod 2). 
Butt clearly this is automatically true for any A e Uq(n). For half-integer q however, we find 
thatt the length Z(A) of A e Uq{n) must satisfy l(\) = q — | (mod 2). This does not follow 
automatically,, so we may have to add a zero to A. We can now describe the map <pq, 

DEFINITIONN 5.2.8. Let A e Uq(n). Its parts are arranged in increasing order. 
(i)(i) For integer resp. half-integer q, replace in the last q resp. q— \ parts ofXa pair of even 
resp.resp. odd entries (x,x) by (x + 1, x — 1) to obtain an n-composition \i.lfq is half-integer, 
possiblypossibly add a zero to make sure l{p) is q — ^ + 2m for some m. 
(ii)(ii) Define p,l = m+{i-l)fori ~ 1,2,... , 2m and p,lm+i = ^2n+i+2mfori = l,2,...,q 
ifqifq is integer; and \x\ = /ii + (i - 1) (i = 1,2,.. . , 2m - 1, fjt%m+i = Mi + ( 2 m _ 1) for 

ii = 1,2,.. . , q — I if q is half-integer. 
(iii)(iii) Form the 2-composition (t,*,rf) where rf contains the Hj- for even p,it and £* contains 
thethe L^- J for odd p-i (in the order they appear in p,*). 
(iv)(iv) Define the 2-composition (£,77) by & — £* — (i — 1) and r/i = TJ* — (i - 1). Ifq is 
half-integer,half-integer, readjust the lengths of£ and rj to /(£) = l(rf) + q + | . 
(v)(v) Finally <j>q(\) := [(£, ri)}q = {(a, (3) h n \ (a, 0) ~ , (£, 77)}. 

Wee have now fully completed the triangle (5.3); all maps in it are explicit bijections. For 
convenience,, we summarize this chapter into the following 
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THEOREMM 5.2.9. Let fo = qki be special Then we have explicit bisections 

UUqq{n){n) *— W0\C(q) «—> Wo/ ~ „ 

suchsuch that in the group cases q € {§,1}, the corresponding maps reduce to the maps that 
describedescribe the classical Springer correspondence. 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.10. Let q = 3, and A = (13447). Then we obtain p = (13537), p* = 
(14759),, (Crf) = (0324,2), (£,n) = (0201,2) with ^-symbol 

2
44 4 7 ) 

Sincee the g-symbol of (1,4) is 

00 2 4 7 
4 4 

andd there are no other 2-partitions with similar g-symbol, we conclude <f>q( 13447) = (1,4). 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.11. Letg = § and A = (2444). Then/i = (02444),//* = (03677), (C,*T) = 
(133,03),, (£, ri) = (121,2) (after adjusting the length of 7/ to make sure that f (£) = l{rj) + 2) 
withh g-symbol 

// 1 4 5 
VV 3 

Sincee (111,3) has ^-symbol 

( ' . '' 5 ) 
andd there are no other 2-partitions with similar ^-symbol, we conclude that </>q(2444) = 
(111,3). . 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.12. Let q = § and A = (112455). Then p = (112464), p* = (124797), 
(Z*,r}*)(Z*,r}*) = (0343,12), (£,n) = (00220,11) with ^-symbol 

00 2 6 8 8 
22 4 

Sincee (—,15) has g-symbol 

// 0 2 4 6 8 
\\ 2 8 

andd there are no other 2-partitions with similar g-symbol, we conclude that 4>q( 112455) = 
( - ,15) . . 





CHAPTERR 6 

Ho-decompositionn of tempered representations 

Soo far the definition of the Springer correspondence for the Hecke algebra has been a com
binatoriall exercise. We believe however that these combinatorics have an application in des
cribingg the representation theory of the Hecke algebra: we can conjecturally parametrize the 
irreduciblee tempered representations with real central character of the affine Hecke algebra, 
andd also calculate their 7io-decomposition. In fact, as an Ho-modu\e, such a representation 
naturallyy comes with a grading. The top degree contains our Springer correspondent. The 
formulationn of these conjectures requires some more data, which we will now proceed to 
describe. . 

6.1.. Green functions 

Thee description of our conjectures needs the Green functions. These are well-known for the 
groupp case, and have been generalized recently by Shoji in the context of complex reflection 
groups.. We will need a certain type of these generalized Green functions. First we recall the 
definitionn of the original Green functions. 

6.1.1.. Definition. Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group over an alge
braicallyy closed field K of characteristic p, let q = pe and suppose G has a split Wq -structure, 
withh corresponding Frobenius map F. We further assume that p is good for G. Then GF is a 
finitee group of Lie type; it has a BN-pah and Weyl group WQ. We assume that both G and 
GGFF have root system (TÏQ, X, RQ, V, II). 
Forr every F-stable maximal torus of G, and every character 9 of TF, Deligne and Lusztig 
havee defined in [8] a character RT,$ of GF. In the case where T lies in an F-stable Borel B 
(inn which case we say that T is maximally split), we can extend 9 to BF by putting UF in 
thee kernel. In this case one has RT,& = 9^F. For arbitrary 0, it turns out that for a unipotent 
elementt u € GF, the value of RT,$(U) is independent of 9. We denote this common value 
QT{U),QT{U), and call QT the Green function. It is a GF-invariant function on GF

ni, where GF
ni 

denotess the unipotent elements of GF. QT only depends on the <7F-conjugacy class of T, 
andd these conjugacy classes are in 1-1 correspondence with the conjugacy classes of WQ, 
seee [6]. Let Tw be the torus corresponding to w e Wo, and write Qw for QT,,,- Take an 
irreduciblee character x € ^ o - Then we define 

QxQx = Jw7\ E x(w)Qw, 
11 U | w£Wo 

103 3 
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orr equivalently (because £ x(w)x(v) is z e r o if w a nd v are not conjugate, and is | Wo \/c(w) 
iff they are) 

QwQw = ^2x(w)Qx-
x x 

Wee also refer to the Qx as Green functions. For our conjectures we need another formula 
(seee [54]) for the Green functions. To state it, we need a precise description of the unipotent 
conjugacyy classes in GF. Let C be a unipotent class in G, then, since we assume that G is 
split,, C is F-stable. It is known (by [53] for classical groups and by [3] for type E) that 
theree exists a 'good' representative u € CF, unique up to GF -conjugacy modulo the center 
off G. For such u, F acts trivially on the component group A(u) = ZQ{U)/Zc{uf, and 
thee set of GF-conjugacy classes in CF is in bijective correspondence with the set A(u)/ ~ 
off conjugacy classes of A(u). We denote by ua a representative of the <7F-conjugacy class 
inn CF represented by a e J4(w)/~. Finally, recall that Bu denotes the variety of Borel 
subgroupss of G containing u. 
Thenn we have the following formula for the Green function Qw: 

ddu u 

(6.DD Qw(g) = £ Tr((w,a),H2m(Bu))q
m, 

771=0 0 

iff g E GF
ni is GF-conjugate to ua. 

6.2.. Computation via the matrix equation 

Inn [31], Lusztig finds an algorithm for computing the Green functions as solutions of a matrix 
equation.equation. Let us review it here. As we have seen in 2.1, the Springer correspondence asso
ciatess to each irreducible character x ê l ^ a pair (u, p), with u a unipotent element (up to 
conjugacy)) in G, and p an irreducible character of the component group A(u). Not all pairs 
(«,, p) arise in this way. But, if we denote the image of the Springer map by J0> then at least 
alll pairs (u, 1) belong to Jo- In our i?n-case, this is equivalent to the fact that every similarity 
classs of g-symbols contains an increasing one for q E { \ , 1}. 
Noww we define, for each i = (u, p) e Xo» a GF-invariant function on GF

ni by 

./,, /„\ _ ƒ P(a) i f 9 is GF - conjugate to ua 

wheree u G C. We define an inner product on the space V of GF -invariant functions GF
ni —• 

Qby y 

<M>== E f(9)Hg). 
g£Gg£GFF . 
"" uni 

andd we define 
Mijj := {iïi^j}-

Thenn it has been shown by Lusztig ([31]) that the set {tpi | i e Jo} is a basis of the subspace 
V00 of V which is spanned by the Green functions Qi. Here we have written Qi for Qx, if 
throughh the Springer correspondence i € Jo corresponds with \- Therefore there exist Wji 
suchh that 
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AA priori, the -K^ belong to Qj, but by the geometric interpretation in [34] of the Green func
tionss (see (6.1)), it follows that actually there exist polynomials p^ and 7Tjj in Z[i], which 
aree independent of g, such that /i^ = ^(q) and 7IY, = itij(q). 
Thee following is well known (see e.g. [54]). 

LEMMAA 6.2.1. In view of (6.1), if j = (u,p) and Qi = Qx then the entry ir^ can be 
expressedexpressed as 

(6.2)) -Kji=Y,{H2m{Bu),X®p)Qm-
m>0 0 

Proof.Proof. Let i «-> x G WQ under the Springer correspondence. As a Wo x .A(ii)-module, 

HH2m2m(B(Buu)=)= ]T ^ ® < ° > 
ii>eWii>eW00,p€A(u) ,p€A(u) 

wheree of course n™• denotes the multiplicity of ip ® p. With this notation, we obtain, for 
gg € G^ni which is GF-conjugate to ua: 

Qi(g)Qi(g) = Qx(9) = 4 i E xWQM 

== MS E x(») E £<,*«)*•>«" 
11 0 | w€W0 m>0 ip,p 

== E E (HET E <„xW(-«)) "(°)«m 

-- E ( E "?*«")'*•> 
PPeA(u)eA(u) \m>o } 

EE (Enx.p«m)^<9) 
j€lo:j'=(u,p)) \ m > 0 / 

-- ElE^X")^)-
j€Xoj€Xo \ m > 0 y 

Butt clearly, this means that indeed 

(6.3)) ^ = £ n-p g
m = £ <#2m(*U X ® P></m, 

m>00 m>0 

iff i <—* x and j = (u, p). D 

Moreover,, it is known that the structure of H2m(Bu) as a W0 x ,4(u)-module is independent 
off p. 
Wee now multiply the matrix (71 )̂ on the left with the transposed character table of W0, 
too obtain a matrix (Qw,j) where w runs over the conjugacy classes in W0 and j e Jo
inn the following calculation of this matrix, we denote by i{4>) the Springer correspondence 
<p<p •-» i{<f>) 6 Jo- Then we have, for j = (u, p): 
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(6-4)) Qw,j = E ^M^jAt) 

== E E <K«>Xp<r 
<t><t> m > 0 

== E(E"J>^))<?m 

m > 00 4> 

(6.5)) d 5 E^' ,m(w)9TO» 
m>0 0 

i.e.,, we put ip>'m = rig <f>(w). If we keep u fixed but vary p e A(u), we thus find: 

(6-6)) E Q«* = E ( E<#2m(*tj,*M«o]<r 

(6.7)) = ^ £ ^ ' ' m (« ; ) 9
m . 

™>°j=(u,p),pej4(w) ) 

Inn other words, this expression enables us, once we have determined the (irji), to determine 
thee decomposition of H* (Bu) as a W0-module. We will do this for B2 in an example below. 
Firstt we proceed to explain how one can indeed calculate the itji using a matrix equation. 
Onn the unipotent classes, we have a partial ordering by putting C < C' if C C C'. If 
ii = (C, p), we write C = Ci. Now we order J 0 in an order which refines the partial order < 
onn the Ci. 
Thee last ingredient in the matrix equation is the solution matrix Q. Its entries are given by 

QQ = (uty); ujij = tNR(xi ® Xj ® <0-

Inn this formula, N denotes the number of reflections in Wb, e is the sign representation of 
Wo,, and we denote by Xitne character corresponding to i € Jo- The function R is given by 
(R(Rll being the degree-i part in the coinvariant algebra, which we regard also as a character of 
Woo since it has the structure of a Wo-module): 

i>0 i>0 

Iff X is an irreducible character of Wo, R(x) is the fake degree of x-
Thenn it is shown by Lusztig that the polynomials it^ and / i ^ are the unique solution of the 
followingg system of equations with unknown II = (7r^)ijei0 , M = (fjbij)ijex0

: 

(6-8)) N _.- _ , d 

fiijfiij = 0 unless Ci = Cj; 
ifijifij = 0 unless Ci < Cj or i = j ; 
ifjj=tifjj=tdd"" for j = (u,p); 
' I IMI!! = Q. 
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REMARKK 6.2.2. Although uniqueness of the solution to (6.8) is not difficult to show, it is not 
clearr that the solution matrices have entries in Z[t]. One can in general only show that they 
belongg to Q{t). See also [13], where an algorithm to solve equations of type (6.8) is given, 
inn the more general setting where one also considers complex reflection groups, and with du 

replacedd by a^ (the highest degree of t dividing the generic degree D^t), 4> € W0). 

6.2.1.. Special case: T^pe A. Now suppose that we are dealing with type A, where 
GG = GLn(K) and F is the standard Frobenius (ay) *-* ( a y ) , for q some power of p. Then 
GGFF = GLn(¥q), with Weyl group Wo = Sn. All the component groups A(u) are trivial, 
andd Jo consists of the pairs (C, 1), where C runs over all unipotent classes. This means that 
thee functions ipi take the simple form, for i = (C, 1), 

,, , , ( lifgeCF 

*M*M = [ QifgtCF 

i.e.,, tpi is the characteristic function of Cf. For the Green functions, we can then write 

jj  r-Ck<Cj 

ifg€Cifg€CFF,andg<£,andg<£ Cf for all/ < k. 
Sincee for GLn(K), the unipotent classes are indexed by the partitions of n, we find that 
thee -Kji  are a set of polynomials in g, indexed by partitions, and such that ir\ift = 0 unless 
AA < p, in the dominance partial ordering (4.2) of partitions. In fact, the TT,* are the modified 
Kostkaa polynomials K\^{€) = t^^Kx^t-1): if C* is parametrized by A and Cj by p, 
then7Tij(t)) = K\^(t). 
Thiss means that the Green functions can, for type A, also be described in terms of sym
metricc functions. This goes as follows, see [16] (for the original article) or [42] (for a brief 
description).. Let X be the transition matrix between the power sums products pp and the 
Hall-Littlewoodd polynomials P\: 

pppp(x)(x) = Y,X£(t)Px(x;t). 
A A 

Soo p is the row-index and A is the column index. Then we have, if we denote by \P
X the value 

off the character \ x at cycle type p, 

* ? ( * ) - £ X , A * A , M ( * ) ) 
A A 

wheree K\t(JL is the Kostka-polynomial. Then we find polynomials, which are also called 
Greenn polynomials by [42] as follows: putting n(X) = £ ( i - l)Ai, we have 

QQXX
pp{q){q) = qnWXX

p{q-1). 

Onn the other hand, we have seen that the Green functions 7r\,M are equal to n\^{q) = 
K\K\litlit{q).{q). Since K{t) is the transition matrix between Schur functions and Hall-Littlewood 
polynomials,, this leads to 

(6.9)) Qj(«) = E x p ^ A f o ) . 
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Wee also had 

QTQTPP(U\)(U\) = J^XpQx'M 
V V 

Wee see that Shoji's Green function w^x is equal to Qx»(u\) (but unfortunately with this 
notationn it is not true that Qp

x = Qxx (up), which was asserted in [55]). 

6.3.. Generalization 

Wee follow here the article [56]. In this article, the notion of Green functions is generalized 
too complex reflection groups, in a way analogous to what we have just described for type A; 
i.e.,, by use of (generalized to this case) Hall-Littlewood functions. These Green functions 
cann also be characterized as the unique solution of a matrix equation of type (6.8). 
Wee will describe his generalization now, bearing also the following in mind. Recall from 
sectionn 2.4 that the unipotent classes in G = Sp2n(

<&) or G = SC^nn-i(C) are parametrized 
byy similarity classes of g-symbols (q e {^, 1}). It is also known that if A parametrizes a 
unipotentt class in G, and we take the 2-partition P n 2 3 (£,T?) — <£9(A), then aq(£,r}) = 
dim(Bdim(Buu)) — du. Second, the ordering on the unipotent classes is such that, if C\ resp. C\> 
correspondss to <j>q(\) = (£,77) resp. <f>q(X') = (£',»/). then C\ C C\> implies aq{Z,,rj) > 

Shojii then considers the following generalization of (6.8). We fix r, s and m and consider 
thee symbols Z%s(m). Then choose a total order >- on the set P „ 2 in such a way that ay 3 
impliess a (A(a)) < a(A(/3)), and that similarity classes form intervals. 
Lett P = (j>a^) and A = (A a a) be matrices indexed by Vn^ in the order just chosen. We 
thenn consider the following equation with respect to the unknown variables p a Q and A a Q\ 

'' ^a 3 = ^ unless a ~ 3; 
, ,, . m Pn ft = 0 unless either ct >- 3 and a. * 3, or a = 3; 
ip.w)ip.w) < ">M 

P a , a = i a ( a ) ; ; 
,, PA*P = fi 

Inn view of the remarks above, (6.10) reduces to (6.8) if we consider the symbols of the group 
cases. . 
Thee entries of P are then called Green functions. In [56], Shoji proves that such an equa
tionn has a unique solution. He finds the matrix P, by first generalizing the notion of Schur 
functionss and Hall-Littlewood polynomials to this setting, after which P turns out to be the 
transitionn matrix between these, i.e., P coincides with the matrix of 'Kostka functions' K(t). 
Hee conjectures also that these Green functions are actually polynomials with coefficients in 
Z>0;; and that Pa Q has degree < a(3) - a (a) . If r > 1 and the symbol A(a ) is very special 
(ass defined in [56]), Shoji proves that indeed deg(Pa Q) < a(3) - a{a) and ? Q o e Z[t]. 

6.4.. Example: type B2, the group cases 

Wee will now return to the Hecke algebra, by explaining how for the affine Hecke algebra of 
typee B2 with labels q\ = q2 resp. gi = q\, the Green functions determine the restriction to 
HoHo of the irreducible tempered representations with real central character. This is basically a 
consequencee of (6.6) (hence of (6.1)) and the work of Kazhdan and Lusztig ([26]). 
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6.4.0.1.. C2-- We start with the C2-group case. The Springer correspondence is then de
scribedd by means of the similarity classes of symbols with parameters r = 2,s = l , m = 
(n+1,, n). One can easily check that the a-values of the 2-partitions are a(2, —) = 0, a( l 1, —) 
2,, o(l, 1) = 1, a ( - , 11) = 4, a ( - , 2) = 1 and so we take the order ( - , 11) -< (11, - ) -< 
(1,1)) -< (—,2) -< (2, —). The obtained matrix P of Green functions is 

PP = 

( ( 

\ \ 

t* t* 
tt2 2 

tt33 + t 
tt2 2 

1 1 

0 0 
tt2 2 

t t 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
t t 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
t t 
0 0 

o\ \ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 } } 

Theree are four unipotent classes in the corresponding dual group 5p4 (C), indexed by Ui (4) = 
{(4),, (22), (211), (1111)}. Under the map (f>x, they map to (2, - ) , (1,1), (11, - ) , ( - , 11). 
Thee symbol of the remaining double partition (—,2) lies in the similarity class of the symbol 
off (1,1). 
Inn view of (6.4), we now multiply P on the left with the transpose of the character table of 
thee Weyl group, to obtain a matrix of Green functions, which we denote by Qfj,,p, analogous 
too (6.4) (notice that both Wo and Jo are indexed by 2-partitions of 2): 

// t*  - 2t3 + 2t2 - 2t + 1 
t44 + 2t3 4- 2t2 -I- 2t + 1 

-t-t44 + l 
t44 - 2t2 + 1 

\\ -t4 + 1 

Wee now decompose these Green functions into characters of Wo, in every power of w, as 
suggestedd by (6.4). Let us denote Bu by By, if u € C\ and <£i/2(A) = \i. We write 
Q^pQ^p = Ei>o <AP'*(A*)̂  as in (6.5). Then we find: 

tt22 - 2< 4-1 
tt22 4- 2t + 1 

tt22 + l 
-t-t22 + l 
-t-t22 + l 

-2t+l -2t+l 
2*4-1 1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

tt 1 \ 
tt 1 

-t-t 1 
-t-t 1 
tt 1 / 

AA h 4 unip. class C M M 0/i,* * 

(1111) ) 

(6.11)) (211) 

(22) ) 

(4) ) 

Thee 2-partition (—,2) does not parametrize a unipotent class, but its symbol is similar to the 
symboll of (1,1). Therefore, we indeed find for all /* G <pi (Hi (2)) describing a unipotent 

00 (C = 1) 

<?! ! 

4 l l 

— — 

C22 (C=dist.pt) 

(- ,11) ) 

(11 , - ) ) 

(1,1) ) 

( - ,2 ) ) 

( 2 , - ) ) 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 

(11 1 

(- ,11) ) 
(1,1) ) 

, - )) + ( -
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(11,-) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(1,1) ) 
(2,-) ) 
(-,2) ) 

(2,-) ) 

,2) ) 
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classs (cf. (6.6)): 

(6.12)) J2 ^V,i = t raceK H2i(B^)). 
{V.l/~fJl} {V.l/~fJl} 

6.4.0.2.. B2: We can treat the i?2-group case in the same way, after which we find: 

AA I- 5 type of unip. class C fi i ^ , t 

(6.13) ) 

(11111) ) 

(221) ) 

(311) ) 

(5) ) 

0(C0(C = 

Ai Ai 

Bi Bi 

— — 

1) ) 

BB22 (C=dist.pt) 

( - ,11) ) 

( - 2 ) ) 

(1,1) ) 

(11 , - ) ) 

( 2 , - ) ) 

4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 

( - 1 1 ) ) 
(1,1) ) 

( H , - )) + ( -
(1,1) ) 
( 2 , - ) ) 
( - ,2) ) 
(1,1) ) 
( 2 , - ) ) 
(1,1) ) 
( 2 , - ) ) 
(11,-) ) 

( 2 , - ) ) 

,2) ) 

Again,, there is one column, corresponding to (11, - ) which does not parametrize a unipotent 
orbitt in S0 5 (C) . The symbol of (11, - ) is similar to the symbol of (1,1). Applying (6.12) 
againn yields the Springer correspondents of Cp in the top nonvanishing cohomology groups 
off H(Bfj,). 

6.4.1.. Relation to the Hecke algebra. Recall the p-adic group Q from section 1.2.8, 
withh Iwahori subgroup 2 . We have seen the isomorphism H = End(l j) , where Ti has root 
labelss qi = q2 = q. It can be shown that moreover the category of admissible complex 
representationss of Q which have (non-zero) Z-fixed vectors (also called J-spherical represen
tations),, is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of H. Given such 
aa (/-module Vt then V1 is the corresponding %-module. 
Recalll also the dual L-group G(C). Kazhdan and Lusztig have proven (cf. [26]) that the 
irreduciblee representations of H are in a natural 1-1 correspondence with conjugacy classes 
off triples 

(6.14)) (t,u,p). 

Inn this triple, t is a semisimple element of G(C), u a unipotent element of G(C), such 
thatt tut-1 = uq. The last ingredient p is an irreducible character of the component group 
A(t,A(t, u) = Cc(t, u)/ZGCc(t, u)°. Two such triples (£, u, p) and {t', u', p') are called conju
gatee if there exists ag € G(C) such that t' = gtg-1, u' = gug~l, and also p' = g{p). 
Denotee by Vt,u,P the corresponding ft-module. Then Vt;U,p has central character t. We are 
interestedd in 7Tf*^p ( m e irreducible tempered ^-representations with real central character), 
soo let (t, u,p) be a triple in which t is a real residual point of the real residual coset L. 
Thenn t is determined by u (in fact, by the Jacobson-Morosov theorem, there exists a map 
<t>:<t>: SL2(C) - • G with </>((£!)) = « and then t = ^ d i a g ^ - 1 / 2 , q1/2)). 
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Therefore,, we can omit t from the notation, i.e., Hle™p is parametrized by pairs (u, p), where 
uu € G(C) is unipotent and p is an irreducible character of Cc(r, U)/ZGCG(>", w)°- How
ever,, this group is isomorphic to A(u). We are therefore back in the setting of the Springer 
correspondence. . 
Lett 1Ztemp(G, Z, K) be the C-vector space spanned by the irreducible tempered J-spherical 
representationss of Q with real central character. Then, by the above, there is a map 

rr : fttemP(0,Z",R) -> ^(Wb), V ^ * ( l ) | W o , 

wheree 7£( Wo) denotes the span of the irreducible representations of Wo, and $f(q) is the H-
modulee such that \P(g) = Vx. Lusztig has calculated this map in [36] and [33] as follows 
(seee also [50]): 

(6.15)) r(Vu>p) = e®H(Bu)p, 

wheree e is the sign character of Wo» and Bu is the set of Borel subgroups of G(C) that 
containn u. Since both the groups G(C) (the dual L-group) and G (the algebraic group over 
KK of positive characteristic for which we considered the Green functions) have the same 
roott system RQ (this is why it is convenient to consider the roots of the p-adic group as the 
coroots),, we can now simply replace H(BU) in the above formula by H(BU) of (6.1). 
Wee therefore see that, upon multiplication by e, the Tables (6.11) and (6.13), actually contain 
inn their last column the Ho-types of the irreducible tempered representations with real central 
characterr rj, of H, where L is the residual coset corresponding to C. We thus see that in both 
groupp cases, the residual coset whose center coincides with the generically residual point 
^2 ,, (11), has two tempered representations which have its center as central character. The 
Wo-decompositionn of rfi{B-z)tf™'p for any choice of parameters is calculated in section 8.1. 
Observee also that in both cases, the Springer correspondent of L occurs in the top degree, 
withh multiplicity one. This is of course just a consequence of the above mentioned facts. 
Thesee observations are the motivation to make conjectures for the general case. 

6.5.. ^-decomposition of tempered representations of Hrcc. 

Thee remarks in the previous section lead us to conjecture that the Springer correspondents 
off a residual subspace L contain information on the tempered representations of the Hecke 
algebraa with central character r^. In particular, we conjecture that every irreducible tempered 
W-modulee with real central character 77, is in a natural way a graded Wo-module, in whose 
topp degree we find precisely one of the Springer correspondents of L. Let us describe this in 
moree detail. Recall that we write double partitions in boldface, e.g. a = (a1, a2). 
Lett iill™p(qa) denote the set of irreducible tempered representations of die affine Hecke 
algebraa H with root labels {q& }, which have real central character. 

CONJECTUREE 6.5.1. We have a bijection 

(6.16)) « £ * ( ? ) — Wo, 

forfor all choices of the parameters {q&} > 1. 

BothBoth sides of (6.5.1) can be partitioned into subsets. On the one hand, die representations 
off H on die left hand side are naturally divided into packets, indexed by die WVorbits of 
residuall subspaces, by die following dieorem of Delorme and Opdam: 
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THEOREMM 6.5.2. [9] 

III n,a(L) 
WQWQ — orbits of 

TLTL : center 
reall residual coset 

wherewhere HqA (L) consists of all irreducible tempered representations ofH(qa) which have real 
centralcentral character r^. 

Thee theorem implies in particular that there are no other tempered representations of the 
Heckee algebra than those with such central character. Of course, both the indexing set of 
residuall cosets, and the packets Uq& (L), depend on the parameters q&-
Onn the other hand, by (1.7) we can identify a residual coset for EI with its associated real 
residuall coset for H, if we choose the parameters ka appropriately, see 1.9. Working in the 
gradedd Hecke algebra, we have defined for any choice of parameters an equivalence relation 
~qq on WQ. At regular parameter values, these similarity classes split up totally into single
tons.. At special parameter values, the Springer correspondents of a residual coset L form a 
similarityy class S9(L). 
Lett us now assume that H and H have root labels such that Theorem 1.3.1 applies. If the 
roott labels fci,&2 of ^ satisfy k2 = qku then we write B.q(L) instead of Hqa(L). Our 
furtherr conjectures are concerned with the relation between Tlq(L) and T,q(L). We conjecture 
thatt these sets are in bijection for all parameter values (generic or special), and that the q-
symbolss completely determine the restriction to Ho of a representation in Hq{L). For this 
lastt statement, we need the Green functions discussed in chapter 6.1. 
Thee formulas (6.12) and (6.15) for the group cases in type Bi are a motivation to define 
Greenn functions for any special value of the parameters. We use of course again the symbols 
whichh govern the Springer correspondence we have defined, i.e., if q is integer, we define the 
Greenn functions as the solution of (6.10) with parameters r = 2, s = 0 and length vector 
mm = (n + q, n), and if q is half-integer, we take parameters r = 2, s = 1 and length vector 
mm — (n + q + \, n). Recall that the ordering >• on Wo is such that aq(a) < aq(/3) whenever 
aa >- (3 and such that similarity classes form intervals. Let us denote these functions by Pq a, 

wheree as before a and /3 denote 2-partitions of n. Analogous to (6.4), we then multiply these 
functionss with the transpose of the character table of WQ = W(Bn) to define 

«VV := 5>-r(t"a)P7./3(t)-
7 7 

Thee Qq(t) can then again be split up along powers of t into 

(6.18)) Q ^ ( 0 = E^' / 3 , ' ( a) t <-
i i 

Thenn we make the following conjecture. 
CONJECTUREE 6.5.3. Fix special parameters &2 = Qki and consider the affine Hecke algebra 
withwith root labels qi ~ exp(/cj). 

(i)) The t/j9'a>r are characters of WQ. 

( 6 . 1 7 )) WrccmP(<?a) = 
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(ii)) {X8i'tl}q,a,i) = 0 unless (3 >- a and a. <*q (3, or a = (3: we find an upper 
triangulartriangular system. 

(iii)) If i0 is such that ^ a ^ ^ 0 and ipq^i = Ofor all i > i0, then ^ , a , i 0 _ 
Xct-Xct- In other words, in the top degree we find with multiplicity one the irreducible 
representationrepresentation xct-

(iv)) Let the residual coset L have Springer correspondents £q(£) . Then the irreducible 
temperedtempered representations in n q (L) are indexed by Yiq{L), and their Ti^-types are 
givengiven by 

{5>^®c |7eE, (L)} . . 
i i 

ThisThis formula is valid for all parameter values. If &2 = qki is a special value, 
thenthen we have seen that the set Cq(L) of generically residual cosets whose center 
coincidescoincides with r^ for &2 = qk\ is in bijection with S9(L). Suppose that LK, of 
typetype AKi x (BI,K2) is one of these cosets, and that 7 € ^q(L) is its Springer 
correspondentcorrespondent atq + e, i.e., 

77 = Eq+e(L) = t r ^ ^ - I n d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t r i v ^ i <g> Sq+e(n
2). 

ThenThen the Ho-decomposition of the irreducible tempered representation of Ti with 
centralcentral character ri,K, is for q + e equal to 

i i 

TheThe analogous statement holds for q — e. 

Thiss means that, for any special value of the parameters, we find a graded decomposition of 
thee Wo-restriction of a tempered representation of H, where the Springer correspondent is 
thee unique character in the top degree, where it has multiplicity one. This is analogous to the 
situationn in the group cases, in which we had an interpretation of this grading in terms of the 
Weyll group action on each of the H2t(Bu). 

COROLLARYY 6.5.4. Granted these conjectures, it follows that the irreducible discrete series 
representationsrepresentations which have real central character are completely determined by the split
tingstings Sq{\) for a residual point r = exp(c(A,fci,fc2)) where &2 = Q^i- Indeed, one finds 
thethe Sq(X) in the top degree of these representations, viewed as graded Ho-modules. If the 
parametersparameters are generic, then one has $Pn irreducible discrete series representations which 
allall have (mutually different) real central character Sq(X), X\- n. If they are special, then the 
onesones with real central character r — exp(c(A, k, qk) are parametrized by Sq(Vq(r)). 

Inn order to prove these conjectures, it seems to be natural to try to interpret these symbols 
andd Green functions in terms of Lusztig's geometric data (see [37] and Remark 1.1.7), with 
whichh he classifies the tempered and discrete series representations of certain graded Hecke 
algebras. . 
Inn the group cases, an irreducible tempered representation of H is classified by the Langlands 
dataa (u, p). The corresponding representation has Springer correspondent a — <j>{u,p)- Since 
fromm the symbol of a , one can recover both u and p, we may therefore view the symbols as 
Langlandss data. According to our Conjecture, the symbols parametrize H^ at all special 
values.. Moreover, they do this in such a way that a similarity class describes a subset LT9 (L) 
off H^ consisting of all representations with fixed central character r^. It would therefore 
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bee possible to view the g-symbols as (generalized) Langlands data as well. A similarity class 
off g-symbols determines an element of Uq(n), and as in the group cases, one could con
ceivablyy apply combinatorics on a given ^-symbol to obtain a character of some "component 
group".. This is however pure speculation. It is also not clear if there is a group replacing the 
Langlandss dual group. 



CHAPTERR 7 

Ellipticc representation theory 

Thiss chapter is somewhat disconnected from the other chapters. The motivation to include 
itt is the following. In the examples of G2 and B2,B$,BA below, one may observe that if a 
genericallyy residual point c coincides for a special value of the parameters with the center of 
aa residual coset L, then c "exchanges" its representation in the confluence. To be precise, let 
cc be the central character of the irreducible discrete series representation V € for parameters 
A?22 = (q  e)k\, and suppose that for the special parameter values fo = qki, c coincides with 
thee center of a higher-dimensional coset L. Let V  = l im € ^ 0 ^ , then V+0 © V~° is equal 
too an induced representation from HL with central character cL (the center of L). At generic 
parameterr values close to the singular value, there is an irreducible tempered representation 
withh real central character CL whose Ho-type is the same as the one of V+0 © V~°, while at 
thee special value itself one finds both V + 0 and V^-0 among the irreducible tempered repre
sentationss with central character CL. In the examples which we have seen, these are the only 
irreduciblee tempered representations with central character CL, but in general the confluence 
mayy also involve other cosets than c and L. 
Thee theory which we call "elliptic representation theory" for the affine Hecke algebra, is rel
evantt in this context, since it supports the conjecture that this phenomenon is true in general. 
Inn this theory, one works with a certain pairing defined on the quotient vector space of virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length, modulo the space of parabolically induced virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length. In the case where the parameters are generic, the 
irreduciblee discrete series representations form an orthonormal basis for this quotient space 
w.r.t.. a certain pairing, called the Euler-Poincaré pairing. For special parameters, from the 
abovee one sees that in the quotient space we get V+0 + V - 0 = 0, so an orthonormal basis 
iss then obtained by taking the irreducible discrete series representations, together with either 
V + 00 or V - 0 for all confluences. In this way, we see that by moving from k2 = (q + e)k\ 
too k2 — (q - e)k\, we change basis by "exchanging" V+0 for V - 0 . This results in a "walk" 
off the Springer correspondents, as we have pointed out e.g. in the (^-example for the Weyl 
groupp representation 02,2-
Onn the level of Wo-types, the analogous properties should hold. In particular, the Tio-types 
off the representations above, form an orthonormal basis for the elliptic pairing associated to 
WW00. . 
Forr the moment, we restrict ourselves to the "last" chamber of the parameter space, i.e., 
wheree &2 > (n — l)k\. We show that the Springer correspondents of the discrete series 
representationss indeed form an orthonormal basis in this case. 
Wee then proceed with a sketchy outlook towards an elliptic representation theory for the 
Heckee algebra with unequal labels. 

115 5 
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Wee conclude this remark by mentioning that this is an active field of research. A good refer
ence,, where this theory is developed for the equal label Hecke algebra and its Weyl group, is 
[50]. . 

7.1.. Representation theory of the Weyl group Wo(Bn) 

Thee Weyl group of type Bn is isomorphic to the wreath product Gn = G ~ Sn where 
GG = Z/2Z. The representation theory of wreath products is described in [42]. An explicit 
realizationn for Wo(Bn) is discussed in [15]. We briefly discuss the parts we need here. 
Recalll that the conjugacy classes and the irreducible representations of Gn := Wo(Bn) are 
indexedd by pairs of partitions (A, fx) of total weight n. Let us denote by X(A,M)

 m e character 
off the irreducible representation indexed by (A, fj,). 
Analogouss to the case of the symmetric group Snt one can define the ring R = ®n>oR{Gn) 
wheree R(Gn) is the space of class functions onG„. R has a scalar product inherited from 
eachh component, and is given a multiplication as follows. If u G R(Gm), v e R(Gm), then 
uu x v is an element of R(Gm x Gn) and we define 

uv:=lnd^2uv:=lnd^2++
xx

nn
GnGn(uxv) (uxv) 

Onee then also defines the ring A(G) = C\pr(a),pr(b); r > 1]. Here, pr(a) and pr(b) are the 
r t hh power sums in two sets of variables oi, a2, - . . and 61,62, Define two new sets of 
variabless x and y viapr(a) = pr(x) + pr(y) andpr(b) — pr{x) - pT(y). 
Itt then turns out that there exists a map (the so-called characteristic map) ch : R —• A(G) 
whichh is an isometric isomorphism of graded C-algebras. ch maps X(A,M)

 t o m e product of 
Schurr functions s\(x)sti(y). This means that if we want to decompose an induced character 
off the form 

I n d G ^ 1 x . . . x G m f c ( X ( A i , / i i )) X • • • X X(A fctMfc))> 

wee need the Littlewood-Richardson rule, to decompose a product of Schur functions into 
aa sum of Schur functions. We also see, that we need to apply this rule separately for the 
Ai'ss and the ^ ' s . According to the Littlewood-Richardson rule, the coefficient c*u in the 
decompositionn s^Sy = J2\ C£,«/SA is equal to the number of ways the Young diagram of fi 
cann be expanded to the Young diagram of v by means of a strict A-expansion, see [12]. 
Butt this is not all we need to know, since in general we will be inducing a representation 
off Sni x • • • x Snk x Gi to Gn- However, we will only encounter the trivial or alternating 
representationn in the S^-factors. Therefore it is sufficient to know that 

LEMMA7.1.1.. (i) I n d ^ ^ f o m ) ) = ELoX(iMn- f c ) ; 

( i i ) Ind^ ( B " ) ( X ( n) )) = ELoX( fc,n- fc). 

Proof,Proof, (i) An explicit realization of the representation space VA,^ which affords character 
X(\,n)X(\,n) i s g i v e n i n [15]- A D a s i s i s g i v e n m terms of standard tableaux of shape (A, /i). The 
basiss vectors are given in the last letter ordering: tableau Ti precedes tableau T2, if the first 
numberr (starting with n and counting down), which is in different rows in the two tableaux, 
iss found in a lower row in T\ than in Ti. In the case where (A, p) = (lfc, l n - f c ) , this means 
thatt we start with Ti, in which the numbers 1 , . . . , n are written in decreasing order. Then, 
eachh tableau Ti differs from tableau Ti+i by the exchange of two numbers j and j + 1. For 
thee matrix representing the endomorphism of V^^n-k implemented by sit this means that 
thee diagonal is filled with - 1 ' s and matrices of the form (°*). Therefore Vi*^^* contains 
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aa vector which is sent to its negative by each su i.e., V^^n-* occurs in the induced repre
sentationn Ind^(Bn)(x(i»))- But a dimension count ensures that these are all that occur in 
thee decomposition, since the dimension of Vit^-k is (J) and Y^k=o (£) = 2"» which is the 
indexx of Sn in W(Bn). 
(ii)(ii) is proved analogously. D 

EXAMPLEE 7.1.2. Consider the case B3, with Levi root subsystem of type A\. Let the repre
sentationn of iy(j4i) = 52 be the alternating one, then the corresponding induced representa
tionn is 

frd^Wfrd^W * Xi) = Ind£[gjxW(Bi )((W,_) +X(i,i) +X(-,i')) x (X(i,-) + X(-,i))) 
-- X(l3,-) + X((2,l),-) + X(l2,l) + X(2,l) + X(l2,l) + X(l,2) 

+X(i , i 2 )) + X(i,i2) + X(-,(2,i)) + X(- , i 3 ) -

Heree we have first used the Lemma, and then the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 

7.2.. Elliptic elements and representations of the Weyl group 

Let,, for any finite group G, 1l{G) be the complex span of the irreducible characters of G. 
Considerr now G = Wo, the Weyl group associated to the root system (Ro, X, Ro, Y, II). For 
eachh L c II, we have a parabolic subgroup Wi C W0, and a corresponding induction map 
Ind]f00 : K(WL) -> ft(Wo), hence a subspace 

Wee can thenn consider the quotient 

K(WK(W00)) = K(Wo)/Kin<i(W0). 

Onn TZ(W0)7 we have (see [50]) a non-degenerate pairing e^0, defined as: 

ewew00(x,x')(x,x') = ^ ( - l ) ndimHomwo(A n^® X,x'), 
n>0 n>0 

wheree E is the reflection representation of W0. Initially, eWo is only defined on 7Z(Wo)> but 
itt can be shown that the radical of eWo on U(W0) is exactly HmA(Wo). The spacee K{W0) is 
alsoo called the space of elliptic virtual characters. 
Onn the other hand, we have the notion of elliptic elements. The elliptic elements for the pair 
(W(W00,, E), which we call here simply elliptic elements of WQ, are by definition those elements 
ww e Wo satisfying det(l - W)E ^ 0, which is equivalent to g not belonging to any Levi 
subgroupp of G. It is clear that this condition is in fact one on conjugacy classes. Let Ce« 
bee the set of elliptic conjugacy classes, and Seu be the space of complex valued functions on 
CCeeii.ii. Then we have a nondegenerate pairing (•, -)eu on Seu defined as 

(f,9)ell(f,9)ell = X f (C)9(c) Nellie), 

where e 
det{ldet{l - c) 

Nellie)Nellie) -\Z(c)\ \Z(c)\ 
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andd \Z(c)\ denotes the order of the centralizer of c in W0. Since the characters of represen
tationss in 7^ind(Wo) vanish on Ceu, we have a restriction map r : 1Z(Wo) —> Seii- It is then 
knownn that 

PROPOSITIONN 7.2.1. ([50]) r is a bijective isometry. 

Laterr on, we will need to know exactly which elements of the Weyl group are elliptic. Accord
ingg to [50], the elliptic conjugacy classes are, in our case where WQ has type Bn, represented 
byy a product of Coxeter elements in B\x x B\2 x • • • x B\k C Bn, one class for each partition 
AA of n. We can reformulate this as follows: 

LEMMAA 7.2.2. The elliptic conjugacy classes are those with cycletype (—, A), A h n. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose first that w = S1S2 • - • sn is a Coxeter element. Then, in the notation of [42], 
wee have w = sis2 ... sn = ( ( 1 , . . . , 1), sx) • ( ( 1 , . . . , 1), s2) ((1,. - . , 1, - 1 ) , 1) = 
( (1 , . . . ,1 ,—l) , s iS2 . . . s n_i ) ,, which has cycletype ( - , n). Since, for a general elliptic ele
ment,, different Coxeter elements commute, we see that the lemma holds. D 

Knowingg this, it is easy to calculate the measure peu: 

LEMMAA 7.2.3. Let c\ be the elliptic conjugacy class parametrized by (—, A), and A = 
( l a i 2 a 2 . . . n a " ) .. Then 

Proof:Proof: Take w E c\. First we consider det(l — w) in the reflection representation. If 
ww = S1S2 • • • sn is a Coxeter element, the matrix representing w is 

/ 00 - 1 \ 
11 0 

(7.1)) 1 0 

\\ 1 0 / 

whichh has determinant 2, as can be seen easily, e.g. by developing the first row. An element 
inn a general elliptic conjugacy class is conjugate to a product of Coxeter elements, and its 
matrixx will be a block diagonal matrix with blocks of type (7.1), of sizes Aj. Therefore we 
findd that det(l - w) = 2l(x\ 
Next,, we observe that the centralizer Z(w) has size Z(w) = 2l^z\. This follows from the 
expressionn for the order of the centralizer of an element in Wo, as it can be found e.g. in [42]. 
Thereforee we find that indeed p,eu (c\) = ^-. D 

COROLLARYY 7.2.4. The characters {X{-,A) I ̂  l~ n}form an orthonormal set of characters 
forfor the elliptic pairing e\y0-

ProofProof Because of 7.2.1, we can calculate in Seu. First we introduce some notation: \etpr(x) 
bee the r t h power sum in the infinite set of variables x, and x\{v) m e value of the character 
off Sn, indexed by A, at an element of cycletype 1/. Similarly, we denote by X(A,^)(^ u) rae 

valuee of the Wo-character indexed by (A, p) at an element of cycletype (5, v). Then we have 
thee identities (see [42]): 

\\-n \\-n 
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andd similarly 

wheree we have put 

Pr(a)Pr(a) ~ Pr{x)+Pr(y), Pr(b) = Pr(x) ~ Pr{v)-

Takingg the empty partition for p, we find that 

Po{b)Po{b) = ^X(A,ri(-^)«A(i)^(!/) 
A,M M 

andd so, selecting the variables y: 

{-i){-i) l{(r)l{(r) P<,{y)P<,{y) = Y,X(-^-^sM 

whichh implies 
X ( - , M ) ( - ^ )) = ( -1) ' ( < T )X» 

andd so we can write 

i/hnn f r n 

whichh proves the corollary. O 

73.. Elliptic representations of the Hecke algebra 

Lett Q be a connected split adjoint group defined over a non-archimedean local field F. Then 
theree exists a pairing EP (Euler-Poincaré) on the admissible representations of Q = Q{F), 
suchh that EP(V, V) is the trace of a locally constant compactly supported function /y on G, 
andd E"P( V, V') is equal to the elliptic inner product of the characters of V and V' (see also 
[25]] for a background on elliptic representation theory). In particular, if V is an irreducible 
discretee series representation of Q, this implies that fv is a pseudo-coefficient of V. For equal 
labell Hecke algebras, Reeder ([50]) considers the following analogue of fv* for tempered 
representations. . 
Lett H be the convolution algebra of compactly supported functions on Q which are left and 
rightt invariant under 1 (an Iwahori subgroup of Q\ i.e, we consider the affine Hecke algebra 
TiTi with equal labels. Recall that we have defined, for a parabolic root subsystem RL C HO, 
thee parabolic Hecke algebra HL = H{WL) ® C[X]. Let H(H) be the space of virtual 
temperedd representations of finite length of H, and similarly for K(HL). We then consider 
thosee elements in Tt{H)y which arise via induction from parabolic subalgebras, i.e., we define 

*/(«)== E Ind&(rc(«L)) 
RLCRQ RLCRQ 

wheree we sum over all (strict) parabolic subsystems of iio- We then define the space of 
ellipticc virtual representations 

nnellell(H)=n(H)/n(H)=n(H)/n II (H) (H) 
Inn this case, there exists a pairing EP on HeiiiH). For tempered Ti-modules V, V' of finite 
length,, one can define a function fv on Q, such that (see also [51]) EP(V, V') = tr(fv, V') 
(wheree the trace is taken w.r.t. the Haar measure used to define fv)-
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Inn particular, for V, V' irreducible and tempered H-modules, one has 

XVXV (Jv) = < , -r yt __ y , for all tempered V . 

Iff V is a discrete series representation, then for the trace r of H, this implies 

(7.2)) T{fv) = formal dimension of V = HPI({V}). 

Hence,, it would be of considerable interest to know if these constructions can be generalized 
too die general, unequal label case. The idea is that the desired element fy can be constructed 
analogouslyy to how one finds it in the group case. Let C be the fundamental alcove for 
thee action of the affine Weyl group W = W0 tx X on X 0 R. For a facet F of C, let 
WpWp = {x e W\w(F) = F} be the stabilizer of F. Wp is a finite Coxeter group whose 
Dynkinn diagram is a subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram of W. 
Wee then define e(F, V) <E H{WF) to be 

*W)=*W)=  E (öüm^))dimHom«^)(7r'F) 

7r€W> > 

wheree en is the central idempotent corresponding to TT in the group algebra of Wp. 
Thiss definition implies that 

X*'(e(F,X*'(e(F, V)) = dim Eomn{WF){-K', V) VTT' e WF. 

Wee now define the element fy: 

DEFINITIONN 7.3.1. 

fv=fv= E (-i)dim(F)e(^n 
FF facet of C 

Thiss immediately yields (denoting by q the root labels q&): 

LEMMAA 7.3.2. 

r(fv)=r(fv)= E (- l)d i r a ( F ) E ir(q)dimHomw(WrF)(ir,V), 
FF facet of C IÏGWF 

wherewhere dn is the generic degree ofir and dx = PJ*(q) with PWF (q) the Poincaré polynomial 
ofWofWFF.. WF 

Proof.Proof. Let xP be the character of p e Wp. Then we have 

dim(7rK(q)) = ^dpisÜXpM = PwAuMe*), 
p p 

fromm which the claim follows. • 

Inn [51], the pairing EP between admissible representations of Q was originally defined as 

EP(V,EP(V, V') = E ^ 1 ) " <^m Extn(K, V). 
n>0 n>0 

Forr the affine Hecke algebra with unequal labels, similar properties to those following from 
thiss expression should hold. In particular, it is not hard to see that (as in the equal label 
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case)) there are no extensions between irreducible W-modules with different central character. 
Therefore,, in the general case, we expect an orthogonal decomposition 

TZellCH)TZellCH) = ©s corner of C^el l (W)« 

wheree the representations V € TleiiWa have central character of the form r = sc, with c 
real.. Specializing further to real central character, we want a 1-1 correspondence 

fleii{'H)\fleii{'H)\ <—* a basis of K{WQ), 

byy taking Ho-types (see Theorem 6.2.1 in [50] for the equal label case). The basis, hence 
thee correspondence, may of course depend on the values of the root labels. In particular, in 
thee case where the root system is of type Z?n, in the region &2 > (n - l)k2, we expect the 
correspondencee to be: discrete series representation with central character c(A, k\, k2) *—• 
X(-,x)-X(-,x)- We have seen in the previous section that the right hand side indeed forms an or-
thonormall basis w.r.t. the elliptic pairing ew0-
Inn general, it is thus expected that for generic values of the root labels, the discrete series 
representationss of H will form an orthonormal basis of TZeu (H) with respect to EP. 





CHAPTERR 8 

Examples s 

InIn this section, we illustrate Conjecture 6.5.3, by calculating explicitly the irreducible tem
peredd representations with real central character of several affine Hecke algebras, and check
ingg that they indeed confirm the Conjecture. We use Lusztig's theorem 1.3.1 to switch back 
too the affine Hecke algebra with Q = P and root labels qi = exp(fci). 
Iff L C T is a real residual coset, we are interested in the Ho-decomposition of the tempered 
representationn (see 1.4): 

ind^i(<So</>fi), , 

wheree S is a discrete series representation of HL with central character WLTL, tL 6 7 j , and 
wee let r = ri,tL'. Since the Tio-decomposition of the induced representation does not depend 
onn tL, we take tL — 1 (and thus obtain a representation with real central character) and write 
XrXr for its character. 
Thee central characters of H^p are thus exactly those of the form W0rL, where rL is a residual 
pointt of the parabolic algebra HL- In each example, we list these centers by the type of the 
roott system RL, together with a partition of I for the factor Bt occurring in RL, since such a 
roott system has a generically residual point for each partition of I. For notational convenience 
wee write (£, 77) for the irreducible H0-character indexed by the double partition (£,77). Recall 
thatt this indexation is as in [15], i.e., (n, - ) is the trivial character and ( - , l n ) is the sign 
character. . 
Firstt we prove a lemma, which will be useful in computations later. It is a generalization of 
Lemmaa 1.1.5. 

LEMMAA 8.0.3. Let H be the graded Hecke algebra with root labels ka, and let 7 € t Let 
thethe stabilizer W^ contain the standard parabolic subgroup Wj for J C I. Let M be an 
^-module^-module such that M 7 ^ 0. Then 
(0rfim(M7)>|Wj|. . 
(ii)(ii) Suppose that MSil = 0. Then (o:^ &j) = 0 for all j € J. 

Proof,Proof, (i) Let UJ = C[Wj] ® S[t*}. Let C 7 be the one-dimensional representation of S[i*] 
affordingg the character 7. Then, by Kato's theorem 1.1.4, the induced module Mj^) = 
IndsjLfCy)) is irreducible, of dimension \Wj\. If we choose a basis of Mj{i) consisting 
off vectors w • 1 ordered in the Bruhat-ordering, then an element x € t* acts by *y(x) times a 
unipotentt upper-triangular matrix. Choose a non-zero vector vy G M7 . Then there exists a 
uniquee homomorphism of HJ-modules 

Mjiri)Mjiri) - M 
11 »-• Uy 

Sincee Afj (7) is irreducible, this homomorphism is injective. 

123 3 
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(ii)) Recall the intertwiner (1.1) from section 1.1.2.6; n : M 7 —• M s . 7 . Suppose that M a i 7 = 
0,, then Si (7) ^ 7, so 7(0^) ^ 0. Since Msa = 0, r* is the zero operator, which implies that 
Sii acts as ^ on M7 . Let v € M 7 be a pure weight vector. The two-dimensional subspace 
off M 7 spanned by v and SjV is left invariant by ait hence also by s .̂ Since s* acts as ^ on 
M7 ,, its action on the indicated two-dimensional space is given by 7(e*j)-1 times a unipotent 
matrixx which contains a non-zero multiple of (a,, &j) above the diagonal. On the other hand, 
s22 = 1, so we conclude (a^aj) = 0. This goes for any j e J, so the Lemma follows. D 

8.1.. B2 

Firstt we consider the simplest example, B2. We treat it in the same way as G2, i.e., we first 
studyy the generic parameter values, and then see what happens at special values. Note that 
wee only have two special values here, only the two group cases occur. 

8.1.1.. Generic parameter values. 

PROPOSITIONN 8.1.1. In the following table, we have put in the first column the type of the 
realreal residual coset L. In the remaining columns we give the Ho-types of the irreducible 
temperedtempered representations ofH with central character WQTL at the various generic values of 
thethe parameters ki = log(^). These representations are the following: 

centerr ki < k2 k2 < fci < 2fc2 2fc2 < fci 
ft.ft. (2) (-»12) (",12) (- ,12) 
ft.ft. (I2) (- .2) (1,1)+ ( - ,H) ( l 3 , - ) 
A,A, (!*,_) + ( M ) + (_,!*) (!»,-) +(1,1)+ (-,!*) (l2,-) + (l,l) + (-,l2) 
BB11 (1,1) + (-,2) + (-, l2) (1,1) + (-, 2) + (- , l2) (1,1) + (-, 2) + (-, l2) 
00 regular((2, - ) ) regular((2,-)) regular((2,-)) 

NoteNote that we have written (A, //) for X(A,M)- ^ Springer correspondent, tensored with the 
signsign representation, is accentuated in boldface. 

Proof:Proof: (i) 0 corresponds to the center 1 € T of the residual coset L = T. Therefore the 
Wo-typee of the irreducible ft-module Indqx] (Ci) is just the regular representation of 7i0-
(ii)) Types A\ and B\. The associated Hecke algebras HL have only one residual point. In 
bothh case they are the central character of the Steinberg representation of HL- Therefore, to 
computee the Ho-type of the irreducible tempered representation with central character W0rL, 
itt suffices to induce the sign representations of Wo(^i) resp. W0(Bi) to WQ(B2). 

(iii)) The residual points B2, A. Since both are regular, one can easily calculate the dimension 
off the discrete series representations we are looking for, by using Proposition 1.2.7. We will 
onlyy do this computation in detail in the next example where we consider H(B3). We first 
considerr r = exp(c((2), fci, A;2)). One checks that the only point in the orbit W0r satisfying 
thee condition in this Proposition is t = w0r, which verifies cti(t) = g"1. Therefore the 
associatedd one-dimensional discrete series representation is the Steinberg representation, the 
restrictionn of which to Ho is its sign representation ( - , l 2 ) . As for A = (l2) , the chamber 
conditionn yields dimensions 1,3,1 in the respective parameter regions. The one-dimensional 
representationss are again easy to determine. The three-dimensional representation can be 
computedd in the same way as we did for G2, i.e., by computing the matrices of Ti acting on 
thiss three-dimensional space, and comparison with the character table of WQ. D 
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8.1.2.. Special parameter values. 
•• First we consider the ^-group case, arising if k\ = k2. The point r of type 

BB22,, (11) ceases to be residual but coincides with the center of the one-dimensional 
residuall coset of type B\. Suppose that we have chosen r in its Wb-orbit such 
thatt c*i(r) = q~x,ot2{r) = 1- It follows from Lemma 1.1.5 that if V is a H-
modulee with Vr ^ 0, then dim(K-) = 2 ,dim(K i r ) = 1. On the other hand, it 
iss easy to see that there is a one-dimensional tempered representation with weight 
s ir .. Its restriction to Ho is ( - , 2). To compute the ft0-restriction of V, we con
siderr Ind55(<Al)(Cr), whose restriction to Ho is (1,1) 4 ( - , 11) 4- (11, - ) . One 
checkss that the weights of this representation are r, sir, s2sir and thus V is a three-
dimensionall subrepresentation. On the other hand, there exists a one-dimensional 
representationn of H with weight s2sir. Its Ho -decomposition is (11, - ) . It follows 
thatt the W0-decomposition of V is (1,1) 4- ( - , 11). 

Wee conclude that there exist two irreducible tempered representations with 
centrall character r, whose 7i0-types are (1,1) 4- ( - , 11) and ( - , 2). 

•• Next, we consider the C2-group case q\ = q\. Completely analogous, we find that 
theree are two irreducible tempered representations with central character r, where 
rr denotes the center of the one-dimensional coset of type A\. They are three-, resp. 
one-dimensional,, with 7io-type (1,1) 4- (—, 11) resp. (11, - ) . 

REMARKK 8.1.2. For all generic parameters, the Wo-characters corresponding to the irre
duciblee discrete series characters of H (by taking, of course, the limit ^/q~l H-> 1 in the 
Ho-character)) form an orthonormal basis for the elliptic pairing on W0. This can be veri
fiedfied either by direct calculation in all the components of regular parameter space. Otherwise, 
forr ki < k2 it follows from Corollary 7.2.4, while at every transition, we replace the repre
sentationn V by a representation V' where V © V' is a parabolically induced representation. 
Thereforee [V © V] = 0 in n(W0). 

REMARKK 8.1.3. Since there are no other special values than the group case, we could also 
havee calculated H^ for these parameters by using the Green functions, which are listed in 
sectionn 6.4. In any case, we easily check that indeed Conjecture 6.5.3(iv) holds for B2 (parts 
(i)-(iii)) are known to be true). 

8.2.. B3 

8.2.1.. Regular parameter values. We can now do the same calculations for £3. First 
wee treat the generic parameter values. This yields: 

PROPOSITIONN 8.2.1. Suppose that the parameters are generic. Then the irreducible discrete 
seriesseries representations with real central character of H have the following Ho-decomposition: 
center r 
03,(3) ) 
^3,(21) ) 

#3,(13) ) 
center r 
#3,(3) ) 
B3,(21) ) 
£3,, (I3) 

fafa < \k2 \k2 < fci < |fc2 §fc2 <ki <k2 

( -1* )) (-,13) (- ,13) 
(-,21)) (-,21) (-,21) 
(-,3)) (1,2) 4 (-,21) ( l M ) + ( - l 3 ) + (M 2 ) 
kk22 <h < 2k2 2fc2 < fci 
(- ,13)) (",13) 
( l , l 2 )) + ( - l 3 ) (1 ,1 2 )4 ( - ,1 3 ) 
( I 3 , - )) ( I 3 , " ) 
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TheThe Ho-types of the remainder of H'^J? can be determined by induction. Note that we have 
againagain written (A, p) for X(\,n)- The Springer correspondent, tensored with the sign represen
tation,tation, is accentuated in boldface. 

Proof.Proof. All three residual points are regular, and therefore section 1.2.9 applies. We use it 
too calculate the dimension of the discrete series representations. We only explicitly treat the 
casee r = exp(c) with c = c((l3), k\, k2), the computations for the other points being similar. 
Thee discrete series module Vr is a quotient of the principal series module IndqX i (C r) , and 
thereforee is a direct sum of one-dimensional (since r is regular) weight spaces VJT', with 
r'r' G WQT. Since it is easier to work in vector spaces, from now on we work in t := Lie(Tr8). 
Wee define a hyperplane arrangement Cr in t, by taking the logarithms of £ r , i.e., Cr = 
{c{c + Lie(T£) | r G La = caT?s}. Then t - Cr consists of 23 = 8 open chambers, since r 
liess on 3 residual hyperplanes La. If x G t, we denote by C(x) the chamber in which x lies. 
Forr a chamber C, we define its anti-dual Cad to be 

CCadad:={xei\:={xei\ (x-r,d-r) < 0}. 

Wee know from Proposition 1.2.7, that for 70 := log(£0): 

0<tC0<tCwrwr{j{joo))
adad^V™^V™rr = 0. 

LEMMAA 8.2.2. 0 G Cwr(~f0)
ad «= • 0 e Cr(w-1j0)

ad. 

ProofProof Since Cwr(j0) = w{Cr{w-l
l0)), we have 

00 € Cwr(j0) <^> {-wr, Cwr{10) -wr)<0 

(—wr,w(C(—wr,w(Crr(w~(w~1/1/yo))yo)) — wr) < 0 

<-r,, £ > ; - % > ) - r ) < 0 

00 G Cr{w~l
l0) 

whichh is what we wanted to show. D 

Soo we have to determine 

\{weW\{weWoo\0eC\0eCrr(w(wlolo))
adad}\. }\. 

FirstFirst we determine for which chamber C we have 0 G Cad (in general, this chamber will 
dependd on the parameters), and then we determine how many VTo-conjugates w~lto of to are 
inn Ci. We also know that the weights of Vr form a connected component of the calibration 
graphh r ( r ) . Since V™r = 0 if 0 £ Cwr(j0), and there exists a discrete series representation 
withh central character r, it follows that 

ad ad (8.1)) dim(K.) = \{w G Wo I wlQ € d}\ if 0 G C\ 

Lett us now do these calculations for the case B3, ( l3) , i.e., we take c = (-2fci + h2, -&i + 
^2,^2)) € t- Then c lies on the 3 residual hyperplanes Li = L~ai = ( - ^ , ^ , 0 ) + 
{(x,x,y){(x,x,y) I x,y € R} = n + V1, Z* = L_ a 2 = (0, - ^ , ^ ) + {(x,y,y) | x,y G R} = 
r22 + V2, L3 = La3 = (0,0, k2) + {(x, y, 0) | x, y G M} = r3 + V3. Therefore the chamber 
inn which a point x lies is determined by the signs of the inner products (x, ViJ~). We thus 
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findfind chambers 

Cii = {{xi,X2,x3)\x1-X2> -ki,x2-x3> -ki7x3> k2}, 

CC22 = {(xi,X2,X3)\Xi-X2 < -kl,X2-X3> -ki,X3> k2}, 

CC33 = {(xi,x2,x3) I xi -X2 < -h,x2 -x3< -ki,x3 > k2}, 

C44 = {{xi,x2,x3)\xi-X2<-ki,x2-x3 <-ki,x3 <k2}, 

ass well as four others that we will not need in the sequel. One then checks that the anti-duals 
aree given by 

C«C«dd = {(xi-2ki + k2,x2-k1+k2,x3 + k2) \xi < 0 , x i + x 2 < 0,xi +x2 + x 3 < 0} 

andd similarly for the other Cfd, and knowing this we find that 

00 € Cf if fci < \k2 

00 G Cf if \k2 <ki< \k2 

00 G Cf if \k2 <h<k2 

00 e Cf if fc2 < fci 

Usingg (8.1), we then find: 

dim(y r)) =1 if kx < 2 

dun(Vdun(Vrr)) =5 if \k2 < h < \k2 

dim(K-)) =7 if \k2 < kx < k2 

dhn(Vdhn(Vrr)) =1 if k2 < kx 

Thee computations for the other residual points are entirely analogous. 
Next,, we want to find explicitly the required 7i0-characters Xr for the three residual points. 

•• All the one-dimensional representations are easy to determine directly by their cen
trall character. 

•• The Ho-types of the other higher-dimensional representations can be computed 
analogouss to die way we solved this problem in the GVexample: we choose for 
eachh W-module a basis consisting of weight vectors, and use the cross relations 
(1.3)) to determine the matrices of the action of the T,. Even though this does not 
alloww us to compute all matrix entries, one may check that still one can compute 
thee character table of all TWy w £ Wo, and thus the table entries. 

REMARKK 8.2.3. 1. Notice that again, in every sector of the parameter values we find that the 
XrXr for the three residual points indeed form an orthonormal basis for the elliptic pairing on 
Weyll group representations. 
2.. If we define fv as in 7.3.1 for V = ( - , 21), we find indeed that r(fv) = fJ>pi(i"(2i))- For 
VV = (1, l2) + ( - , l 3) , we find r(fv) = -fipi(r{2l)). 

8.2.2.. Special parameter values. 

•• First we consider the special value A?2 = 2k\. Let q\ — q, then q2 = q2- In 
thiss situation, the point r of type B3, (l3) is no longer residual, but coincides 
withh the center of the coset of type £2(12) , which is still residual. Choose r 
inn its orbit such that a\(r) = q,a2(r) = q,a3(r) = q~2. First of all, there 
clearlyy exists a one-dimensional module C r with weight r, whose restriction to 
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7ioo is (—,3). One checks that this is indeed a tempered module: the fundamen
tall weights take values l ,g _ 1 , g~ 3 / 2 respectively. Now suppose that V is a H-
modulee with VS28ir ^ 0. Then it follows from the affine analog of 1.1.5 that 
dim(K2S lr)) = 2, dim(V; i r) = 2,dim(V;) = 1. We thus find a H-module V 
whichh is at least five-dimensional. On the other hand, let M be the discrete series 
representationn of HL — ft(#2)

 w i t n central character WLT, then V is a sum-
mandd of the induced representation M i n d = Ind^t (M o <f>{). By Frobenius reci
procityy and since we have calculated the restriction of M to Ho{B2), we see that 
M i n d | ^ 00 £ ( - , 3) + (1,2) + ( - , 21). Choose a basis vector v for M, then M i n d 

hass basis {v, Txv, T2Txv, T3T2TlV, T2T3T2Txv, TlT2T3T2T1v}, which means that 
M i n dd ^ K © C r a s C[0x]-modules. Since the dimension of the weight space of 
rr in the minimal principal series representation with central character r is two, we 
concludee that VHo = (1,2) + (- ,21). Again, one checks that V is a tempered 
%-module. . 

•• Next, consider the case k2 = §&i. The situation is analogous: this time the point 
rr of type B3(l

3) is no longer residual either, and coincides with the center of the 
residuall coset of type A\ x B\. Along the same lines as above, we find that there 
aree two tempered H-modules with central character r, which have ft0-restriction 
(2,1)) + (- ,21) and (l2 ,1) + (1, l2) + ( - , l3) respectively. 

•• Now consider the £3-group case qx = q2. The points of type B3{2\) and B3 , (l3) 
aree no longer residual, and coincide with the centers of the residual cosets of type 
BB22,, (2) and A2 respectively. First consider r e T of type £3(21). We choose 
rr such that Qi(r) — q2,a2(r) = <?~\a3(r) = q~x. The parabolic subalgebra 
off type B2 has a one-dimensional representation M sending T2 \-> — 1,T3 t-> 
—1,0XX »-* r(x). The induction of M to H yields a six-dimensional representa
tionn M l n d with weight spaces for r, s2r and s\s2r, all two-dimensional. By us
ingg Frobenius reciprocity, one checks that as a Ho-module, M i n d is isomorphic 
too (—, 21) + (1, l2) + ( - , l 3 ) . Now we need to determine the ^-decomposition 
off M l n d . First we observe, by computing the action of the Tif that there exists 
aa two-dimensional representation AT1 of H with weights r and s2r. As a HQ-
module,, this representation is isomorphic to (—, 21). This means that we find a 
ft-subrepresentationft-subrepresentation in Wind with 7tf0-type (- ,21) . Now let N2 be a ^-module 
withh iV2

2Sr / 0. Then again an application of 1.1.5 implies that dim(JV2
2Sir) = 

2,dim(iV2
ir)) = dim(JV2) = 1. This means that MinA/Nl ^ TV2, and thus that 

NN22 has Ho-type 0(i,i2) + <f>(-ti&). Another way to compute the representation 
NN22 is as follows. Consider the one-dimensional representation of H(A2) with 
centrall character r, and basis v, defined by Ti(v) = —v,T2(v) = — v,0X •-> 
ss22sxr(x)v.sxr(x)v. Denote the induction of this module to H by P . Then P has basis 
{v,{v, T3v, T2T3v, T3T2T3v, TxT2T3v, TxT3T2T3v, T2TxT3T2T3v, T^T^T^v). 
Thee cross relations (1.3) then enable us to compute the matrices of the action of Ti 
andd 9ai. With this explicit description at hand, one verifies that P has a four-
dimensionall subrepresentation whose restriction to Ho is isomorphic to V(i^,-) © 
V ^ ^ ) ,, and a four-dimensional tempered quotient module whose %o-restriction is 
isomorphicc to V(1)12) © V(_(i3). This last module indeed has weights r, sir, s2sir. 
Wee thus have obtained two irreducible tempered ^-representations whose central 
characterr is r. 
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Noww we consider the central character of type B3(l
3). We choose r of this 

typee such that ai(r) = q"l,a2{r) — g ~ \ a3(r) = q. There is a one-dimensional 
modulee M of the parabolic subalgebra H{A2) = Ho{A2) ® A in which T\ \-* 
- 1 ,T 22 »-> - 1 , T 3 !-• 9 and 0(x) acts as r(x). Its 7i0(^2)-type is ( l 3) , hence by 
Frobeniuss reciprocity, induction of this module to H yields an eight-dimensional 
representationn Mind whose Ho-type is ( l 3 , - ) + (l2 ,1) + (1, l2) + ( - , l 3 ) . One 
cann show that is tempered either by calculating the occurring weights of M i n d , or 
byy remarking that it is actually the induction of a discrete series representation, 
andd therefore surely tempered. Moreover, one sees immediately that there is a 
one-dimensionall ?f-module with central character r: we can make M into an H-
modulee by putting T3 i-> q. The ft0-type of this representation is ( l 3 , - ) . One 
checkss that M i n d has weights r, s3r, s2s3r with multiplicity (resp.) 2,2,4. Suppose 
thatt V is an ^-module such that V ^ r ^ 0. Since a i (s 2s 3 r ) = a3(s2s3r) = 1, 
itt follows from 8.0.3 that d i r n ^ ^ r ) = 4. By calculating the action of the inter-
twinerr r2 : VS2S3r -»> VS3r one can then check that dimfV^,.) = 2, and similarly 
thatt dim(Vr

r) = 1. Summarizing, we find indeed a one-dimensional and a seven-
dimensionall irreducible tempered H- representation with central character r, with 
fto-typesfto-types (resp.) (I3 , - ) and (l2 ,1) + (1, l2) + ( - , l3) . 

Itt is not hard to see that there are no irreducible tempered representations of H 
withh the central characters that we have considered. 

•• Finally we consider the C3-group case where q := qi = q\. Then the two generi-
callyy residual points (12) and (l3) coincide into the same residual point. Selecting 
rr in its orbit such that ai{r) = g - 1 , a 2 ( r ) = q'1, a3(r) = g1 /2 , it is easy to see 
thatt mere is a one-dimensional discrete series representation with central charac
terr r and Tio-type ( l3 , —), as well as a four-dimensional irreducible discrete series 
representationn with weights r, sir, s2s\r and H0-type (1,12) + ( - , l 3 ) . 

Again,, strictly speaking it would not have been necessary to perform these calculations for the 
twoo group cases, but we have chosen to treat all parameter choices equally, and to illustrate 
thatt the all special cases are essentially equally tractable. 

8.2.3.. Green functions. Since there are four special values, we also have four types of 
Greenn functions for type B3. We restrict ourselves to the special case k2 = 2k\, i.e., q = 2. 
Thenn we order the double partitions of 3, such that a >- (3 implies a2(a) < a2(/3), and such 
thatt similarity classes form intervals. In this case, we have as a2 -values 

(g,q)) ME.»?) (&»7) M&q) 
(-,111) ) 
(- ,12) ) 
(1,11) ) 
( - ,3) ) 
(1,2) ) 

12 2 
8 8 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 

(11,1) ) 
( H I , - ) ) 

(2,1) ) 
(12 , - ) ) 
( 3 , - ) ) 

3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 

andd also (11,1) ~ 2 (111»-); we therefore reverse the ordering in the table. We then calculate 
thee matrix Q2 Q from the matrix P^ Q computed for us by G. Malle. The corresponding 
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characterss V>2,a,i are then as follows. The coset L is calculated as / J c (^ (^ , r?)). 

&!) &!) 
( - 111 ) ) 

(- ,12) ) 

(1,11) ) 

( - ,3 ) ) 

(1,2) ) 

(11,1) ) 

( H I , - ) ) 

(2,1) ) 

(12, - ) ) 

( 3 , - ) ) 

L L 

0 0 

AAx x 

BBx x 

AA2 2 

AiAi  x Bi 

^2 , (H) ) 

#2,(11) ) 
B2,(2) ) 

£3,, (12) 

#3,, (3) 

z z 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 

3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

2 2 
3 3 

3 3 

1 1 
2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

^2,tt,*),i i 

( 3 , - ) ) 
(2,1) ) 
(1 ,2)++ (12, - ) 
( - , 3 ) ++ (11,1)+ (2,1) 
(1,11)) + (1,2) + (12,-) 
( - , 1 2 ) ++ (11,1)+ (2,1) 
(1,11)) + (1,2) + (111,-) 
( - , 1 2 ) ++ (11,1) 

(1,H) ) 
(-,111) ) 

( 3 , - ) ) 
(2,1) ) 
(1 ,2)++ (12, - ) 
( - , 3 ) ++ (11,1)+ (2,1) 
(1,11)++ (1,2) 
( - 1 2 ) ) 
( 1 2 , - ) ++ (3 , - ) 
(11,1)++ (2,1) 
(1 ,2)++ ( 111 , - )+ (12,-) 
( H , l ) ++ (2,1) 
(1,11) ) 

( 3 , - ) ) 
(2,1) ) 
(1,2) ) 
( - 3 ) ) 

( 1 2 , - ) ++ (3 , - ) 
(11,1)++ (2,1) 
(1,2) ) 

(12,™) ) 
( H , l ) ) 

( H I , - ) ) 
( 1 2 , - ) ++ (3 , - ) 
(2,1) ) 

(12 , - ) ) 

( 3 , - ) ) 

Noticee that the decomposition into graded parts of the regular representation, which we obtain 
forr the coset T (type 0) is not the one of the coinvariant algebra! More generally, even if the 
Tio-typee of the tempered representation with real central character rL is the same for different 
speciall values of the parameters, its decomposition into graded parts needs not be the same. 
Sincee we have also calculated the decomposition of the tempered characters with real central 
character,, we can check now that indeed Conjecture 6.5.3 holds for B3. Points (i),(ii) and 
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(iii)) are readily verified by inspection. For part (iv), all residual cosets but B2, (11) have 
onlyy one Springer correspondent. We treat only this coset. Then (£,77) = (111, —), and 
/JC(V>?(111,-))) = (1,11). Remember also that [(111,-)]2 = {(111,-) , (11,1)}. From 
thee above table of the corresponding functions ip2'^>^^%, we find that according to the con
jecture,, for the residual coset L of type B2, (11) there are two tempered representation of H 
withh central character TL, one with T^o-type [(11,1) + (12, —)] ® sgn = (1,2) + (—, 12) 
andd one with Ho-type (111, —) <8> sgn = (—,3). This is indeed correct, as we verified above. 
Similarly,, we can check (iv) for all cosets. 

8.3.. BA 

Thiss time, we find: 

center r 
BB44,, (4) 
£4,, (31) 
#4,, (22) 
S4 , (212) ) 
#4,(14) ) 

\k\k22 < fci < \k2 

PROPOSITION/CONJECTUREE 8.3.1. (i) At the residual points, the Ko-types of the tempered 
representationss are the following, for generic parameter values: 

\k\k22 <kx < \k2 

( - , i 4 )) C-,14) 
( - , 2 1 2 )) (~ ,21 2 ) 
( - , 2 2 )) ( - , 22 ) 

( - , 31 ) ) 
( l 2 , 2 )) + (l,21) + ( - ,21 2 ) 

kxkx < 2 

-,i4 4 
- , 2 1* ) ) 

center r 
#4,(4) ) 
£4,, (31) 
£4,, (22) 
£?4,(212) ) 
# 4 ,, ( l 4 ) 

center r 
#4,, (4) 
#4,, (31) 
BB44,, (22) 
BB44,, (212) 
B 4 , ( l 4 ) ) 

( - , 3 1 ) ) 
( 1 , 3 ) ++ ( - ,31) 

- , 2 2 ) ) 
~ ,31 ) ) 
- , 4 ) ) 

| /c22 <ki < §&2 

- , 1 4 ) ) 
- , 2 1 2 ) ) 
- , 2 2 ) ) 
l , 21 )) + ( - ,22) + ( - ,21 2 ) 
l 3 , l )) + ( l 2 , l 2 ) + ( l , l 3 ) + ( - , l 4 ) 

kk22 <ki < 2k2 

- , 1 4 ) ) 
l , l 3 )) + ( - , l 4 ) 
—— 22) 
l 2 , l 2 )) + ( l , l 3 ) + ( - l 4 ) 
I 4 , - ) ) 

|fe22 <ki <k2 

(~ ,1 4 ) ) 
( " , 21 2 ) ) 
( - , 22 ) ) 
( l 2 , l 2 )) + ( l , l 3 ) + ( - , l 4 ) 

( I 4 , - ) ) 

2fc22 < fa 

( - , 1 4 ) ) 
( l , l 3 )) + ( - , l 4 ) 
( l 2 ,, l2) + (1,21) + (1, l3) + ( - , 212) + ( - , l4) 
( l 4 , - )) + ( l 3 , l ) 

( I 4 , - ) ) 
(ii)) For special parameters k2 = qk\, the Tio-types of the irreducible tempered representations 
withh central character £4, A are the 7Yo-types of the irreducible discrete series representations 
withh central character B4, A for k2 =

Wee do not repeat the irreducible tempered 7^-modules whose central character is not the 
specializationn of a generically residual point since these can be determined by induction. 
Notee that we have written (A, p) for X(A,M)- The Springer correspondent is accentuated in 
boldface. . 

SketchSketch of proof \ Generic parameters: All residual points except £4, (22) are regular for 
genericc parameters, and therefore we can compute the dimension of the representations \r 
forr those points, as we did for type B3. These computations indeed yield the dimensions of 
thee representations in the tables. To compute the actual representations, one may proceed as 
inn the cases for B2 and £3. One checks that this indeed produces all representations in the 
table.. We have thus settled the generic case, apart from 04(22). For this central character, 
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wee will only prove that the two irreducible tempered representations that occur for fci = 2&2 
indeedd have the ?io-type that occurs in the table. 
SpecialSpecial parameters: Let us look at the residual points one by one. The point of type (4) is 
alwayss residual and thus needs no further computations: it is always the central character 
off the Steinberg representation. The point of type (31) is residual unless k\ — k2. In this 
casee it coincides with the center of the one-dimensional coset of type B3, (3). The Hecke 
subalgebraa HQ(B^) <g) C[X] has a one-dimensional representation with this central charac
ter,, which is the induction of the Steinberg representation of the Hecke algebra of type B3. 
Inducingg this representation to H yields an eight-dimensional representation whose Ho-type 
iss (1,13) + (-,112) + ( - , 1 4 ) . Choosing r such that a2(r) = a3(r) = a4(r) = q~l, 
itit has weights r, sir, S2S1J", S3«2Sir, all with multiplicity two. By Lemma 1.1.5, a module 
VV which has a non-zero weight space for S3S2S1?" necessarily satisfies dim(Vr

S3S2Sir) = 2. 
Itt then follows that dim(Vr

S2Sir) = dimfV^ir) = dim(Vr) = 1. Similarly one shows that 
theree is another H-moduIe V' such that dim(VJ,fllr) = dimfV^) = dim(Vr

r
/) = 1. Thus, 

thee induced representation decomposes into two irreducible tempered representations, with 
tto-typestto-types ( - , 112) and (1, l3) + ( - , l4). 
Thee point of type (22) is not residual if ki = 2Jc2 only. In this case, it coincides with the 
centerr of the residual coset of type A\ x B2, (2). The corresponding Hecke algebra has a one-
dimensionall discrete series representation (the Steinberg) which we induce to H. This yields 
aa 24-dimensional representation. If we choose r such that a\(r) = 0*3 (r) = —k and 04 (r) = 
—\k,—\k, the induced modules has weights r,S2r,s\S2r,szS2r,S4S$S2r,szSiS2r,S4;S3Si82r, 
S2S4S3S27** with multiplicities (resp.) 2,2,2,2,4,4,6,2. First one checks that there exists a 
two-dimensionall 7Y-module M with weights r and S2r, whose T^o-type is (—,22). Sup
posee that V is an 7f-module such that VS4S3SlS2r ^ 0, then Lemma 8.0.3 implies that 
dim(Vr

S4S3SlS2r)) = 6. Suppose dim(Vr
S4S3S2r) — 0. Then, since SïS3s2 = S1S4S3S1S2, it 

followss that (01,0:2) = 0, which is not the case. Since as(s4S3S2r) — 1, it follows that 
dim(VS4S3S2r)) > 2. 
Onn the other hand, if we restrict V to an 7^(^1(0:2)) module, where ^1(0:2) is the root 
systemm of a2 , then the composition factors of Vr are three copies of the minimal principal 
seriess representation of H{Ai{a.2)). Then Lemma 1.1.5 implies that dim(VS4S3S2r) > 3. But 
thee dimension of V84S3s2r must be even, since its basis vectors occur in pairs. Therefore, it 
followss that dim(Vr

S4a3S2r) = 4. 
Inn the same fashion we conclude that dim(Vr

S3sis2r-) = 4. But then also dim(V32S4S3S2r) > 2 
sincee (0:2,0:3) 7̂  0 and oi(s2S4«3S2r) = 1. Another application of Lemma 1.1.5 then 
alsoo shows that dim(K3s2r) > 1 and dim(VSlS2r) > 1. By arguments similar to the ones for 
VsVs44ss33ss22riri i-e«» by viewing VS4S3S2r as a H(Ai (03))-modules, we even find that óim(VS3S2r) = 
2,, and similarly that also dim(VslS2r) = 2. 
Byy looking at the calibration graph it is clear that the weight spaces of r and s2r must be of 
equall dimension. Now suppose that V is not 22-dimensional. We have already shown that 
dim(V)) > 20. Therefore, let N ¥ M be an W-module with Nr ^ 0, then dim(JV) > 2. 
However,, N is also a module for Ho, and the total Ho-type of the induced representation that 
wee are decomposing is ( - , 22) + ( l2 , l2) + (1,12) + (1, l3) + ( - , 112) + ( - , l4) . These 
constituentss have dimension (resp.) 2,6,8,4,3,1; and the constituent (—, 22) has already been 
localized.. This is a contradiction and it follows that dimfV) = 22. 
Off course, since we are dealing here with the Cn-group case, we could have also used the 
factt that we know that the Green functions describe the irreducible tempered representations 
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andd their 7io-decomposition to come to this conclusion. But as in the previous cases we have 
chosee to do these calculation, for uniformity of the exposition. 
Thee central characters of the remaining two types are dealt with using similar arguments. We 
doo not repeat them here. D 

REMARKK 8.3.2. These results are a confirmation of the Conjectures 6.5.3. 

REMARKK 8.3.3. (i) As in the previous examples, for generic parameters the "Wo-types of the 
irreduciblee discrete series representations are an orthonormal set w.r.t. the elliptic pairing on 
Wo.Wo. If we assume this in advance, we can use this assumption to calculate the irreducible 
temperedd representations with central character ^ ( 2 2 ) in another way. Let us explain this 
inn detail. We have already obtained four orthonormal Wo-representations for all generic pa
rameters.. It remains to find the one with central character B4, (22). Consider the virtual 
characterr a i ( l 2 , l 2 ) + a2(l,21) + a 3 ( l , l 3 ) + a 4 ( - ,22) + a 5 ( - ,21 2 ) 4- a 6 ( - , l 4 ) , then 
thee characters of the discrete series only form an orthonormal basis (for all possible generic 
parameters)) for the elliptic pairing if a\ — a2 and 03 = 05 = ae» and {a\ — a^)2 = \. 
(ii)) Let </i = q\. If we calculate fv for V = (—, 22) using Lemma 7.3.2, then indeed we find 
r(fv)r(fv) = V>pi(r)> as in (1.1). This could have lead us to the same conclusion for the point 
(22)) and special parameters q\ = q\ as well. 





CHAPTERR 9 

Remarks s 

InIn this thesis we have only considered the affine Hecke algebra with root labels q& > 1. 
InIn some sense, this is a natural restriction on the labels, since all affine Hecke algebras that 
occurr "in nature"(Le., in the setting of Theorem 0.3.1), are of this type. However, from 
aa combinatorial point of view, this assumption is unnecessarily restrictive. In this chapter 
wee give a combinatorial generalization of our results in the more general case. As long as 
fci&2fci&2 7̂  0> our results extend easily. If one of the ki is zero, we already have to be more 
careful,, while the case ki = k2 = 0 (i.e., q\ — q2 = 1) is not accessible. This is because the 
ratioratio q = k2/ki, which has been the principal variable in all our considerations, is no longer 
defined. . 

9.1.. Other special values 

Soo far we have been assuming that for the root labels k\, k2 of the graded Hecke algebra, we 
havee h > 0. In this section we indicate how to generalize our results to the general case 
wheree k{ € R. In this case, the parameters are special if ([14]): 

2 (n - l ) ) 

hkhk22 [J (jkl+2k2)(jk1-2k2)^0. 
3=1 3=1 

Ourr analysis so far, i.e., the symbols that we have defined, depends on the ratio q = k2/k\. 
Clearlyy this ratio is only defined for ki ^ 0. Let us therefore denote the set of non-
negativee ratios of special parameters for the graded Hecke algebra of type Bn by S(n)+ — 
{0,, ~, 1, f, 2 , . . . , n - 1}. We first treat the case where q = k2/ki €

9.1.1.. Nonzero long root label. First we assume that fci / 0. Suppose that the param
eterss &2 = Qki are special with q 6 — S(n)+. For a generically residual point c(A, k\, k2), 
clearlyy we can still define the ^-tableau Tq(\). The following simple observation is crucial to 
derivee the case where q < 0 from the corresponding case where q > 0. 

LEMMAA 9.1.1. Let q E S(n)+ and A(- n. Then 

S_,(A)) = fc,ï?) *=* Sfl(A') = fo,0, 

wherewhere X' is the partition conjugate to A. 

Proof.Proof. This follows from the fact that Tq(\) is the conjugate tableau of T_q(A
;). The entry of 

squaree (i, j) in a (— g)-tableau is equal to \(j — i)k\ + k2\ — \{j — i) — q\ki = \i - j + q\ku 
whichh is equal to the entry of square (j, i) in a g-tableau. The Lemma follows since square 
(i,(i, j) belongs to T_q(A) <=> square (j, i) belongs to Tq(\'). D 

135 5 
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Remarkk that, as characters of Wo, 

(&»tf®® (-,«) = fa,0-
Wee will write this map as $ : $(£, 77) = (77, £). 
Inn particular, observe that for q = 0 we find 50(A) = $(<S0(A')). We next define the q-
symbolss for the new cases. First we consider q = 0, where we have to be somewhat careful, 
sincee we may have either k\ > 0 or k\ < 0. We therefore define two symbols, the +0-
symbol,, to be applied when k\ > 0 and the — 0-symbol, to be applied when ki < 0. Both are 
derivedd from the corresponding elements in Z2 '°(n, n), but for the +0-symbol of (£, 77) we 
startt the symbol with £1, whereas for the —0-symbol we start the symbol with 771. Of course 
wee have first adjusted the lengths of £ and 77 such that Z(£) = £(77). For example, the +0-
resp.. —0-symbol of (11,2) are 

\\ 0 3 4 ) a n d ( 0
 1 4 3 ) ' 

Noww we define the g-symbols for negative q. 

DEFINITIONN 9.1.2. Let (f, 77) be a double partition ofn. Letq>0 e S(n)+. Then we define 
thethe {—q)-symbol of (£, 77) as the equivalence class associated to (£, 77) in Z^,0(n, n + q) ifq 
isis integer, and as the equivalence class of (£, 77) in Z^,l{n, n + q + ^) if q is not integer. 

EXAMPLEE 9.1.3. The (-2)-symbol of (12,3) is 

// 1 4 \ 
VV 0 2 4 9 J -

Observee that the (—^)-symbol of (f, 77) is the g-symbol of (77, £), up to a change of rows. In 
particular, , 

(9.DD a-q(t,v) = aq{r,,Z)=aq(*{t, 77)). 

COROLLARYY 9.1.4. Letq e S(n)+ and L_ e C(-q) be a residual subspace of the graded 
HecheHeche algebra H with parameters k\ and k2 =

(i)) Suppose L- e £(—q) corresponds to the residual point with jumps ji in the graded 
HeckeHecke algebra of type A\ x Bi, and labels &2 = —qk\. Then there exists a residual 
cosetcoset L+ £ C(q) whose center is the residual point with jumps ji in the graded 
HeckeHecke algebra of type A\ x Bi with labels k2 = qk\. This map induces a bijection 

C(q)C(q) —> £(-</). 

(ii)) Let L_ £ C(q) *—* L+ e C(q) under the above bijection. Then there is a 
bijection bijection 

CCqq(L(L++)^->C-)^->C-qq(L.) (L.) 

defineddefined by 

L+L+ 6 C(q) of type Ax x {Bup) <—• L_ € C(-q) of type Ax x {Bup!). 

WeWe denote the corresponding map also by $, i.e., $(L) has type A\ x (Bi, p) if 
andand only ifL' has type A\ x (Bi, pf). Notice that <J>2 is the identity. 

(iii)) The setYi-q{<&(L)) of Springer correspondents of ${L) is well-defined. Let$(L) e 
C(q)C(q) correspond to L e £(—q) under the above bijection. Then 

(9.2)) # ( E _ , ( L ) H E , ( # ( £ ) ) . 
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Proof,Proof, (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 9.1.1, whereas (iii) also uses (9.1). • 

Inn particular, if q = 0 then any set of Springer correspondents satisfies T>Q{L) = ^o(L) <8> 
(—,, n). This is of course a trivial corollary of the definition of the . 
Noticee that for all special values we find 

LEMMAA 9.1.5. Let q € +. Then Sq(X) is well-defined if and only if c(\,k,qk) is 
residual. residual. 

ProofProof For q < 0 this follows from q > 0 for which we already know the result, and from 
Conditionn 3.1.1, which can be shown easily to hold for q < 0 if one replaces q by \q\. For 
qq = 0 it follows from the analogue of Lemma 3.3.1, which reads: let A I- n and let the 
numberr I occur mi times in 7b(A). Then mj € {nn+i — l,m/+i,mj+i + 1} for / > 0, 
andd m0 € 1 ^ , 2 ^ , ^ + 1}. The lemma follows from the Condition for c(A, k, 0) to be 
residuall below, in the same way it was deduced for q > 0. D 

LEMMAA 9.1.6. ([14, Prop. 4.6]) Let X \- n and consider the point c(A, fc, 0) written in the 
formform (3.1). Then it is residual if and only if(i) mp = 1, (ii) mi € {m/+i, mj+i + 1} for all 
l>0and(iii)l>0and(iii) mQ = L22^1]. 

Itt follows that the Springer correspondence on the region fci&2 < 0 is the mirror-image of 
thee situation for fcifo > 0. For example, for n = 4, q = 1, the residual points with partition 
(22),, (112), (l4) coincide, whereas for q = —1, the genetically residual points with partition 
(22),, (13), (4) coincide: 

1 22 I 2 1 

oo i ~jn o 

II 1 I 1 
2 2 

11 I 0 i I 1 I 0 1 | | l 0 1 2 J 

22 1 2 

Theirr 1-symbols resp. -1-symbols are: 

and d 

((  ) ( 2 ) ( 4 1 
Wee thus see that the whole Springer correspondence goes through; for die unipotent classes 
thiss should then also hold and we may take U-q{n) = Uq(n). On the other hand, it depends 
onn which of the fy is positive, which ^-representations will be tempered. For example, for 
hihi > 0 the Steinberg representation (whose Ho-type is (—, ln)) is a discrete series repre
sentation.. On the other hand, for hi < 0, it does not belong to the discrete series, but the 
triviall representation (with Ho-type (n, —)) does. For fcifo < 0, the representation which 
actss as the Steinberg representation on the roots with positive label, and as the trivial repre
sentationn on the roots with negative labels, belongs to the discrete series. If fei > 0, £2 < 0, 
thiss is the one-dimensional ^-representation with ?io-type (ln , —), if k\ < 0, &2 > 0, its 
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Ho-typee is (—, n). This should of course be taken into account when formulating the corre
spondingg maps to Uq{n), and the conjectures regarding the Ho -decomposition of a tempered 
irreduciblee representation of H. 
Iff q = 0, we define Uo(n) to be the set of partitions of 2n in which even parts occur with 
evenn multiplicity. Then we define ip+o as in 5.2.1, using the +0-symbol. We define <fi+Q as 
inn 5.2.8, and /+Q as in 5.1.3. With these definitions, we have 

DEFINITION9.1.7.. Letq e S(n)+. LetU-q{n) = Uq{n). 
(i)(i) lfq>0, define ift-q : Vn,2 —* U-q(n) as 

(ii)(ii) Define 4>-q : U-q{n) •—• WQ/ ~_ 9 by 

<f>-<f>-qq = $o <f>q 

(Hi)(Hi) Define fB_c
q : U-q{n) -» C(-q) by 

A(A)) = *(/f(A)), 
wherewhere we use the bijection C(—q) <—• C(q)from Corollary 9.1.4 (ii). 

COROLLARYY 9.1.8. Let q e + . Then the diagram (5.3) is commutative, i.e., for all 
specialspecial and finite q = k2/k\, and L € C(q) one has 

Proof.Proof. For q < 0, this is a direct consequence of the above definitions. For q = 0, the proof 
forr q > 0 readily generalizes to q = 0. D 

Itt remains to adapt also Conjecture 6.5.3 to the cases where &2 = 9&i with q e —S(n)+ and 
thee case where k2 = qki with q € S(n)+ but ki < 0. Before doing this, let us take a look at 
thee case where fci = 0 and k? ^ 0. 

9.1.2.. Nonzero short root label. Suppose that k2 ^ 0. If ki ^ 0, then we have already 
describedd the Springer correspondence at all special values, so let us assume that ki = 0. In 
thiss case, the ratio q = k2/ki is not defined; according to the sign of k2 we may view it as 

.. Therefore, let us define formal s where one of the partitions has infinite 
length.. It follows that the equivalence relation induced on WQ is 

(9.3)) [ ( ^ U = {(*,77)} and [(€,^)]-oo = {(£,*)}, 

wheree * denotes any partition of the appropriate size. On the other hand, atki = 0 all residual 
pointss coincide, which means that the centers of the generically residual subspaces of type 
A\A\ x (Bi, y) all coincide with each other for fixed A. We have seen in Corollary 4.5.9 that for 
00 < k\ < (n - l)_1fc2, the Springer correspondent of the residual coset of type A\ x (Bi, /i) 
iss (/z, A). Therefore the equivalence relation ~oo is indeed the one describing the confluence 
off all the generically residual points in each subalgebra of type A\ x B[. 
Similarly,, for k2 < 0, we have just seen that ^q(L) = T,q{L') ® (—, n), which implies that 
forr 0 < k\ < -(n - l)~lk2, the generically residual subspace of type A\ x (-0/,/^) has 
Springerr correspondent (A, / / ) . 

Wee thus have equivalence classes on WQ, it remains to define the set Woo(^), and the maps 
tpootpoo and 0oo. At first glance, the set Uoo(n) is not well tractable, as one would have to 
considerr partitions of infinity, in which infinitely many odd parts occur with odd multiplicity. 
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However,, since for t > n— 1, all parameters fci, k2 with k2 = tk\ are generic, we may instead 
considerr Un(n)t and the corresponding maps (f>n and ipn, if we realize the extra condition that 
off a double partition (£, rj), only the second part r\ determines the equivalence class in W0. 
Wee therefore define Ucx>(n) := Un(n)t and ^oo = il)n{n). Of course its inverse ^ is 
thenn defined to be <f>n. Finally, it remains to define f%£. Since its domain is Un{n), we put 
f^(X)f^(X) = [(*, ^joo if /^C(A) is a residual coset L whose root system RL is of type A$ x Bi. 

REMARKK 9.1.9. It is not hard to see that the diagram (5.3) is commutative for any q G ^N. 
Iff we take q > n — 1, then there are $Vn,2 Wb-orbits of residual cosets, and so it follows that, 
forr q > n integer, one has 

{AA = ( l r i 2 r 2 . . . ) h 2n + q2 | reVen = even and ^ (n mod 2) > q} <-> P„,2, 
ii  odd 

andd an analogous statement if q is half-integer. 

9.1.3.. Generalization of Conjecture. Since w0 = - 1 for type Bn, the trivial and the 
Steinbergg representations of H have the same central character, as do the one-dimensional 
representationss with Tto-type ( l n , —) and ( - , n ) . It depends on the parameters which one 
off these four is in the discrete series. H q > 0, its central character is W0r for r = 
exp(c((n),, fci, fc2)), and for q < 0, its central character is W0r for r = exp(c((ln), ki,k2)). 
Wee therefore adapt Conjecture 6.5.3 simply by multiplying the representations in part (iv) 
withh the appropriate one of these four characters. For q £ — S(n)+, the generically resid
uall point of type ( l n ) is the one which is the central character of die one-dimensional 
representationss with Ho-type ( l n , - ) and ( - , n ) . Therefore the generically residual point 
c((ln) ,, Jfci, k2), which indeed remains residual at all special values fc2 = qk\ if q < 0 .should 
correspondd for k2 < 0 to the representation with Wo-type ( - , n), and for k\ < 0 to the rep
resentationn with Ho-type ( l n , - ) . Finally, for k2 = qk\ with ki < 0, on the same grounds it 
iss clear that the residual point of type (n) is the central character of the trivial representation, 
andd that the irreducible discrete series ^-representations with central character c(A, k, qk) 
aree those for q > 0, multiplied with the Steinberg representation. On the level of 7i0-types, 
thiss is multiplication with the sign representation, and thus a discrete series representation 
whosee central character is c(A, q, qk) has Springer correspondent and leading Ho-type (the 
Wo-representationn in the top degree of the graded module) «Sq(A). Therefore the part ki < 0 
off the parameter space seems to be the one for which the splitting map Sq is the most natural. 
Wee can thus generalize Conjecture (6.5.3). For q < 0, we define Green functions in the same 
wayy as before, i.e., we use the ordering on Wo induced by aq. For q = 0 or , we define 
Greenn functions as we did for the case q > 0. We will come back to this after stating the 
conjecture. . 

CONJECTUREE 9.1.10. Fix special parameters k2 = qk\ of the graded Heche algebra H of 
typetype Bn and let the affine Heche algebra H have root labels qi = exp(fci). 

(i)) The ̂ « ' a i are characters ofW0. 
(ii)) (x0,ipq,OL'i) = 0 unless (3 >- a and a *>q @, or a = (3: we find an upper 

triangulartriangular system. 
(iii)) If i0 is such that ^ 9 ' a ' i o ^ 0 and ^ 9 ' a , i = 0 for all i > i0, then ^ ' a > i ° = 

Xa-Xa- in other words, in the top degree we find with multiplicity one the irreducible 
representationrepresentation Xa-
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givengiven by J2i V 9 ' 7 ' ' bb for all 7 e £,(£). 

(iv)) Lc/ r/ie residual coset L have Springer correspondents Y,q(L). Then the irreducible 
temperedtempered representations in Hq(L) are indexed by £ , ( £ ) , and their Ho-types are 

fll «T*i<0 
[sgnn //'/ci > 0' 

RecallRecall that the set Cq (L) of generically residual cosets whose center coincides with 
r^forkr^fork22 = qk\ is inbijectionwithHq(L). Suppose that LK, oftypeAKi x(Bi,K?) 
isis one of these cosets, and that 7 e Èg(L) is its Springer correspondent at q + e, 
i.e., i.e., 

1 1 JJq+i q+i (L) (L) 
TT # o ( B n ) /x • »5 , + e ( « 2 ) . . 

77ie«« ?&e Tio-decomposition of the irreducible tempered representation ofH with 
centralcentral character TLK, is for q + e equal to 

E^ ^ Ï.7.* * 11 if hi < 0 

sgnn ?ƒ k\ > 0. 

77?ee analogous statement holds for q — e. 

Observee that for kx = 0, this is only well-defined if the set { £ * t/> 7.* | 7 g £ ( L ) } of 
(w)) is invariant under multiplication with the sign representation. 
Thiss implies that on the lines k2 = n - l)ki, we conjecturally find as W0-types in the top 
degreee of the tempered ^-representations the ones in Figure 1. 

> k i i 

F I G U R EE 1. Leading W0-types of tempered representations with central 
characterr rL on the lines k2 =  - i)ki, where L is a residual sub-
spacee of type Ax x (B/,/x). 

Finally,, let us make some comments about the relation between the Green functions P  for 
qq < 0 and those for q < 0. Since one can use both to formulate the conjectures, there should 
nott be a difference. 
Grantedd conjecture 6.5.3, let L+ be a residual coset for k2 = qki where q > 0, and let V+ be 
ann irreducible tempered W-module whose central character is rL+, i.e., there is a 7 e E 9 (L) 
suchh that 

I'Ho o 5> > 9.7.» » 
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Thenn there exists a module V~, whose central character is rL_, such that for k2 = ~<?&i, 
V~V~ is tempered, and whose 7io_decomposition is 

i i 

iff fci > 0, fc2 < 0, or 

i i 

iff Jfci < 0, fc2 > 0. On the other hand, according to 9.1.10, the Ho-decomposition of V~ is 

i i 

iff fci > 0, k2 < 0, or 

v-i«„„ = E*""*(7, , i-
i i 

iff fci < 0, /c2 > 0. Therefore, we expect that 

ii i 

forr all 7 and all q. This is true since it holds in every graded part: 

LEMMAA 9.1.11. We have 

/orr a / /9 ,7 ,1 

FWÖ/:: Since a_g(£, 77) - ag(?/, £), and so choose the order >-_9 on the set of 2-partitions 
definedd by (a, 0) X_q (£, 77) «= • (/?, a) ^q (77, 0 refines the order induced by the a-q-
value,, and hence we use it to define the matrix P~q. It follows easily from the defining 
equationn (6.10) with q < 0, that we then have P^qg{t) = ^ { a ) *(fl)(0- A s i n m e c a s e 

qq > 0, we can then multiply the matrix P~q with the transposed character table of Wo to 
obtainn the matrix Q~q. Then we have 

(9.4)) Qayt) = £ ^ q A w 
i>0 0 

onn the one hand, but on the other we have also 

7 7 

== £x(-,»)(«)x*(7)(a)P*(7)*(/3)(t) 
7 7 

-- X(-,n)(oc)Qq
aMf3)(t) 

(9.5)) - *<-,»)(«) E ^ * ^ ' -

Togetherr with (9.4), this yields the required result. • 
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Wee therefore conclude that if q ^ 0, it indeed, as it should, makes no difference if we use the 
Greenn functions for q or — q. 

COROLLARYY 9.1.12. Granted Conjecture 6,5.3, ifq = 0, then the following are equivalent. 

aa = $ ( Q ) «=• $ ( ^ ° ' a ' i ) = Tp0^'1 for alii. 

Proof.Proof. One side is trivial, and the other follows from the conjecture, since it claims that 
^0,Ot,max^0,Ot,max = a I t f o I l o w s m a t $(Q) = ^QMOL),max = $(^0,0^01) ^ ^0,<X,max = a D 

9.1.4.. Root labels zero. If ki = k2 = 0 then k2 = qh for all special values q, and the 
combinatoricss that we have developed thus degenerate. All residual cosets coincide with each 
otherr as well. From the point of view of deformation, the group algebra of the Weyl group 
thuss turns out to be a worst-case-scenario. We have no information to offer on this case. 

9.2.. Other classical types 

Too justify the title of this thesis, let us briefly take a look at the other root systems of classical 
type:: types A and D. Both these types are simply laced, which means that there is only 
onee root label k for the graded Hecke algebra and q = exp(fc) for the affine Hecke algebra. 
Thereforee essentially the only case that arises is the group case, where q is the cardinality 
off the residue field of F, the field over which the corresponding p-adic group is defined. 
Thiss gives rise to q = pn for a prime p and natural number n only, but by [46], we may 
replacee such q by powers qe, for e € (0,1]. Therefore it is sufficient to cover the group case, 
whichh means that we may consider the representations of the p-adic group with Iwahori-fixed 
vectorss instead. 

9.2.1.. Type A. Type A has been done by Zelevinsky in [61]. In this article, he classifies 
thee irreducible representations of GLn(F) for a local non-archimedean field F , using com
binatoricss on so-called segments, which are certain subsets of the set of equivalence classes 
off the set of irreducible representations of GLn(F). 

9.2.2.. Type D. In this section we compare the results on the classification of the irre
duciblee tempered representations of the affine Hecke algebra of type Dn with the results for 
thee appropriately labeled Hecke algebra of type Bn which are predicted by Conjecture 9.1.10. 
Wee choose the lattices X of both root systems to equal the weight lattice P(Bn) = P(Dn). 
Inn H(Bn) we choose root labels q<z = 1 and q\ € E > 1 , which we emphasize by writing 
H(BH(Bnn))>i>ii.i. Under these assumptions we may and will view H(Dn) with label ^ a s a subal-
gebraa of H(Bn)>ti. Recall also that the assumptions on the weight lattice are not important 
forr any of the algebras separately, since we are concerned with real central character only. 
Anyy representation of W0(Bn) therefore restricts to a representation of WQ(Dn). It is known 
thatt upon restriction to Wo(Dn) the irreducible representation indexed by (£,77) coincides 
withh the one indexed by (77, £). Moreover, upon this restriction it remains irreducible if £ ^ ^ 77, 
andd if £ = 77 it splits into two irreducibles of W0(Dn), which we index by (£, £)' and (£, £)". 
Sincee confusion may arise easily as both sets of irreducible representations are parametrized 
inn terms of 2-partitions, we will write an irreducible character of Wo(Bn) as a 6 Vnf2, 
andd its restriction to W0(Dn) as aD. We thus have aD = ${ct)D if a ^ $ ( a ) , and 
cxcxDD = a'D+a.% if a = $ ( a ) . The other way around, if x e W0(Dn) then I n d j j ^ j (x) = 
atat + $ ( a ) if x = ocD and a ^ $ ( a ) , and I n d j j ^ ^ x ) = a if ( a D , x ) > 0 and 
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ex.ex. = 4>(a). Of course the same relations hold for the corresponding representations of 
7*o(£n)>,iandtto(£>n). . 
Since,, for W0(Dn)t a pair of partitions is now to be regarded as unordered, it follows that 
thee s that we have defined will coincide into a symbol with no ordering on the 
rows,, i.e., where we write the entries of & above the ones of 77*. These are indeed the ones 
describingg the Springer correspondence of SÖ2n, see e.g. [6]. 

9.2.2.1.. Springer correspondence. We thus have two descriptions of the Springer corre
spondence,, one for H{Bn)>fi as predicted by the Conjectures, and one for H(Dn) which is 
thee classical Springer correspondence. We will compare them to each other. 
Wee start by recalling the terminology that applies to H(Bn)>ii. The set of unipotent classes 
whichh parametrizes Wo -orbits of real residual cosets is given by 

UUQQ(n)(n) = {A = ( l r i2 r 2 . . . ) H 2n I reven = even}. 
Thee Bala-Carter map that describes this parametrization, is f^ =: ƒ££ as given in section 
9.1.1.. Furthermore we have the map <po from UQ(JI) to Wo f ~o> given as <f>+o, described in 
sectionn 9.1. Analogously we have the inverse map ipo- The set of Springer correspondents of 
aa residual coset L of type A\ x (Bi, p) is given as the set of irreducible character of Wo(Bn) 
thatt occur in 

££ tro - I n d ^ ^ ^ t r i v x <g> S0(p)). 
{i/|So(f)~o«So(M)} } 

Noticee that, as we have remarked also before, we have $(£o(£)) = S0(-L), since c(p, A;, 0) 
iss a residual point if and only if its conjugate c(p', k, 0) is residual, and So{p') =

 $OSO(AO)-
Withh this notation, we have, for all L £ £(0), 

(f$(f$ccoiPooZoiPooZ00(L))(L)) = L. 

Thee irreducible tempered representations of 7t(B„)>)i are then parametrized by Wo{Bn), 
suchh that we call Ua the representation whose restriction to Ho(Bn)>fi is 

t t 

Thenn all Ua where a ranges over its O-similarity class, form exactly the set of irreducible 
temperedd 7i(i?n)>ti-representations whose central character is TL with [a]o = £o(£)-
Recalll from the previous section, that for all a and all i, we have 

Thiss means that if a. — $(a) , then in tp^a^ any representation 7 occurs as many times as 
*(7). . 
Noww let us describe the classical Springer correspondence for SÖ2n(C). We define an equiv
alencee relation ~£>, with equivalence classes [-]D, on Wo(Dn) as follows. If \ is an irre
duciblee character of W0(Dn) such that x = <*D, then x ~ D X' f o r aH x' = Q D s u c h m a t 

aa ~0 ot'. Notice that all such a ' satisfy $(a') ^ a'. This means simply that we look at the 
0-symbol,, where the rows are regarded as unordered. If there is no such a, i.e., XD equals 
a!a!DD or a'[) for some a = $(a) , then [X]D = {x} is an equivalence class by itself. Notice 
thatt for such a we also have [a]o = {a}. 
Thee set of unipotent classes of 502n(C), which we denote by UD(TI), is parametrized by 
partitionss of 2ra in which even parts have even multiplicity, except that if such a partition 
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hass only even parts, it parametrizes two unipotent classes in SÖ2n (C), which we write as 
C\>C\> and C\». To distinguish elements in l4o(n) from those in Uoin), we write XD for the 
correspondingg element in Uoin) if A € U0(n) has an odd part, and A'D, A'/> for the two 
elementss in UD(TI) that correspond to A 6 Uo(n) if A has only even parts. The Springer 
correspondentss of a unipotent class C\ for A € Uoin) are obtained by the map <j>D. If A has 
ann odd part, then we define 4>D(XD) = 0O(A)D, for all A in U0(n) that have an odd part. 
Thenn it is known that [<J>D (A)] o is indeed the set of classical Springer correspondents of C\. 
Too describe what happens for A with only even parts, we observe first that 

LEMMAA 9.2.1. Let A € Uo(n), and let <fio(X) = (£,77). Then A consists of even parts if and 
onlyonly ifZ = 77. 

Proof.Proof. This is a straightforward calculation. • 

Itt is also known that in the case where 0o(A) = (£, £)t the Springer correspondents of C\> 
andd CX" are (£, £)'D and (£, £)ï>. w « must then still decide if (£, £)' or (£, 0 " is the Springer 
correspondentt of Cy. This may be done as follows (see [6, p. 423] for this description): a 
resultt of Lusztig and Spaltenstein ([39]) shows that the Springer correspondent that belongs 
too the pair (u, 1), is given by 2w3 (ej), where it is assumed that u lies in the Richardson class 
correspondingg to the parabolic subgroup Pj, and j denotes Macdonald induction (which is, 
likee trg - Ind, also a truncated induction). This enables us to choose notation such that (£, £)' 
correspondss to Cx> and (£, £)" to CA», i.e., such that <f>D(\') = (£, £)' and ^ D ( A " ) = (£, 0 " . 
Thenn the map £̂> is the inverse of <po-
Lett us denote the set of real residual cosets H(Dn) by C{D). On the level of residual cosets 
forr H(Dn), the corresponding result of the degeneracy of UQ(TI) to Uoin) is 

LEMMAA 9.2.2. Let L be a real residual coset of type A\ x {Bi, fi) for H(Bn) with label 
qq22 = I. Then L is also a residual coset for H(Dn), and the orbit W0(Bn)L is a single 
Wo(DWo(Dnn)-orbit,)-orbit, unless I = 0 and A consists of even parts. In that case the orbit W0(Bn)L 
decomposesdecomposes into two W0(Dn)-orbits of residual cosets, which we denote by L' and L". 

ProofProof We work in the graded Hecke algebras M(Bn) and B.(Dn). Let L be a residual 
subspacee of EI. Recall the expression for the center CL of a specific element of the orbit W0L 
givenn in section 3.4: 

^ 11 ~ * L ^1 - 3 u Ai - 1 Am - 1 Am - 1 
1—2—*i»» —2^— l5 " ' ' 2— ' ' ' — 2 — ' ' ' 2— ° ^ ' ^ ' 

Clearly,, if we substitute k2 = 0, at least one of the coordinates will be zero, unless \x = 0 
andd all Xi are even. The Weyl group W0(Dn) acts by permutations and even amounts of sign 
changes,, whereas the Weyl group W0(Bn) can also produce a single sign change. Therefore, 
iff we introduce dL e W0 {BU)CL whose coordinates differ from those of CL by an odd number 
off sign changes, then c'L € W0{Bn)cL but c'L $ W0{Dn)cL. These facts, combined with the 
factt that since H{Dn) is a group case, and therefore one has a bijection between Weyl group 
orbitss of real residual cosets and those of their centers, lead to the required result. D 

Thiss branching was to be expected, since of course, H(Dn) being a group case, we have a 
bijectionn between unipotent conjugacy classes in G = S02n(C) and W0(Dn)-orbits of real 
residuall cosets of H(Dn). We therefore write again LD for the real residual coset in C(D) 
thatt corresponds to the coset L e £(0) of type A\ x {Bt,ii), except if fj, = 0 and A has no 
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oddd parts, in which case we write L'D and L"B for the cosets of H(Dn) that correspond to L, 
whichh thus has type A\. 
Inn view of the preceding results, we can choose V and L" so as to find the Bala-̂ Carter map 
f%f% such that f%(\') = L', and similarly for L", i.e., 

(fo(fo o i>D ° M(L) = L for all L € £(£>). 
Thee upshot is that the maps for H(£n)>,i' which we have defined, agree with the classical 
oness for H(Dn) in the following sense: 

E0(L)DD = T,D{LD) = EO(*(L))D
 o r Xo(L)'D = XD(L'D), E 0 W i = £/>(££), 

<̂ >O(A)DD = 4>D(^D) or <Ao(̂ )z? = <I>D(XD)I <foWb = ^ D M ) I 

V>O(«)DD = fe(öö) = ^o($(tt))i> o r V>o(tt)i> = ẑ>(«£>)» M<*)b - ^ ( a ' i ) , 
/ rC^DD = ƒ£(*!>) or #=(*)/> = /ff(A'D), / f W i = /ff(Vi) 

9.2.2.2.. Greenfunctions, Since 7i(-Dn) is a group case, we can calculate the parametriza-
tionn and the Ho(£>n)-decomposition of H(£>„)£7 by using the Green functions for Dn, as 
explainedd in Chapter 6. Let us denote them by (P£ Q )aD,(3D£W0(Dny ^QS& Green 
functionss are the solution of the matrix equation (6.8). The irreducible tempered H{Dn)-
moduless are thus indexed by Wo(Dn) and they decompose upon restriction to Ho(Dn) as 

^ l H o ( D n ) = E ^ D ' X , i ® ^ n ' ' 
i i 

forr all x in WQ(Dn). 
Fromm the previous section, we know that 

(9.6)) y>°'W)D = (W° ' a , i ) )D = ( / ' a ' % . 
Onn the other hand, according to Conjecture 9.1.10, the irreducible tempered modules of 
H(BH(Bnn))>t>tii are indexed by (the 0-symbols of) W0(Bn), and their restriction to H0{Bn)>A 

UUaa\Ho{B\Ho{Bn)>n)>,,11=^°=^° ,a,i,a,i®®SS99nn--
i i 

Therefore e 

i i 

Onn the other hand, if we induce Va from H(D„) to K(B„)>,i, or restrict Ua from H{Bn)>}1 

too H{Dn), then we do not change the weight spaces, so we stay in the category of tempered 
representationss with real central character. 
Fromm (9.6) it follows that 

U"U"  \Ho(Dn)= t ^ 0 0 |W„(Dn) • 

Iff Ua has central character rL and £0(£) = a» m e n m e irreducible components of its 
restrictionn to H(I>„) have central character rLo if a ^ $(a), resp. r ^ or r^» if a = 
$(a) .. On the other hand, inducing a Vx from WtB„)>,i to W(A») yields representations 
thatt have central character n, if K* has central character rLo, or one of rL>D and r£,» . 
Firstt we consider Vx where \ *s °f m e ^orm a>D- Inducing Vx to H(£n)>,i yields a rep
resentationn M with central character rj,, where L is such that £o(£) = <*• Notice that 
$(a)) = a, hence [a]o = {<*} and so there is only one equivalence class of irreducible 
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temperedd H(Bn)>ti-modules with central character L. Moreover, VaD occurs in the re
strictionn to H(Dn) of M by Frobenius reciprocity. Since the same holds for Van, the index 
off W0(Dn) in Wo(Bn) is two, and there exists according to the conjectures only one ir
reduciblee tempered H(,Bn)>ii-module with real central character rL, we conclude that M 
equalss £ / a , and that 

ii  i i 

Hence,, up to a possible shift in the grading, we expect 

Sincee a = $ ( a ) , it follows that if (£, 77) (with £ 7̂  77) occurs in V 0 , a ' \ then (77, £) also 
occurss and has the same multiplicity. It thus turns out that (say) (£, 77) occurs as (£, rj)D in 
^£>,aD)ii a n d simiiarly for (77, £ )D = (£, ^ ) D in ^D^OL'^i. 
Noww suppose that x = Ö D , then $ (0 ) 7̂  a . Let L be the real residual coset for H(Bn)>A 

suchh that TLD is the central character of Vx. Then [X]D = fai, • • .,Xm} and we have 
Qii such that ai;£> = ${oci)D = Xi and [a]0 = { a i , . . . , a T O } . Since $ ( a ) ^ a , also 
$ ( a i )) 7̂  a , for all i. We can choose the orderings ^ 0 on W0{Bn) and yD such that they 
aree compatible with each other, i.e., such that \t >• Xj implies oti >- ctj. 
Thee restrictions of Ua* and £/*(a*> to H{Dn) yield the same tempered representation of 
H(DH(Dnn)) with central character rLo. It is not hard to see that it is irreducible. Since the irre
duciblee tempered ft(Dn)-modules with central character rLo are parametrized by T,D(LD), 

thee 7io(£>n)-restrictions of Uai and £ƒ*(«*) are both isomorphic to V*' \n0(Dn) for some 
XiXi e ZD(LD). It remains to be seen that actually Xi ~ c*i,D. This follows from the triangu
larityy property 9.1.10(H). In particular, as we expect, the ordering on W0 inside a similarity 
classs is not relevant. We thus expect 

(9.7)) ( ^ ° ' a ' % = V D ' a ö ' i , 

forr all a 7̂  $ ( a ) . 
Hence,, the results for H(Bn)>fi predicted by the Conjecture are indeed compatible with the 
knownn classification of the irreducible tempered H(Dn)-modu\es. 

REMARKK 9.2.3. We have thus (almost) shown that, granted the conjectures, it follows that 
thee Green functions of H(Bn)>tl agree with those of H(Dn), and that the Springer cor
respondencee for H(Bn) can be obtained from the Springer correspondence for H{Dn) by 
inductionn or vice versa by restriction. It seems likely that we can turn this reasoning around, 
therebyy showing that the conjectures hold in case q2 = 1 by showing that the Green functions 
off H(Bn)>yl and H{Dn) agree. Due to time constraints we have, ass of yet, not been able to 
pursuee this investigation any further. 
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Samenvatting g 

Diegenenn die weten waar dit proefschrift over gaat, zullen doorgaans het Engels wel machtig 
zijn.. Laat ik daarom op deze plaats iets proberen te vertellen over het onderwerp, zonder in 
alal te veel technische details te vervallen. Dit is dus eerder bedoeld voor de niet-wiskundige 
leekk dan voor de expert, niettemin hoop ik dat ook de wiskundige leek er iets aan heeft. 
InIn de wiskunde probeert men vaak zich het leven makkelijker te maken, door als de studie 
vann een bepaald object te moeilijk lijkt, zich te beperken tot de studie van een aanverwant, en 
makkelijkerr gehoopt object. Deze strategie kan niet mislukken, want als dat inderdaad zo is, 
heeftt men het oorspronkelijke probleem (in ieder geval deels) opgelost, en als dat toch niet 
zoo is, heeft men er weer een interessant object bij om zich mee te vermaken. 
Eenn van de factoren die maken dat veel mensen zich moeilijk een voorstelling kunnen maken 
vann de bezigheden van een wiskundige, is dat de objecten die gemakkelijk voorstelbaar zijn, 
vaakk lastig zijn als men ze wil bestuderen. Zo zijn de complexe getallen wiskundig gesproken 
eenn stuk prettigerr in de omgang dan de rationale getallen (de breuken), alhoewel ze buiten de 
wiskundee op een beduidend minder goede reputatie kunnen bogen. 
Inn dit proefschrift worden technieken ontwikkeld waarvan het de bedoeling, het sterke ver
moedenn zelfs, is dat ze helpen een object (de "affiene Hecke algebra") te beschrijven dat 
oorspronkelijkk is ingevoerd om een eerste stap te zetten bij de oplossing van een ander pro
bleem,, namelijk de representatietheorie van groepen. 
Eenn groep is een belangrijk wiskundig begrip. Wanneer we namelijk de symmetriëen van een 
bepaaldd object bekijken, komen we namelijk als vanzelf een groep tegen. Hoe gaat dit in zijn 
werk?? Een eenvoudig voorbeeld wordt gegeven door een vierkant te bekijken. We kunnen 
dezee draaien over een veelvoud van negentig graden, of spiegelen om een diagonaal of door 
hethet midden van twee tegenoverliggende zijden. Al deze transformaties hebben als eigenschap 
datdat ze het vierkant naar zichzelf afbeelden: het zijn symmetriëen van het vierkant. Wanneer 
wee twee van deze transformaties samenstellen, wordt het vierkant natuurlijk nog steeds naar 
zichzelff afgebeeld. Uiteraard is er ook een triviale symmetrie: diegene die elk punt van het 
vierkantt vasthoudt. Tenslotte, gegeven een transformatie van het vierkant, kunnen we deze 
altijdd weer ongedaan maken door de tegengestelde transformatie uit te voeren. Een belang
rijkerijke opmerking is nog, dat als we twee transformaties na elkaar doen, het in het algemeen 
uitmaaktt welke we eerst doen en welke als tweede: dit levert niet hetzelfde op. 
Hett is duidelijk dat het niet van belang is dat we een vierkant bekijken. Voor elk object krijgen 
wee op deze manier een collectie transformaties. Zo een verzameling van transformaties, met 
hethet feit erbij dat we ze met elkaar kunnen samenstellen, is het archetypische voorbeeld van 
eenn groep. 
Latenn we nog een paar voorbeelden noemen. Bekijk bijvoorbeeld een oneindig lange rij 
puntenn die op een vaste afstand van elkaar liggen. De transformaties die dit object als geheel 
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vasthouden,, en ook de onderlinge afstand bewaren van elk tweetal punten, vormen een groep 
G.G. Wat zijn de leden van G? Ten eerste hebben we natuurlijk de verschuivingen over een 
veelvoudd (positief of negatief) van hun onderlinge afstand. Daarnaast hebben we nog alle 
spiegelingenn in een van de punten, en ook de spiegelingen rond het midden tussen twee 
punten.. Dit zijn alle leden van de oneindige groep G. We kunnen dit inzien door op te 
merkenn dat een transformatie die de afstanden bewaart, geheel vastügt als we weten hoe hij 
opp twee punten werkt. Een gekozen punt kan onder zo'n transformatie naar een willekeurig 
anderr punt, waarna zijn rechterbuurman alleen links of rechts van hem terecht kan komen. 
Aangezienn we dit kunnen realiseren met de gevonden bewerkingen, hebben we de hele groep 
gevonden.. Een ondergroep wordt gevormd door de verschuivingen en daarmee zien we dus 
datt de verzameling gehele getallen, met optelling, een groep is. 
Dee grote gedachtesprong is nu om dit verschijnsel te formaliseren. We definiëren een groep 
dann als een verzameling G, waarop we een bewerking o hebben. Dat wil zeggen, gegeven 
tweee element g\ en gi, kunnen we een nieuwe maken: g\ o g%. Om te zorgen dat deze 
elementenn zich nog wel gedragen als transformaties van een object, eisen we dat steeds geldt 
9\9\ ° (92 ° 93) = {91 ° 92) ° 93- Dan kunnen we voor dit product dus gewoon g\ o g2 o g3 

schrijven.. Deze eigenschap heet associativiteit. Tevens eisen we dan dat er een "neutraal" 
elementt in G zit, dat we met e noteren, dat niks doet: altijd geldt g o e = g. De laatste eis is 
datdat er voor elke g ook een inverse bestaat, die we als g~ g~ll schrijven, waarmee we g ongedaan 
kunnenn maken: er geldt g o g~l — e — g~x o g. We hebben al een paar voorbeelden van 
groepenn genoemd. Nog een ander geval wordt gevormd door de punten op een cirkel met 
straall 1. Deze kunnen we met elkaar vermenigvuldigen, door de hoeken die ze maken met 
eenn gegeven diameter van de cirkel bij elkaar op te tellen. 
Eenn zeer belangrijk geval is dat van de vierkante matrices (deze groep ontstaat als we de 
groepp van lineaire transformaties van een vectorruimte te beschouwen en is dus ook een 
symmetriegroep).. Hierop bestaat een vermenigvuldiging. 
Wee gaan even terug naar het voorbeeld van de cirkel, die we ons voorstellen als een ronde 
snaar.. Deze kan trillen, maar alleen als de golflengte een geheel aantal keer in de omtrek past: 
inn dat geval brengt hij een zuivere toon voort. Er is dan een punt dat niet beweegt, en dus komt 
ditt op hetzelfde neer als een trillende snaar. Het mooie van deze zuivere tonen is, dat elke 
functiee op de cirkel (elke "klank") op unieke manier te schrijven is als een som van dit soort 
trillingen,, elk met een gegeven amplitude. Deze trilling noemen we een representatie van de 
groep:: de snaar manifesteert zichzelf door een zuivere toon voort te brengen. En elke klank 
datdat hij voortbrengt, kunnen we beluisteren door het terug te brengen tot een samenstelling 
vann deze tonen. Uiteraard hebben we een goede wiskundige definitie van "klank" nodig: dit 
zijnn functies op dee groep, die voldoen aan bepaalde eisen. Uiteraard geldt, dat hoe minder we 
vann de functie eisen, hoe moeilijker het wordt om stellingen over zijn ontbinding in zuivere 
tonenn te bewijzen. We zullen hier verder niet op in gaan. 
Hett belangrijkste van het bovenstaande is de opmerking, dat we dus wel alle zuivere tonen 
moetenn kennen. 
Dee vraag is nu: gegeven een groep G, wat zijn zijn "zuivere tonen"? Dit onderwerp heet re
presentatietheorie,, of ook, gezien het voorgaande niet onbegrijpelijk, "harmonische analyse". 
Hett moge duidelijk zijn, dat vanwege de grote diversiteit aan groepen, en hun natuurlijke 
manierr van voorkomen, dit onderwerp zowel omvangrijk als interessant en belangrijk voor 
dee wiskunde als geheel is. In dit onderwerp komen talloze vormen van wiskunde bijeen, zoals 
(uiteraard)) groepentheorie, maar ook algebra, analyse, en meetkunde. 
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Bijj de cirkel bestonden zijn zuivere tonen uit de trillingen, anders gezegd, uit functies op de 
cirkel,, wiens waarde een getal (de uitwijking van de snaar) is. Zo een trilling staat volledig 
opp zichzelf. In het algemeen, als de groep ingewikkelder wordt, horen dit soort "zuivere 
trillingen"" op natuurlijke wijze bij elkaar, en zo een stel noemen we een (irreducibele) re
presentatiepresentatie van de groep. Deze theorie heet Fourier-analyse, en een natuurlijke vraag is of 
wee deze kunnen uitbreiden naar een andere klasse van groepen. Hiervoor moet dus het begrip 
trillingg worden vervangen door "matrixcoêfficiënt van een representatie". Hier zijn we bij de 
redenn dat het voorbeeld van de matrices zo belangrijk maakt: we kunnen de functies op 
dee groep schrijven als een som over matrixcoëfficiênten. Een representatie van de groep 
iss dan een structuur-overdragende afbeelding p van de groep die we bestuderen naar een 
matrixgroep.. Met structuur-overdragend bedoelen we dat er steeds geldt p{g\ og2) = p(gi) • 
p(g2)-p(g2)- Merk op dat o de bewerking van de groep is, en • de vermenigvuldiging van de 
matricess p{g\) en p{g2)- Deze structuuroverdracht hebben we natuurlijk nodig, omdat als we 
dann in de matrixgroep gaan werken, we wel zeker willen weten dat we hiermee ook iets over 
dee groep G zeggen, in plaats van alleen over de matrixgroep. 
Voorr compacte groepen is er een heel mooi analogon van de Fourier-analyse bewezen, dat 
bekendd staat als de Peter-Weyl stelling. Grofweg gezegd komt deze op het volgende neer. 
Dee dimensie van een irreducible representatie is eindig, en is er telkens maar een manier om 
verschillendee van deze aan elkaar te plakken tot een nieuwe representatie. We hebben alle 
matrixcoëfficiêntenn nodig bij het ontbinden van een functie op de groep. Deze feiten zijn voor 
niet-compactee groepen niet altijd meer het geval. In het algemeen blijken de representaties 
diee we nodig hebben om een functie op de groep te ontbinden, van een specifiek soort te 
zijn,, die de "getemperde representaties" heet. Getemperd betekent vaak "fysisch relevant". 
Harmonischee analyse stelt zich (onder meer) tot doel deze te vinden. 
Nuu is er een specifieke klasse van groepen, luisterend naar de naam "reductieve p-adische 
groep",, waarvoor dit probleem nog niet in volle algemeenheid is opgelost. Conform de boven 
beschrevenn filosofie is er een object, geheten de affiene Hecke algebra, dat geacht wordt bij 
dezee representatietheorie een rol te spelen. We zoeken dan eerst de getemperde representaties 
vann de Hecke algebra. Echter, eenmaal ingevoerd blijkt deze affiene Hecke algebra in veel 
meerr zaken een rol te spelen. In zekere zin is het een ideaal object, omdat het eenvoudig 
genoegg is om een behulpzame vereenvoudiging te zijn van allerhande problemen, maar aan 
dee andere kant is het ingewikkeld genoeg om ook genoeg informatie te bevatten om echt een 
bijdragee te kunnen leveren aan de oplossing daarvan. 
Dee bepaling van de (getemperde) representatietheorie van de affiene Hecke algebra wordt 
daaromm als zeer nastrevenswaardig gezien. In bepaalde, maar lang niet alle, gevallen is dit 
opgelost.. De methodes die hiervoor gebruikt werden lenen zich echter slecht voor gene
ralisatiee naar het algemene geval. Dit komt, omdat (zoals gezegd) de affiene Hecke algebra 
oorspronkelijkk is ingevoerd bij de zoektocht naar de getemperde representaties van reductieve 
p-adischee groepen; we zoeken dan in plaats daarvan naar getemperde representaties van de 
affienee Hecke algebra. Er bestaan echter veel meer Hecke algebras dan alleen die. In de 
gevallenn die tot dusverre zijn opgelost, wordt de p-adische groep gebruikt, zij het op een hele 
diepee manier: de irreducibele representaties van deze Hecke algebras worden beschreven in 
termenn van een aan de p-adische groep gelieerde groep, die de Langlands-duale groep wordt 
genoemd. . 
Ditt is niet de aanpak die in dit proefschrift wordt gebruikt. Het achterliggende idee is juist 
datdat het algemene geval, dat niet van de p-adische groep afkomstig is, eenvoudiger is, en dat 
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wee door dit algemene geval te begrijpen en vervolgens een bepaalde limiet te nemen, we 
begripp krijgen van het speciale geval. Ik bekijk dus eerst (in hoofdstukken 1-2) de bekende 
resultatenn over Hecke algebras die voortkomen uit de p-adische groep, in een formulering 
waarinn de groep niet meer expliciet voorkomt. Wat er nog wel in voorkomt, is een andere 
groep,, die zowel te maken heeft met de p-adische groep als met de Hecke algebra: dit is 
dee Weyl groep. Deze blijkt een centrale rol te spelen in de representatietheorie. In de jaren 
zeventigg is door Springer een afbeelding gedefinieerd die de Weyl groep verbindt met de 
meetkundee van de Langlands duale van de p-adische groep. Deze afbeelding staat in het hart 
vann de representatietheorie van de p-adische groep en van die van de Hecke algebra. Dit 
gebeurtt door middel van een ingewikkelde techniek, die cohomologie heet. In het algemeen 
kann men de cohomologie nemen van een object waar de Weyl groep op werkt, dit levert 
dann representaties van de Weyl groep. Het bijzondere van de representaties van Springer is 
datt ze werken op de cohomologie van een objekt waar de Weyl groep juist niet op werkt! 
Dee definitie is dan ook zeer ingewikkeld. Maar de beloning is er naar: in ruil krijgen we alle 
irreducibelee representaties van de Weyl groep precies één keer aangeleverd. De representaties 
vann Springer spelen een belangrijke rol bij de getemperde representatietheorie van de Hecke 
algebraa die afkomstig is van een p-adische groep. 
Dezee beschrijving veralgemeniseer ik in de overige hoofdstukken tot uitspraken, die van 
toepassingg zijn op een willekeurige Hecke algebra. De technieken die ik hiervoor gebruik, 
zijnn een stuk eenvoudiger dan cohomologische, het zijn eigenlijk een soort tel-argumenten. 
Dee wiskundige noemt dit combinatories 
Dezee combinatoriek levert vermoedelijk een uniforme beschrijving op van alle getemperde 
representatiess (met reëel centraal karakter) van alle Hecke algebras (van een bepaald type), 
doorr middel van een visueel vrij eenvoudig proces, waarvan een voorbeeld staat gegeven in 
dee figuur op bladzijde 64. In een paar eenvoudige gevallen heb ik bewezen dat dit inderdaad 
klopt,, vandaar het vermoeden dat het in het algemeen waar is. 
Helaass zijn de gebruikte technieken alleen in staat om het antwoord te beschrijven, niet om 
hett te bewijzen. Dit lijkt voorlopig niet binnen bereik te zijn. 
Tenslottee bekijk ik in het laastse hoofdstuk hoe de combinatoriek, en de bijbehorende ver
moedens,, kunnen worden uitgebreid tot een uitspraak die de Hecke algebra in nog grotere 
algemeenheidd beschrijft. Dit levert potentieel twee verschillende beschrijvingen op waarvan 
ikk laat zien dat ze hetzelfde zijn. 
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